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B. P. T.-Ml.

THE SOUTH AFRICAN PIPE CALABASH,

INTBODUCTION.

The increasing popularity of calabash pipes made from the fruits

of a South African calabash, or gourd, has aroused a widespread

interest in the growing of this vine. Applications for seed at the

Department of Agriculture are increasing in number, and requests

for information regarding cultural methods and the making of the

pipes have become so numerous that a short publication on the

subject seems desirable, as well as a word of caution to those who

hope to make the commercial production of these gourds a profitable

occupation.

Calabash pipes made from imported South African gourds have

been the fashion in England for some time and are now coming into

vogue in America. These pipes are formed from the crooked necks

of a large gourd {Lagenaria vulgaris) belonging to the well-known

group of plants which includes the cucumber, the melons, and the

squashes. (PI. I, fig. 1.) Pipes made from the imported gourds are

expensive, American dealers usually' charging $8 and even $12 apiece

for them. They are the lightest pipes made for their size, are grace-

ful in shape, color like meerschaums, and are delightful smokers.

Unlike the cheap pipes which are turned out by machinery, no two

of these calabash pipes are alike. In this lies much of their charm.

In this, likewise, lies their cost, for, unlike the great mass of pipes

turned out by machinery, the crook of the calabash varies so that

each mouthi)iece must be made to fit it and each lining of meer-

schaum or plaster of Paris must be specially adapted. In our land of

labor-saving machinery and expensive hand labor this is what makes

the pipes costly. Then, too, until quite recently these calabash

gourds which form the bowls of the pipes have only been grown in

South Africa, from whence they have been imported into this coun-

tr5^ The supply has been so limited that they have been treated as

novelties, and have been offered to the public at almost prohibitive

prices.
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4 THE SOUTH AFRICAN PIPE CALABASH.

The price now charged by dealers for the pipes is, however, no indi-

cation of what American manufacturers would pay for the gourd necks

out of which thej^ are made. Importers at present secure these necks

at prices ranging from 25 cents to $2 a dozen. When it is realized

that only.well-formed gourds, free from blemishes, are marketable at

any price, it becomes apparent that the growing of these gourds on a

commercial scale does not promise any large profit. It is not, there-

fore, with the idea of presenting to the farmers of the country a new

and lucrative industry that the successful cultivation of the South

African pipe gourd in this country is briefly described in these pages,

but rather to call attention to an attractive vine which anyone can

grow in his dooryard and from the gourds of which a light and attract-

ive pipe can be made, even by those unaccustomed to the use of tools.

THE CALABASH PIPE GOURD IN SOUTH AFRICA.

The American consul-general in C'ape Town, Mr. H. L. Washington,

sent a few seeds of this interesting plant to the Department of Agri-

culture in December, 1906, and with them a short account of the

origin and growth of this peculiar pipe industry. According to Mr.

Washington the use of the calabash as a pipe bowl was discovered by

the Boers and after the Boer war the fashion of using these pipes

was introduced into England, whence it has reached this country.

Knowing that so long as seeds were not sent out of the country

they might hope to hold the cultme as a monopoty, it is reported

that the Boers tried to prevent the exportation of seed; but, as has

been the history of all such things, sooner or later a few seeds were

exported and to-day there are in America enough seeds to produce

all the gourds that it would be possible to market in this country.

When the small cpiantit}'^ of seeds of this gourd, secured for the

Department, were first sent out, it was not thought that the vine

would produce fruit over a wide range of territory, but it has been

found that from New England to the Gulf and from the Atlantic to

the Pacific it yields the characteristic fruits from which the pipes are

made. The vines are very luxuriant growers. In the vicinity of

Washington, D. C, four of the broad-leaved runners early in the

season covered a 6-foot trellis 25 feet long and climbed to a height of

20 feet over some half-grown cedars near by, where they produced

dozens of the long, slender-necked fruits.

CULTURE OF THE VINE.

The vine forms a very satisfactory cover for unsightly brush heaps

or fences, though its rather rank odor might prove objectionable if

used for an arbor too near the dwelling.

To grow the vine for the sake of its gourds is where the chief

interest lies, however, and to do this well it should not be trained on
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Fig. 1.—Calabash Pipe Gourds.

Tilt' gounl at ihe left lias tlie natural curve; tlie two at the ri^lit were artificially
one-sixth natural size.)

liapeJ. (About

Fig. 2.—Young Pipe Gourd at the Stage to Begin the Shaping Process, Just
After the Flower Has Withered

(,( iiif-tliini natural size.)





THE SOUTH AFRICAN PIPE CALABASH. 5

a trellis, but allowed to trail over the (ground. The reason for this

was discovered the past summer, with plants growing on a 6-foot

wire fence. The young fruits were repeatedly tied up in the effort

to make their necks crook properly, but as they grew older and
heavier they slipped their nooses of cheese cloth or twine and before

the season closed had straightened out into long, clublike specimens,

worthless for pipe making. If the fruits are allowed to lie on the

ground tiiej^ form their crooked necks quite naturally without assist-

ance, and while not all of them by any means make suitable necks

for pipes a good proportion do. It seems to induce a more perfect

neck to stand the gourds up wdien half grown so that they rest on

their big ends. Unless care is exercised in doing this the necks snap

off, for they are extremely brittle even when fully grown. It is only

when almost mature that they become hard and then they are indeed

almost unbreakable.

Much could doubtless be done to perfect the methods of culture,

insuring perhaps a greater percentage of properly crooked necks and

more perfect surfaces. It could not be seen that inheritance plays

any material part in this matter of percentage of crooks. If left to

themselves the majority will crook their necks, but some few will

remain quite straight, and this on the same vine with perfectly

formed crooks.

The plants will thrive in any rich garden soil, the richer the better.

Beds of well-rotted manure and mellow loam should be made, as for

cucumbers or melons and at the same season, and the seeds planted

much as though thej^ w^ere melon seeds, about an inch deep. It will

not pay in the latitude of Washington, D. C, to plant first in a hot-

bed or cold frame and then transplant, but farther north this may
lengthen the fruiting season somewhat, provided the transiplanting

is very carefulty done. The growth of the 3^oung plants when once

checked will be slow, and seeds planted outside will produce plants

that will overtake them in their growth.

The calabash gourd vine is a good bearer. Four vigorous vines

grown in Maryland in 1908 pn duced about 75 gourds. But it must
not be thought that all of the gourds will be fit for })ipe bowls, unless

each fruit is found while the neck is still pliable and so tied that it

forms the proper curve. Among the large leaves the finding of the

very young gourds requires much searching and at frequent intervals.

1 he gourds should be left as long as possible on the vines to thor-

oughly thicken their shells. If picked green the shell will be no
thicker tlian stiff cardboard and in drying it is very liable to crack.

Frost will injure the gourds if they are left on the vines too long.

DISEASES AND INSECT ENEMIES.

It will be an unpleasant surprise when the crop has been harvested

1(1 how few of t

9927-Cir. 41—09-
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b THE SOUTH AFKICAN PIPE CALABASH.

for pipes are really perfect enough to use. The small defects and
insect bites which scarcely seemed to mar the gourds in the field

appear as malformations which throw out as culls a large share of the

crop.

From the appearance of the South African imported product it

seems probable that a dry climate is best for the production of the

gourds and that water is best applied by irrigation. In the moist

regions of Maryland, although perfectly satisfacto'ry pipe gourds can

be grown, there seems to be danger of the necks becoming infected

with a pink mold (doubtless a Fusarium) that often quite ruins them.

Especially liable to this are the specimens lying on the ground, and

this was one of our reasons for standing the gourds on end or for

placing a board under the choicest specimens. Any mechanical or

insect injury to the neck or upper third of the young gourd ma}^ scar

it so as to make it unfit for a first-class pipe.

There is a snout beetle in our gardens which persisted in biting the

necks of the gourds shortly after the flowers had set, and in every

case these bites resulted in scars which were permanent. To keep

the insects from biting the gourds, some were covered with cheese

cloth and others with large paper bags with the mouths folded

closely about the stem. The paper bags proved better, especially if

placed so that the water could drain out of them. In some instances

after a rain many of the bags were found full of water and the gourds

covered with molds.

THE ARTIFICIAL SHAPING OF THE GOURDS.

It was discovered that with a little care and patience it was possible

to cause these gourd necks to grow into any desired shape. To do

this, it is necessary to provide half-inch boards 6 by 8 inches in size,

riddled with quarter-inch holes as close together as they can be bored.

Each board has its accompaniment of 5 or 6 pegs, which should be

about 3 inches long, whittled to fit the holes, and padded with cloth

so that they will not scratch the tender gourd. One of these boards

is required for each pipe until its neck is set at the right curve; then-

it can be removed and used for another. The young gourd when still

quite young and before its delicate neck has hardened (PI. I, fig. 2)

is laid on the board and gently bent in the desired direction and

pegged in place. By the following day the tension will be relaxed

and the fruit can be still further forced into shape. Three or four

resettings of the pegs are usually enough to carry the gourd to the

point where the neck is fixed in form.

Pipes formed in this manner become invested with still greater

individualit}". Unlimited opportunity is afforded for the exercise of

ingenuity in the making of new forms, and individual tastes regarding

the shape of a pipe can be fully gratified. (See PI. II, fig. 2.) By this
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Fig. 1.—Materials for Making a Calabash Pipe: Gourd Ready for the Fitting
OF THE Bowl, Box of Plaster of Paris, Meerschaum Bowl, Machinist's Die,
Curved Rubber Stem, and Nipple.

.\n atlilitional nipple is slmwii witli tlie .stem.

^v/v
Fig. 2.—Various Forms of Calabash Pipes.

The upper und lower pipes on the right hand side liave been artillcially shaped.
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method gourds wore formed with a double curve in the neck, making

unnecessary a curved mouthpiece. If the vines run over the ground,

the boards used serve the additional purpose of keeping the gourds off

the soil.

METHODS OF MAKING THE PIPES.

To make a pipe the neck end of the gourd should be cut off and all

pith carefully removed from the inside. The thin outside cuticle

should be scraped off witli a sharp knife before it dries; at least it

comes off easier then and if left on will form food for molds. Whiting

or pumice may be used for polishing the hard surface, if not smooth

enough after thoroughly scraping. Sandpaper will scratch it and

should not be used.

The drying of the gourds seems a simple thing, but it is in reality

so difTicult that it should be specially explained. After the pipe

gourds are harvested, the necks, particularly if not properly cleaned

and scraped, are in great danger from molds. If stored in a warm,

close room for only a few days the cuticle will be covered with un-

sightly spots, which ruin the hard layer beneath by discoloring it.

The necks, after being cleaned and scraped, will cure best if hung up

in a cool, dry room where plenty of air is circulating and where they

will not freeze. If a place where the sun can strike them can be

found, so much the better.

The making of the pipe should be postponed until the gourds have

become well seasoned. The necessary accessories are a rubber mouth-

piece, a bowl, and some thin cork strips, the cost of which should not

exceed 50 cents. (PI. II, fig. 1.) In addition to these a few cents'

worth of plaster of Paris Avill be needed. Cut off smoothly the tip of

the small end and bore through it with a knife blade into the narrow

cavity of the neck. Into this screw firmly a crooked rubber mouth-

piece with its ivory-threaded nipple. If there is difficulty in getting

the hard ivory to cut its own thread, even after soaking the tip of the

gourd neck in hot water, a number If or || machinist's die, according

to the thread of the nipple, should be used to cut the thread. The

large trumpctlike end of the gourd neck is next cut with a fine saw at

the pro[)er angle and low enough so that a regular cheap meerschaum

bowl will fit into it, having its rim flush with the outside of the gourd.

A few teaspoonfuls of plaster of Paris rnixed with water to form a

stiff paste is spread as a thick layer for half an inch inside the rim of

the gourd neck. The meerschaum bowl is first greased and then

forced into place against the fresh plaster and left just long enough to

allow the plaster to set slightly, not over three minutes at most; other-

wise it will stick fast.

The setting for the bowl is now made, but not perfected until a strip

of thin cork, such as many cigarettes are tipped with, has been glued
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8 THE SOUTH AFRICAN PIPE CALABASH.

smoothly over the surface of the plaster. Before doing this a little

of the plaster of Paris should be scrajied out to allow for the thickness

of cork. If too much is removed and the bowl is loose the difficulty

can be corrected by cutting down the edge of the gourd. This can

best be done with a fiat file or by holding the end of the gourd against

the side of a grindstone. When properly done the meerschaum bowl

fits snugly, but is easily removed by a twist of the fingers when the

pipe is to be cleaned.

This is the completed pipe, and with all the necessary things at

hand it can be made in half an hour. (PI. II, fig. 2.)

Many smokers prefer a push stem and the calabash lends its?lf

readily to this style of pipe. Recourse must again be had to the

tobacconist for the mouthpiece, and this time instead of the bone

nipple a ferrule of suitable size must be secured. The operation is

exactly the same as for the fitting of the screw stem up to the time

that the hole is made in the small end with a pocket knife. For a

push stem this should be continued until the hole is slightly larger

than the stem to be used. If the ferrule is of the proper size it is

then only necessary to force it into place over the end of the gourd and

the pipe is complete.

When a push stem is used the bowl can be made entirely of plaster

of Paris and the cost of the pipe still further reduced. A thin piece

of cardboard with a central perforation is fitted into the gourd just

below the point where the bottom of the bowl is to come. A thin

mixture of plaster of Paris is then poured into the gourd to form a

layer about a quarter of an inch thick on the pasteboard disk. Any
smooth cylindrical object, such as a homeopathic vial with a diameter

suitable for the inside of a bowl, is well greased and placed upright

in the end of the gourd to form a core. The space around the core is

then filled Math plaster of Paris, and as soon as it has begun to set

the core is removed. A small perforation in the bottom of the bowl

about the size of a large knitting needle is made as soon as the plaster

of Paris has completely set and the pipe is complete.

This style of bowl is permissible in a push -stem pipe, since the

pipe can be readily cleaned from the stem end, thus obviating the

necessity of a removable bowl.

A well-made calabash pipe will appeal to the discriminating pipe

smoker as possessing the much valued characteristics of the long

German pipe in a much more convenient form. The bowd occupies

but a small part of the hollow neck and the remainder of the space

forms a receptacle below the bowl that answers the same purpose

as the lower bowl of the German pipe in keeping juices from entering

the stem and allowing the smoke to cool.

ICir. 41]



THE SOUTH AFRICAN PIPE CALABASH. 9

CONCLUSIONS.

The calabasli pipes now imported in considerable quantities from
Eng;land and Germany are made from the fruit of the Soutii African

pipe gourd, a variety of Lagenaria vulgaris. Seeds of this variety

have been introduced from South Africa, and the plant has been found
to thrive in all parts of the United States. The vine grows luxu-

riantly and is of considerable value as an ornamental.

Light and attractive pipes can be made from the fruits of this

gourd by anyone at a nominal cost. These homemade pipes possess

great individuality and are in no way inferior in smoldng qualities to

the expensive imported pipes which are now so much in fashion.

The gourds are produced in great abundance, but the prices paid
for the necks by manufacturers are very low and the demand is

limited. The raising of the gourds on a large scale in the expectation
of a commercial demand is, therefore, not advisable.

Approved:

James Wilsox,
Secretary of Agriculture.

Washington, D. C, Septemher 11, 1909.
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B. 1*. 1.-517.

ORIGIN OF THE HINDI COTTON.

INTRODUCTION.

Hindi is the name applied in Egypt to an undesirable type of cot-

ton with a short, weak fiber, that injures the high-grade Egyptian

varieties b}^ infesting them with hybrids. The skill and cheapness

of the native Egyptian labor enable the exporters to have the cotton

sorted by hand in their baling establishments, so that a high rejjuta-

tion for uniformity has been secured in spite of the Hindi admixture.

The introduction of the Egyptian cotton into the United States

brings also the problem of the Hindi cotton, but without the resource

of cheap labor which enables the difficulty to be surmounted in Egypt.

The practicability of establishing a commercial culture of the Egyp-

tian cotton in the United States depends largely upon the elimination

of the Hindi contamination and other forms of diversity, so that the

fiber may be produced in a satisfactory condition of uniformity. The
Hindi cotton problem might be compared to that of the red rice that

mixes with the white and depreciates the value of the crop. In the

case of the cotton there is a better prospect that adequate knowledge

of the vegetative characters may enable the undesirable plants to be

removed from the fields without too seriously increasing the cost of

production.

DIAGNOSTIC CHARACTERS OF THE HINDI COTTON.

The Hindi cotton usually appears more vigorous and robust than

the adjacent Egyptian plants by reason of the larger number of vege-

tative branches developed from the lower nodes of the central stalk.

The vegetative branches also take a more nearly upright position,

rendering the plants more compact and bushy in their general shape,

as well as more densely leafy. The leaves are much thinner in tex-

ture than those of the Egyptian cotton and of a lighter and more yel-

lowish green. The difference is particularly striking in Arizona,

where the Egyptian cotton usually is of a very dark grajdsh or bluish

green. The lateral lobes appear very short and broad in comparison

with the Egyptian cotton, or even with many of our Upland varie-
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OKIGIN OF THE HINDI COTTON.

ties. The lateral angles of the leaf are produced so little that the

outer margin is left nearly straight if the middle lobe is cut oif. (See

fig. 1 and compare with fig. 2.) The pulvinus at the base of the

leaf blade is red, as well as the adjacent part of the petiole, and es-

pecially the somewhat swollen upper side of the end of the petiole,

which may be looked upon as a part of the pulvinus. The involucral

bracts are nearly orbicular, very deeply cordate at base and mar-

gined with numerous long teeth. The calyx has long-pointed trian-

FiG. 1.—Leaf of Jannovitch Egyptian cotton (natural size).

gular lobes. The petals are creamy white and the petal spot faint

or entirely lacking. The small conic bolls have three, four, or

five carpels or locks, and are of a pale-green color, with few and

deeply buried oil glands. The lint is white and of very inferior

quality. The seeds are longer and more angular than in the Egyp-

tian cotton, and the surface is usually completely naked after the

lint is removed. In rare cases there may be fuzz at the ends of the

seeds, as in the Egyptian cotton, or even a larger amount.

[Cir. 42]



ORIGIN OF THE HINDI COTTON. 5

SUPPOSED RELATION OF HINDI COTTON TO UNITED STATES
UPLAND VARIETIES.

The nature and origin of the Hindi cotton appear to have been the

subject of as much popular spccuhition in Egypt as the red rice in

the United States. The word " Hindi '' is the Arabic equivalent of

our word " Indian." Some writers have taken this to mean that the

cotton came from Hindustan, while others consider that the name

Fig. -Loaf of Hindi cotton (natui-al size).

Hindi might be applied to any foreign plant and has no particular

significance as an indication of origin. A third opinion is that this

cotton is either a native Egj'ptian variety or one that was cultivated

in the countr}' before the present commercial type. The reason given

for this idea is that this cotton is frequentl}' found in a wild or spon-

taneous condition in uncultivated or abandoned lands.

[Cir. 42]



6 OKIGIN OF THE HINDI COTTON.

The suggestions of scientific students of the Hindi cotton are

hardly more consistent. Sir George Watt's monograph of cotton

connects the Hindi plant with no less than three species supposed to

be native in different parts of the world, but he refers it most directly

to Gossyplum punctatimi, and states that this species grows wild in

the United States. Some of our cultivated Upland cottons, such as

the King variety, are reckoned as varieties or hybrids of Gossypium

punctatum^ and the Moqui cotton of the Arizona Indians is definitely

referred to this species."

In reality there is no wild cotton in any of the cotton-growing re-

gions of the United States. In Texas and other Gulf States warm
winters often allow the roots to survive and send up new shoots in

the spring, but in cold years all the cotton is killed throughout the

cotton belt. The only indigenous wild type of cotton known in the

United States is that found in the extreme southern part of Florida

and on the Florida Keys, unless we take into account the varieties

cultivated by the Indians of Arizona, and these varieties have never

been planted in other parts of the United States except in very re-

cent experiments.

Watt dwells in particular upon the claim that the Hindi cotton re-

sembles Moqui cotton from Arizona ; but when the living plants are

compared, the resemblance between the Moqui and Flindi cottons ap-

pears no greater than that between the Hindi and our Upland va-

rieties. The Hindi cotton finds a much closer alliance with other

types of cotton from southern Mexico and Central America. These

types belong to the general Upland series, but they have not been

known in the United States until very recently and have been planted

thus far only in a few localities and only on an experimental basis.

HINDI COTTON RELATED TO MEXICAN VARIETIES.

The vegetative characters of the Hindi cotton show the closest

approximation to those of some of the Mexican varieties from the

State of Chiapas and in particular to a type obtained by Mr. G. N.

Collins in 1906 at the town of Acala. There are the same light, yel-

lowish green, broad, short-lobed, smooth, naked leaves and the same

strongly zigzag fruiting branches which frequently branch again

from the axillary buds. As in the Hindi cotton, the bolls are pale

green, the oil glands that show as black dots on the bolls of Egyptian

cotton being buried deeply in the green tissues. The involucral bracts

are rounded and very deeply cordate at base, as in the Hindi cotton,

and the margins have longer and coarser teeth, carried down nearer

«Watt, St. George. The Wild and Cultivated Cotton Plants of the World,

London, 1907, p. 181.

[Cir. 42]



ORIGIN OF THE HINDI COTTON. 7

to the base than in our Uphmd cottons. The calyx of the Hindi cot-

ton has hirge triangular lobes, and these are often produced into a

long, slender tip, as in many Mexican and Central American varieties,

including that from Acala.

Many of the plants of the Acala cotton growing at San Antonio

in August, 1909, were remarkably close counterparts of some of the

Hindi plants of the Jannovitch row in the same field. The chief

difference lies in the greater fertility of the Mexican cottons, some

of which appear worthy of cultivation in the United States, since

they have larger bolls and better lint than our United States Upland

varieties. The Hindi cotton is markedly infertile or fruits very late,

but this fact may be connected with its status as a reversion. Muta-

tive variations, like hybrids, are often more or less completely sterile.

The Egyptian and the Upland types both have definitely specialized

fruiting branches, but the fruiting branches of the Hindi cotton

show a much greater tendency to keep an ascending position and con-

tinue their vegetative growth, the young floAver buds being often

aborted. The same tendency is often seen in aberrant plants of

Egyptian cotton, including many that show Hindi characteristics.

The fruiting branches of the Hindi hybrids are usually few and short

and some of the Hindi-like plants are completely sterile, as already

stated. This is in notable contrast wath the behavior of the hybrids

between the Egj^ptian and Upland qotton, Avhich have the fruiting

branches better developed than in the pure Egyptian stocks.

COTTON INDIGENOUS IN AMERICA.

The resemblance between the Mexican and the Hindi cotton from

Eg3'pt may not appear to be a sufficient proof of the American origin

of the Hindi cotton. It might be thought more likely that cotton

had been carried from Egypt to Mexico than from Mexico to Egypt.

Account must be taken of the further fact that Mexican and Central

American varieties are members of a large natural group. The

numerous local types are appreciably different and yet they have so

many characters in common that the whole group must be looked

upon as an indigenous product instead of a recent importation. The

long, narrowly attenuate lobes that render the Hindi calyx so widely

different from the Egyptian is a feature commonly accentuated in

many of the Mexican and Central American types, though very

rarely found in our United States Upland varieties.

How the Hindi cotton was introduced into Egypt is likely to remain

a matter of conjecture, for the history of the Egyptian cotton itself

is altogether obscure. That it came to Egypt from India is not to be

considered impossible, for in India, as in Egypt, large numbers of

[Cir. 42]



8 ORIGIN OF THE HINDI COTTON.

varieties have been imported at different times for experimental pur-

poses. Some American cottons appear to have been cultivated in

India for a long time, perhaps dating back to early Portuguese intro-

ductions from Brazil. All that can be said at present is that none

of the cottons from India that have been grown in the United States

show any close approximation to the Hindi cotton.

The idea of the Hindi cotton as a wild plant in Egypt may have

been strengthened, if not suggested in the first place, by the fact that

Egyptian cotton stunted by dry soil or other unfavorable conditions

shows a stronger resembhmce to the Hindi. The first leaves of the

Egyptian cotton have nearly the same shape and color as the adult

leaves of the Hindi, and stunted plants continue to produce the juvenile

form of leaves. The proportions of adult Hindi plants also appear

to be influenced by the external conditions in different plantings of the

same stock of seeds. It does not seem unreasonable to suppose that

Egyptian cotton escaped from cultivation might go over more and

more to the Hindi type. A further reason for considering the Hindi

cotton as a collateral relative of the Egyptian, if not a truly ancestral

form, may be found in the fact that many hybrids between the

Egyptian cotton and United States Upland varieties show Hindi

characteristics rather than those of the parental types.

The fact that the affinities of the Hindi cotton have been so long

misjudged would tend to show that Indian and Egyptian students of

cotton have not been familiar with the Mexican and Central Ameri-

can types. It is possible that the Hindi contamination already

existed in the Egyptian cotton when it was introduced into Egypt

and that its existence in that country resulted from reversion rather

than from local contamination. The Sea Island cotton of the United

States, that has never been in Egypt, also shows sudden variations,

the so-called " male stalks " or " bull cotton," commonly reckoned as

hybrids, but having a general similarity to the Hindi reversions of

the Egyptian cotton and the same tendency to sterility and inferior

fiber."

EELATIONSHIPS OF EGYPTIAN COTTON".

There are also many indigenous varieties of the general Sea Island

type of cotton in the American Tropics, and often in the same locali-

ties with indigenous Upland varieties, so that opportunities for

crosses may have existed through long periods of time. Some of the

Mexican and Central American varieties of the Upland series share

the long-pointed bolls and some of the other characters of the Sea

« Orton, W. A. Sea Island Cotton : Its Culture, Improvement, and Diseases.

Farmers' Bulletin 302, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, 1907, p. 29.
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Island series, and it is not impossible that a complete series of inter-

mediate types may yet be discovered in tropical America.

Watt's recent assignment of the Egyptian cotton to another botan-

ical species {Gossypium peruvianum) instead of to the Sea Island spe-

cies {G. barhadense) should not be allowed to confuse the issue, for the

two types do not appear to have any essential differences to justify

such a separation. The range of diversity shown by the Eg}'ptian

cottons during the period of acclimatization leaves no doubt that they

are closely allied to the Sea Island cotton. There are individual

Egyptian plants, with lighter color and narrower lobes than usual,

that simulate the Sea Island cotton very closely, without any serious

departure from the usual Egyptian characteristics. The most pro-

nounced differences that sometimes appear to separate the two types

are the darker green color of the Egyptian foliage and the smaller

tendency of the Egyptian cotton to produce fertile branches on the

lower part of the plant. Both these characters are known to be easily

influenced b}^ external conditions and individual selection, as in the

Upland types of cotton.

A planting of Sea Island cotton at Falfurrias, Tex., in the season

of 1909 showed several plants strikingly similar to Egyptian cotton,

much taller and less fertile than their neighbors, and with the coarser,

darker foliage and the relatively short buff lint of the Egyptian—ap-

parently complete reversions from the Sea Island to the Egyptian

type. Indeed, the approximation w^as in this instance so close as to

call for repetitions of the experiment to exclude every possibility

of admixture of seed. The same stock of Sea Island seed handled

in the same way at New Braunfels, Tex., produced none of the Egyp-

tian-like plants, but many similar cases have occurred where diversi-

ties have appeared in some places and not in others. Darker lint

accompanies darker foliage among the Egyptian plants as well as

among the Sea Island. The two series undoubtedly overlap, whether

they are capable of showing the same extremes or not.

The question of the botanical name that should be applied to the

Hindi cotton may well be left open until more definite knowledge is

available regarding the botanical identity of other Mexican types.

The Hindi cotton may prove to be close to the original of Todaro's

Gossypium mexicamim, but may also be distinct, if Watt is correct

in referring our big-boll Upland varieties to that species. Todaro's

Gossypium mic7'ocarpum is another Mexican species to be considered

in the identification of the Hindi cotton, for some of the Mexican

relatives of the Hindi cotton show narrow-leaved forms that may
have furnished the originals of Todaro's species, though they have

no apparent relation to some of the varied types that Watt assembles

under this name.
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POSSIBILITIES OF UPLAND ADMIXTURE IN EGYPT.

That some of the so-called " Hindi contamination " in Egjq^t may

be due to hybridization with true United States Upland cottons is

not to be denied, for it is probable that many experimental plantings

of Upland cotton have been made in Egypt, affording opportunities

for crossing to take place. Recent reports indicate that some of the

Egyptian planters are adopting the Upland cotton as a regular crop,

owing to a serious decline in the yield of the Egyptian cotton in the

last few years. Indications of a previous contamination with Upland

cotton appear in the Ashmuni variety of Egyptian cotton as grown

at Yuma in 1909 from newly imported seed. The Ashmuni field

showed numerous Hindi plants different from those that appeared in

other varieties in being distinctly hairy. In addition to the hairy

Hindi plants there were several small hairy individuals that lacked

other distinctive Hindi characters, such as the light-colored, short-

lobed leaves, and approached in these respects some of the forms of

Upland cotton. The hairy Hindi plants might also be taken to indi-

cate Upland hybridization, in view of the strong tendency of the

Hindi characters to come to expression in Egyptian-Upland hybrids.

These hybrid reversions sometimes take on the complete Hindi form

and show very few or none of the Egyptian or Upland characters.

CONCLUSIONS.

Experiments with Egyptian cotton in Arizona show that the so-

called " Hindi " variations which appear among plants grown from

seed imported from Egypt are one of the principal factors of the

diversity that would diminish the commercial value of the fiber.

Comparisons with other types indicate that the Hindi cotton is

of American origin instead of a result of hybridization with a

native Egyptian or other Old World species of cotton as various

writers have assumed.

On the other hand, the Hindi cotton does not prove to be identical

with any of our United States Upland varieties, as supposed by

Watt. It finds a much closer alliance with other types of Upland

cotton indigenous in Mexico and Central America.

As the Egyptian and other Sea Island types also appear to have

originated in tropical America, it becomes possible to view the Hindi

variants as examples of reversion to remote ancestral characters

rather than as results of recent hybridization. The similarity of the

Hindi foliage to that of young plants of Egyptian cotton accords

with this interpretation.
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Although reversion to Hindi characters frequently occurs when

the Egyptian cotton is hybridized with United States Upland vari-

eties, there are also many Upland characters that seldom or never

appear among the Hindi reversions and thus enable recent contami-

nation with Upland cotton to be detected.

Approved

:

James Wilson,

Secretary of Agriculture.

Washington, D. C, October 19, 1909.

Note.—After this circular was written, the Library of the Department of

Agriculture acquired a set of the files of the Cairo Scientific Journal, a recently

established publication not hitherto accessible in Washington. Two papers

touching upon the origin of the Hindi cotton and containing many interesting

historical facts appeared in this journal in 1908, both by scientific investigators

resident in Egypt. The first paper, written by Mr. W. Lawrence Balls for the

July number, inclines to the current idea that the Hindi cotton is a native of

Egypt and adjacent regions, though adducing no direct evidence. The second

paper, in the November number, is by Mr. F. Fletcher, who had previously

lived in India and investigated the Indian cottons.

The Hindi cotton is said not to be grown in India at the present day, but

Fletcher states that " it is cultivated near Bagdad under this same title and

is supposed to have been introduced there from India, as its name suggests."

No consideration is given to the idea of the Hindi cotton as a native of Egypt,

Watt's view of its relations to Gossniiium punctaium and American Upland

cottons being apparently accepted. The possibility of a Central African origin

of the Hindi cotton is noted, on the basis of a Hindi-like herbarium specimen

dating from 1SG3 labeled as representing a cotton introduced into Egypt from

Cordofan. Fletcher adds that he has " received many samples of seed from

Central Africa, but none of these have given rise to Hindi plants."

Still older specimens from Upper Egypt and Abyssinia, described by early

authors under the name frutescens and considered by Balls as possibly per-

taining to Hindi, are shown by Fletcher to be true Old World types, not related

to the Hindi cotton or to the Egyptian. Balls also refers to Gossypiiim viti-

folium as a Central African cotton with " free, naked seeds." Fletcher does

not look upon G. vltifoliiun as related to the Hindi cotton, but accepts it as one

of the ancestors of the Egyptian, the Sea Island as the other. Balls finds that

a variety of Sea Island cotton has been cultivated at Ramla, in the Menufiyeh

district, for thirty years, which may explain the tendency of the Egyptian

cotton to vary in the direction of the Sea Island.

Fletcher also studied at Paris Lamarck's original type of vitifolium, sup-

posed to come from Celebes, though the locality is doubtful. He concludes

that an Egyptian specimen referred to Lamarck's species by Delile over a

century ago was correctly identified, and gives photographs of the original

specimens, which are not altogether favorable to his conclusions. It can be

seen that the involucral bracts of Lamarck's plant were of distinctly un-

Egyptian form, the teeth being coarse and long and extending far down toward

the base of the bracts, as in the Hindi cotton. Fletcher also considers that the

Delile plant agrees with a specimen of " Jumel " cotton sent from Egypt to
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Todaro about 1866 with a statement that it had been introduced from Ceylon

about forty years before. i

Historical accounts collected by Balls indicate that the field culture of long-
\

staple cotton in Egypt was begun by Mohammed Ali in 1821 at the instance of

Jumel, a French engineer. The superior type adopted by Jurael was not a new

introduction, but a perennial " tree " cotton that was being planted as an orna-

mental in gardens at Cairo, and supposed to come from India. Several direct

introductions of Sea Island aud Brazilian cotton appear to have been made

subsequently, but without displacing the variety that had been popularized by

Jumel. Balls is inclined to ascribe the brownish color of the Egyptian cotton

to these Brazilian introductions, but Fletcher believes that Jumel's cotton was

brown, like some of the Brazilian cottons.

If the Egyptian cotton came by way of India the name Hindi that is now

given to inferior plants may be only an echo of the original introduction of the

Egyptian cotton itself. Any cotton brought from India might be called Hindi at

first, and this name would serve in later years for the residual stock, after

local varieties with special names began to be distinguished. Balls shows that

there were numerous varieties of Egyptian cotton with distinctive names before

the Mit Afifi type was introduced in 1882. After the use of the improved types

became general the old name might still be applied to inferior variations or

even to accidental hybrids. The origin of the name appears to have no bearing

in this case upon the origin of the plant. Local varieties of cotton might have

been taken to India from any part of tropical America, though more likely to

have come from Brazil, where the Portuguese ships were accustomed to stop

on their way around the Cape of Good Hope.

[Cir. 42]
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THE DETERIORATION OF CORN IN STORAGE.

INTRODUCTION.

In February, 1909, special investigations were begun at Baltimore,

Mel., in cooperation with the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company,

for the purpose of obtaining defmite information regarding the dete-

rioration of shelled corn in elevator l)ins and in grain cars. The first

series of experiments in these mvestigations comprised tests with (1)

5,550 bushels of corn stored in a 65-foot elevator bin for 69 days,

until the corn at the top of the bin had become badly damaged;

(2) 900 bushels of dried damaged corn from the top of the bin loaded

into car No. 67031 and held on the track for an additional 37 days,

and (3) 900 bushels of the best cool corn from the same bin loaded

into car No. 75197 and held on the track with the car contaming the

dried damaged corn.

In this preliminary report no attempt has been made to generalize

the results of the experiments, to draw^ any definite conclusions, or

even to give any extended expression of opinion. The aim has been

to outline the conditions under which this first series of experiments

was made and to give a brief summary of the results obtained, leaving

the individual reader to formulate his owti theories until the mvesti-

gations are more advanced. It is hoped, ho^^ever, that this prelim-

inary report will provoke discussion and bring about a better under-

standing of the purpose and value of investigations of this character.

CORN STORED IN ELEVATOR BIN.

On February 17 and 18, 1909, 5,550 bushels of shelled corn were

stored in a 65-foot bin '' in elevator C of the Baltimore and Ohio Rail-

road Company at Baltimore (Locust Point), Md. This corn was left

without "running" until April 27, 1909, at which time the fermen-

tation at the top of the bin had progressed so that the corn was hot

and sour, the temperature 8 inches below the surface having reached

133° F.

a This opportunity is taken to acknowledge the cordial cooperation of the Baltimore

and Ohio Railroad Company and the Baltimore Chamber of Commerce, through its

grain-inspection department. Special thanks are due to the various men assigned

for duty at the elevator, who willingly rendered every possible assistance while these

experiments were in progress.—B. T. Gallow.a.y, Chief of Bureau.

b The bin in which the corn was stored is near the center of the outer row of bins

on the east side of the elevator, the outer 6-inch wooden wall of the bin being built

against the heavy brick construction of the elevator.

[Cir. 4:^]
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The corn used in these experiments was taken from cars selected

from those received at Bahimore, Md., on February 16, 1909. So

far as the records available show, 4,050 bushels of this corn were

grown in the Dakotas, the remaining 1,500 bushels having originated

in Ilhnois. The 3,050 bushels first run into the bin consisted of

practically all Dakota corn. The next draft of 500 bushels was

Ilhnois corn with, a small admixture of Dakota corn. The 1,000

bushels following consisted of Illinois corn, while the 1,000 bushels

in the tenth and eleventh drafts at the top of the bin were composed

of corn from the Dakotas.

In fining the bin each draft consisted of 500 bushels, with the

exception of the first 50 bushels at the bottom of the bin. After

almost every draft, samples were taken with a 4-foot grain trier,

one from the center and one from near each corner of the bin, and

the difterent factors representing the quahty and condition of the

corn were determined for each sample. The average results of the

analyses of the samples representing the difi"erent drafts are given

in Table I. These results show the moisture content; weight per

bushel; w^eight of 1,000 kernels; sound corn; damaged corn; other

grains; dirt, cobs, etc. ; badly broken corn; and germination of whole

kernels. A comparison of Table I with figure 1 will show^ the exact

location of the corn in the bin represented by each set of averages

given in the table.

Table 1—Average condition and quality of the 5,550 bushels of corn at the beginning

of the experiment, as shown by the analyses of samples taken with a 4-foot grain trier

after the different drafts were emptied into the bin a

No. of draft.
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varied from 52.6 pounds in the fourth draft to 55 pounds in the

eighth and ninth, with a total average of 53.7 ])ounds. Similar

variations are shown in the other factors, most of which indicate

that the corn of the highest quality and in the best condition was

the Illinois corn contained In the eighth and ninth drafts.

NOTES ON THE TEMPERATURE AND THE CONDITION OF THE CORN

WHILE IN THE BIN.

The bin used in this experiment was previously equipped with

thirteen electrical resistance thermometers, so that temperature

records of the corn in various parts of the bin could be taken at any.

time during the course of the experiment. Thermometer No. 1 was

about 3^ feet from the bottom, near the center of the hopper. The

other thermometers were distributed through the center of the corn,

approximately 8^ feet apart, except that in the corn near the top

of the bin, wdiere deterioration is most hkely to begin, additional

thermometers w^ere placed at various points. Figure 1 shows the

location of these thermometers, numbered from 1 to 7 and from A
to E, inclusive. In this same diagram are also showTi the number

of bushels contained in each draft, the average moisture content

and the weight per bushel of the corn in the various parts of the bin

at the time of filhng, the temperature of the corn immediately after

the bin was filled, and the maximum temperature of the corn at the

end of the experiment, wliich extended over a period of 69 days.

The temperature of the corn immediately after the bin was filled

varied from 36° to 40° F, As the bin was being filled the atmosphere

was clear and dry, the relative humidity being 48 per cent. The

temperature of the air in the elevator varied from 36° to 39^° F.

"While the corn was in storage, temperature readings were made every

two or three days until April 22, when the corn at the top of the bin

gave evidence of very rapid deterioration, necessitating frequent

readings during the remaining five days of the test.

The first indication that the corn had begun to deteriorate was on

the 26th of March, after it had been in storage 37 days, at which time

a slightly sour odor was perceptible in the corn at the top of the bin,

showing that fermentation had begun. The highest temperature

recorded at this time was 42° F., by thermometer C, approximately

5 feet below the surface of the corn. From this time on the increase

in the temperature of the 500 bushels of corn at the top of the bin

became more pronounced. However, 27 days later, on April 22, the

highest temperature recorded was still less than 70° F., but during

the 5 (Uiys immodiatoly following a maximum of 133° F. w^as reached,

S inches below the surface of the grain. r
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W/RE CABLE
CORNER Z

i8.3%M0/STU/?£. 52.8L6s. per Bu.
T£-MPE/?Ara/^E 38° to /33°/r

/8.6% MO/STURE. 53.3Lbs.perBu.
TEMPER/ITURE SS^'to //5°E

/7.0%MO/STORE. 55. Lbs.perBu.
TEMFER/iTURE 38° tO 56.5°

E

l7.5°/o^0/STURE. 54:5Lbs. per Bu.
TEMPERATURE 40° to 40.5°

E

/8. 8% MOfSTURE. 53. Lbs.per Bu.
TEMPER/JTURE 36.5° to 41. 5°E

17.8 JoMO/STURE. 53 6Lbs per Bu.
TEMPERATURE 36 ° to 40. 5°E

/8. % MO/STURE. 52. 6Lbs. perBu.
TEMPERATURE 36° to 39.5°

E

l7.9°/oMO/STURE. 53.3 Lbs per Bu
TEMPERATURE 36° to ^0.5°E

/78%M0/STURE. 53.6Lbs.per Bu.
TEMPERATURE 38° to ^/.5°E

/7.9% MO/STURE. 53. 8Lbsper Bu.
TEMPERATURE 36° to 4/.5°E

/7.8°/oMO/STURE. 53.5Lbsper Bu.
TEMPERATURE 36° to ^/.S°E

Fig. 1.—Diagram showing the position of the thermometers: the number of bushels, the moisture content,

and the weight per bushel for each draft; and the temperature of the corn at the beginning and at the

end of the experiment.
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On March 31 tlu'ce holes were bored tlirough the wall of the bin on

the side nearest the interior of the house. One hole was bored

approximately 10 feet from the bottom, another 25 feet from the

bottom, and the third 40 feet from the bottom of the bin, or 20 feet

from the top of the grain. Samples taken through these holes with

a 4-foot grain trier showed that the corn had not changed materially

since it was first placed in the bin, no unnatural odors being percep-

tible. On the same date samples taken with a long grain trier from

7 feet below the surface showed the corn at that point to be slightly

musty.

Samples taken on April 3 from 3, 7, and 12 feet below the surface

showed more pronounced odors in the corn at 3 and 7 feet, but no

odor could be detected in the samples taken at 12 feet. At this time

the maximum temperature of the corn 12 feet below the surface was
42° F. The highest temperature in the upper 500 bushels was 45^°

F. On A})ril 6 the corn near the top of the bin was very musty,

although the maximum temperature was only 48° F. On April 13,

samples were again taken from 12 feet below the surface but revealed

no odors indicating deterioration.

On April 19 the maximum temperature in the 500 bushels of corn

at the top of the bin was 6H° F., as registered by thermometer E, 8

inches below the surface. The corn near the top at this time was
very musty and a considerable quantity of fresh mold was growing on
the kernels. The temperature of the corn 12 feet below the surface,

as registered by thermometer A, was 56° F., wliich was within one-

half degree of the highest temperature recorded at that depth during

the entire test.

On April 26, samples were again taken through the holes in the

side of the bin at 10, 25, and 40 feet from the bottom, together with a

number of samples representing the 1,000 bushels at the top of the bin.

At this time the corn at the top of the bin was hot, musty, and sour,

but no odor could be detected on the samples taken through the hole

10 feet from the bottom of the bin. However, the samples taken

through the holes 25 and 40 feet from the bottom of the bin showed
that the corn near the bin walls at those points was slightly sour.

This condition was shown more clearly when the bin was emptied

the following day, the corn having a tendency to adhere to the sides.

In emptying the bin the corn from the sides became unevenly mixed
with the better corn from the interior, so that an odor was percep-

tible on a considerable portion of the entire bulk.

The fermentation in the upper 500 bushels of corn was very active

at tliis time and the temperature was increasing rapidly. -On April

25 thermometer Xo. 7, in the center about 5 feet beneath the surface

of the corn, registered 87° F. At 8 o'clock the following morning
[Cir. 43]
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this same thermometer registered 102°; at 11.45 a. m., 105°; at 3.10

p. m., 107°, and at 9 o'clock the morning of the 27th, 115°, an increase

of 28 degrees F. in 48 hours. The highest temperature registered on

April 27 was 133° F., in corner No. 4, 8 inches below the surface of

the corn. In corner No. 1, 14 inches below the surface, the tem-

perature was 110°; in corner No. 2, 112°; in corner No. 3, 125°; and

in corner No. 4, 132^°. Thermometer B, in corner No. 2, the same
depth below the surface as thermometer No. 7, registered 71.5° F.

1909. FE^BRUARY M/IRCH. /iPRIL. 1909

UMMMMMMmiMM Erra
\=/i>^//V 0/f SA/OUV, .(i\ MCH OR MORE. ^^^''^Mk = R/IIN OR SNOW, TR/iCE.

I I
= NO RAIN OR SNOW.

Tig. 2.—Diagram showing the temperature of the corn in various parts of the bin, the daily maximum and

minimum air temperature, and the precipitation from February 17 to April 27, 1909.

A clearer understanding of these contlitions will be had by consult-

ing figure 2, which shows the temperature of the corn in various parts

of the bin, together with the daily maximum and minimum air tem-

perature, and the general character of the precipitation during the

69 days covered by the experiment.

CONDITION OF THE CORN AT THE END OF THE EXPERIMENT.

As shown in figure 2, the only marked increase in temperature was

in the 6 or 7 feet of corn at the top of the bin. The maximum tem-

perature registered by thermometers No. 6 and A, approximately 12
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feet below the surface, was 51° and 56^° F., respectively. The tem-

perature of the corn in the lower part of the bin varied from 39^° to

41^° F., as compared with a variation of from 36° to 40° F. at the

beginning of the experiment.

The moisture content of the corn immediately at the surface was

14.95 per cent, or 3.35 per cent less than on February 17. The

moisture content of the 1,000 bushels at the top of the bin, exclusive

of the corn on the surface, was slightly higher than when the corn was

placed in the bin, showing that the deterioration of the corn was

resulting in the formation of more water than was being given off by

evaporation. The weight per bushel of the surface corn was 54 pounds,

while the weight of the remainder of the upper 1,000 bushels had

decreased from 53 to 51 pounds.

The germination of the poorest corn from the top of the bin varied

from to 17 per cent, with an average of 10.3 per cent, as compared

with an average of 72.4 per cent on February 17. This corn was

damaged so that many of the germs were badly discolored. The

average germination of the 1,070 bushels taken from the top of the

bin for further experiment, which included not only the hot corn

but all that had a temperature over 50° F., was 42.6 per cent after

being handled, dried, and loaded into car No. 67031.

The corn in the lower 45 feet of the bin, except 900 bushels of the

best quality which was loaded into car No. 75197 for further test,

after being handled over three elevators and dried to 14.87 per cent

of moisture, was given a grade of "Mixed corn." The germination

of this corn was 80.8 per cent at the beginning of the experiment, 71.4

per cent when drawn from the bin, and 81.4 per cent after being

handled and dried.

The total loss in weight, as shown by the certificates furnished by

the weighman of the Chamber of Commerce, resulting from filling and

emptying the bin and the evaporation during the 69 days in storage,

amounted to 310 pounds, or slightly less than one-tenth of 1 per cent.

DRIED DAMAGED CORN FROM TOP OF BIN STORED IN CAR.

The 1,070 bushels of corn drawn from the top of the bin was

weighed, handled over three elevators, and reweighed, after which

it was artificially dried in a grain drier at a temperature varying from

151° to 163° F. The average moisture content of this corn as taken

from the bin was 18.64 per cent. The average moisture content

when emptied into the drier was 18.30 per cent, or a reduction of

0.34 of 1 per cent as a result of the handling, which is equivalent to

a loss in weight of 0.4 of 1 per cent." In drying, the moisture con-

a Circular 32, Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, entitled "Mois-

ture Content and Shrinkage in Grain," explains why this difference exists and how it

is calculated.
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tent was reduced from 18.3 per cent to 14.57 per cent, a reduction of

3.73 per cent, which is equivalent to a loss in weight of 4.44 percent.

After this corn was dried and thoroughly cooled, 900 bushels, having

an average moisture content of 14.57 per cent, were loaded into car

No. 67031 as if intended for shipment. The car was run out into the

yard and left standing on the track fully exposed to all atmospheric

changes. The temperature of this corn immediately after it was

loaded into the car, after drying and cooling, on April 27, varied from

57 ° to 58 ° F. Frequent temperature readings were made up to and

including May 25, when the highest temperature at any ])oint in the

corn was 66° F., an increase of only 8 or 9 degrees, although the

temperature of the air in the car had varied from 56° to 82° F.

and the temperature of the air outside of the car from 41° to 90° F.

On May 25, after being in the car 28 days without any noticeable

change in condition, the corn was unloaded, elevated, and weighed,

and then returned to the car and left an additional 9 days on the

track. The air temperature at this time was 73 ° F. , resulting in a very

slight increase in the temperature of the corn by the time it was

returned to the car.

On June 3 the temperature of the corn was 67° F., an increase of

only 10 degrees during the entire 37 days that this corn was in the

car. The condition of the corn was fully as good if not better than

when it was placed in the car on April 27, although the odor resulting

from the fermentation of the corn while in the bin had not entirely

disappeared.

On June 3 the moisture content of the corn on the surface was 13.1

per cent, with 14.48 per cent for the remainder of the corn in the car,

a difference of 1.38 per cent in the moisture content, which is equiva-

lent to a shrinkage in weight in the surface corn of 1.59 per cent in 9

days from May 25 to June 3.

UNDRIED CORN FROM BIN STORED IN CAR.

In order to secure data for comparison, 900 bushels of the best cool

corn from the bin, principally the Illinois corn from the eighth and

ninth drafts, were loaded into car No. 75197 and placed on the track

alongside of the car containing the 900 bushels of dried damaged corn

from the top of the bin. The temperature of this corn while still in

the bin varied from 40° to 42° F., but in "running" from the bin,

elevating to the scale, and loading into the car, the temperature

was increased so that the temperature of the corn after being loaded

was 48° F. The air temperature at this time was 51 ° F. and the rela-

tive humidity of the atmosphere 76 per cent. The average moisture

content of this car of corn was 17.5 per cent, and the weight per

bushel was 55.3 pounds.

[Cir. 4:^]



THE DETERTORATIOX OF COEX TX STORAGE. 11

On May 20, after standinfj on the track 23 days, the corn in this car

began to show unmistakable si<z;ns of deterioration. At that time the

maximum temperature of the corn was 75° F., and it had a distinctly

sour and musty odor. Five days later the maximum temperature

was 122° F. in the brake end of the car, a])proximately 6 inches below

the surface of the corn. The average weight per bushel had decreased

from 55.3 ])ounds to 52.6 pounds. The moisture content varied from
13. G per cent in the corn at the surface to 17.5 ])er cent where the

temperature was 122° F., as compared with a variation of from 17 per

cent to 17.7 per cent at the time the corn was loaded into the car.
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12 THE DETERIORATION OF -CORN IN STORAGE.

from April 27 to May 25 and from May 25 to Jime 3, together with the

daily maximum air temperature and the weather record for the same

period. The diagram also shows that only the corn near the surface

was influenced by the temperature of the outside air.

LOSS IN MOISTURE AND SHRINKAGE.

When the undried corn from the bin was first loaded into car No.

75197, on April 27, the average moisture content was 17.47 per cent.

On May 25, when the maximum temperature of the corn was 122° F.,

the average moisture content of the surface corn was 13.55 per cent.

Samples taken from 5 inches below the surface showed a moisture

content of 17 per cent. The highest moisture content found was

17.5 per cent, in samples taken at the point where the temperature

was 122° F.

• The shrinkage in weight in the layer of corn at the surface, based on

the reduction in moisture of 3.92 per cent, was 4.53 per cent. On

May 25 this corn was unloaded and reweighed by the weighman of

the Chamber of Commerce on the scales regularly used at the ele-

vator. The loss in weight in the loading and unloading and through

evaporation while in the car from April 27 to May 25 was 367 pounds,

or 0.728 of 1 per cent. This corn was then handled over five elevators,

screened, weighed, and reloaded. In this handling and reloading

the moisture content was reduced to 16.55 per cent, or 0.92 of 1 per

cent less than when the corn was first loaded into the car on April

27, which is equivalent to a loss in weight of 1.1 per cent due to the

evaporation of moisture while in the car and in the handling of the

hot corn in the elevator. On June 3, this car of corn, cooled by

handhng, was again hot, the temperature having increased from 73° F.

to 112° F. from May 25 to June 3. The average moisture content of

the surface corn was only 13.95 per cent, as compared with 16.55 per

cent when reloaded, a reduction in moisture of 2.6 percent in 9 days.

The low moisture content of the surface corn showed that water

was being lost by evaporation and that this evaporation is quite

rapid when the temperature of the corn is relatively high. It must

be remembered, however, that this car was opened frequently and

the corn on the surface more or less disturbed in the securing of sam-

ples, in reading temperatures, etc., so that the same results might

not apply in the same degree to corn in transit where the cars are

unopened from point of shipment to destinati(m.

Approved

:

James Wilson,

Secretary of Agriculture.

Washington, D. C, Novemherd, 1909.
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MINOR ARTICLES OF FARM EOUIPMENT.

INTRODUCTION.

Among the leaks in farming to wliicli because of their apparent

unimportance httle attention has been directed is the waste which

occurs through a general lack of comprehension as to the extent and
value of the minor articles which are necessary to the smooth run-

ning of a farm. This waste is exhibited in extra expense through the

purchase of unnecessary tools and materials; in the loss of time and
discounts in buying numerous articles singly or in small lots; in the

loss, theft, and rapid depreciation of items of equipment considered

too insignificant to require systematic care ; and in the losses in many
directions through tha lack or the misplacement of equipment at

times when it is urgently needed.

A previous publication " has to a greater or less extent emphasized
all the foregoing points in discussing the advantages to be gained by
having on the farm at all times the workshop tools and materials

necessary for keeping in a high state of efficiency the equipment
upon which the successful management of the modern farm so

largely depends. It is the purpose of this paper to lay even greater

emphasis upon certain of these points and to present the results of

a study made for the purpose of determining the number and cost

of all minor articles of equipment necessary for a farm of the general

t3^pe. This study did not include wagons, machinery, or other
articles which on account of their bulk or value would be classed as

items of major importance, but was confined to the consideration of

the miscellaneous small tools, utensils, and sundries usually purchased
singly ()! in small lots at a shght cost for each.

The total cost of the miscellaneous articles is usually much higher
than the estimates given by farmers and writers on agricultural

a Farmers' Bulletin 347, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, entitled "The Repair of Farm
Equii)ment." This Ijulletin discusses the importance of making minor repairs on
the farm, the character and use of tools, and the proper \vorksho{) facilities and ma-
terials for repair work. It \vill be sent free of charge upon application to the Secretary
of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
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4 MINOR ARTICLES OF FARM EQUIPMENT.

subjects, but owing to the great number of small purchases made
this fact is seldom realized except by the few who have made careful

inventories at stated intervals. Ignorance of this fact leads farmers

in general to neglect an extremely valuable portion of their equip-

ment, and it would probably be found that the decrease in value of

the small articles is much more rapid than that of the major items,

for which an annual rate of depreciation of 7.3 per cent has been

established." The low estimates regarding tliis part of the equip-

ment also prove disappointing to the manager of a new farming

venture who finds it necessary to make an increased outla}^ on this

account, attended by a readjustment of his plans.

The importance of having a good working ec[uipment in small

articles and the absolute necessity of caring for it are matters which

should be apparent to the thoughtful farmer and need not be dwelt

upon further. The waste of time in making numerous special trips

for small articles is also apparent, particularly when it is considered

that many of these occur in the busiest seasons. This coidd be

avoided to a large extent by taking an inventory during a slack

period and replacing all missing items at the first opportunity.

Concerning the loss through ignorance of the equipment needed,

however, less has been said, and it is in regard to the requirement in

the way of miscellaneous articles and their purchase that this paper

^\^ll be largely devoted.

In selecting the minor equipment for a given farm consideration

must be given not only to the articles needed for the care and repair

of buildings, fences, machinery, etc., but to those used for the care

of live stock, the production of crops, and the various other interests

of the farm. With every change in the type of farm involving a

new combination of enterprises, a change in minor equipment will

be necessary. For each of the many specialized types of farms

certain articles will be needed wdiich will not be found necessary on
farms generally. To attempt to determine the equipment in small

items necessary for all these special types is beyond the scope of this

paper, which will attempt to cover only those items found in most

common use on farms of the general type. By this is meant farms

of moderate size on whicli both crops and live stock are raised with-

out particular emphasis on the production or disposition of any one

product.

The nature of the minor equipment will be determined largely by
the character of the farm enterprises antl the proximity of repair and
shopping facilities, wliile its extent may be governed by the size of

the farm, the number of workmen, and the financial circumstances

of the proprietor. Perhaps both the nature and the extent of the

"Bulletin 73, Bureau of Statistirs, U. S. Dept. of Ajjriculture.

ICir. 44]



MINOR AKTICLES OF TAKM EQUIPMENT. 5

minor equiiHiient Avill be influenced most by the farmer's attitude in

regard to small economies and his abihty to use tools to the best

advantage.

EXTENT OF MINOR EQUIPMENT.

For the purpose of ascertaining how mucii of the miscellaneous

equipment discussed is necessary on general farms, the annual inven-

tories on the farms of thirty-three cooperators in Ohio were made as

complete as possible with respect to minor items. These farms

include one poultry, truck, and general farm, one large horse farm,

and a number on which dairying is the principal enterprise, yet none

depart radically from the general type. The average size is a trifle

less than 167 acres, and the average equipment as nearly as can be

determined is given in tabular form on subsequent pages of this

circular.

SUMMARY OF INVENTORIES

.

Table I, showing a summary of the inventories of minor equip-

ment, must be studied closely in order to he of the greatest value.

Not all the items listed are necessary for a satisfactory farm equip-

ment, and on no farm was a complete list found. No farm combined

all the enterprises represented, yet every item in the list was found

on one or more of the cooperating farms. A few articles were

omitted as being of an extremely unusual character. Many items

which might be called farm equipment because found in farm rather

than in town homes are not included, the aim being to present a sug-

gestive list of miscellaneous farm tools, etc., for the convenience of

the farm manager. The use of the various tools is not described, as

only the more common ones, with which local merchants are usually

familiar, have been included.

The table is designed to show the relative importance of the

various items and approximately what is required for a complete

e(iuipmeiit. The first column shows the percentage of the whole

number of farms from which each article was reported in the inven-

tories. It is probable that m many cases there should be a slight

increase in the percentage shown, owing to failure to record all the

articles on some of the farms. It is believed to be correct, however,

in showing the relative importance of the different articles. In col-

umn 2 is shown the average number of each article on the farms

which report the same. In column 3 is the number which the inven-

tories suggest as approximately the average for a well-equipped

general fanu under the conditions obtaining in Ohio. In making up

this number it has been necessary to consider the percentage of farms

rej)orting each article, the average number of articles for each farm

[Cir. •14]



6 MINOR ARTICLES OF FARM EQUIPMENT,

reporting, and the same average for the whole number of farms.

The suggested number is the nearest whole number to the mean
found between the two averages. For example, the T-handled wood
auger is reported from 22 out of 33 farms, or 67 per cent. A total of

67 augers was found on these farms, or 3.04 for each farm reporting,

and 2.03 to the farm for the whole number. The mean is 2.54 and

the suggested number 3. With one or two exceptions no article is

included in column 3, however, which was not reported from at least

20 per cent of the farms and for which the average to the farm for the

whole number of farms was less than three-tenths. In this way con-

sideration was given to the fact that on some farms certain items are

not reported and that on farms which do re})ort the various items

there are undoubtedly cases in which fewer articles than those found

would be adequate. This last statement is certainly true, since in

many cases where several tools of a kind are kept, a part are old and

are retained simply for occasional use. The arbitrary basis given

was adopted because it was found to mark quite accurately the divid-

ing line between what was considered essential and wdiat nonessen-

tial by the owners of several well-equipped farms. Column 3 is not

necessarily a recommendation as to what will be urgently needed for

a farm of average size and type, but it is indicative of the number of

articles suggested by the inventory. By carefully considering the

needs of his farm the manager can cut down the list materially. The
oil cans, wrenches, eveners, etc., purchased with machines were

excluded wherever practicable from the inventories; hence, the sug-

gested number is less in many cases than the real total for such

items.

In column 4, figures are given for the first cost of the various articles,

the price of all being included for reference, even though all of the

articles are not recommended for use. The price for the complete

article (for example, a tool with a handle) is given in most cases.

This price has been obtained \\herever possible from merchants

located in sections from which the inventories were taken. The
majority of hardware items were priced by one of the leading hard-

ware merchants of Wayne County, Ohio. Other prices were ob-

tained from Farmers' Bulletin 347. Still others were supplied by
various farmers who had purchased or matle similar items within a

few months of the date of inventory. These prices will, of course,

vary a great deal with the location of the purchaser and the quality

of the goods. Regarding the latter, however, the point was em-

phasizetl in obtaining prices that average figures were wanted for the

quality of goods usually purchased by farmers. These prices are

merely suggestive and can not ii\ all cases be relied upon, for the

reasons just mentioned.
[Cir. 44]



MINOR AETICLES OF FARM EQUIPMENT. V

The total cost of the various items suggested is extended in column

5. The total, which seems extremely large in comparison with the

usual estimates, is, however, not unreasonable if a rather complete

equipment is desired. Taking the grand total inventory of items

mentioned in this list for all the farms, using the prices given in

colunm 4 and dividing by 33, the first cost for the average farm of

167 acres is found to be about $190. The discrepancy between this

figure and that given for the total cost of items suggested, S270.70.

may be due partly to incomplete inventories but more to the fact

that the latter figures contain a large number of single articles for

which the mean previously mentioned was a fraction greater than

one-half and less than one. Column 5 indicates a rather complete

outfit. Neither the $190 nor the $270.70, however, includes any

allowance for a stock of materials for the repair of equipment, as

given in Farmers' Bulletin 347. An expenditure of $50 or more in

this connection would save many trips to town for materials, even

if the equipment for making use of them were complete. Many
items considered useful and necessary might be added to the list

suggested, but the purpose of this circular is to establish what might

be called a working basis for considering this phase of equipment.

The occasional need for many of these omitted items will be ap-

parent, and attention is called to the fact that the list in column 3

contains only 158 out of 240 articles, all of which were considered

necessary in certain cases. The initial expense if all the items were

included in as large numbers as shown in column 2 would be over

$685, and it is not an uncommon thing to find farms in the United

States on which the actual investment in small and miscellaneous

articles would be above this figure if all the tools had been bought

first hand. The summary of the thirty-three inventories is given as

follows:

Table I.—Summai-y of items of minor equipment reported on thirty-threefarms in Ohio,

with the number and cost of all items suggested us necessary and their total cost.

Items.

r.enenil purpose:
AuKor
Awl
Ax and handle
Pinch bar
Bench screw .

.

Auger bit

Bit brace
Steel square. .

.

Bevel square..
Try-square
Wood chisel . .

.

[Cir. 44]
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8 MINOR AETICLES OF FARM EQUIPMENT.

Table I.

—

Summary of items of minor equipment reported on thirty-three farms in Ohio,

with thenumber andcost ofall items suggestedas necessary and their total cost—Cont' d.



MINOR ARTICLES OF FARM EQUIPMENT. 9

Table l.-Summan, of items of minor equipment reported on thirty-threefanm^^

withthenumberandcosto/allitemssuggestcdasnecessan/and their total cost—{.out d.

Items. Percentage
of farms
reporting.

General purpose—Continued.
Ladder
Farm bell

Lantern
Hoisting block
Barrel
Padlock
Paint brush
Whitewash brush
Basket

Household and farm:

Lard press and sausage stuner.

Sausage grinder

Hog scraper
Hog hook
Butcher knife

Kettle
Tree pruner
Pruning shears
Crates
Garden rake
Hoe
Cultivator
Trowel
Cold frame
Flat
Spade
Sprinkler
Lawn mower
Lawn rake

All stock:
Broom
Clipping machine
Manure fork

Pail ,

Tie chain
* Tie rope
Hand sprayer
Wheelbarrow - -

.

Horse and driving:
I?it

Blanket
Brush
Currycomb
Collar
Harness oil

Fly nets
Halters
Muzzle
Nosebag
Sweat pad
Harness punch
Riveting machine
Rivets
Tie rope
Saddle
Riding bridle

Snaps.
Sponge
Neck straps
Syringe
Storm apron
Buggy jack
Wagon jack
Clevis
Chamois skin
Dust robe
Lap robe
Evener. 2-horse
E vener. :i or 4 horse
Storm front
Dash lantern

Average
number of

items per
farm report-

ing-

52
58
68
16
71
39
48
26
52

45
48
10
29
52
55
15
39
39
64
88
12
12
3

3
36
21

64
21

9
15
42
27
18
9
12
42

40
91

43
34
34
97
26
14
37
69
69
43
31
57
23
23
14
43
23
17
40
14
40
11

62
71

60
63
46
23

Number of

each item
suggested
as neces-
sary.

1.4
1.0
1.8
1.2
3.0
1.8
3.3
1.4
5.8

1.0
1.0
2.8
1.1
2.4
1.7
1.2
1.3

54.7
L2
2.4
1.3
1.3
8.0
3.0
1.4
1.1

LO
LO

2.0
1.0
2.6
4.4
5.3
2.3
1.0
1.4

2.4
2.8
2.0
2.3
2.7
1.5
2.8
6.5
1.8
1.4
2.2
1.2
1.0

6 1.2
2.8
1.0
1.3
7.4
2.0
1.9
1.1
1.2
1.1
1.0
4.3
1.0
1.2
1.6
2.0
1.5
1.1
1.4

Cost of

each item.

1

40
1
•2

1

2

3

2
2

2
o2
2

2

Total cost
of items
suggested
as neces-
sary.

$2.00
2.00
.90

2.00
.75
.40
.30
.75
.30

5.50
2.00
.10
.05
.30
2.50
1.50
.40
.40
.50
.40
4.00
.25
2.50
.10
.75
.50
4.00
.40

.30
6.00
.70
.15
.25
.25
.75
4.00

.40
2.00
.50
.25
3.00
.25
1.00
.75
.20
.50
.35
.50
.50
.10
.15

10. 00
1.00
.05
.10
.75
.60
.75
.75
1.00
.10
..50

1.00
5.00
1.50
2.00
4.00
1.00

$2.00
2. 00
1.80

2.25
.40
.(»
.75
1.20

5.50
2.00
.20
.05
.60
2.50

.40
lU. 00
.50

.75

"4.06

1.40
.45
.75

4.00

.80
ti.OO

1.00
.50
G.00
.50
2.00
4.50
.40

.70

..50

..50

.10

.30
10.00
1.00
.20
. 10

.75

.60

. 75

.75

.30

1.00
5.00
3.00
2.00
4.00
1.00

[Cir. 44]
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Table I.

—

Summary of items of minor equipment reported on thirty-three fcnns in Ohio,
with the number and cost of all items suggested as necessary and their total cost—Cont'd.
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Taulk I —SuDiinuri/ of items of minor equipment reported on thirty-three farms in Ohio,

with the number and cost of all items suggested as necessary and their total cost—Cont'd.

Items.

] lay—Continued.
Hay rope, l-inch..

Trip roi)e, l-ineh..

Hand fork
Baled hay hook...
Sfyllie and snath.
Hand seeder
Sickle
Slings
Knife

Small grain and seed:
Cradle
Binder cover
Flail
Measure
Straw fork
Hand rake
Sacks
Scoop shovel

Sugar beets:
Beet fork

Beet hoe
Beet topper

Potatoes:
Scoop
Fork or hook
Hand planter

Maple sugar:
Sap bucket
Spout
Cover
Scoop
Gathering pail

Tapping bit

Percentage
of farms
reporting.

Average
number of
items per

farm report-
ing.

Total cost of

necessary
ileins suggested as

61

30

88
21

88
70
32
9

67

48
36
15

33
15

36
97
82

3

3

3

3
39
3

21
15

3
12

12

9

a 132.

5

a (S.

3.2
1.6

1.4
1.1

1.1

2.7
1.2

1.0

1.0
1.6
1.4
1.2

1.3

38.6
1.7

2.0
6.0
9.0

1.0
1.4

1.0

471.0
485.0
500.0

1.0
2.5
2.0

Number of
each item
suggested
as neces-
sary.

bllO
b40

3

1

1

1

1

Cost of

each item.

SO. 60
.30
1.25
5.00
.50

2.00
.75

5.00
:3.00

Total cost
of items
suggested
as neces-
sary.

S5.00
.45

1.80
.30
1.25
5. 00
.50

1

38
2

.50

.70

.25

.20

1.00

1.50
.50
.25

1.50
1.50
1.75

.20

.03

.06
1.00
.75

.30

5.00
3.00

.50

.25

7.60
2.00

1.50

270. 70

a Feet.

A careful study of Table I will bring out many points worthy of

consideration. To the owner of a farm who has had no occasion from

time to time to collect his miscellaneous equipment and take account

of its extent, this study should suggest the advisabihty of taking an

annual inventory of the small a"S well as of the large ec[uipment in

order to keep track of his investment. The practice of taking an

inventory, even of the larger pieces of machinery, is not as common

as it should be, and in many cases where an invoice is taken the

"small stuff" is lumped in one item. During the process of taking

the inventories used in compiling this circular the owner almost

invariably expressed astonishment at the extent to which his capital

was invested in miscellaneous minor articles.

The tenant farmers, and especially those who have frequent occa-

sion to move, will ordinarily be found better posted as to the extent

of their miscellaneous equipment, and this will usually be found to be

[Cir. 44]



12 MINOK ARTICLES OF FARM EQUIPMENT.

much nearer the actual necessities than the equipment of the resident

owner. To both of these classes, however, it is earnestly recom-

mended that following an inventory for the purpose of determining

the number and the value of articles on hand there should be pro-

vision made for keeping track of the various articles in a systematic

manner. Only in this way can loss tlu"ough theft and carelessness

be avoided and time saved through a knowledge of where the articles

can be found when wanted, while expenditures for the duplication of

items when the original articles can not be found for the time being

will be rendered unnecessary and depreciation on account of neglect

will be reduced to a minimum. It is unnecessary to dwell upon these

points, as they will be api^arent to the businesslike farmer.

Tliis list also contains possibilities of great value to the prospective

farmer. To the ordinary person the compiling of a complete list of

articles necessary for use on an average-sized general farm becomes

almost an impossibility after he has listed the larger items, such as.

machinery, wagons, etc. This applies to the man with some farm

experience as well as to the one who engages in farming for the first

time. The experience of several men born and raised on a farm and

temporarih" separated from it during a college course will bear out

this statement. One of these was actually in charge of an experi-

mental farm for four years prior to taking up farming on his own
account, yet his initial allowance for small tools and sundries was

only S25. After going over an incomplete list similar to the forego-

ing he purchased a very modest lot of small tools, amounting to over

$100 in value, from a local hardware dealer, thereby obtaining a cash

discount of 10 per cent.

A recent graduate of the Ohio State Universit}', before engaging

in farming on his own account on a portion of his father's farm, kept

in mind for four .or five months the problem of getting a complete

equipment within his means. He first noted all the items which he

considered necessary, basing his list on his previous experience. His

second step consisted of the task of obtaining the net retail prices of

the various articles. The result was a total so large that the third

and most difficult step, that of determining the actual necessities,

was pursued for a considerable time. Having finally reduced his list

to the minimum, he entered into negotiations with several of the local

merchants. Two of these made special efl"orts to obtain his order,

and each made the suggestion that he take a trip at the merchant's

expense to one of the cities in the State and select his equipment

from the large stocks in the wholesale supply houses. He accepted

one of these offers, and during the state fair spent a half da}^ in a large

warehouse selecting articles of the style and cjuality desired. The

goods were shipped to the local dealer, who obtained his profit and

[Clr. 44]
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still gave the purchaser a cash discount of 10 per cent from the orcH-

nary prices. The young farmer brought his entire stock of miscella-

neous equipment from the store at one trip with a team and wagon,

and then spent a day or two arranging his workshop and disposing

of his various purchases in the most convenient places, the extent of

his outlay impressing him with the necessity for taking systematic

care of the smallest details. Several items which were not up to the

standard were taken back and exchanged for perfect goods at the

local store, and in this way the entire outfit was delivered at the farm

with very little expenditure of time and annoyance and in perfect con-

dition. By following this method the farmer was enabled to make

his selection from w^ell-known brands and from a larger stock than

that afforded by the ordinary store, besides having a pleasant outing.

His total purchase amounted to about $125, a portion being for

household use.

The following articles were charged against the farm business

:

1 leather halter $1. 65

1.50

.85

.10

.05

-GO

.20

.50

.20

1 gallon of paint

1 gallon of barn paint

1 bottle of machine oil

1 small oil can

1 leather punch

2 pairs of gloves

1 pair of shucking gloves . . .

1 shucking peg

1 riveting machine

1 soldering iron

1 crowbar, 16 pounds

1 center punch

1 draw knife

1 garden hoe

1 grindstone

1 buggy robe

1 blacksmith's vi.se, 5-inch.

1 tamper.

.50

.30

.64

.10

.60

.35

3.75

8.00

6. 00

1.00

1 pair scales, 600 pounds 11. 00

.50

2.00

2.00

.65

1.75

.20

.20

.20

.25

.30

.30

.40

1.75

1 oilstone

2 gallons of harness oil

.

1 jack plane

1 paint brush

1 ratchet brace

1 bit, ^-inch

1 bit, T^-inch

1 bit, T^-inch

1 bit, ^-inch

1 bit,
5
|J-inch

1 bit, {,-;-inch

1 bit, 1-inch

1 hand.'saw
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1 handsaw

1 hack saw

1 compass saw

1 pair of pliers

1 pair of pliers '. -

1 i^ost-hole digger

1 screw-driver

2 shovels

1 scoop shovel

1 plastering trowel . . .

.

2 wedges

1 fork, 3 prongs

1 whetstone

1 mail box

1 wagon jack

1 bucket

1 set of ladder irons . .

.

12 bolts, 14-inch

1 horse blanket

1 whip

1 monkey WTench

1 alligator wrench. ...

1 paint brush

i seed sower

1 saw-set

1 log chain, 15 feet—
1 ax and handle

1 boy's ax

1 cold chisel

1 chisel, J-inch

1 chisel, 1-inch

1 rope, ^-inch, 50 feet.

1 hoisting block

$0.90

.45

.25

1.00

.30

1.25

.35

1.20

.75

.62

.40

.65

.05

1.00

1.00

.65

1.35

.49

3.00

.25

.40

.25

.15

4.50

.60

1.72

1.00

.75

.20

.30

.35

.55

2.50
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1 tinner's snips $0. 35

5. 00

.85

.75

.75

2. 25

1. 50

.20

.24

2. 80

.75

1 road scraper

1 steel square

1 nail hammer
1 ball peen hammer
1 jackscrew

1 pipe wrench

1 currycomb

3 clevises

1 crosscut saw and handle.

5 files

1 grub hoe

1 garden hoe

1 horse brush

1 horse brush (for tail). . .

1 hatchet

1 lantern

1 fork, 4 prongs

1 punch

.45

.35

.45

.15

.75

.90

.60

.10

1 pick and handle

2 boxes of copper rivets

.

2 boxes of tubular rivets.

1 spade

1 ditching spade

1 snath

1 scythe

1 wheelbarrow

1 hay knife

1 feed basket

1 pair of nippers

1 sledge and handle

3 quarts of paint

Total

Less 10 per cent cash discount

.

Net cost

10.60

.20

.10

.60

1.00

.75

.75

1.75

.75

.80

.75

.90

1.15

106. 86

10.69

96.17

A similar course to that just described might well be pursued by-

many persons who are about to engage in general farming. As

before stated, the saving through the merchant's discount is con-

siderable. The merchant who furnished the majority of the prices

contained in Table I stated that for a large bill of goods such as that

under discussion he could afford to give from 10 to 20 per cent

discount for cash on account of the size of the order and the saving

in the cost of selling. This would pay interest on the investment

for some years, to say nothing of the time which would be saved

through having the stock complete at the beginning.

On nearly every farm some articles will be found wliich have been

bought at second hand. No doubt a considerable saving may be

effected by thus securing articles at odd times when work is not press-

ing. If, however, the business of the farm is stopped during attend-

ance at a sale it is an open question whether the saving on minor

items over the suggested method will be sufficient to cover the time

spent. As a rule these articles are summed up in the sale bill as

"too numerous to mention" and no idea is given as to the extent or

condition of the offering.

The lists here given are in the nature of a census in that they present

data from which each individual may secure the information suited

to his own use. These hsts are printed with that object in view

rather than as a recommendation of what should be purchased.

Farmers' Bulletin 347, following a discussion of the various workshop

oools, states that the complete equipment of a shop for the making

of general farm repairs should include a blacksmithing outfit, a

$25 collection of wood-working and general-purpose tools, a pipe-

working combination, miscellaneous tools, a harness-repair outfit,
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a workbench, a pair of sawhorses, and a grindstone, and that this

entire c(iiiipment for a shop can be secured for about SI 00 in a fair

quahty of goods, wliile for $150 tools of excellent quality can be

obtained

.

The great number of general-purpose items, other than those men-

tioned, together with those for use in connection with the producing

enterprises, and the stock of materials needed for the repair of farm

equipment will easily bring the t-otal cost of a good worldng equip-

ment in miscellaneous articles up to $250. The expenditure of this

sum for this purpose in the organization of the farm is probably

out of the question for many farmers, but due consideration at the

outset for the necessary investment in minor items will save much
inconvenience and disappointment later.

SUMMARY.

Few farmers realize the extent of their investment in small items

of equipment or the time and inconvenience involved in buying

numerous articles singly or in small lots. Before planning the farm

equipment, due consideration should be given to the necessary outlay

for minor items, and w^iere possible the latter should be secured at

one purchase, thereby saving time and, usually, money. The pur-

chase of these articles in such a manner will mean a total expenditure

sufficient to impress the farmer with the need for their systematic

care. The minor items for a general farm of 160 acres in Oliio and
other middle Western States will probably cost from $200 to $300.

Approved

:

James Wilson,
Secretary of Agriculture.

Washington, D. C, November 30, 1909.

[Cir. 44.]
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B. P. I.—530.

THE UTILIZATION OF PRA-CANNERY
REFUSE FOR F'ORAGE.

INTRODUCTION.

Most of the peas grown for canning purposes are produced in the

States of New York, Wisconsin, Indiana, Ohio, Ilhnois, Michigan,

New Jersey, and Maryland. This branch of the canning industry has

made great growth during the past few years and is being rapidly

extended to new territory, especially in those States where it is already

established.

In the early days of the pea-canning industry it was the practice

to pick the green pods from the vines and shell them by hand, a slow

and laborious process. With the invention of the ''viner," a machine

for thrashing peas out of the green pods, hand shelling has been largely

done away with and the canning industry given a tremendous impetus.

Wlicre these viners are used, the peas can be cut with a mower,

hauled to the cannery, and thraslied while green. This leaves the

canner with a large quantity of refuse vines to be disposed of in some

way.

When the growing of peas for canning purposes first began to be

extensively engaged in, the feeding value of the refuse vines was not

fully appreciated and the canners experienced no little difficulty in

keeping the factories free from this waste. At some factories the

canners rcMiuired the farmers who v/ere growing peas for them to take

away a load of vines for every load of peas hauled to the cannery. At
others the vines were dumped in piles near the factory and later

hauled out for manure. Vvhen these waste vines were allowed to

accumulate in loose piles near the factory a rapid decomposition

would set in, and the stench from this decaying mass of vegetable

matter would be almost unbearable. As a result of this condition

the tefuse vines were often hauled out and dumped in immense piles

at some distance from the factory and later hauled away by tlie farm-

ers and used as a fertilizer. This practice is still in vogue in some sec-

tions where the feeding value of the vines is not yet appreciated.

The dumping of vines in large piles soon led to the discovery that

quite a percentage of the vines thus handled was preserv^ed like silage
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4 UTILIZATION OF PEA-CANNEEY REFUSE FOR FORAGE.

and (rreedily eaten by stock, especially cattle and sheep. The lar<j:;er

the pile of vines and the more they were trampled in piling the

smaller the percentage of spoiled material. From this discovery

developed the practice of stacking the vines in order to save them,

when previously the only question to be solved was how to get rid

of them. Wlien the vines are carefully put up in large, well-trampled

stacks, the decomposition is reduced to a minimum and the unpleasant

odor is much less in evidence, thus making it possible to stack them

quite near the cannery without disagreeable results.

In other sections a short hay crop led the farmers to undertake

curing pea vines for hay, and they soon discovered that the valuable

forage thus secured j>aid them liandsomely for their trouble.

PRESENT METHODS OF UTILIZING THE REFUSE VINES.

Several methods of utilizing refuse pea vines are in use at present.

These are as silage, as hay, as a green feed or soiling crop, and as a

fertilizer. During the season of 1908 a large amount of data on

methods of utilizing this by-product was obtained from canners,

farmers, and feeders throughout the pea-growing sections. The data

obtained show that 96 canneries handled the peas grown on a total of

65,959 acres, and that the refuse vines from 40,518 acres, or 61 per cent

of the total, were used as silage; from 13,785 acres, or 21 percent, as

hay; from 7,731 acres, or 12 per cent, as a green feed or soiling crop,

and that from the remaining 3,925 acres, or 6 i)er cent, the refuse

vines were either used as a fertilizer or thrown away.

PEA-VINE SILAGE.

From the figures just presented it is evident that the most popular

method of using pea vines is as silage, and where the cannery is

located in a dairy section this is almost universally the system in

practice. The same statement is also true for some of the sections

where sheep and cattle feeding are popular industries.

There are two ways of making silage from pea vines, i. e., in large

stacks and in silos. The practice of putting the vines in large stacks

is the one most commonly employed, especially where practically all

the vines from a cannery are handled by the canner or by one or two

other persons. At many factories it has become a custom for the

canners to put the vines up in stacks or silos and either to sell the

silaire to farmeis and feeders in the winter or to buy stock and feed it

out themselves, thus realizing a profit on what was formerly a waste

product. At other factories one or more farmers or stock feeders

will contract to keep the refuse vines cleared away for what they can

get out of them. Still another practice is for the farmer who brings
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UTILIZATION OF PEA-OANNERY REFUSE FOR FORAGE. 5

a loiul of peas to the factory to take lioiiie his ([iiota of vines, just as

the (hiiryman takes liis h^ad of whoU^ milk to the creamery and then

takes the separated milk home to feed.

Wliere a hirge quantity of vines is to he put up for winter feed by

one man and care is exercised in having the stacks well built, well

drained, and Ihoroughly jiacked, the stacking method is undoubtedly

the most economical way of handling the vines. With proper care the

vines from 300 acres or more can be stacked with very little loss, and

it is doubt fid whether it would pay to go to the expense of construct-

ing silos where this quantit.y is to be handled. Careless stacking,

though, will invariably result in the loss of a lot of valuable feed.

Smaller quantities than that mentioned can ])robably be most eco-

nomically saved in a silo, and many who have tried both methods

favor the latter under all circumstances.

Fig. 1.—Stacks of pea-vine siUikp, sliowing tlie sloping sides wiiere the vines are carted lo tin- ton of the

stiipk.

At some factories the vines are put into large stacks, one side of

wliich is left sloping (see fig. l),so that a cart loaded with vines may

be drawn up and the horse and cart driven around (m top of the stack,

thus thoroughly compacting the vines. At other factories the vines

are conveyed directly to the stack by means of a carrier (see fig. 2)

and trampled by the men who are doing the stacking. The stacks

should always be well drained underneath, so that the surplus juice

may ooze out and be carried away in ditches. Wlien properly built

and well jnicked only about 8 inches of the outside mass will spoil.

WHiere the vines are kept in the silo they may be put in just as they

come from the viner or the}^ may be run through a silage cutter first.

^\^len they are put in as they come from the vmer they require more
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tramplino: and packing? than when run throii^jh the cutter. The silo

shouhl always be filled as rapidly as possible, for if the fillin": extends

over a period of several weeks, the leno;th of the pea-canninp; season,

the silafje will spoil and be unfit for feedino;. For this reason it will

hardly be practioaljle for a farmer or dairyman who lives at some dis-

tance from the cannery to put the vines in a silo unless he has plenty

of teams and labor and can get all the vines he needs.

FEEDING VALUE OF THE SILAGE.

The silage made from the refuse pea vines is generally regarded as

possessing a high feeding value for dairy cows and other animals

when a succulent feed is desired. There is some difference of opinion,

however, regarding its value as compared with corn silage. Most

dairymen who have had extensive experience in feeding both are of

YiQ, 2.—stacks of pea-vine silage, showing the carrier used for conveying the vines to -the stack.

the opinion that the pea-vine silage produces a greater flow of milk

than does corn silage. On the other hand, a few contentl that when

a chano-e is made from corn silage to pea-vine silage there is always a

perceptible falling off in the milk production. The latter, however,

are decidedly in the minority. Some cases of this nature were fountl

to be due to the fact that the pea-vine silage was partially spoiled,

and it is possible that all unfavorable results could be traced to

similar conditions.

The following table shows the composition of pea-vine silage from

different sources in comparison witli corn silage.
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Tm!I,k I. -Coiiipositi'iu of rorii silnfie (ind pea-vine silage.

Kind of silage.

Corn (immature corn) «.

Corn (mature corn) "

Pea vinH "

Tea vine b
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stock, with the exception of sheep, as corn sihige. He winters about

50 head of cattle and when spring comes they are always in good

condition. The onty objection he has to the silage is the bad odor

and the fact that it is very heavy to handle.

The principal objection raised to pea-vine silage is that it some-

times taints the milk. This may be prevented by postponing feeding

until after milking.

Another dairyman states that he secured the best results by alter-

nating pea-vine silage with corn silage, feeding one for two or three

weeks, then changing to the other. The pea-vine silage invariably

increased the flow of milk, but also tended to decrease its keeping

qualities.

PEA-VINE SILAGE FOR BEEF CATTLE.

Pea-vine silage has little value as a fat i)ioducer, Init regardless of

this fact it is very highly regarded as a supplementary feed for beef

cattle. Quite a number of feeders are using the silage, and almost

invariably they claim that their cattle keep in much better condition

than where no silage is fed. One New York canner writes that he

annually feeds from 250 to 275 steers on the refuse vines from his

factory. He begins feeding silage with a little corn meal in the winter.

The amount of meal is gradually increased until the animals are on

a fidl ration. They are usually fhiished off and ready for beef early

in June.

The following is extracted from a letter from a canning comi)any

at Rome, N. Y.

:

We have used the silo for many years in which to preserve this by-product. We
grow from 700 to 1,000 acres of peas in connection with our plant, and the waste from

this, as well as from what the farmers grow for us, we find very valuable for both horses

and cattle. We use no hay whatever in feeding our stock, including the work horses,

and they seem to enjoy the feed and thrive on it. In the fall we usually purchase

several hundred head of cattle, which we winter, feeding them on silage exclusively.

In this way we secure fertilizer to assist in keeping up our farm. The farmers in the

vicinity would be glad to buy all the silage we have, but we prefer to keep the manure

for our farms. We have handled this waste in silos and by other methods for many

years, and after varied experiences have finally concluded that this is the best method.

PEA-VINE SILAGE FOR SHEEP.

In many sections of New York and Wisconsin pea-vine silage has

come to be very highly regarded as a feed for sheep. In Wisconsin

a large number of lambs and wethers that are being fattened for the

market are fed on this silage in ])ieference to any other roughage.

The common practice is to take the sheep off of the pastures about

the 1st of November and put them on a ration of silage and com
meal. At first they are given about 10 pounds of silage and from

one-half to 1 pound of meal each day. The quantity of silage is
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lually decreased and the meal increased, until at the end of thirty

or forty days they are getting; 6 pounds of silage and about 2 pounds

of corn meal. It generally tnkes from forty to fifty days to fit sheep

for the market on a ration of this kind. The silage is not credited

with having any particular value as a I'nt producer. Its great value

Hes in the fact that it keeps the animals in good condition, so that

they can better assimilate the grain.

It seems to be quite generally conceded that a fine quality of

mutton is produced by feeding pea-vine silage that is well kept. In

the fall of 1908 a lot of 442 western wethers that had been fed on

pea-vine silage and corn in Wisconsin foi- fifty days topped the

Cliicago market for heavy export shee}) the day they were sold.

Pea-vine silage is an excellent winter feed for breeding ewes. Its

laxative qualities keep the bowels in good condition and it produces

a large flow of milk. vSome sheep breeders who have had (piite an

extensive experience in feeding this silage prefer it to anything else

they can get for their breeding ewes. One large breeder in western

Now York winters annually from 600 to 700 breeding ewes on pea-vine

silage and alfalfa hay, without any grain. His ration is 6^ pounds of

silage and 2 pounds of alfalfa hay for each head daily. His ewes

come through the winter in fine condition, and their lambs, which

come in May, are invariably strong and healthy. He states that he

considers this silage superior to all other feed for breeding ewes.

Pea-vine silage has been very successfully used as an exclusive

roughage ration for horses, beef cattle, and sheep. When used in

this way, the animals are usually fed all they will eat up clean . Horses

and cattle will consume from 40 to 80 pounds a day, wliile sheep will

eat from 6 to 12 pounds daily.

MARKET VALUE OF PEA-VINE SILAGE.

The selling price of pea-vine silage varies considerably. Some can-

ners put it up in stacks and sell it in the winter at $1 a load. Others

sell it at from $1.50 to $3 a ton. After farmers, especially those

engaged in dairying, have learned the value of tlfis feed the canners,

as a rule, can not supply the demand at $3 a ton.

PEA-VINE HAY.

The curing of pea vines for hay is a common method of handling

them in many sections. This is a popular practice when the farmer

is supposed to take home his quota of vines. Farmers living near the

factory generally take the freshly thrashed vines home and spread

them out to cure on sod land, while those who live some distance away

usually spread the vines out to cure on vacant land near the factory.

At some factories, if there ha})pens to be a surplus of vines from the
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peas grown, either by the farmers or by the company, these are cured

by the company (see %. 3) and sold to the farmers at about the cost

of curing. This price runs from $3.50 to %A a ton, and many farmers,

especially those living some distance from the factory, prefer to pay

this rather than bother with curing the vines themselves.

Pea-vine hay is greatly relished by horses, cattle, and sheep.

Many dairymen prefer it to the best clover hay as a roughage for

their cattle. In the winter even hogs will eat quantities of it, and

it is an excellent feed for brood sows.

There is considerable difference of oi)inion regarding the value of

the hay as compared with the silage. Men who have tried both are

divided in opinion, some contending that the hay is far superior and

Fig. 3.—Curing vines for liay at a canning factory.

more economical to handle, while others claim just the opposite.

It is generally conceded, however, that properly cured pea-vine hay

is superior to clover hay for dairy cows. Some dairymen go so far

as to say that they consider pea-vine hay worth twice as much as

clover hay, but this is undoubtedly an exaggeration.

Pea-vine hav is also a, good feed for work horses and mules and is

especially valuable for conditioning thin, overworked animals. In

giving his experience with pea-vine silage and hay, ISfr. J. F. Guenther,

of Owensboro, Ky., made the following statement:

We used a larfrc .silo and ])Ut our pea vincy in it the first year we packed peas. We

found that neither farmers nor dairymen would buy our silage from us. The next

year we dried the pea vines and found this was much better than making silage from

them. Pea-vino hay is so far superior to silage that there is no comparison. Besides,
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thf hay can be hali-d aiitl t^tnivd away and has a market value in any section of the

country, whereas you are confined to your own immediate neighborhood in the pea

silage.

After getting done with our farm work we had a large number of horses and mules on

hand and put them to work at railroad excavating. When they came back they were

in ]>r(>tty thin order and very much the worse for wear. We built a very large rack

out in a lot we had, so that the mules and the horses could go to the pea vines and eat

all they wanted. With the addition of a small amount of grain all the horses and

mules were seal fat inside of six weeks. 1 ha\'e never fed anything that improved

stock so rapidly as these pea vines.

CURING THE VINES FOR HAY.

In curino; pea vin(\s for hay they should be taken directly from the

Anner, spread out on the ground, and left during the day. The next

morning, after the sun has dried the dew off, they should be thor-

oughly stirred up with forks or a tedder. If the weather conditions

are favorable, they should be stirred up again after noon and then

raked into windrows and put up in cocks. The next day they can

be stacked or stored in the barn or shed. When the cured vines are

stacked they should be covered with some material which will shed

rain, as they readily take up water and are easily spoiled when wet.

In settled weather a good practice is to spread the vines out and

let them lie in the sun for a day; then put them up in cocks and let

them remain for three or four days. The cocks should be opened

and the vines spread out on a bright day so as to dry out the hay in

the bottom, which sometimes absorbs considerable moisture, and

then hauled to the barn. Some make a practice of sprinkling 5 or 6

pounds of salt over each load as it is placed in the barn, believing

that this increases the palatability of the hay.

MARKET VALUE OF PEA-VINE HAY.

It is rather difficult to determine the market value of pea-vine hay,

as the greater portion of it is fed by the producer. Where it has been

sold, however, the prices quoted range all the way from $4.50 to $20

a ton, the average being about $12 when clover hay is worth $10.

PEA VINES AS A SOILING CROP.

As a green feed or soiling crop the refuse pea vines are probably

the equal of any crop grown. Dairymen universally agree that feed-

ing the green vines increases the flow of milk. The use of vines as a

soiling crop, however, is confined to a comparatively limited area

in the immediate vicinity of a cannery or vincr.

PEA VINES AS A FERTILIZER.

Pea vines have considerable valde when used as a fertihzer, espe-

cially on soils that are deficient in humus. They are rich in that all-
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important element of plant food, nitrogen. The following analysis

was made by Prof. George W. Cavanaugh, of Cornell University:

Moisture 72.800 per cent.

Nitrogen 0.585 per cent, or ii.7 pounds a ton.

Phosphoric acid 0.111 per cent, or 2.22 pounds a ton.

Potash 0.432 per cent, or 8.64 pounds a ton.

At current prices the fertilizing value of 1 ton of pva vines would
be as follows:

Nitrogen, 11.7 pounds, at 18 cents a pound .$2.11

Phosphoric acid, 2.22 pounds, at 4i cents a pound 10

Potash, 8.64 jxiunds, at 4h cents a pound ;i9

Total value per ton 2. 60

From these figures it will be seen that the refuse vines have a fer-

tilizing value of $2.60 a ton, which makes them well worth using for

this purpose. It would be much better economy, however, to feed

the vines either as a soiling crop, as silage, or as hay, and to save the

droppings from the animals fed, in this way serving a twofold pur-

pose. As but a small part of the fertilizer constituents is lost in pass-

ing through an animal, the droppings, if carefully saved, are nearly

as valuable for fertilizing as the whole vines.

SUMMARY.

The refuse vines from ])ea canneries are valuable as silage, as hay,

as a soiling crop, and as a fertilizer. Their use as silage is the most
general 'practice. They may be ensilaged either in a silo or in a stack.

Pea-vine silage compares very favorably with corn silage and by
many is regartled as superior, especially for dairy cows. It is also

valuable for beef cattle and sheep and is sometimes fed to horses,

mules, and hogs. It has been successfully used as an exclusive

roughage for dair}^ and beef cattle, sheep, and even horses.

Pea-vine hay is a valuable feed for all classes of stock. It is of ex-

ceptional value for milch cows and sheep and for conditioning thin

stock, especially horses and mules. It is generally considered to be

equal or even superior to clover hay.

Pea vines are valuable as a soiling crop, but their use as such is

limited to the immediate vicinity of the cannery or viner.

As a manure, pea vines have an actual fertilizer value of about

$2.60 a ton.

Ap])roved:

James Wilson,

Seeretarji of Agriculture.

Washington, 1). (\, Decemher 3, 1909.
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B. r. I.—531.

THE IJMITATIOX OF THE SATSUMA ORANGE TO
TRirOLlATl:-()KANGE STOCK."

INTRODUCTION.

The Satsuma orange is a variety which has come to be widely

grown in the warmer parts of the Gulf ^States. Without entering

into a discussion as to the merits and demerits of this variety, it is

proposed in this circular to call attention to the fact that unlike most

commonly grown varieties it succeeds only when grafted on Trifoliate-

orange stock and is a complete failure on the sour-orange stock upon

which almost all other citrus fruits can be grown successfully.

In view of the fact that large experimental and even commercial

plantings of the Satsuma orange are being made in nearly all of the

Gulf States and that Satsuma trees are being offered for sale on sour-

orange stock, it is considered advisable to call attention to the certain

failure which will result from planting Satsuma oranges budded on

sour stock. Fortunately a simple method has been discovered for

identifying with certainty Trifoliate stock, which makes it easy to

guard against the fradulent substitution of sour-orange or an}- other

stock for the Trifoliate.

HISTORY OF THE TRIFOLIATE ORANGE IN THIS COUNTRY.

Growers of citrus fruits in this countr}' have long been accustomed

to use the sour orange ami the sweet orange as stocks, while in recent

years the rough lemon and to a lesser extent the grapefruit have come
into use. These show widely different adaptation to soil conditions,

as well as greatly varying powers of disease resistance.

Among the stocks which have come into prominence during the

past few decades is the hardy Trifoliate orange of China and Japan.

a During the last few years there have been extensive plantings of the Satsuma
orange in the warmer parts of the Gulf States. Without entering into a discussion

as to the value of this variety and the prospects for growing and marketing it success-

fully on a commercial scale, Mr. Swingle wishes to call attention in the present cir-

cular to the unusually sharp limitations of this variety to a single stock—the Trifoliate

orange. It is believed to be desirable to warn all who desire to test the variety against

purchasing trees budded on the sour orange, a stock remarkably well adapted to almost

all other kinds of citrus fruits, but which Mr. S\vingle finds to fail entirely for this

particular variety.

A simple method for distinguishing the Trifoliate orange from all other stocks fs

pointed out, rendering it easy to protect purchasers of Satsuma oranges against the

substitution of sour-orange for Trifoliate stock.—B. T. Galloway, Chief of Bureau.

[Cir. 46] 3
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Fig. 1.—a fruiting branch of the Trifoliate orange. (Natural size.)



LIMITATION OF SATSUMA ORANGE. 5

This was introduceil into this country by the J)ci)artment of Agri-

culture in 1869 and was at first little more than a botanical curiosity.

It was soon found to be an excellent hedge plant in the South, and

even as far north as Washington, D. C, and for many years it was

grown for tliis purpose. The fact that it is able to withstand without

injury temperatures as low as zero Fahrenheit, or even lower, makes

it suitable for culture over nearly half the area of the United States.

Those forms of the Trifoliate orange which have fully developed

flowers are handsome ornamentals, especially when the}' blossom in

the spring and again when laden with fragrant yellow fruit in the

autumn. Unfortunately many of the Trifoliate orange trees grown

in this country do not develop their flowers perfectly, or, at least, not

all of their flowers, the petals being stunted and shortened by gland-

like growths on the edges near the base. The flowers are shown

natural size in Plate I. A fruiting branch is shown in figure 1 , and

fruits in cross section and in longitudinal section in figures 2 and 3.

Fig. 2.—Cross section of a fruit of the Fia. 3.—Longitudinal section of a

Trifoliate orange. fruit of the Trifoliate orange.

(Natural size.

)

( Natural size.

)

It would be very easy, however, to breed up a large-flowered race of

the Trifoliate orange that could be propagated very rapidly and

cheaplv from the superabundant seeds that fill the fruits.

The Trifoliate orange has been used for ages in China and Japan as

a stock upon which to bud the cultivated citrus fruits, and about the

middle of the last century it was brought to notice in England as a

stock for the kumquat. This latter species itself was, however,

only a curiosity, and apparently very few experiments were made in

Europe with the Trifoliate orange as a stock for oranges, lemons, and

other common citrus fruits.

About a quarter of a centur}' ago the Trifoliate orange began to be

used in this country as a stock for the Satsuma orange, as well as for

other citrus fruits. It was found that all grow well on this stock, and

that it had a tendency to force early and profuse bearing, at the

same time dwarfing the tree somewhat.
[Cir. 46]



6 LIMITATION OF SATSUMA OKANGE.

Although the Trifohate is naturally a small tree and of slow

growth, when used as a stock its growth is so stimulated that its

diameter always continues greater than that of the scion. This

disparity in size, while not sufficient to make the union a poor one,

makes it easy in walking through a grove of citrus fruits budded on

this stock to detect the point of union of the scion with the stock

because of the abrupt increase in diameter of the latter.'^

The Trifoliate-orange stock has one disadvantage in comparison

with sour-orange, sweet-orange, and other commonly used stocks

—

it does not sprout readily from the root if the top is killed by a

severe frost. For this reason varieties grafted on Trifoliate roots and

grown where there is danger of occasional severe freezes should always

be earthed up a few inches above the point of insertion of the bud, so

that in case the top is killed by a severe freeze the budded variety can

be reproduced by sprouts issuing from that part of the trunk which

is protected by the earth. If this precaution is neglected there is

danger of orange trees grafted on Trifoliate stock being killed out-

right, root^ and branch, by an unusually severe winter.

THE KUMQTJAT SUCCEEDS BEST ON TRIFOLIATE-ORANGE STOCK.

There are very few varieties of citrus fruits that do not succeed on

the Trifoliate stock, provided, always, the soil is adapted to the stock.

Some varieties succeed better on this stock than on any otiier. Per-

haps the most striking example of this is the kumquat, which is the

hardiest of the evergreen citrus fruits. On Trifoliate stock it bears

heavy crops of fruit while still a mere bush.

On the other hand, the kumquat is not adapted for budding on sour-

orange stock, and such buds often fail to grow, or even die, after they

have started to push, something very rare among citrus fruits.'^

THE SATSUMA ORANGE A FAILURE ON SOUR-ORANGE STOCK.

Another variety of citrus fruits that behaves very differently on

the various stocks is the Satsuma, a very early orange of the mandarin

class introduced from Japan, where it is known as the Unshiu. This

variety, which is the earliest and at the same time one of the hardiest

a This form of union wherein the stock slightly outgrows the scion has been noticed

also in the case of the loquat grafted on the quince growing at Eustis, Fla. In this

case, also, the variety so grafted began to bear when still very young and has borne

abundant crops since. It is interesting to note that in both of these cases we have a

large-leaved evergreen plant grafted on a small-leaved deciduous and not very closely

related species. The contrary union, where the scion outgrows decidedly the stock,

is apparently not satisfactory, the scion being likely to break off and being usually

short lived, even when it escapes being broken off.

- h The Trifoliate root, strictly speaking, is not killed outright, but as it ]>roduces no

sprouts it soon dies from starvation.

c For these facts the writer is indebted to Mr. Q. L. Tabor, of (ileu St. Mary, Fla.

[Cir. 40]
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of the oranges,'* grows very well on sweet-orange stock—better, in

fact, than on the Trifoliate orange on most soils—but the fruit is of

decidedly inferior quality on the former stock, being coarse, dry, and
insipid, besides ripening later than on the Trifoliate stock.

On the sour orange the Satsuma is a complete failure, the grow^th

being so slow and stunted that it never becomes more than a dwarfed
bush. The fruit that is borne by this stunted top is of vcr}^ inferior

quality. There is every evidence of a considerable degree of incom-

patibility betw^een the Satsuma and the sour orange. It is no exag-

geration to say that he who plants a Satsuma orange tree grafted on
sour stock might better bury a five-dollar bill and burn the tree,

which, if planted, wall linger along for years, only to be finally dug up
as worthless. Inquiry among growlers of Satsuma oranges in Florida,

Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, and northern ^lexico has

failed to elicit a single instance of successful growth and satisfactory

fruiting of this variety budded on sour-orange stock. The writer

was stationed for five years in Florida investigating citrus fruits in

all parts of the State, and during that time he never saw a vigorous

Satsuma tree or any good crops of early-ripening fine-flavored Sat-

suma oranges borne on trees budded on sour-orange stock.

THE SATSUMA ORANGE BEST ADAPTED TO TRIFOLIATE-ORANGE
STOCK.

On the other hand, the Satsuma budded on the Trifoliate orange
produces fruits which ripen early and are of excellent quality, smooth
skimied, firm, and juicy. The trees budded on this stock are smaller

than those budded on sweet-orange stock, but they bear earlier and
fruit more profusely. They also ripen their fruits earlier in the

season and are decidedly hardier.

The Satsuma orange is the only one of the commonly gro-wn citrus

fruits (besides the kumquat) which shows such marked differences

in growth and character of fruit when budded on different stocks.

Since the Satsuma orange can succeed on but one stock, the Tri-

foliate orange, it can be grown with hope of commercial success only

on soils to which the Trifoliate stock is adapted, namely, on fairly

rich, somewhat moist soils, preferably sandy soils with a clay subsoil.

It is almost impossible to successfully grow orange trees budded
upon Trifoliate stock on light, sandy soils such as make up the bulk
of the soil of southern Florida and parts of southern Texas.

o Growth ceases at an early period in autumn, and, when once the last growth has
hardened, the tree can endure a considerable spell of very warm weather without being
forced into growth. This high degree of winter dormancy is what renders the Satsuma
80 well adapted for culture in the variable climate of the Gulf States. As to the quality

of the fruit of the Satsuma, there are wide differences of opinion. This is due in large

part to its greatly varying quality, depending on the stock upon which it is budded
and on the soil and climate of the locality where it is grown.

[Cir. 46]



8 LIMITATION OF SATSUMA GRANGE.

In case the soil is not adapted to the Trifoliate orange, there is

little hope of gro^^^ng the Satsuma orange successfully unless some

new stock not as yet known is found adapted to this

variety and able to grow on light soils. As a last

resort, grapefruit, citrange,'^ or some other stock could

be tested, but it is useless to set out trees of this variety

grafted on sour-orange stocks.

HOW TO DISTINGUISH TRIFOLIATE FROM SOUR-
ORANGE STOCK.

In 1887, Prof. Otto Penzig, director of the botanic

garden at Genoa, Italy, published a very interesting

account of citrus fruits for the Department of Agri-

culture, Industry, and Commerce

of the Italian Government. In the

course of his investigations of the

anatomy of the principal types

of citrus fruits, he discovered a

striking difference in the structure

of the pith of the Trifoliate orange

as compared with that of other

citrus fruits.''

If a section be made lengthwise

of a stem or twig of the Trifoliate

orange, the pith is found to con-

tain rows of cells arranged so as to

form more or less imperfect partitions some-

what like the partitions in the pith of the wal-

nut. Such a section of the Trifoliate orange

showing the cross plates of thick-walled cells

in the pith is shown in figure 4 to be contrasted

with figure 5, showing the absence of any such

plates in the pith of the sour orange. A few of the thick-walled

cells which make up the imperfect longitudinal cross partitions of the

Trifoliate orange are shown under higher magnification in figure 6.

Fig. 4.—Longi-

tudinal section

of the pith of

the Trifoliate

orange, show-

ing the thick-

walled, pitted

cells that make
up the imper-

fect cross
plates. (Mag-

nified 56 diame-

ters.) (Drawn
by Dr. Theo.

Holm.)

Fig. 5.—Longitudinal sec-

tion of the pith of the

sour orange. Note the

absence of any thick-

walled cells. (Magni-

fied 56 diameters.)
(Drawn by Dr. Theo.

Holm.)

a The citrange is a hardy citrus fruit originated by the Department of Agriculture

by crossing the common orange and the Trifoliate orange. Citranges grow more vigor-

ously than either parent, and some varieties can be reproduced practically unchanged

from the numerous seeds. Because of their vigor and their being half orange, cit-

ranges can be expected to thrive in soils too light for the straight Trifoliate. As the

Satsuma orange grows rapidly on sweet-orange stock and fruits well on Trifoliate

Btock, it would probably succeed on the citrange, a hybrid of these two stocks.

b Penzig, O. Studi botanici sugli agrumi e suUe piante affine, in Annali di Agricol-

tura, 1887, p. 137, pi. 13, fig. 6 (Ministero di Agricoltura, ludustria e Commercio).

Rome, 1887.
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Fig. 6.—a small group of thick-walled cells

from the pith of the Trifoliate orange. (Mag-

nified 372 diameters.) (Drawn by Dr. Theo.

Holm.)

A longitudinal section of the pith of the sour orange is shown in

figure 5. It will be noted that there is an entire absence of cross

partitions, and there are no thick walls to be seen. All of the ordi-

nary types of citrus fruits, including

the sour orange and all that are

ever used as stocks in this country,

have pith of this cliaractcn* without

an}' trace of cross partitions built up
out of thick-walled cells.

These peculiar cells are of such a

striking character as to make it easy,

by using a low-power microscope, to

distinguish between Trifoliate and
sour orange stocks—in fact, to dis-

tinguish Trifoliate-orange from any
other citrus stock—with absolute cer-

tainty. To make such an examina-

tion it is of course necessary to take

out some of the pith of the stock.

In the case of nursery stock this

can even be done, if desired, without killing the plant, since a cut

extending half wa}^ tlirough—necessary to take out the pith—will

soon Ileal up.

WARNING AGAINST THE PURCHASE OF SATSUMA ORANGES ON
SOUR-ORANGE STOCKS.

In spite of the fact that Satsuma oranges budded on sour-orange

stock are known to be a total failure, some nurserymen have budded
them largely on this stock and are even offering tliem for sale on
the ground that the Trifoliate stock does not succeed on light, sandy
soil, whereas sour-orange stock does succeed in such situations. All

this is perfectly true, but no mention is made of the additional and
very important (jualification that the Satsuma orange budded on
sour-orange stock is perfectly worthless from a commercial point of

view on anv soil.

In view of these facts, this occasion is taken to urge intending

purchasers of Satsuma oranges to insist that they be budded on
Trifoliate-orange stock. In no case should they be accepted on
sour-orange stock. If the experiment is to be made of growing
Satsuma oranges in a region where the soil is light, especially in

southern Florida and southern Texas, it may be worth while to experi-

ment with the Satsuma on certain other stocks, such as grapefruit

or seedling citrange, but there is little hope for financial success in

growing Satsuma oranges in such situations.

[Clr. 46]



10 LIMITATION OF SATSUMA OKANGE.

In order to make it possible for orange growers to be sure that

they are getting plants grafted on Trifoliate-orange stock, the De-

partment of Agriculture will undertake temporarily to determine,

free of charge, whether or not nursery stock of citrus fruits is grafted

on Trifoliate-orange stock. It is hoped that this method will be

adopted by state horticultural inspectors and by state experiment

stations, as well as by growers themselves. It is the purpose of this

temporary offer of the Department to make known the possibility

of distinguishing readily whether or not the stock used is the Tri-

foliate orange.

SUMMARY.

It is not the purpose of this circular to discuss the merits or demerits

of the Satsuma orange or to attempt to define the regions in which

it can be grown with reasonable hope of success.

The Satsuma orange is almost a complete failure on sour-orange

stock on any soil and in any climate, and succeeds well only when
budded on Trifoliate-orange stock. It can be grown, but less suc-

cessfully, on sweet-orange, grapefruit, and perhaps rough-lemon

stocks.

The Satsuma orange, being limited to the Trifoliate-orange stock,

can be grown with reasonable hope of success only on soils to which

this stock is well adapted, namely, fairly rich, fairlj^ heavy soils,

preferably with a clay subsoil.

Purchasers of Satsuma orange trees should insist that they be

grafted on T]-i foliate-orange stock, and to protect purchasers against

substitution of trees grafted on sour-orange stock the Department

of Agriculture will undertake for the present to determine whether

or not the stock is Trifoliate orange.

Do not huy Satsmna oranges budded on sour-orange stock! If you

suspect substitution, send a sample to the Department of Agriculture

for determination.

Approved

:

James Wilson,
Secretary of Agriculture.

Washington, D. C, December 6, 1909.
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B. P. I. -.53-1.

PRICKLY COMFREY AS A FORAGE CROP."

INTRODUCTION.

Prickh- coinfrey {Sympltntvrn asperrimum Donn) is a peroniiial

herbuceous plant, a native of the Caucasus region of Europe, whicli

was introduced into En<^land as early as 1801. Apparently it was
iirst grown in the United States near Richmond, Va., in 1S76. Tlie

only recorded importation of this plant by the Department of Agri-
culture was made in February, 1899, from France. In 1830 it

attracted attention in England as a forage plant, and from that date
until 187G or later some little interest was exhibited in its dissemina-
tion by agriculturists. Thomas Christy, jr., of London, was especially

prominent in its advertisement and published a lengthy article''

descriptive of its value as a food for hogs, sheep, and dairy cows,
especially as a soiling crop and in the form of ensilage.

Although prickly comfrey was grown rather extensively years ago
ill Europe and to some extent in the United States, it has never
attained any considerable importance in either country as a forage
crop. At the present time it is probably grown more generally in

(lerm.-iny than in any other country, and its success there may be
ascribed to the intensive methods of cultivation employed on small
farms, a practice which calls for some crop that will respond with
large yields to heavy applications of fertilizer. Only under such meth-
ods can the yields of forage mentioned in reports from Germany be
expected. None of the government experiment stations in European
countries have seen fit (o commend prickly comfrey in their reports
so far as noted.

« Prickly comfrey has been grown as a forage crop to some extent in Europe, and in
-scattered instances with success in this country. Its general standing, however, has
not seemed to warrant an extended trial by the Department of Agricultm-e. Recently
advertisements making exaggerated claims regarding its value as a forage crop
have appeared in newspapers and circulars. It is therefore deemed advisable to pub-
lish in a concise form the results of tests of this croj) at several state experiment sta-
tions, together with a brief description of the plant and du-ections for its culture. This
will enable intending growers to draw their own conclusions as to its probable value
for their purposes.— B. T. Gallow.\y, Chief of Bureau.

''Christy, Thomas, jr. Forage Plants and Their Economic Conservation by the
New System of "Ensilage," Part I. London, 1877.
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4 PRICKLY COMFREY AS A FORAGE CROP.

DESCRIPTION OF PRICKLY COMFREY.

The seed stalks of prickly comfre}' reach a height of 2 to 4 feet and

are surrounded by numerous long, heavy, rough leaves of a dark-

green color somewhat mucilaginous in texture. (See fig. 1.) The

bright-blue flowers are borne in nodding, one-sided clusters (fig. 2, ..4).

The roots are large and fleshy and in loose soil will reach a depth of

Fig. 1.— a plant of prickly coinfvey in hlooni.

8 or 9 feet. The plant is hardy anil will endure consiik'rable cold or

drought, nuikhig a very rapid growth when conditions are favorrt])le.

PROPAGATION OF THE PLANTS.

Although the prickly comfrey produces large crops of seed, only a

small percentage of this seed will germinate, so it is generally found

more practicable tt) plant new fields hy division of the roots than by

[Cir. 47]



PRICKLY COMFREY AS A FORAGE CHOP.

Fig. 2.—a, a flowering si em of prickly coinfrey; B. a crown cutting; C a taproot cutting.
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6 PRICKLY COMFREY AS A FORAGE CROP.

seed. These root cuttings may be either crown cuttings (fig. 2, B) or

transverse sections of the lower taproots (fig. 2, C), and they may be

quite small, so that the number secured from a single plant will be

considerable even in one year. They are planted in rows, usually

about 3 feet apart each way, or 3 feet between the rows and 1^ to 2

feet apart in the row, the distance depending on the fertility of the

soil. When first planted, the young sets must be given frequent and

thorough cultivation. The sets made from crown cuttings usually

bloom the first year, while those made from pieces of the taproots will

not bloom as a rule until the second season.

CULTURE OF THE CROP.

Cultivation should be continued after each cutting until the plants

are large enough to shade the ground, and a light top-dressing of

manure should be given the field after each cutting if large and fre-

quent crops are to be expected. The cuttings should always be made
before seed has formed. From three to six crops a year may be ob-

tained, and in good soil a field is supposed to last from fifteen to

twenty j^ears without replanting, returning a yield of 10 to 40 tons

.

of green feed per acre each year.

VALUE OF PRICKLY COMFREY AS A SOILING CROP FOR DAIRY
COWS.

It is as a soiling crop for dairy cows that comfrey has provetl of

most value. Dr. Henry Foster, of Chfton Springs, N. Y., has been

in the past the most enthusiastic advocate of comfrey for this pur-

pose." Doctor Foster top-dressed his fields with manure after each

cutting and cultivated thoroughly. In this way he claimed to have

secured a yield of 50 tons per acre in five cutthigs. According to

his statement the cows ate it greedily, and no other crop equaled it

in producing quantity and quality of milk.

At the New York Agricultural Experiment Station" dairy cows at

first refused to eat green comfrey. Corn meal was then sprinkled

over the comfrey in the manger, but it was knocked ofl" and licked

up from the bottom of the feed boxes. As a last resource, salt was

scattered over the comfrey and the animals were thus induced to eat

it. They soon became fond of it and afterwards ate it readil}' with-

out salting.

VALUE OF PRICKLY COMFREY FOR FEEDING HOGS.

Experiments were carried on at the New York Agricultural Exi)eri-

ment Station'' in which two lots of hogs, averaging 64 pounds each,

were fed during three weeks all the comfre}^ they would eat, in addi-

o Report, New York Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887, p. 72.

b Bulletin 22, n. s., New York Agricultural Experiment Station, pp. 292-295.
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PRICKLY COMFREY AS A FORAGE CROP. 7

tion to "a little coin ineal." The average loss in weight of one lot

was 0.9 pound per week, and of the other lot 1.6 pounds. This loss

was not due to lack of capacity, since in a similar experiment with

mangolds, which contained as great a percentage of water as the coni-

frey, the hogs ate twice as much.

Another test with older pigs was made, using foi- the first six weeks

a ration composed entirely of grain; the next four weeks a ratiim that

was 50 per cent corn ensilage; and the remaining five weeks of the

period a ration containing 50 per cent of comfrey. The comfiey was

fed freshlj^ cut and contained an average of 86.7 per cent of water.

In considering the cost p(M- j)ound of gain, the green comfrey was

rated at SI a ton. In one pen the comfrey and ensilage wei'e salted,

while in another pon the green feed was not salted. Neither lot of

})igs made a j)rofitablo growth while comfre}^ was fed, and the cost

per pound of gain in live weight for the period they were fed comfrey

was 9.53 cents in the pen where salt was not applied and 6.12 cents

in the pen where salt was applied, as against 3.38 cents in the first

pen and 3.07 cents in the second pen when fed the grain ration.

VALUE OF PRICKLY COMFREY AS HAY OR ENSILAGE.

Regarding the use of prickly condVey, the New York Agricultural

Experiment Station reports'^ as follows: "Our trials indicate that it

is of no value either for hay or ensilage. Its use, therefore, is con-

fined to that of a soiling crop." In Europe it has been used to some

extent for silage, but the watery and gummy nature of the leaves is

apt to cause it to heat in the silo and acquire a disagreeable odor.

CROP YIELDS.

From 14 to 16 tons of green matter per acre are reported by the

New York Agricultural Experiment Station," 46 tons by the Ver-

mont station,'* 6^ to 17 i tons b}-^ the North Carolina station, '^ and 33^

tons by the Wisconsin station.'^

In dry matter the Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station

reports'' a yield of 6,475 pounds of comfrey to the acre, compared to

7,987 })ounds of red clover.

The Pennsylvania Agricidtural Ex])eriment Station reports « the

3'ield per acre of digestible material in comfrey, Kafir corn, and

cowpeas to be as follows:

"Report, New York Agricultural Experiment Station, 1888, pp. 3;i2 and 33:3; 1889,

pp. 221 and 222.

'' Report, Vermont Agricultural Experiment Station, 1889, p. 87.

< Bulletin 168, North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station, pp. 429-432.

** Rej)ort, Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, 1889, pp. 207 and 211.

« Bulletin 6, Pennsylvania Agricultural Experiment Station, pp. 14-1().
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M. r. I. r>4L>.

THli PKl-SBNT STATUS OF THE TOBACCO
INDUSTRY.

INTRODUCTION.

Tobacco has occupied an iiiij)()rtant position as a money crop in a

number of the Eastern States since the earhest days of the colonies.

It is a crop which is remarkably sensitive, as regards quaUty, to the

conditions under which it grows, and the requirements for producing

the finer grades are quite exactmg. This fact limits the output of

strictly first-class tobacco, so that this product frequently com-

mands a high i)rice in the market as compared with other crops.

The high prices in some cases warrant intensive systems of produc-

tion, and the discovery of new varieties or new methods of production

may bring large profits to growers in limited areas or in larger areas

for short periods of time. In every such case, however, the history

of the industry shows there has been a readjustment of conditions,

resulting usually from overproduction, bringing about a lower level of

prices, which may leave only a fair margin of profit, or in extreme

cases no profit at all.

The demand for new crops in various sections, brought about by

the needs for diversification in connection with improving crop yields,

controlling diseases and insects, and changes in economic conditions

due to other causes, has served in many cases to direct attention to

the possibility of introducing tobacco culture into new territory as a

money crop. In some instances, moreover, the abnormally large profits

obtained on special types of tobacco grown on a comparatively small

scale have led to the utilization of these results in the exploitation

of large tracts of land thought to be adapted for the special type, often

with the result of disappointment and financial loss to those who are

induced to invest in these enterprises. i

In considering the advisability of undertaking the culture of to-

bacco in any locality, especially in new territory, there are several

important facts concerning the industry which should be kept in

mind, and it is mainly for the purpose of bringing these facts to the

attention of the prospective grower that this publication has been

prepared.

[«'ir. 4S]



4 PRESENT STATUS OF TOBACCO INDUSTRY.

DEVELOPMENT AND SPECIALIZATION OF THE TOBACCO
INDUSTRY.

The culture of tobacco as a commercial crop began in Virginia in

1612 and soon became so profitable that food crops were neglected

and drastic regulations were required to control the output. The
industry promptly spread into Maryland, and when Kentucky was

settled tobacco at once became the principal commodity in that

territory, whence it was carried into Tennessee and Missouri. To-

bacco culture was early introduced into North Carolina from Virginia,

and about 1850 in the former State it received a great impetus from

the discovery of a new process of curing by means of artificial heat.

About 1890 this new phase of the industry became commercially

important in eastern South Carolina.

The New England colonists also early began the culture of the

crop, but it did not become of much commercial importance until

about the middle of the last century. At this time the value of the

tobacco produced in that section for the manufacture of cigars began

to be recognized, and the industry became exceedingly profitable.

From New England the growing of these cigar types was extended

into Pennsjdvania and New York and thence into Ohio and Wiscon-

sin. About 1890 the production of cigar tobaccos from Cuban and

Sumatran seed began to assume importance in Florida and southern

Georgia.

The marked eft'ects of soil and climatic conditions on the character

of the tobacco produced were early recognized, and these influences,

together with improvements in methods of growing and handling,

have brought about important economic readjustments, resulting

finally in a highly specialized industry. The first tobacco produced

in Virginia naturally found a market in the mother country, England,

while the western product went to New Orleans and thence into

France and other European countries. The discovery of distinc-

tively new types, such as Burley, and of new methods of production,

as with the yellow or flue-cured tobacco of Virgmia and the Carolinas,

has modified to some extent the demands of foreign markets, but,

nevertheless, much the same territory has continued for many gen-

erations to supply the principal needs for export purposes. The

demands for domestic consumption, as chewing and smoking tobaccos,

have been modified to a greater extent, perhaps, by these factors, but

here again present requirements are firmly established and can be

changed only under strong influences.

The requirements for cigar tobacco are very exacting, differing

essentially from those for other types of leaf; consequently the pro-

duction of such tobacco, in some of its phases, necessitates culture

of a veiy intensive character. Certain foreign types have come to

LCir. 48]



PRESENT STATUS OF TOBACCO INDUSTKY. 5

be considered as .standards of excellence l)v which all hiirii-u-iade

domestic types must be measured. For many years ell'orts have
been made to reproduce these foreign types in certain sections of the

country, and in some cases these efforts have been largely successful.

The history of the tobacco industr}" in this country furnishes abun-
dant proof of tile fact that tobacco of any given properties or quali-

ties can only be produced imder certain fixed conditions of soil,

climate, etc., and all of tlie established tobacco sections produce
types which arc recognized by the trade as possessing certain definite

characteristics adapted to specific purposes. One section may pro-

duce tobacco ''just as good" as another, yet differing from it suffi-

ciently to prevent its being used for tlie same purpose.

THE DIFFERENT CLASSES OF TOBACCO.

As has already been stated, variations in soil and climatic condi-

tions combined with differences in methods of production give rise

to certain well-defined types, and on these are based present market
requirements. The following classification, while not intended to be
complete, is fairly representative of the industry as a whole.

CIGAR TYPES.

Broadly speaking, tlieie are two principal areas producing cigar

tobacco between which lie a group of States producing practically

all of the manufacturing and export types. The northern cigar-

tobacco area includes a large portion of the Connecticut Valle}' in the

States of Connecticut and Massacliusetts; two districts in New York
embracing Onondaga and Chemung and Tioga counties, respectively,

with portions of adjoining counties in each case; Lancaster and ad-

joining counties of Pennsylvania; Montgomery, Miami, and contigu-

ous counties of Ohio, and portions of southern and western Wiscon-
sin. The southern cigar-tobacco area includes Gadsden County,
Florida, and the adjoining county of Decatur, Georgia, with scattering

plantations in adjacent counties, small sections in a few counties of

southern .Vlabama, and Anderson and Nacogdoches counties, Texas.
There ai-e three subtypes of cigar leaf corresponding to tlie three

components of the cigar, namely, wrapper, binder, and filler.

WRAPPER AND BINDER LEAK.

The wrapper, which gives finish to the cigar, is the highest priced

tobacco produced, and for it the trade requirements are most exact-

ing. Color, burning qualities, grain, texture, and elasticity are all

important factors. The product imported from Sumatra is the

standard and commands high prices. The bulk of the domestic
cigar-wrapper leaf is now produced on the light soils of the Coimecti-
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6 PRESENT STATUS OF TOBACCO INDUSTRY.

cut Valley and western Florida. Thorough experience and good judg-

ment in the growing and handling of this tobacco from beginning to

end are essential to success. The average yield to the acre in the

Connecticut Valley is about 1,600 pounds. In Florida both Cuban

and Sumatran types are planted, but the latter is believed to produce

the best wrapper. The yield to the acre averages about 1,000

pounds for the Sumatran and 700 to 800 pounds for the Cuban.

Binder leaf may be considered as a lower grade of wrapper, and the

imperfect leaves from wrapper-producing types are largely used for

binder purposes. The requirements for binder are less exacting,

especially as regards color, than for wrapper, and the leaf is generally

heavier than the wrapper grade. Wisconsin is usually classed as a

binder-producing State, for the reason that a large portion of the

output is especially adapted for use as binder. The yield to the acre

in this State averages 1,200 to 1,300 pounds.

THE SHADE-TOBACCO INDUSTRY.

A few years ago it was found in Gadsden Count}', Florida, that

Cuban and Sumatran seed when grown under an artificial shade of

coarse cheese cloth or wooden slats yielded a much higher percentage

of wrapper leaf than when grown by the ordinarymethod in the open

field. The market price for this product warranted the intensive

methods required in its production, and the industry developed with

extreme rapidity in this county and in Decatur County, Georgia, until

the annual output reached several million pounds. For the past year

or two, however, there has been a-marked decline in market prices, and

as a result the acreage has been much decreased.

For a time the prices obtained by the growers left a good margin

of profit, but at present the market price is little, if any, above the

cost of production. The average yield to the acre has been about

1,000 pounds.

Tobacco is also being grown under artificial shade to a limited

extent in Connecticut, the Cuban type giving the most satisfactory

results.
FILLER LEAF.

Theoretically, each plant of the cigar type produces wrapper,

binder, and filler, the best lower and middle leaves serving for wrapper

and binder and the remainder, especially the heavy upper leaves,

being used as filler. The prime requirement for filler tobacco, how-

ever, is flavor and aroma, and here the Cuban (usually called Havana)

is the standard of excellence. The best filler-producing soils gener-

ally give a product too heavy for use as wrapper or binder, tliough a

small percentage of these latter grades may be obtained. The bulk

of the filler croj) is grown in Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Xew York.

[Cir. 4S]



PRESENT STATI'S OF TOBACCO INDUSTRY. 7

Filler leaf is o;rown under a less intensive system than is required

for wra|)j)er, and the tol)acc() soils of these States are, for the most

part, (juite fertile ami well adaptetl to diversified farming. Cio;ar-

wrapper tobacco is crrown mainly on soils too light in character for

protlucing most other crops profitably, and intensive methods with

little diversification prevail. With filler leaf, on the other hand, the

best results are obtained by utilizing tliis as the leading money crop

in a proj)erly arranged rotation system. The average yield of

tobacco to the acre obtained in the fdler districts ranges from 000 to

1,400 ])ounds.

In western Florida, southern Alabama, and eastern Texas a cigar

filler is grown from Cuban seed wliich is characterized by its high

aroma. The soils growing tliis type are less fertile than those of the

northern districts, considerably smaller yields being obtained.

EXPORT TYPES.

The following dark fire-cured and dark air-cured tobaccos are

known as export types:

DARK FIRE-CURED TOBACCO.

Western Kentucky and the adjoining counties in Tennessee, to-

gether witli the Piedmont section of central Virginia, produce the

greater portion of the dark export tobacco which is cured with open

fires. This product, which is grown mainly on clay soils, is very

heavy and strong, suited only for export. The soils producing this

tobacco are mostly well adapted to growing wheat, corn, clover, and

grasses, which should be combined with it in a rotation system.

"\Mien grown continuously on the same soil the tobacco rapidly

depletes the fertility and its culture becomes much less profitable.

The average yield to the acre under good management is about 1,000

pounds. The soils of western Kentucky and Tennessee are somewhat

stronger than those of Virginia, and consequently less fertilizers are

used as a rule.

MARYLAND AND EASTERN OHIO AIR-CURED TOBACCO.

In several counties of southern Maryland and a small section of

eastern Ohio a type of dark shij)ping tobacco is produced which is

cured without the use of artificial heat. The bulk of the crop is

marketed in Baltimore, whence it is exported to France and other

European countries. The average yield to the acre is about 700

pounds.
MAXlFACTlinXO TYPES.

The following kinds of tobacco are known as '"manufacturing

types:"

[Cir. 48]



8 PRESENT STATUS OF TOBACCO INDUSTRY.

BURLEY TOBACCO.

The ]aro;e area embraced in north-central Kentucky and a strip of

territory bordering on the Ohio River in Oliio and Inthana, together

with a small area in the southwestern part of West Virginia, produces

the bulk of Burley tobacco, used largely for manufacturing but also

for export. It has thus far reached its liighest commercial develop-

ment in limited areas in Kentucky and southern Oliio. The soil is

of limestone origin and very fertile. These fine bluegrass soils are

much more valuable for general farming than those on wliich the

heavy sliipping types are grown. As would be expected, the average

yield of tobacco to the acre on these soils is considerably above that

on lands producing dark export tobacco. Little or no artificial heat

is used in curing this type.

DARK MANUFACTURING TOBACCO.

In the section of Kentucky and Tennessee lying between the western

export and the Burley districts and in a few counties of Virginia

immeiUately north of the fire-cured belt, types of dark manufacturing

leaf, cured without the use of fires, are extensively produced. In

the northern portion of the Kentucky area, known as the Green River

district, the conditions governing the production of this tobacco are

quite similar to those in the dark export section. The southern

portion, known as the upper Cumberland (Ustrict, grows principally

the so-called "one-sucker" variety. The yield in this district is

somewhat less than that of the Green River district. The Virginia

area produces the so-called sun-cured tobacco much prized for the

manufacture of chewing plug, because of its fine flavor. The average

yield is 700 to 900 pounds to the acre.

BRIGHT FLUE-CURED TOBACCO.

Extending from the lower edge of the dark tobacco belt of Virginia

into northern and eastern North Carolina and eastern South Carolina

is a large territory producing the so-called 3^ellow tobacco, which is

cured entirely with artificial heat introduced into the curing barn

through a system of flues. This product is prized especially for

manufacturmg purposes, though considerable quantities are also

exported. The flue-cured tobacco industry has played a conspicuous

part in the development of a large portion of the Piedmont section of

North Carolina and southern Virginia. It is noteworthy that in tliis

section, now spoken of as the " old belt
'

' of the bright tobacco industry,

the finest quality of leaf is produced on light soils not well adaj^ted

to general farming. Here again, however, as in the case of Burley

tobacco, the rapid extension of the industry into eastern North and

South Carohna, comprising the so-called "new belt," has brought

about a gradual lowering of prices, and the average profits to tiie
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oTower aro little, if any, above those for most other maniifactiiriui^

and export tyi)es.

The liner fjrades are used as wrappers on manufactured plug; and

command relatively high prices. To produce a high-grade wrai)per

requires just the right sort of soil and favorable seasons combined with

skill and good judgment on the part of the grower. The yield in the

old belt averages 700 to 800 pounds to the acre, while in the new belt,

especially in South Carolina, the average yield is about 100 ])ounds

more to the acre.

PERIQUE.

This product is grown in St. James Parish, La., on a small scale,

and the method of handling is unique. It is highly aromatic, and is

used mostly for blending with other smoking types. Each grower

manufactures his own product into packages known as "carrottes,"

and the entire output is marketed through one concern. " The yield

averages about 450 pounds to the acre.

PRESENT STATUS OF THE INDUSTRY AS REGARDS SUPPLY AND
DEMAND.

It has been pomted out that the tobacco industry has become

highly specialized in that each of the recognized tobacco-growing

districts produces a type of leaf known by the trade to possess definite

qualities which adapt it to certain specific purposes. These various

types are only interchangeable within narrow limits. For exami)le,

the foreign consumer has been accustomed for generations to the

heavy, fire-cured type which would be unacceptable to the consumer

of this country, while the reverse would be true with our manufac-

turmg and cigar types.

Thus any given variety of tobacco or the product of any given

locality in order to prove successful must secure a standing before the

trade on its own merits. In the majority of cases this is likely to

prove an insurmountable difficulty for a new variety or the product

of a new locality. On the other hand, there is always opportunity

for the knprovement in quality and yield of the recognized standard

types of leaf.

Another important factor in the question of supply and demand is

the fact that the manufacturer of an established line of goods must

be reasonably assured of an adequate and permanent source of supply

of known quality.

It is apparent, therefore, that there is a permanent demand for

more or less defmite amounts of certain well-established tyi>es of

tobacco, but as soon as the supply of any of these types greatly

exceeds this demand, prices at once fall to a point where its production

becomes unprofitable. In the few cases in which the discovery of
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10 PRESENT STATUS OF TOBACCO INDUSTRY.

now varieties or new methods of production have introduced new or

improved types of leaf, bringing fancy prices in the market, the rapid

increase in their production has forced these prices down to a point

approaching the general level for other similar types.

Since the reciuirements as to soil and climatic conditions and meth-

ods of culture and handling are very exacting in the production of the

finest grades of leaf, overproduction is most frequent in the medium

and lower grades. By far the greatest profits are realized from the

fancy grades of the various types. Nevertheless, the absolute quan-

tities of the finest grades required by the trade are much less than

those of the medium grades, so that under some circumstances even

these may bring relatively low prices.

The average annual production of the various types of tobacco in

the United States in round figures is shown in the following table

:

Type of tobacco. Pounds.

Cigar leaf - 160,000,000

Dark export (fire cured) 210, 000, 000

Maryland and eastern Ohio export (air cured ) 22, 000, 000

Dark manufacturing (air cured) 65, 000, 000

Burley WO, 000, 000

Bright flue cured 200, 000, 000

Perique 200,000

847, 200, 000

The relative quantities of the several types, as well as the total

amount produced, vary considerably from year to year, depending

chiefly on the character of the growing season and on prevailing mar-

ket prices for the preceding crops. On the other hand, market prices

are of course strongly influenced by the available and also by the

visible supply. The output is thus automatically regulated to a

large extent by the market demands, rising prices leailing to increased

production, and vice versa. The important point to be observed in

this connection is that the areas which are at present producing the

various types of tobacco are capable of enormously increasing their

output if market demands should warrant such increase. With the

exception of very limited areas producing cigar-wrapper leaf under

intensive systems, the soils in the tobacco districts are, as a rule,

adapted to the growing of other important crops, and only a com-

paratively small portion of the available acreage is used for the cul-

ture of tobacco. It is true, however, that not all of this available

acreage will produce the finer grades of leaf.

Tobacco is a luxury rather than a necessity, so that the demand,

especially in the case of the higher priced goods, is very sensitive to

general financial and trade conditions, periods of general business

depression invariably resulting in a marked decrease in the quantity

of tobacco consumed.
[Cir. 48]
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In the cigar tobaccos, efforts to produce a wrapper leaf to compete

with the imported -Sumatran have led to the development of the

shade-tobacco industry. Because of the high cost of production this

tobacco does not compete with the medium and low-grade domestic

wrapper grown by the ordinary methods, so that the demand is

limited and the acreage necessary to meet this demand is very small.

The annual imports of wra]){)er leaf amount to only about 7,000,000

pounds. Domestic fdler leaf does not yet compete successfully with

the imported Cuban. There is a fairly constant demand for good

domestic filler, but at prices limited by fixed retail prices for domestic

cigars. The demand for these tobaccos, however, is particularly

affected by general business conditions.

In the dark export tobaccos there has been a steady increase in

demand in the past, but it is noteworthy that many of the foreign

countries which have been the chief importers of these types are now

active in promoting the home production of tobacco, and it is quite

possible that future demands for export will be confuaed more and

more to the relatively high grades.

The consumption of chewing and smoking tobaccos in this country-

shows a steady increase, and this of course has required increased

quantities of Burley and other manufacturing types. On the other

hand, tlie prices of Burley and of some of the dark air-cured manu-

facturhig tobaccos have steadily declined, until within the past few-

years concerted action has been undertaken by the growers to curtail

the production.

With the bright flue-cured tobacco, the product of the old belt, as a

whole, appears to be preferred over that of the new belt, and under

present conditions this section is largely dependent on this product as

a money crop. The greater portion of the new belt is adapted to

cotton or peanuts, and only a small portion of the available acreage

is utilized for growing tobacco. The relative production of these

money crops depends largely on their comparative market prices.

From a consideration of these facts concerning supply and demand,

it is not deemed wise under existing conditions to stimulate the culture

of tliis crop in sections wdiich are not already growing it commercially.

Probably no other crop of efjual money value is so strongly influenced

by soil and climatic conditions as regards character and quality of prod-

uct and there is no market demand for types of leaf not already well

known to the trade. Even if a superior type can be produced, a place

must be found for it on the market and the trade must be assured of

an adequate and permanent supply. These are obstacles which it is

generally diflicult to overcome. As regards the types of leaf already

well recognized by the trade, the old tobacco districts are capable of
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12 PRESENT STATUS OF TOBACCO INDUSTRY.

more than meeting present demands. For these reasons caution

should be used in undertaking the cukure of tobacco on a commer-

cial basis in new territory.

SUMMARY.

From the foregoing considerations regarding the development and

the natural division of the tobacco industry into types, accoiding to

the conditions under which these are produced and the uses to wliich

they are put and the relation of supply to demand in each case, the

following general conclusions may be drawn:

There are a number of distinct types of tobacco produced, each of

which is adapted to certain definite trade requirements.

These differences in type are the result of the variations in soil and

climatic conditions under which the tobacco is grown and, to a lesser

degree, of different methods of production.

The recognized tobacco-growing districts thus produce types of

leaf known by the trade to possess definite qualities which adapt

them to definite purposes.

Present trade requirements as regards type differences are based

largely on the character of the tobaccos produced by sections in which

tobacco culture has long been an important industry and, therefore,

have become firmly established.

The merits of a product from a new locality ov a new variety must

be demonstrated before it will be accepted by the trade, and unless

such a product is practically identical with an established type, with

reference to trade standards, it will generally fail to secure recognition.

Moreover, the sections in which tobacco culture is already firmly

established are capable of greatly increasing their present output of

the various types if market demands should warrant such increase,

hence extension to new territory should not under present conditions

be unduly stimulated.

There is a permanent demand for more or less definite quantities

of certain well-recognized types of tobacco, but any considerable

increase in output above this demand reduces prices to a point where

the crop becomes unprofitable.

In the few instances in which a new variety, as the White Burley, or

the product of new methods of growing and handling, as the bright

flue-cured tobacco, has temporarily commanded fancy ])rices, the

rapid increase in production has reduced the profits to the grower to a

level comparable with those for other similar types. In the case of

the shade-grown cigar tobaccos, which for a time were very jjrofitable

in Florida and Georgia, present prices are such as to leave little or no

profit to the grower.
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There is room for improvement in both the yield and quality of the

output of the different tobacco-growing sections. With the excep-

tion of small areas producing high-grade cigar-wrap|)cr leaf under

intensive systems, and for which there is, relatively, a very limited

demand, the best results are obtained by growing tobacco as a money
croj) in a j)ro|)erly planned rotation system with other crops adapted

to the local conditions.

Approved

:

James Wilson,
Secretary of Agriculture.

Washington, D. C, January 5, 1910.
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niPROVEMEXT OF PASTURES IN EASTERN NEW
YORK AND THE NEW ENGLAND STATES."

INTRODUCTION.

One of the most importcant problems confronting farmers in the

Eastern States is the improvement of worn-out pastures. This is

especially true in eastern New York and the New England States.

The pastures in this region are of two general types: (1) Those that

are smooth enough to permit cultivation and which, if so desired,

can be included in a rotation system, and (2) those that are too

rough and too rocky to permit cultivation and can only be utilized

as pastures or allowed to grow up to timber. Figures have not been

obtained to show the relative percentage of these two types of pas-

tures. In eastern NewYork it is probable that the area of each kind

is about the same. In the New England States the country is more

broken, and the rough, broken pasture land that must always remain

as such greatly predominates.

These pastures were cleared of timber from forty to one hundred

years ago, depending somewhat on the locality in which they are

situated. For the most part they were allowed to sod over by nat-

ural processes. So far as can be learned, they have been grazed

continuously from early spring until late fall, practically to their

full grazing capacity, ever since their establishment. During this

time almost no improvement in the way of fertilizing, seeding, or

oNew England is primarily a region of live-stock farming, for the most part dairy-

ing. The problem of the old pastures of that region is closely associated with the

general problem of producing feed for dairy cows on the farms of those States. In

Farmers' Bulletin 337, entitled •'Cropping Systems for New England Dairy Farms,"

it was pointed out that much of the tillable land in this region could be made more

productive by the use of better cropping systems. At that time it was fully realized

that the matter of pastures in this region was also of very great importance, as pas-

tures occupy a large percentage of the area of the average dairy farm. After

further investigations it has been deemed advisable to point out some of the funda-

mental principles in the improvement of these pastures, and this has been done in

this paper, which supplements the bulletin mentioned.—A. F. Woods, Acting Chief

of Bureau.
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4 IMPROVEMENT OF PASTURES IN EASTERN NEW YORK, ETC.

keeping the weeds down has been attempted. As a result many of

these pastures have been so badly overgrazed that at the present

time they do not produce enough feed to pay for maintaining the

fences, let alone the building of new ones. (See PI. I, fig. 1.) In

many cases weeds have taken complete possession, as is shown in

Plate II, figure 1 . In a number of instances the pastures have been

entirely abandoned and are growing up to young timber.

It is stated that this depreciation has been very rapid during the

last twenty years. There are two reasons for this: First, the depre-

ciation of a pasture as the result of overgrazing will be much greater

during the latter half or even quarter of the period grazed than in

the preceding years. Again, with the increased demand for dairy

products and with better facilities for transportation there has been a

decided tendency on the part of the farmers to buy western grain and

raise only the necessary roughage on their places. This has enabled

them to carry much more stock. With this increase in stock there

has not been any corresponding increase in the size of the pastures,

nor has there been any attempt to increase their carrying capacity.

DAIRY AND BEEF PASTURES CONTRASTED.

The dairy pastures in the region referred to have depreciated very

greatly, and in many instances to the extent that' they have very

little value. In direct contrast there are numerous beef-cattle pas-

tures in Kentucky, Tennessee, and Virginia of the same age that are

fully as productive as ever, and are valued at $100 or more an acre,

even when located 20 to 30 miles from a railroad. In the northwestern

part of Middlesex County, Ontario, there is an area of nearly 300,000

acres that the farmers, owing to scarcity of labor, have rented to

cattle grazers for fattening export cattle. After twenty years'

use practically all of these pastures are as good as ever, and in many
instances have actually improved. Care is taken that these pastures

shall not be overgrazed. If such pastures show any tendency to

depreciation, steps, such as feeding roughage on the high points dur-

ing the winter season to add to the fertility, the application of lime

and bone meal, and other means that may be considered necessary,

are immediately taken to restore them. All weeds that are likely

to prove dangerous are carefully kept out.

In the corn belt men buy badly worn land for $25 an acre, and

b}^ putting it into pastures and feeding cattle on it are able to build

up this land so that in from five to ten years it is worth from $100 to

$125 an acre.

A comparison of eastern pastures with those of the corn belt is

made here only for the purpose of showing that neglected land can be

built up when utilized as pasture and fed upon, or, in other words,
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Fig. 1.—Badly Overgrazed Dairy Pastures from which the Valuable Forage Plants

have been practically exterminated.

FiQ. 2.—Native Beef Pastures the Same Age as those Shown in Figure 1, which
HAVE NEVER BEEN OVERSTOCKED.

WORN-OUT AND PRODUCTIVE PASTURES.
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when fertilized, and can be made worth from four to six times as

much as it was previous to the building-up process.

REASONS FOR THE DETERIORATION OF DAIRY PASTURES.

At first glance it would seem that the difference between beef pas-

tures and the eastern New York and New England dairy pastures is

due to difference of soil conditions. However, we find pastures

within a short distance of the highly productive ones and on the same
soil that have been almost denuded of their original vegetation and
that are no more productive than the one sho\\T^i in Plate I, figure 1.

Again, in a few instances small protected areas have been found in

the New York and New England region that are producing a large

quantity of feed. In fact, one such area has been found near the

pasture shown in Plate I, figure 1, but where the soil was not as deep.

The investigations that have been carried on show very plainly

that while the diiference in soil types and climatic conditions modifies

to a greater or less extent the carrying capacity of pastures, the essen-

tial difi'erence between the dairy pastures of this region and the beef

pastures described is more largely due to the methods of management.

RESULTS OF TOO EARLY GRAZING.

. The best cattle grazers have learned that if cattle are turned on
pastures before the grass gets a good start, or, as they term it, ''gets

strong," and is 2 or 3 inches high, the cattle do not do as well and
the pastures are greatly retarded. In the case of New England
pastures, stock are usually turned out before the grass gets a good
start, and more cattle are kept than the pastures will maintain,

extra feeding in the barnyard being practiced.

A study of the life liistory of plants shows us that they must get

a considerable number of green leaves started in order to make any
substantial growth. If the green parts are kept too closely grazed
the plants of necessity will grow slowly, produce very little feed,

and eventually become enfeebled and die out. In spite of this

fact the great majorit}' of eastern farmers consider that it is bad
for a pasture to let the grass get a start, believing that a more dense

sod is obtained by close grazing. The excellent stands of grass

obtained in many of the southern beef pastures where the grass is

allowed to get a good start before it is grazed (PI. II, fig. 2) show that

this statement does not hold true.

RESULTS OF TOO CLOSE GRAZING.

The beef-cattle men have learned that it is very unwise for them
to overstock their pastures. If an animal is to be gotten fat enough
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for market purposes on grass, there must be a luxuriant growth of

it. (See PI. I, fig. 2, and PI. II, fig. 2.) If an attempt is made to

carry too large a number, the animals immediateh" begin to lose flesh.

This means that a beef pasture can not be profitably grazed to a

point where it will be damaged.

Many dairymen consider that cattle do not do as well where the

o-rass sets tall. It is true that if grass is allowed to head out and get

woody live stock do not relish it. The best stockmen have learned

by experience that whenever grass gets ahead of the cattle it is an

easy matter to mow the tall grass, letting it lie on the ground as a

mulch. This allows the grass to again send up a fresh, succident

growth, the pasture and the cattle both being benefited. While

stock do not do as well if the grass is too old, it is equally true that

the grass must be given a chance to get a good start.

Many New England farmers believe that b}^ close grazing weeds

can be kept out. As a matter of fact, this very practice gives the

weeds a better start. In the western part of the United States,

where the rainfall is much less than in the East, the fact that over-

grazing causes weeds to become more abundant has been very defi-

nitely proved. In California, as a result of overgrazing, the original

grasses and forage plants were destroyed. Their places were taken

by other plants that were not relished by live stock, these plants

gaining ground because the stock did not eat them readily. After

the more valuable forage plants disappeared, the stock learned to

eat the plants of inferior character. These in turn were overgrazed

and disappeared, their places being taken by plants having still

less forage value. In this manner the carrying capacity of the Cali-

fornia ranges has been greatly lowered in the course of two genera-

tions.'^

A study of range conditions shows that whenever a dry season

occurs if there is not enough vegetation to make a good ground

cover, as is the case Avith the pasture shown in Plate I, figure 1, the

soil dries out very rapidly and many plants are killed. With the

advent of a more favorable season the weeds usually take their

places. This condition has occurred in eastern New York and the

New England States during the seasons of 1908 and 1909. It will

be even more strikingly shown in 1910 if the season is favorable for

plant growth. The weeds naturally are followed by brush (PI. II,

fig. 1) , and the pasture eventually becomes worthless. Many farmers,

not knowing the remedy, take no steps to prevent this condition of

affairs. They consider that their pastures have "just naturally

played out" and that there is no practical remedy.

o Bulletin 12, Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. 1902.
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Fig. 1.— Pastures Grazed Too Closely, and as a Result Fern, "Ground Hemlock,"
AND Timber have taken Possession.

Fig. 2.-An Ideal Stand of White Clover and Kentucky Bluegrass (June-Grass),
THE Result of Proper Management.

PASTURES SHOWING THE RESULTS OF IMPROPER AND PROPER USE.
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DETERIORATION MOSTLY DUE TO OVERGRAZING.

The (leteriordtion of pastures carrying dairy cattle is for the most

part (kie to too close grazing. It is a provision of nature that per-

ennial plants store up food in their roots, which is used by them when

starting a fresh growth in the early spring. If such plants are kept

grazed so closely that they are unable to store up tliis food they even-

tually become enfeebled and die. In addition, there are a number

of other conditions resulting from close grazing. First, close grazing

carried on over a jjeriod of years results in a heavy loss of humus,

which is necessary for plant growth. Also, when a pasture is grazed

closely, so that there is no plant growth to form a mulch (PI. I,

fig. 1), the evaporation is very great. Under such conditions the soil

becomes too dry for the maintenance of the native forage plants.

As the forage plants give way, drought-resisting weeds take their

places, as has happened in the pasture shown in Plate II, figure 1.

Again, dairy cattle by the production of milk take more from such a

pasture than they return. This results in a loss of plant food, which

also becomes evident after a period of years. This loss of plant food

is much less than in the case of a hay meadow from which the hay is

sold 3^ear after year, but nevertheless it is going on just the same.

METHODS OF IMPROVING PASTURES.

There are numerous areas on steep sideliills, where the soil is

naturally thin and poor and where there is much danger of damage
through erosion, that should never have been cleared of timber. If

these places have not already reverted to timber they should be

reforested as soon as possible."

The increased price of western grain will probably require the

eastern farmer to go back to the old plan of raising a considerable

part, if not all, of liis concentrates. Under such conditions the pas-

ture will play a very important part, as it does in Europe,'' in farm-

ing operations. This can be done by better systems of handhng
stock, in order to prevent too early grazing and overstocking; also

by fertilization, cultivation, reseeding, and the eradication of weeds.

As this deterioration has been going on for a long time the restora-

tion can not be accomplished in one year. Based on results obtained

in similar work elsewhere it is very probable that the improvement
can ordinarily be accompHshed in from three to five years with a

comparatively small outlay of money.

« Information relative to the reforesting of such areas can be secured by writing to

the Forest Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture.

b See Bulletin 140, Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, 1909.
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THE PREVENTION OF OVERGRAZING.

A very essential point in the improvement of worn-out pastures is

the prevention of overgrazing. If a pasture is to be improved it is

absolutely necessary that the grass be given a chance to make a good

health}^ growth and that some of the plants be allowed to produce

seed. This can be done by reducing the number of stock or by

giving the cattle additional forage to supplement the pasture.

THE PREVENTION OF TOO EARLY PASTURING.

One of the most harmful practices in New York and the New
England States is that of turning the cattle on pasture too early in

the season. In a great many instances if the cattle were kept off for

an additional week or ten days the pasture would produce far more

feed during the entire season and would carry more stock. The

grass should be given a sufficient start to allow enough green-leaf

surface for the manufacture of the necessary substances utilized

in its growth. If the grass is not given this chance its growth wdll

of necessity be very slow and limited.

The turning of stock on a pasture wliile the ground is wet and

inclined to be "punchy-' is also a very bad practice, especially on a

clay soil. The continuous tramphng results in packing the soil so

hard that it is difficult for the plant roots to penetrate between the

soil particles and get the necessary plant food. This pacldng also

prevents the absorption of air and water by the soil.

FERTILIZING.

Investigations carried on during the summer of 1909 show that one

of the most essential points in pasture improvement is fertilizing.

A close inspection of eastern pastures shows them to be lacking in

humus. The best remedy for this trouble is barnyard manure. An
excellent way of building up a pasture is to haul on the field whatever

supplementary feed is given the cattle, placing it on the highest

points. This method is used with great success in the corn belt, and

also in many parts of the Southern States. If the distance from the

pasture to the dairy barns or to the fields where the supplementary

feed is grown is too great to make this method practicable, the land

can be top-dressed with manure. Much better results will be ob-

tained if a light top-dressing is used for three or four years in suc-

cession, or longer, than if a large quantity of manure is put on the

land in one season. Experiments have proved definitely that rela-

tively a much greater value is received from the manure when it is

used often and in small quantities than when a large amount is used

at one time.
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On those areas where it is impossible to take a wagon, commercial

fertilizers can be used to excellent ath'antage. Fertihzers contain-

ing principally phosphoric acid and potash would probably give the

best results. It is also probable that a small quantity of such ferti-

lizers could be used advantageously in connection with manure.

Lime should also be used, especially on the low pastures that are

not well drained. However, it should not be applied at the same

time as the manure or the commercial fertilizer. If manure or ferti-

lizer is applied in the spring the lime would probably give better

returns if put on the previous fall.

CULTIVATION.
^

Wherever a pasture is smooth enough and sufficiently free from

stones to be plowed, the best plan will be to plow the land and grow

cultivated crops on it for two or three years, or until the weeds have

been killed. It can then be seeded down and if properly handled will

soon become an excellent permanent pasture.

Under the average New England pasture conditions, plowing is

not possible. The great ma}orit3^ of pastures in this region are on side-

liills that are too steep for profitable cultivation or else are too full of

rocks to permit economic farming. Cultivation in such cases will

consist of using a disk, spring-tooth, or peg harrow, depending on

which one is best adapted to individual conditions or easiest to ob-

tain. The cultivation will consist of loosening the old sod and form-

ing a sort of mulch to prevent too great evaporation and to cover

whatever native seed there may chance to be. The harrow will also

be of great value in pulverizing the droppings and distributing them

more evenly, thus greatly increasing their value. In many instances

cultivation can be practiced only in connection with reseeding or the

use of fertilizers. \Vhere reseeding is practiced and the land is too

rocky for the use of farm implements the seed can be worked into the

ground by the use of brush harrows.

RESEEDING.

In many instances reseeding will greatly quicken the process of

restoration. If a farmer desires to reseed his pasture a mixture of

.timothy, red-top, bluegrass, and white clover will be the most prac-

tical one. The timothy will give the quickest returns, but will run

out after three or four years. It will last long enough to give the

other grasses, which require about three years, time to become

established. This seed can be broadcasted by hand, or the method

of a very successful New York farmer of always spreading a few

ounces of seed over the top of his loaded manure spreader when top-

dressing his meadows and pastures can be followed advantageously.
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THE ERADICATION OF WEEDS.

Whenever a pasture is too rough to permit bringing it under cul-

tivation, other methods of weed eradication will be necessary. A
large percentage of the weeds can be destroyed if they are cut with a

scythe just before they go to seed and, if possible, at their period of

lowest vitality. Some of the more dangerous weeds that can not

be killed in this manner will have to be dug out with a hoe or pulled

by hand. The best cattle graziers in the Southern States find that

if they go over their pastures once or twice a year and destroy the

more dangerous weeds they have very little trouble from this cause.

SUMMARY.

(1) The pastures of eastern New York and the New England

States have deteriorated greatly.

(2) In direct contrast, beef pastures in other parts of the country

of the same age are in as good condition as originally.

(3). In the corn belt badly worn land is built up by using it as a

pasture and feeding on it.

(4) Graziers of beef cattle have learned by experience that too

early grazing is harmful.

(5) Graziers have also learned that close grazing does not pay.

(6) A study of their life history shows that plants must be allowed

sufficient green-leaf surface to manufacture plant food. If this is

not done the plants will produce very little feed and will die.

(7) Too close grazing gives opportunity for dangerous weeds to

become established.

(8) The deterioration of pastures in New York and New England is

mostly due to close grazing, because (1) this prevents perennial

plants storing the food necessary for starting in spring; (2) it results

in a heavy loss of humus; (3) it makes the ground too dry for the

maintenance of native forage plants ; and (4) it causes a considerable

loss of plant food from the soil.

(9) These conditions can be remedied by (1) the prevention of

overgrazing; (2) the prevention of too early grazing; (3) fertilizing;

(4) cultivating; (5) reseeding; and (6) the eradication of weeds.

Approved

:

James Wilson,

Secretary of Agriculture.

Washington, D. C, January 8, 1910.
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THREE MUCH-MISREPRESENTED SORGHUMS."

SHALLXJ ("CALIFORNIA WHEAT")-

The following extracts are from letters received on November 4 and

8, 1909, respectively, from a well-known seed firm. They indicate

that attempts are beino; made to sell seed of shallu, a variety of sor-

ghum, at exorbitant prices, by unwarranted claims of enormous

yields.

We inclose a sample of grain \vhich an Oklahoma man is selling under the name of

-California wheat," at 50 cents a pound. He claims it will produce from 200 to 400

bushels per acre. * * * We corresponded with him and bought a pound of the

seed to investigate. We have it over his own signature that this grain will produce

from 200 to 400 bushels per acre. lie sells the seed at 50 cents a pound, or 40 cents in

100-pound lots. Of course, the grower may be sincere in thinking that he has a

wonderful new grain, but we think the public ought to be guarded against the repeti-

tion of the Alaska wheat excitement of last year.

HISTORY OF THE VARIETY.

The writer has had this variety under experimental cultivation

since the season of 1905. It has been grown at different stations in

the Great Plains area and also at the Arlington Experimental Farm,

near Washington, D. C, under Agrostology No. 2650 and Grain

Investigations Nos. 85, 100, 125, and 165. It has also been tested by

a few of the state agricultural experiment stations, particularly

Louisiana, Oklahoma, and Kansas. Its known history in this

country may be related briefly.

a Numerous varieties of sorghums have been brought to this country during the past

hundred years for use as forage, grain, or sugar crops. Many such importations are

soon discarded frojn general cultivation a.s being inferior, unsatisfactory sorts, but

remain in limited use in scattered localities. From time to time these localized crops

arc discovered anew by persons unacquainted with their history and habits and are

brought to public notice as wonderfully desirable varieties. Sometimes they occasion

little more trouble than a burdensome correspondence on the part of those handling

such crops. In other instances they are exploited for profit by individuals whose

statements are misleading, though often made without such intention. The great need

for profitable drought-resistant crops in the dry regions of the West leads many
farmers to invest in such over-advertised seeds. This paper gives the known facts

concerning three varieties of sorghum about which much confusion of ideas exists and
eome misleading statements are being made.—B. T. Galloway, Chief of Bureau.
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It was imported directly from India by officers of the Louisiana

State Experiment Station, about 1890. By them it was known as

"Egyptian wheat/' and was found to be an inferior variety of sor-

ghum, as the following quotations will show.

Recently introduced; stalk small; panicle open and spreading; not equal to other

kinds given here."

Low growing, inferior kind, nonsaccharine. Has seeds in open panicle. Inferior

to yellow and white milo and kafir corn; should not be used with expectation of best

results. &

We grew it for many years at all three stations and abandoned it as inferior for

forage to other sorghums. "Egyptian wheat" was imported directly from India by

us and corresponds to your description of shallu. Our farm managers well recognize

it from your description.*;

Though discarded by the Louisiana station, small lots of the seed

had been taken from time to time by visitors. In this way the

variety was carried to other localities, principally westward into

Texas and Oklahoma. Early in 1905 it came to the writer's atten-

tion in Texas, under the name "California wheat." Through field

investigation and the aid of agricultural papers it was found growing

at scattered points in Oklahoma and Texas. Many names, mostly

somewhat misleading, have been applied to it in the past five years.

Among them are
'

' California Rice corn," " California wheat,"
'

' Chicken

corn," "Chinese Golden sorghum," "Egyptian rice," "Egyptian

wheat," "Mexican wheat," and "Rice corn."

RELATIONSHIPS AND DESCRIPTION.

Shallu belongs to a group of sorghums entirely distinct from any of

the other groups grown in this country. Botanically, it belongs to

the variety roxhurgJiii Ilackel. This variety is found conunonly in

some parts of India and also in Africa, especially in the Sudan

and in central East Africa. It seems to be the leading variety

in the island of :Madagascar. Recent importations are represented

by Seed and Plant Introduction Nos. 16856 and 18192 from

German East Africa, 23422 from Natal, 23714 to 23716 from Portu-

guese East Africa, and 24339 and 24340 from the Transvaal. Other

recent numbers belong probably to this variety, but the plants have

not matured, and this fact can not be certainly determined from the

seed alone.

As found in Africa and India the group possesses the following

characters. The stems are tall and slender, 6 to 12 feet in height.

They stool freely, producing a large number of suckers. The pith is

neither juicy nor sweet, but dry. The heads or p anicles (fig. 1) are

d Bulletin 19, second series, Louisiana State Experiment Stations, 1892, p. 538.

b Bulletin 53, Louisiana State Agricultural Experiment Station, 1898, p. 12.
^

cDr. W. C. Stubbs (formerly director of the Louisiana State Experiment Stations),

in a letter to the writer, March 27, 190G.
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large and loose, usually conical, that is, broad at the base and pointed

at the top, like those of typical Early Amber sorgo. The long and

slender branches of the head are spreading and drooping at the tips.

Tliis group, comprising the variety roxhurghii, is separated easily

from all other groups of sorghums by the shape and position of the

glumes at nuiturity. The two glumes, or hulls, are broadly lance-

olate or ovate in shape and closely surround the young seed, as in all

sorghums. As the seed ripens, liowover, tliese glumes gradually

Fig. 1.—Two heads of shallu. (One-fourUi iwiural hi/.u.)

open or spread widely apart, completely exposing the seed. At the

same time the edges of each glume begin to curl inward and become
quite involute. In different varieties the glumes vary from pale

yellow to black and the seeds from white to buff, pale red, and red-

dish brown.

Only one variety is found in this country. It grows from 5 to 8

feet high, according to elevation, soil, and moisture. It produces

from 2 to 5 suckers. The stems bear from 11 to 15 leaves of medium
size, 13 being the average number. Tlie heads are of the shape

[Cir. 50]
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described above, 8 to 15 inches long, and of a pale-yellow color. The

glumes are a pale-straw color and the oval seeds whitish to pale buff

and about the size of the kafir seed.

CROP CHARACTERS AND PROBABLE VALUE.

Strong claims are being made for shallu by some of those who are

growing it. Five ways are commonly stated in which the growers

believe it excels all other sorghums. These are (1) in drought

resistance, (2) in yields of seed to the acre, (3) in the feeding value

of the grain, (4) in the tonnage of fodder produced, and (5) in the

feeding value of this fodder. These five claims may be discussed in

their order.

(1) Drouglit resistance.—Little is known concerning the absolute

drought resistance of shallu. In just what characters drought

resistance resides is an open cjuestion. Statements as to the relative

resistance of different varieties must always take account of the

stand of plants, as well as of differences in the soil, in the fertility,

and in the water content of the plats or fields. Experiments so far

do not indicate that shallu is more drought resistant than other sor-

ghums. In unfavorable seasons it suffers in the same way and in

the same proportion, apparently, as do other grain sorghums; that

is, on many stalks the heads fail to push completely out of the boot,

or upper leaf sheath.

(2) Yields of grain.—Farmers growing this crop for the first time

• commonly estimate that their fields will yield from 75 to 100 bushels

to the acre. They are misled by the large size of the heads in com-

parison with those of milos and kafirs. The heads of shallu are,

however, loose and open and usually do not weigh as much as those

of the other grain sorghums. Besides this, the shallu heads do not

contain as high a percentage of seed in proportion to the weight of

the head as do the other grain sorghums.

The advertiser mentioned in the extracts at the beginning of this

circular claims a yield of 200 to 400 bushels to the acre. Such claims

are simply preposterous. The best of the grain-producmg sorghums

rarely exceed a yield of 50 bushels to the acre. Their average yields in

favorable seasons He somewhere between 35 and 40 bushels to the

acre. In unfavorable seasons the yields are, of course, much lower.

The average yields of milos and kafirs for all seasons in any ten-year

period are not likely to be much above 30 bushels. There is yet no

evidence that the average yields of shallu will exceed those of such

crops as the milos and kafirs.

At the experimental farms of the Office of Gram Investigations of

the Bureau of Plant Industry comparatively low yields of grain have

been secured in the experiments with shallu. In the year 1006,

which was a very favorable season for grain sorghums in the Pan-
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handle ref!:ion of Texas, 2 plats at the Channing Experimental Farm
yielded at the rate of 19^ bushels to the acre. On the same farm
milo yielded as high as 46 bushels, Blackhull kafir 35, and Red kafir

47. In 1906 the yield of shallu .at the Amarillo Experimental Farm,
from seed grown in that vicinity, was only 25.2 bushels. At the

same time Blackhull kafir yielded from 43 to 54 bushels and a plat of

Red kafir, 45.9. Most of the milo was destroyed by hail. In the

years succeeding 1906, shallu has never done quite as well in compari-

son with the other grain sorghums as it did in that year.

A considerable correspondence with farmers wdio are raising this

crop has brought to light only one high yield in which actual w^eighing

or measuring of the thrashed grain is claimed. This yield is said to

have been 60 bushels to the acre, figured at 56 pounds to the bushel.

It was secured in the favorable season of 1908, in the southern part

of the Plains region, where the season is comparatively long and the

elevation less than 2,000 feet.

(3) Feeding value of the grain.—No experiments in feeding shallu

grain have been made by any of the state agricultural experiment

stations, so far as known. Other grain sorghums are known to have
a feeding value about 90 per cent as great as that of corn. It is with

them that shallu must be compared. The chemical analysis of shallu

does not indicate a different composition in any particular. One
grower has published the statement that as a feed for milch cows he

finds shallu superior to cottonseed in the production of milk and
butter. This opinion is no doubt honestly entertained, but such a

general statement is likely to lead many to believe that the starchy

grain sorghums, rich in carbohydrates, can be used as feeding sub-

stitutes for bran, cottonseed, and other products rich in protein.

This, of course, is not the case.

(4) Yields offorage. °-—From the forage standpoint shallu does not

make any better showing. At the Channing farm in 1906, the 2

grain plats yielded an average of 3>227 pounds of forage to the acre,

including the w^eight of the seed. On the same farm, the 12 grain

plats of milo averaged about 4,800 pounds of forage, the 5 plats of

Blackhull kafir about 6,300 pounds, while 1 plat of Red kafir yielded

7,800 pounds to the acre. On the Amarillo Experimental Farm in

the same season, the grain plat of shallu yielded at the rate of 7,100

pounds of fodder to the acre, including the seed. In comparison, 6

grain plats of milo averaged 9,000 pounds of fodder to the acre, and
17 grain plats of Blackhull kafir and 6 grain plats of Red kafir aver-

aged over 10,000 pounds each to the acre. In the plats grown

a The forage plats of sorghums on the Amarillo Experimental Farm were maintained
by the Office of Forage-Plant Investigations of the Bureau of Plant Industry. Mr.
C. V. Piper, agrostologifst in charge, agrees in the conclusions drawn regarding the

forage value of shallu, and the figures presented in this connection.
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8 THREE MUCH-MISKEPEESENTED SORGHUMS.

especially for forage, Blackliull kafir averaged over 12,000 pounds,

Red kafir over 13,000 pounds, and the two best sorgos,^ or sweet

sorghums, over 15,000 and 17,000 pounds to the acre, respectively.

(5) Value of the forage.^There is also no reason for believing that

the quahty of the forage is better than that produced by kafirs and

sorgos. The stems are dry and pithy, like those of corn, milos, and

the kowliangs. The kafirs have somewhat juicy stems, while the

sorgos are both juicy and sweet. The average number of leaves to

the stalk is very close to 13, which is slightly lower than the average

for kafirs and all sorgo varieties except the Amber group. These

facts concerning the dry stalks, the ordinary number of leaves, and

the comparatively low tonnage of forage do not indicate a variety of

high forage value, either in quantity or quality.

OBJECTIONABLE CHARACTERS IN SHALLU.

While growing shallu on a small scale in 1905 and more exten-

sively in 1906, some serious faults were found in it. The four most

prominent of these are stooling, lodging, retaining the base of the head

in the boot, and shattering. Experiments with shallu in recent years

have been largely directed toward getting rid of these undesirable

characters.

Stooling, or producing suckers at the base of the main stalk, is not

desirable in grain sorghum, however it may be regarded in forage

varieties or in small grains generally. The heads borne on suckers

are always later in maturing than those on the main stalk. More-

over the suckers are not usually of the same height as the main stalks.

This lack of uniformity in ripening and in height causes difiiculty in

harvesting the grain, especially with any type of header. While a

smaller quantity of seed may be required in sowing a freely stooling

variety, so little seed is used for any of the grain sorghums that this

small saving is not worth considering.

Its habit of lodging is one of the most serious objections to shallu.

Just at the time when the heads are heavy with the green seeds the

stalks begin to lodge. In the writer's experiments it has happened

more than once that by the time one-tenth of the heads were ripe

fully one-fourth of the stalks were down in a hopeless tangle.

The failure of the heads to come completely out of the boot is often

a serious matter to the grain grower. On a considerable proportion

of the stalks the base of tlie head remains inclosed by the sheath, even

in favorable seasons. No seed is producetl on this included portion,

and the yield is reduced to that extent. This basal part of the head

also becomes infested with plant lice and worms and usually becomes

a Sorgo i.s the name which has been adopted for the group called variously sweet,

saccharine, or sirup sorghums, and commonly, but erroneously, "sugar cane."
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moldy ami rotten. At thrashing tune this moldy material is scat-

tered through the good seed and causes further loss.

There has also been trouble with the shattering of the seed. This

results especially where the crop is allowed to stand in the field until

past fully ripe. It also occurs where the crop is cut when ri])e and

allowed to remain in the shock through the fall. When these shocks

are taken uj) for thrashing or fee(Hng, the seed shatters very readily

and much is lost in spite of careful handling.

CONCLUSION.

It is not claimed that shulki is without value for the sorghum-

growing regions. Its alleged superiority to other well-known and

quite satisfactory varieties has not been proved, however. On the

contrary, there is strong evidence that it is somewhat inferior to

milos and kafirs. In any case it should be tried only on a small scale

at first. For grain production a seeding of 2 to 4 pounds to the acre

will be quite sufficient, the quantity varying with the soil, elevation,

and latitude. There is no reason whatever for paying an exorbitant

price for the seed in either large or small quantities.

The following statement by Prof. A. M. Ten Eyck, of the Kansas

Agricultural Experiment Station, published recently in the Kansas

Farmer, is to the point

:

The tests of the crop at this station indicate that it is not so valuable as sorghum

or kafir com either for fodder or for seed. The yields of the grain have been less than

the yields of kafir corn, and the crop is objectionable because the stems are usually

very slender and the crop lodges badly and is hard to harvest. In my judgment seeds-

men are selling it at a high price simply because it is a novelty or not well known.

SUMMARY.

Shallu is a variety of sorghum first introduced about 1890 by the

Louisiana State Experiment Station, and soon discarded.

It has lately reappeared under such misleading names as "Cali-

fornia wheat," " Eg3"ptian wheat," and several others.

Shallu l)eIongs to a group of sorghums quite distinct from the other

groups grown in this country.

It is easily distinguished by the loose conical panicle with slender,

drooping branches and the lanceolate glumes which spread wide apart

and become inrolled at maturity, completely exposing the oval seed.

Shallu is claimed by some to be superior to all other sorghums in

drought resistance, yield and value of the grain, and tonnage and

(piality of the forage. These statements are misleading.

It is now l)eing advertised and sold at exorbitant prices as a drought-

resistant variety capable of yielding 200 to 400 bushels of grain to the

acre. Such claims are absurd.
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10 THREE MUCH-MISREPRESENTED SORGHUMS.

Experiments conducted by the writer and by the Office of Forage-

Crop Investigations, as well as the observations of numerous farmers,

indicate that shallu is rather inferior to milo and kafir varieties as a

grain crop and to kafirs and sorgos as a forage crop.

Those who purpose growing it are advised to do so on a small scale

and not to pay exorbitant prices for the seed.

All farmers who test shallu in the season of 1910 are reciuested to

report their results to the waiter of this paper. Report sheets and
envelopes for this purpose will be furnished to all who reciuest them.

"CHOCOLATE CORN.''

In October, 1905, the brief letter reprinted below was published

in one of the daily papers of the eastern United States.

In your department "H. H. " asks for information concerning what she or he calls

"chocolate corn. " Quite a number of years ago Isaac Newton, first Commissioner of

Agriculture under James Buchanan, sent my father a pint of chocolate corn, requesting

him to plant it and report the results to the Department. It resembled broom corn very

closely—only darker and ranker. In color it was a dark brown. I suppose the crop

of seed, which was thrashed out with a flail on the barn floor, was twenty times greater

than broom corn; I think the crop yielded fully 200 barrels to the acre. Everything

to which it was fed ate ravenously, gaining in flesh rapidly. For fattening purposes

I never saw its equal.

Horses and cattle would eat every particle of the stalk after it had been thrashed.

The stalk grew to a great height.

I remember we ground some of it in the coffee mill and used it as a beverage at the

table. It was fairly good, but not as clear as the prepared chocolate which comes in

cakes.

I never heard it called "chocolate corn, " nor did it resemble popcorn in the least.

There was no ear or husk—just the seed growing on the tassel, which was literally

covered

.

I think it can be obtained at the Agricultural Department in Washington. It is a

wonder that poultry raisers do not cultivate it. I presume its value as an article of

diet for all kinds of poultry can not be equaled. — — M. D.

Some of the statements made in this letter naturally attracted

attention in many c[uarters. This was especially true of those state-

ments concerning the yield of the grain, its feeding value, its use as a

beverage, and the source of the seed. It scarcely need be said that

the estimates of the yield and feeding value are greatly exaggerated.

The letter just c^uoted was rather widely copied by newspapers and
periodicals of all classes. The result was a flood of letters directed to

the Department of Agriculture, asking for seed and information. All

such incjuirers were answ^ered and given the known facts. Apparently

the same letter has been republished recently, and the matter of

"chocolate corn" is being agitated anew. The following statement

has therefore been prepared for the information of those interested:

(1) The Department of Agriculture has for distribution no seed of

any plant called "chocolate corn.

"
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(2) Tlie plant once known juul used under that name was some one

of the many varieties of sorghum.

(3) From the brief descriptions given by different writers it is cer-

tain tliat the variety w^as very simihir to the Early Amber sorgo « of

to-day.

The writer of the letter quoted does not say under what name the

seed was sent to his father. He does state, however, that he never

heardit called "chocolate corn. " So far as recorded, the only sorghum

seed distributed by the United States Patent Office during President

Buchanan's administration was that of the Chinese sorgo. This was

sent to a very few selected persons in 1855, and 175 bushels of mostly

home-grown seed were distributed in 1857. It was undoubtedly this

Chinese sorgo wdiich the correspondent recalls. The description

quoted talhes very well, as far as it goes, with the Chinese sorgo.

It was very similar to our Early Amber sorgo. In fact, the Amber

sorgo varieties are supposed by many to have been derived by selection

from the Chinese sorgo.

It is interesting to know, however, that a sorghum variety called

"chocolate corn," and used as a beverage, was knowTi at a much

earlier date. The following quotation from a paper '' on Sorghum

saccTiaratum, or Chinese sorgo, written in 1857, is sufficient to indicate

the use of such a variety about 1830:

It is by some supposed to have been cultivated to a limited extent in western

Pennsylvania, eastern Ohio, and perhaps in other localities, twenty-five or thirty

years since, for the seed or grain, which was then used, in some instances, as an

article of food by farmers who experimented in its cultivation. There were at

the time mentioned two varieties cultivated, one having black panicles under the

name "chocolate,''' and the other, having white panicles, was called "rice." The

"chocolate" or black variety was prepared for use by browning the seeds, still con-

tained in the panicles, in the manner of coffee, and then making a coffee, which, with

the addition of cream and sugar, resembled chocolate in appearance and somewhat

also in taste, and was quite palatable.

Since the Cliinese sorgo was not known to Europe until 1851, and

to this countrv until 1853, it could not have been the "chocolate

corn" of 1830. But a black-panicled variety was introduced to

Europe in the first century A. D., and was known to many European

herbaUsts of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. It was gro\\-ii

and described in Italy by Arduino in 1786. That it was imported to

the United States is the natural conclusion. Johnson grass was

brought from the Mediterranean region about 1830.

Most descriptions refer to this sorghum and to the Cliinese sorgo

as havinij black seeds. No sorghums having black seeds are known.

a Sorgo is the name adopted for the sweet or saccharine group of sorghums, often

erroneously called "sugar cane.
"

ft John H. Klippart, corresponding secretary, Ohio State Board of Agriculture.

Report, 1857, p. 409.
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12 THKEE MUCH-MISREPKESENTED SORGHUMS.

The Chinese sorgo and the Early and Minnesota Ambers have shining

black glumes, which closely surround the reddish-brown seed and

often remain attached after thrashing. In such cases the spikelet is

often described instead of the seed.

Nothing is known of the nutritive value of the seeds of this and

other sorghums in the preparation of household substitutes for coffee,

chocolate, etc. Some of the grain sorghums may be found to have

value as the basis of new cereal drinks comparable to those now
made from wheat preparations. Tannin is present in larger or smaller

quantities in the seed coats of all the brown and reddish-brown seeds.

There are, however, white-seeded varieties of kafir, kowliang, and

milo.

SUMMARY.

Attention has been recently called to a crop under the name of

"chocolate corn" by a widely copied newspaper paragraph.

The statements regarding its high yields of grain, its use as a sub-

stitute for chocolate, and the possibility of securing seed from this

Department have caused a great deal of correspondence.

The Department has no seed of any crop known as ''chocolate

corn" for distribution. The plant mentioned was a sorghum variety.

Some variety of sorghum was cultivated in this country under the

name of ''chocolate corn" as early as about 1830 and, sparingly, for

some time thereafter. It was probably similar to Amber sorgo.

The value of the seeds of the various sorghums in the preparation

of a beverage is not known. It may be possible to use them for this

purpose, as other grains are used in preparing cereal drinks.

GOOSENECK SORGO ("TEXAS SEEDED RIBBON CANE").

There exists among farmers and seedsmen at the present time a

great deal of confusion concerning the plant known as Gooseneck

sorgo, and also passing under other names. The trouble has been

largely caused by the use of the name "Seeded Ribbon cane" for a

sorghum. A brief statement of facts gathered during the past five

years may serve to make the matter clear.

In order to understand how the use of this name has caused trouble,

the following prehminary facts must be kept in mind: (1) The true

sugar cane (Saccliarum officinarum) is commonly known as "Ribbon

cane" in the Gulf States where it is grown. (2) It does not produce

seed in this country, and fields are always started by planting the

stalks, wliich is a comparatively laborious and expensive process.

(3) Sugar planters would eagerly welcome a true sugar cane which

could be grown from seed. (4) Sugar cane recpiires a subtropical

chmate, and therefore can not be grown very far from the Gulf States.
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Beginning? about six years ago, a plant was much advertised and

its seeds widely sold at high prices under the name of "Texas Seeded

Kibbon cane." It was claimed to be a form of true sugar cane wdiich

not only produced seed, but could be grown true from seed, thus doing

away with the labor of preserving and planting the stalks.

It was said to grow successfully as far north as northern Oklahoma

and Arkansas. It was further claimed that the United States De-

])artment of Agriculture had pronounced it a true sugar cane. This

last statement was, of course, promptly

denied.

Brief investigation showed that the

plant was a sorghum and the first sea-

son's trials identified it as the Goose-

neck sorgo (fig. 2). This was probably

one of the African imphees obtained in

Natal by Leonard Wray in 1851 and

introduced to Europe in 1854 and to

the United States in 1857. It was a

well-known variety during the days

wdien sorgos were grown for sugar pur-

poses, but had largely disappeared from

cultivation after those experiments

were discontinued."

As soon as these facts were learned

a brief statement was given to the agri-

cultural press and a great many in-

quirers informed by letter. In the

mean time, many farmers wdio had pur-

chased and planted seed recognized the

crop as the old Gooseneck sorgo. They

reported their belief both to this De-

partment and to their agricultural

papers. However, the sale of seed as

tliut of a true sugar cane was continued

under the impetus of skillful advertis-

ing. The warnings of the farmers first humbugged seemed with-

out effect.

At the close of the second season a new complication appeared.

Many farmers reported that their crop, while clearly a sorghum, was

not the Gooseneck variety but some other. An examination of many
samples submitted for identification showed that Sumac, Orange, and

Planter sorgos, all varieties with erect heads, were being grown under

the name of "Seeded Ribbon cane."

Fig. 2. -A head of Gooseneck sorgo,

third natural size. )

(Oue-

a At the present time it is known to be of great value as a sirup and fodder crop for

the Southern States.
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From these facts it was a natural inference that, when their available

supply of the seed of Gooseneck sorgo was exhausted, growers and

dealers had substituted the seed of these other sorgo varieties rather

than lose sales at very profitable prices. When attention was called

to these facts the buying public was assured by some of the growers

and dealers that there were two strains of "Seeded Ribbon cane,"

one "Gooseneck" and the other "Straightneck," and the substitution

was continued. Recently a fourth variety, having erect heads, has

been offered by a grower as "Straightneck Seeded Ribbon cane."

This time it is the Sapling sorgo, once well kno\Yn under the name
"Link's Hybrid."

It is gratifying to note that the leading seed firms handling sorghum

seeds in the Southwest, while still using the name "Seeded Ribbon

cane," use also the correct name, "Gooseneck sorgo," as an additional

title in describing this crop. This is helping much to clear up the

matter in the mind of the public. It will be still better when the

misleading name "Seeded Ribbon cane" is 'dropped entirely and this

variety sold under its true name, "Gooseneck sorgo," alone. It is

to be hoped also that the advertising and sale of other old and well-

known sorgo varieties, as "Straightneck Seeded Ribbon cane," will

be stopped.
SUMMARY.

True sugar cane {Saccharum qfficinarum) is commonly known as

"Ribbon cane." In the past few years a variety of sorgo has been

widely advertised and sold as "Texas Seeded Ribbon cane."

It was at first claimed that this was a true sugar cane (Ribbon

cane) which could be grown from seed and cultivated much farther

north than other forms of sugar cane.

Investigation showed that the plant was the once well-known

Gooseneck sorgo, a true sorghum, and this fact was made known by

publication and tln-ough correspondence.

The seed continued, however, to be advertised and widely sold at

high prices, and when the supply ran short seeds of other sorgo varie-

ties, having erect heads, were substituted for the Gooseneck sorgo.

Compltiining growers were then assured that there were two strains

of "Seeded Ribbon cane," one "Gooseneck" and the other " Straight-

neck." The sorgo varieties thus sold were Sumac, Orange, and

Planter. Recently a fourth. Sapling sorgo, has been offered by a

grower as "Straightneck Seeded Ribbon cane."

During the past two years leading seed firms in the Southwest have

been explaining that the plant offered as "Seeded Ribbon cane" is

Gooseneck sorgo.

Approved

:

James Wilson,
Secretary of Agriculture.

Washington, D. C, January 8, 1910.
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FKllT GROWING FOR HOME USE IN THE CENTRAL

AND SOUTHERN GREAT I'EAINS."

LOCATION OF THE REGION UNDER DISCUSSION.

The geographical position of tlie Great Plains is indicated by the

map shown in figure 1. This map was first used in the Yearbook of

the Department of Agriculture for 1907 in connection witli an article

by Prof. E. C. Chilcott, of this Bureau, entitled "Dry-Land Farming

in the Great Plains Area". The eastern boundary of the Great Plains

from an agricultural standpoint is considered somewhat arbitrarily

to be the ninety-eighth meridian. The western boundary is likewise

assumed to be the 5,000-foot contour. It extends south as far as the

thirty-second parallel of latitude and north to the Canadian line.

For the purposes of the present discussion, western Kansas and

eastern Colorado comprise the section referred to as the central Great

Plains; western Oklahoma, the Panhandle of Texas, and eastern New
Mexico constitute the southern portion.

In this connection it should be stated that between the 5,000-foot

contour and the Rocky Mountains there are points which have an ele-

vation exceeding 5,000 feet, where fruit is grown with some success

witliout irrigation. In fact, two of the most successful nonirrigated

orchards in eastern Colorado are considerably above this elevation.

One of these is near Littleton, with an elevation of about 5,350 feet;

the other, near Parker, with an altitude of neaily 6,000 feet.

a In the rapid settlement of the semiarid region, the matter of home building is a

very important feature of the development that is in progress. A good supply of fruit

may be made to contribute very materially to this end and add greatly to the well-

being of the family. During the summer of 1909 a considerable number of representa-

tive fruit gardens and urchards in eastern Colorado, weslern Kansas, and the Panhandle

(if Texas were visited by Mr. II. P. Gould, Pomologist in Charge of Fruit District Inves-

tigations, for the purpose of studying conditions, varieties, methods, etc., and with a

view to making the information thus obtained available for the benefit of the large

number of new settlers who are ra])idly coming to these sections to make hom.es.

This paper is largely an account of the methods that appear to be best suited to the

climatic and other conditions in this region and which thus far have given promising

results, supplemented by such suggestions as the investigations of the writer have

called forth.—A. F. Woods, Acting Chief of Bureau.
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4 FRUIT GEOWING FOR HOME USE IN THE GREAT PLAINS.

THE PRESENT STATUS OF FRUIT GROWING.

Comparatively little attention has been given to fruit growing in

the Great Plains area, except at a few points where water is available

for irrigation, yet in the aggregate there are many ranchers who have

started a small orchard or fruit garden. The product from these

Fig. l.-Map showing the geographical position of the Great Plains area and the annual and

seasonal rainfall.

fills an important place in the economy of the household and in the

pleasures of the family. In some sections, notably in certain por-

tions of the Panhandle of Texas, a considerable proportion of the

farm homes have small orchards adjacent to them. Grapevines and
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some of the small fruits are also frequently found. The orchard

fruits comprise principally apples, cherries, and native plums.

Peaches are quite common in some sections, while occasionally pears

and apricots are seen.

In a few instances fruit plantations of commercial size have been

developed entirely without irrigation, 10 to 20 acres—in a very few

cases more—being devoted by a single individual to fruit growing.

But such plantations are exceptional. Where they do exist they

have been developed gradually with the increasing experience of the

owner.

The fruit from commercial orchards in this region, and from the

home fruit gardens whenever there is a surplus, always sells very read-

ily, bu3^ers sometimes driving 40 and 50 niiles across the plains to

obtain it.

The possibility of growing fruit at many points in the central and

southern Great Plains may be said, within certain limits at least, to

have been demonstrated. In the majority of the orchards and fruit

gardens investigated the results have justified the efforts that have

been niade. In numerous widely separated cases very satisfactory

returns have been secured. In many sections a complete crop failure

is rare.

Not all of the efforts to grow fruit, however, have been successful.

]Many things have contributed to failure. The one ever-present diffi-

culty where only the natural rainfall is available is lack of moisture.

Yet after the trees are well established it is not often that tins causes

more than temporary losses, as a crop of fruit for a single season.

In some- sections hail is frequent and occasionally causes great dam-

age not only to the fruit but to the trees. Many regard it as the most

serious factor that has to be considered. Late spring frosts are also

a cause of much injury. But with all the difficulties, rarely is the

effort to grow fruit one to be regretted. Those who have been suc-

cessful i)rize beyond any commensurate monetary value the product

of their trees and bushes.

THE OUTLOOK FOR THE FUTURE,

The vast majority of settlers on the Great Plains must depend upon

their own plantations for a supply of fruit for home use. Most of

those who do not have home-grown fruit are obliged to do without it.

The chief interest, therefore, in the cultivation of fruit in this region

centers about the home and the production of enough to meet the

needs or desires of each family.

Here and there, as above stated, there are fruit j)lantations of com-

mercial size. Doubtless others will be developed in the future. But
[Cir. 51]
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such plantations will be located as are those now in existence (1) on

especially favorable sites where more or less water is available for

irrigation" in times of extreme drought and where hailstorms and

late spring frosts occur but rarely, or (2) they will be owned by men
with sufficient capital to enable them to resort to unusual and rela-

tively expensive methods of tiding the trees over such crises, or

(3) they will be developed gradually by the extension of small home
orchards as the owners gain experience and the conviction that their

location and personal qualifications warrant it.

The matter of reasonably successful fruit culture in this region, at

least for home use, resolves itself largely into two questions: (1)

The selection of varieties adapted to the conditions, and (2) the appli-

cation of suitable methods of orchard maintenance. The primary

object of this paper is to discuss some of the factors that contribute

to these ends.

CLIMATIC CONDITIONS.

The rainfall and temperature conditions are the most important

climatic factors in connection with fruit growing. The seasonal and

annual precipitation in the Great Plains are shown by the broken

lines in figure 1. Hailstorms are serious in some sections and some-

times cause much damage to fruit and fruit trees.

Of the temperature conditions that characterize the region under

discussion, late spring frosts are perhaps the most serious feature.

Injury to the fruit blossoms is rather frequent from this cause.

The data collected in table 1, on page 7, will give the reader a

general conception of prevailing conditions as to precipitation and

range of temperature in this region:

« In Bulletin 130 of the Bureau of Plant Industry, which is composed of papers pre-

sented at the second annual meeting of "The Cooperative Experiment Association of

the Great Plains Area," held at Manhattan, Kans., June 26-27, 1907, there occurs

one by Mr. J. E. Payne, superintendent of the substation of this Department at Akron,

Colo
.

, entitled
'

' Fruit Growing on the Plains
. '

' This article gives a general account of

fruit culture in this region and discusses, among other matters, several different meth-

ods of collecting and storing water for use on small areas of land . A number of diagrams

are used which aid very materially in giving clearness to the discussion. These meth-

ods are applicable in many locations in the region included in the present discussion.

The reader is referred to the bulletin mentioned for information relative to them.

[Cir. 51]
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Table I.

—

Records of temperature, frost, and precipitation at several points in the central

and southern Great Plains.
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By taking advantage of such conditions as these with regard to

sites it is often possible to make results reasonably certain where

otherwise there would be much risk.

PREPARING THE LAND FOR PLANTING.

Generally speaking, the primary aim should be to so manage the

soil that it will contain the greatest quantity of moisture possible

when the trees and other plants are set out. This is for the purpose

of insuring a sufhcient supply to enable them to start into vigorous

growth at once.

So far as possible, the preparation of the land for planting fruits

should be begun two years before they are to be set out. A course

suggested in the present connection by one of much experience in the

Great Plains is as follows

:

The first step should be to thoroughly prepare the land for a crop

of corn, potatoes, beans, or some other cultivated crop. Sorghum,

however, should not be used in this connection, as it is likely to take

too much moisture from the soil.

This preparation should consist of deep plowing; that is, to a

depth of 8 to 10 inches. Then thorough cultivation should be given

before planting the crop, followed by frequent and thorough tillage

throughout the season. This treatment under fairly favorable con-

ditions should result in a good crop, and will also aid in keeping the

soil in that condition which best permits deep plowing in late summer
or early fall. During the next season the land should be thoroughly

summer fallowed to conserve in the soil to the fullest extent possible

the rain that falls during the warm season. This treatment consists

of disking or harrowing every few days. By this means vegetation

of all kinds will be kept down and a good surface mulch maintained.

If the soil is heavy or becomes very compact below the surface

mulch during the summer fallowing, it should be plowed again in the

fall before the planting, which should be done in the spring.

A practice that has given good success at the time of this plowing,

or during the fall if late plowing is omitted, is to lay the ground off in

narrow lands so that there will be a dead furrow where each row of

trees is to stand. These furrows serve to hold rain that might other-

wise be lost. It is a good plan, after these dead furrows have been

made, to open them still deeper by plowing as deeply as possible. The
soil should then be harrowed thoroughly and compacted.

To sum up the foregoing suggestions, the best preparation of the

soil for fruit trees consists

—

FIRST SEASON.

(1) In thorough preparation for a cultivated crop, such as corn and potatoes.

(2) In thorough cultivation of the crop throughout the season.

(3) In deep fall plowing after the crop is harvested.

[Cir. 51]
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SECOND SEASON.

(1) 111 thorough summer fallowing.

(2) In plowing 8 In 10 inches deoj) in llic fall before planting the trees, unless this

haa been done for a ])revious crop.

(3) In opening furrows as deep as can be done with a plow where the rows of trees

are to stand. This should be done in the fall and the trees planted the next spring.

In addition to oi)eninf;j a dead furrow w^here the rows of trees are to

stand, one very successful grower in this region during tlie fall digs

the holes where i\\c trees ai'c to l)e ])lanted, making them large and

deep. The furrows and holes catch any run-off that may occur (hn-

ing rains, and in the winter, where there is a considerable fall of snow,

they fill up with snow when it drifts over the ground. As it melts in

the spring or on warm days in winter additional moisture is collected

where it is most needed and soaks into the ground deeper than it

otherwise would.

Under ordinary climatic conditions this method of preparing the

land should result in its being well supplied with moisture. Under
these conditions the trees should start into growth readily and make
a good development of roots.

NURSERY STOCK.

Only nursery stock of good grade and (juality should be used in this

region. In fact, it is usually poor economy to plant poor stock

under any conditions. It is difficult, however, to indicate just what
nursery stock of "good grade and quality " is without entering into a

more extended discussion of the matter than the limits of this paper

permit.

Many factors need consideration in this connection. Varieties

differ in habit of growth in the nursery as well as when they reach

mature age. For instance, some varieties of the apple are weak
growers, while others are relatively vigorous. Hence a large tree of

a particular variety and age might represent in size a small tree of

some other sort of the same age. Some varieties are drooping,

scraggly growers; others make an upright growth. The conditions

under which the stock is grown as to soil, moisture, etc., and the

standards of different nurserymen are all factors which enter into

the matter. It may be said in general, however, that nursery stock

should be free from injurious diseases and insect pests, well rooted,

and well grown in every way. In many cases undoubtedly much
responsibility with regard to the suitability of the stock secured must
rest with the nurseryman who supplies it.

Aside from the general healthfulnessof the stock, perhaps no other

factor is of so great importance as that it be well rooted. If planted

in a section where theie is usually an abundance of moistui'e and
where other climatic conditions are favorable, poorly rooted stock

23902—Cir. 51—10 2
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may have some ])ossibility of overcoming and outgrowing defects

incident to a poor root system. Under the semiarid conditions of the

Great Plains, however, the risk is too great to warrant the planting

of such stock.

The age at which nursery stock is planted varies more or less with

different growers; it also depends upon the kind of fruit. In the case

of apples, pears, plums, and cherries, two-year-old trees are generally

used. These are trees that have grown in the nursery for two sea-

sons after being budded or root grafted. One-year-old peaches and

apricots are usually preferred. One-year grape roots are frequently

used, but more commonly two-year roots are planted. Either one or

two year old plants of currants and gooseberries are used. Most
of the small-fruit stock, however, is suitable for planting after one

season's growth in the nursery.

It is a question whether good-sized one-year-old trees of all the

above kinds of orchard fruits are not fully as satisfactory for planting

in this region as older trees. This view is probably not in accord

with the prevailing opinion and usual practice. It is, however, sup-

ported by the opinion of a considerable number of experienced

growers in this region. The writer is convinced that in many cases

the vounger trees can be planted with a good degree of success. The
results obtained at the dry-land fruit garden maintained at the depart-

mental substation at Akron, Colo., likewise point in this direction.

There is considerable interest in this country at the present time

in regard to dwarf apples. These are trees propagated on Paradise

or Doucin stocks, which has the effect of greatly dwarfing the growth

of the trees. Quite a number of these trees have been planted as an

experiment at Akron, Colo., in the dry-land fruit garden just men-
tioned. No conclusions, however, are warranted at this time.

PLANTING THE TREES.

If the nursery stock is not to be planted within a very few days

after it is received, it should be unpacked and "heeled in." To do"

this make a deep furrow and place the roots of the trees or other plants

in it, with the tops, in the case of trees, nearly horizontal. Pack
moist soil about the roots so as to keep them from becoming dry.

Liight watering may be necessary occasionally to maintain the soil

in a sufficiently moist condition. In some cases the tops may need

protection. If the branches become dry and the bark begins to

shrivel in the least, soil should be thrown over the entire trees or

some other means of protection provided. With these precautions

stock may be held in good condition for some time if necessary.

When the stock is handled for planting, the roots should still be so

protected that they will not become dry. This may be done by cover-

ing them with wet gunny sacks or some other suitable material. It

[Cir. 51]
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is a good i)riicticc to "piuldlr" the roots before planting. This con-

sists in 'dipping them in rather thin mud, which gives the roots a

moist covering of soil. This furnishes considerable protection if they

nw not exposed too long.

Spring planting is advised, as the winter conditions wo\dd doubt-

less be veiy hard on stock ])lante(l in the fall.

In general, the advice about trimming ofl" injured roots, cutting

back the toj), etc., usually given for planting trees and other plants

in humid sections, ai)plies in this region, l.ow-headed trees are

undoubtedly to be desired; that is, trees the toi)s of which are formed

not more tlian 15 inches to 2 feet from the ground. To produce such

trees a more severe heading back when the trees are set out may be

necessary than many ])ersons with experience elsewhere are accus-

tomed to give. It will not be dilhcult to develop trees with low

heads, however, if one-year-old trees are ])lanted. This is an addi-

tional' advantage in planting trees of this age. The heads of older

trees are formed when received fi'om the nursery and they may not

meet the wishes of the planter in this respect.

In starting the head of a tree, four to six main branches should

usually be allowed to remain. Or, if desired, a single '' leader" may

be left in the center of the tree and the head formed by a considerable

number of comparatively small branches radiating from it.

Reference has already been made to digging the holes in which

to set the trees. If they have been made large and deep, as previously

mentioned, they may need to be partially fdled before the trees are

placed in them to avoid too deep planting. In filling in the soil about

the roots, the usual precautions need to be observed in regard to

packing the soil firmly. If it is not sufhciently moist to insure the

prompt starting of the tree into growth, enough water should be

poured into the hole after it has been })artially filled with soil to

thoroughly wet the portion in close proximity to the roots. The

hole is then filled, though many leave the surface about the tree a

little lower than the general level in order to retain in the little

"basin" thus nuule the rain which might otherwise drain away.

Such a practice is of particular value during heavy showers when

there is considerable run-off, more water being retained about the

tree than would be the case if the surface was perfectly level.

While many trees are planted only two or three inches deeper than

they were in the nursery, as in other regions, many advise setting

them at least six inches deeper than they stood in the nursery. This

places the roots where they are less.influenced by surface conditions.

The trees are more firmly fixed in the ground than if planted shallow

and are therefore less afl'ected by the winds. In other ways there

appears to be good reason for this deep planting.

ICir. .-.II
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Strono; winds are characteristic- of the Great Plains—so much so

that in many exposed sections the tops of the trees ])y its force are

distinctly inchned away from the direction of the prevaihng wind.

At most points this is from the southwest. To overcome the influ-

ence of these prevailing winds the trees when they are set should be

inclined somewhat toward the quarter from which these winds come.

The direction for setting as given in one instance is to "incline the

trees toward the 2 o'clock sun."

By leaning the trees, as suggested, the injury to the trunks which

often occurs where they lean toward the north or northwest—that is,

away from the sun, may be largely avoided. This injury is generally

attributed to the intense heat of the sun shining on the exposed

trunks, but it is probably more often the result of too rapid thawing

in the sun after heavy freezing.

The general principles that apply in planting fruit trees apply in

regard to small fruits, etc.; hence, no special comments about han-

dling them appear necessary.

WIND-BREAKS.

Another method of preventing the undesirable effects of the winds

is to plant a wind-break, or ''shelter belt," on the side or sides of the

orchard from which the prevailing winds come. A wind-break is

made by planting hardy trees of some kind that will grow as rapidly

as or faster than the fruit trees. It should usually be started at the

same time the fruit trees are put out, unless the planting of the

orchard has been anticipated and trees for the wind-break started in

advance of the fruit trees.

If the space is restricted, a single hedge row of some strong-growing

tree will amount to something as a shelter for the orchard. But

l)etter results will follow if several rows of trees be planted. A
common practice is to set at least three rows 8 feet apart and the

trees 8 feet apart in the rows. The trees in the different rows should

alternate, so that in one row they will stand opposite the center of the

space between the trees in the adjoining ones.

A number of different kinds of trees are used in the central and

southern Great Plains for wind-breaks. Mr. J. E. Payne,'* super-

intendent of the departmental substation at Akron, Colo., recom-

mends the Russian mulberry, the black locust, and the wild Russian

olive. The Russian mulberry, however, is not entirely hardy in all

parts of the central Great Plains. In many places, seedling Russian

apricots would probably be satisfactory to use with other kinds of

trees and possibly some seasons when not injured l)y spring frosts

they would produce fruit.

a See Bulletin 130, Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, p. 65.

rcir. .Ml
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The Forest Service" of this Departineiil suggests for ])lanting in

eastern Colorado tlie green ash, the honey locust, the white and
goklen wihow, the white ehn, the Russian ohve, and the Carohna
pophir, and in the Panhandle of Texas, the hlack locust, the honey
locust, the Osage orange, and the Russian mulheny. Tlie latter,

besides forming a dense w^ind-break, in favorable seasons produces

considerable fruit that is much liked hy birds. When there is a

supply of this fruit at hand, it is said that birds will eat it in prefer-

ence to cherries. Hence the planting of mulberries is frequently

recommended as a means of protecting the cherry crop from bird

depredations.

Professor Longyeai,* of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Sta-

tion, gives the following advice about w^ind-breaks

:

For the taller growing tree in this region the common cottonwood may be used,

setting them about 8 feet apart for the outer or north and west rows. A second row
of some denser growing kind should be planted about 8 feet from the first and as close

as 4 feet in the row. l-'or this purpose box elder is a suitable tree, except in dry situa-

tions, in which case the green ash is recommended. The trees in the third row may
be planted in the same as in the second row, using a more compact-growing kind. The
Russian golden willow is recommended for this purpose as a rapid grower. The
Russian wild olive is a more compact tree of lower growth and is particularly desirable.

White or American elm is also a suitable tree for the inner rows in many places, espe-

cially where a fair amount of moisture can be depended on.

In cases where the wind is exceptionally strong, it may be found necessary to plant

a belt 4 or 5 rods wide in order to secure complete protection. The outer two rows
may consist of Russian olive, the third and fourth rows of black locust, the fifth and
sixth rows of box elder or ash, the seventh and eighth rows of American elm, and the

inner two or three rows of cottonwood or Carolina poplar, the rows being about 8 feet

apart. The golden Russian willow may be used in place of the elm, and honey locust

may take the place of the black locust.

If the wind-break consists of several rows of trees as above sug-

gested the time will come in many cases wdien it may be possible

to cut some of the trees for posts and other uses. This may be done
whenever the trees are dense enough to give the necessary protection

to the orchard after being thinned out somewhat.

ORCHARD MAINTENANCE.

CULTIVATION.

In the semiarid central and southern Great Plains the most im-

portant thing, so far as cultivation is concerned in its relation to the

production of general crops, is the conservation of moisture. This is

equally true in relation to the growing of an orchard and the produc-
tion of a crop of fruit. In general, the methods and the tillage im-

a Letter dated November 16, 1909, from the District Forester of District No. 2.

& Bulletin 123, Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, p. 16.

[Cir. .-,n
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plements that have been found most satisfactory in any given section

may also be used in cultivating the fruit plantation, with a single

exception. In plowing the orchard and in the use of other imple-

ments of tillage, care must be taken not to work the soil so deep that

the roots are injured. If the trees are set deep when they are planted,

there will be little danger in this respect. A well-cultivated apple

orchard located near Plainview, Tex., is shown in figure 2. The
surface has been maintained in good condition for conserving moisture.

The maintenance of soil fertility by frequently renewing the supply

of humus is essential to continued success. Nothing is better for this

than stable or barnyard manure. The turning under of some green-

'
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It is made by excavating the earth and mounding it up somewhat

about the edge or rim of the reservoir. The inside is then puddled

witli cLay or in some other way made sufficiently impervious to water

to prevent seepage. The water may be siphoned out for distribution.

SPRAYING.

On account of the dry atmosphere in the Great Plains region, fun-

gous diseases will probably not be serious, but the more common
insect pests may be expected to do more or less damage unless means

of control are applied. The insect problems, however, are doubtless

so similar to those of other regions that the methods of control that

are effective elsewhere will prove satisfactory here.

Fig. 3.—An earth • lauk, " or reservoir, for irrigating small gardens and fruit plantations.

Much information about spraying for fruit diseases and insects is con-

tained in publications of this Department. The more important ones

are as follows

:

Fanners' Bulletins.—Xo. 127, Important Insecticides; No. 243, Fungicides and

Their Use in Preventing Diseases of Fruits; No. 283, Spraying for Apple Diseases and

the Codling Moth in the Ozarks; No. 284, Insect and Ftmgous Enemies of the Grape

East of the Rocky Mountains.

Circulars, Bureau of Entomology.—No. 20, The W00II3' Ajihis of the Apple; No. 2G,

The Pear Slug; No. 29, The Fruit Tree Bark P.eetle; No. 32, The Larger Apple-Tree

Borers; No.54,ThePeach-TreeBorer; No.73,ThePlumCurculio; No. 81, The Aphides

Affecting the Apple; No. 98, The Apple-Tree Tent Caterpillar; No. 101, The Apple

Maggot or Railroad Worm.
Circular, Bureau ofPlant Industry.—No. 27, Lime-Sulphur Mixtures for the Summer

Spraying of Orchards.

[Cir. 51
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Yearbook Papm.—No. 50, Pear Blight: Its Cause and Prevention; No. 386, The

Principal Insect Eneriiies of the Peach; No. 433, Lime-Sulphur Washes for the San

Jose Scale; No. 4G0, The Codling Moth or Apple Worm; No. 480, Information about

Sprajdng for Orchard Insects.

These publications are all for free distribution and may be secured

upon application to the Secretary of Agriculture.

PRUNING.

A great many of the fruit trees now growing in the region in ques-

tion are in serious need of judicious pruning. The chief fault at

present is that too many branches have been allowed to grow and

the tops of the trees have become too brushy. They have not been

kept sufficiently open for the best results.

Of course the other extreme is also accompanied by serious results.

The top must not be too open. If large limbs, and especially the

trunks, are exposed to the direct rays of the sun, "sun scald," as the

splitting of the bark in the spring is usually called, will often occur.

This will greatly injure the tree.

It is difficult to give specific directions for pruning, as every tree

presents its own problems and difficulties. But with the objects of

pruning and the dire results of both extremes fully in mind, a desir-

able mean sliould not be difficult to reach.

The aim should be to cut out all branches that cross or in any way

interfere with others that are more important and to thin out the tops

enougli to keep them comparatively open for tlie admission of air and

sunlight. Where a vigorously growing tree is allowed to go year after

year with no pruning, the limbs that compose the top become much

crowded. The struggle for existence grows so intense that only weak,

poorly nourished buds develop.

If the orchard is looked over every year during the winter or early

spring and such branches removed as may be necessary to meet the

ends in view, very little pruning will need to be done in any one year.

Only rarely will there be occasion to remove large limbs.

In pruning the first year to form the head of the tree it will often

be possible to leave branches which will effectively shade the trunk

from the sun, especially if the tree is headed quite near the ground.

Tliis will make possible the development of an open-headed tree

without danger of any serious secondary results. Leaning the tree

toward ''the afternoon sun" when it is set out, as previously sug-

gested, will also reduce the danger of injury which might result if the

tops were made too open at any time.

Another reason for thinning out the tree tops as much as is consist-

ent with their healthfulness and crop-producing capacity is its rela-

tion to the soil moisture. This feature is generally overlooked in this

semiarid rop;ion. Within certahi limits the more branches there are

[Cir. 51J
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in a tree top, and consequently the more foliage there is, the greater

the amount of moisture that is taken up from the soil and passed off

through the leaves into the atmosphere.

Two very strong reasons are thus indicated why fruit trees should

be thoroughly and systematically pruned: (1) It results in the pro-

duction of better fruit and in many cases more of it. (2) It is a

factor in conserving the soil moisture. This is always of great impor-

tance in this region.

There is a great difference in different kinds of fruit trees and even

in different varieties of the same kind with regard to the amount of

pruning that is nec-

essary or desirable,

some requiring very

severe treatment,

while others call for

very little. But
witli the underlying

principles in mind

the application of

them is not difl&cult.

Reference to the ac-

companying illus-

trations will be sug-

gestive in regard to

this operation.
Figure 4 shows a

peach tree about

four years old that

stands in a yard in

Plainview,Tex. It

is low headed, its I'lo- 4.—a well-formed peach tree about four years oUl, riamview, Xex.

branches are not too numerous, and in general it may be considered

a well-formed, well-pruned tree.

Figure 5<* is a Ben Davis apple tree that stands in a dry-land orchard

about IS miles southeast of Denver, Colo. This tree has not been

allowed to develop a top that is too dense, and in other respects it is

desirable as to form.

The trees shown in figure 2 also are headed low and have other de-

sirable features, but the tops should be tliinned out somewhat to make

them more open.

« The owner of the orchard in which the tree shown in figure 5 is located has a

field of alfalfa on a creek bottom that passes through his ranch. He was irrigating

this alfalfa at the time the photograph was taken. This is why he was wearing rub-

ber boots. The orchard has never been irrigated. The roots of this tree probably

do not reach the water table.

[Cir. .51]
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VARIETIES.

Perhaps the most serious question relating to fruit growing in the

central and southern Great Plains is the matter of suitable varieties

to plant. It is likewise one of the most difficult ]iroblems concerning

wliicli to make suggestions or give advice. To be successful, the

trees or other plants must be able to withstand severe climatic con-

ditions. The moisture supply is always scanty. The winds are

often very drying

and may cause the

soil moisture t o

evaporate to a se-

rious degree. Dry-
ingwinds also cause

large quantities of

water to be given

off through the
leaves. In some
sections the tem-

]:)erature drops very

low at times. Wlien

all these conditions

prevail at once and

for any extended

])eriod, a combina-

tion exists the se-

verity of which can

hardlybe exceeded.

If there is no snow
on the ground at

such times to pro-

tect the roots from

very hard freezing,

the danger of seri-

ous injury to the
table. It would Tie better if more of the lower, small secondary branches +rQgs ig p-reatlv in-
had been left to shade the larger limbs and trunk. ,

creased.

The varieties of the various kinds of fruit grown in the region under
discussion are quite limited in number. With few exceptions, the

plantings are young, so the merits of the different sorts that have
been planted are not yet fully determined. Under these conditions

it is not possible to make any very definite recommendations as to

varieties for this region. However, tlie following lists, composed
[^'ii-. 51]

Fig. 5.—a well-formed Ben iJavis apple tree, grown without irrigaiioii

near Littleton, Colo. The roots of this tree prob&bly do not reach the water
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largely of varieties that growei-s thus far regard favorably, will be

suggestive in the extension of fruit growing.'*

It should 1)0 understood, however, that the suggestions as to

varieties to plant are only tentative. Further experience and obser-

vation will doubtless result in many changes.''

Vnrieties Svggestedfor the Central Great Plains.

APPLES—continued

.

Crabs.

Florence.

Siberian Yellow.

Transcendent.

^Vhitnov.

APPLES.

Early varieties.

Benoni.

Chenango.

Early Harvest.

Jefferis.

Maiden P>lu.<h.

Oldenburg {Duchess of Oldenburg).

Red June.

Summer Queen.

Yellow Transjiarent.

Mid-season varieties.

Grimes.

Jonathan.

Wealthy.

Winter varieties.

Arkansas {Mammoth Blach Twig).

Arkansas Black.

Ben Davis.

Coffelt.

Missouri {Missouri Pippin).

Northwestern {Northwestern Green-

ing).

Ralls {Genet, Geneton).

Rome Beauty.

Shackleford

.

PLUMS.
A.merica.

Damson.

De Soto.

Forest Garden.

German Prune.

Golden {Gold).

Italian Prune.

Kroh {Poole's Pride).

Lombard.

Pride {Shij)per s Pride).

Waugh.

Wildgoose.
CHERRIES.

Dyehouse.

Montmorency Ordinaire { Montmorency) .
<^

Morello {English Mnrcllo, Wragg).

Richmond {Early Richmond).

Suda {Suda Hardy).

CRAPES.

Agawam

.

Concord

.

lib in personal interviews

Stayman Winesap.

a Growers have supplied information regarding varieties

with the writer and by correspondence.

b Some of the varieties mentioned in the.se lists arc more commonly known in this

region by a synonym than by the name that conforms to the rules of nomenclature

adopted by the American Pomological Society. As these rules are followed as far as

possible, the accepted name is given in each case, ^^^^erever this course is likely to

cause confusion as to the identity of any variety, the synonym by which it is com-

monly known is given in italics after the leading name.

cMuch confusion exists regarding the identity of the cherries grown in America

under the names Montmorency, Montmorency Ordinaire, and Large Montmorency.

Growers in the Great Plains area commonly use the name Montmorency without

distinguishing one variety of this group from another. Many nurserymen also fail to

discriminate between them. It appears probable that the variety most commonly

planted in this area is the sort commonly known in the New York nurseries as Mont-

morency Ordinaire, though it has also been distributed more or less under the name

Large Montmorency. The Large Montmorency variety of the eastern nurseries is

claimed to be of better quality than Montmorency Ordinaire, but it is considered a

shy bearer.

[Cir. 51]
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Varieties Suggestedfor the Central Great Ptazns—Continued.

GRAPES—continued

.

Diamond {Moure's Diamond).

Niagara.

Worden

.

Champion.

Downing.

Houghton.

GOOSEBERRIES—Continued.

Industry.

Pearl.
CURRANTS.

Fay (Fay's Prolific).

London (London Market).

^^^lite Grape.

CrandalL

Varieties Suggestedfor the Southern Great Plains."

GOOSEBERRIES.

APPLES. CHERRIES.

Green-

Montmorency Ordinaire { Montmorenaj) .^

Morello (English Morello, Wragg).

Richmond (Early Richmond).

Spanish ( Yellow Spanish).

Early varieties.

Early Harvest.

Horse ( Yellow Horse).

Maiden Blush.

Red June.

Tetofski.

Yellow Transparent.

Mid-season varieties.

Grimes.

Jonathan

.

Wealthy.

Winter varieties.

Arkansas Black.

Ben Davis.

Bismarck.

Gano.

Limbertwig.

Missouri (Missouri Pippin).

Northwestern ( Northirestern

ing).

Ralls (Genet, Geneton).

Rome Beauty.

Winesap.

Crabs.

Florence.

Hyslop.

Whitney.

a Certain fruits are being propagated and planted in this section under the varietal

names mentioned below, the exact identity and standing of which it has not been

found possible to determine. It is possible that some of them are well-known sorts

to which local names have been applied. As they are apparently of considerable

value in this section of the Great Plains and the names as given have definite signifi-

cance there, it seems advisable to mention them in this connection. The principal

varieties that come in this group are:

Apples: Hale County Beauty, Lively Choice, Stormproof, Red Winter Cluster,

Yellow Cluster.

Pear: McWIiorter.

Peaches: Annie Williams, Dalmont's Favorite, Horlacher.

Plum: Six Weeks.
b See footnote c, page 19.
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PLUMS.

Damson.

Golden (Gold).

Golden Beauty.

Hammer.
Hawkeye.
Kroh (Poole's Pride).

Lombard.

Nona.

Pottawattamie.

Wolf.

Wonder.

PEACHES.

Alexander.

Alton.

Arp {Arp Beauty).

( 'arman

.

Chinese Cling.

Elberta.

Heath (Heath Cling).

Lee (General Lee).

Lemon Cling.
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Varieties Suggestedfor the Southern Great Plahis—Continued.

GRAPES.

o

Beacon.

Carman

.

Concord

.

Diamond (Moore's Diamond).

Fern Munson.

Gold Coin.

Marguerite.

Niagara.

PEACHES—continued.

Levy (Henrietta).

Mamie Ross.

Oldmixon Cling.

Sneed.

Triumph.
PEARS.

Alamo.

Angoulonie (Durhesse d'Angoulenie).

Bartlctf.

Koonce.

Wilder.

Varieties Suggestedfor Western Nebraska.

No investigations regarding fruit growing have been made by the

writer in western Nebraska and eastern Wyoming. It is perhaps

possible, liowever, to suggest varieties of fruit for })lanting in this

section of the Great Plains with greater assurance than for any other

portion of the semiarid region. This is on account of the long

experience of a nurseryman and fruit grower who resides in Saline

County, Nebraska, and who for many years has been planting

orchanls in western Nebraska. After having tested a large number
of varieties, he suggests'' for Lincoln County, Nebraska, and other

comparable sections the followang:

APPLES—continued.APPLES.
Early variety.

Oldenburg (Duchess of Oldenburg).

Mid-season varieties.

Cole Quince.

Day.

Grimes.

Jonathan.

Maiden Blush.

Plumb Cider.

Wealthy.

Winter varieties.

Ben Davis.

Missouri (Missouri Pippin).

Ralls (Genet, Geneton).

Winesap.

Crab.

AMiituey.

PLUMS.

De Soto.

Forest Garden.

Hawkeye.
Lombard.

Wyant.

CHERRIES.

Montmorency Ordinaire (Montmorency).^

Morello (English Morello, Wragg).

Ostheim.

Richmond (Early Richmond).

Varieties Suggested for the Extreme Western Portion of Nebraska and Eastern Wyoming.

-continued.APPLE s-

^\'inter varieties.

Northwestern (Northwestern Green-

ing).

Patten (Patten Greening).

Ralls (Genet, Geneton).

APPLES.
Karly varieties.

Oldenburg {Duchess of Oldenburg).

Yellow Transparent.

Mid-season varieties.

Day.

Longfield.

Wealthy.

a Several of the varieties here named are hybrids originated and introduced by
T. V. Munson, Denison, Tex. Other hybrids and seedlings of his production may
also be adapted to this region.

f> In a letter to the writer. c See footnote c, p. 19.
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FURTHER COMMENTS ABOUT VARIETIES.

As late spring frosts cause much injury to fruits in this region dur-

ing tlie blossoming period, it is important to select for planting-

varieties that blossom relatively late so far as it is possible to do so.

Very few currants and gooseberries are grown in the Panhandle

region and correspondingly little information is available as to what

varieties are adapted to this section. Hence, no sorts are named in

the lists of fruits for planting there. It is probable, however, that

the varieties suggested for the central section would be as satisfac-

tory in the southern portion as any that could be named.

Juneberries have been successful at some points and are probably

worthy of planting throughout the portion of the Great Plains under

consideration. Other small fruits, such as raspberries, blackberries,

strawberries, etc., are occasionally grown but frequently suffer from

drought, especially if it comes early in the season. Not much can

be said at this time, however, as to varieties. The Kansas blackcap

raspberry, the Kittatinny and Dallas blackberries, and the Mayes

(Austin) dewberry have been mentioned as giving satisfaction,

especially if they are given some irrigation. The fruitfulness of cur-

rants is also said to be greatly increased, in some instances, if they

are Avatered early in the season.

In some of the colder and more exposed locations the cane fruits

require protection to prevent winterkilling. This can be given by

laying the canes down and covering with earth during cold weather.

It will be noted that in the lists of varieties suggested for planting

in the central and southern Great Plains, many sorts are listed for

both sections. This naturally follows, because of the similarity of

the conditions existing throughout these sections. In fact it seems

quite probable that the same varieties in nearly every case might

prove satisfactory in both the central and southern sections. At

least, a variety that is proving satisfactory in the central portion

would doubtless be a promising one for trial farther south. Lower

winter temperatures sometimes prevail in the central portion of

this redon than in the southern. There is more rainfall in the

southern than in the central portion. Because of these differences

varieties that can be grown successfully in the Panhandle of Texas

might not, in all cases, prove sufHciently hardy and drought re-

sistant for eastern Colorado and western Kansas.

In the majority of cases, those who have set out orchards or other

fruits have not kept any record of the varieties planted. The variety

labels or other marks of identification soon become detached and the

names of the different sorts are forgotten. In a section like this,

where little is known about the adaptability of varieties, it is very
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often of j^reat iinjjortiince to know the names of the varieties that

are being grown. 'J'his may be of value not only to outside parties

but also to the growers themselves.

It is therefore recommended that whenever fruit trees or other

frviit-bearing j)Iants are set out, a record of the varieties be made and
preserved for future reference. If a plat of the land be made showing
just where every tree or ])lant of each variety is planted it may add
materially to the value of other records that are kept.

Approved

:

James Wilson,
Secretary of Agiicultttre.

Washington, 1). V., January in, I!/ In.

H'ir. r.ij

o
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B. P. I.—550.

WART DISEASE OE THE POTATO;

A DANGEROUS EUROPEAN DISEASE LIABLE TO P,E INTRO-

DUCED INTO THE UNITED STATES.

INTRODUCTION.

A new disease of the potato which has been exciting;- alarm in Europe
is likeh^ to be introduced into this country at any time. This circular

is issued to call the attention of American (growers and importers of

potatoes to this danj>-er and to uroe their cooperation in an effort to

prevent it from securing a foothold here. It is important that any
cases discovered be promptly reported and all possible means taken to

prevent its occurrence.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DISEASE.

The disease, which has been known as "warty disease," "black
scab," "canker," and "cauliflower," is one which attacks the tuber
principally, and consequently is not observed until harvesting time.

In a bad attack of the disease big, dark, warty excrescences, sometimes
as large as the tuber itself, appear on its sides or ends. "The growth
consists here of a mass of coral-like or more or less scabby excres-

cences or nodules, similar in appearance to the well-known crown or

root gall of apples. The adherent earth can be easily washed off

when the character of the growth })ecomes more apparent. It is not
spongy and not detachable from the tuber. It is of a somewhat lighter

color at the base and dotted with minute rusty-brown spots over the
surface. * * * In an advanced stage the tubers are wholly cov-
ered by this growth, having lost every resem])lance to potatooti. They
are lumps of irregular outline, never spherical or oblong, but simply
a mass of ragged and edged excrescences. * * * a still more
advanced stage occurs when the fungus has utilized every particle of
food stored in the tuber and has reduced it to a brownish-black soft

mass giving off a very unpleasant putrefactive odor. This is the most
dangerous stage of the disease, and the tubers which have reached it

can not bo harvested whole. Tiiey break in pieces, and thus the brown-
ish, pulpy mass, consisting almost entirely of spores of the fungus
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4 WABT DISEASE OF THE POTATO.

and remains of the cell walls of the potato, is broken up, the spores

are liberated in millions, and the land is badly infected for years."

(Giissow, 1909.) (See Pis. I and II.j

In a mild attack the eyes first appear grayish, then turn brown, and

finally black, while in a healthy tuber these are whitish or purplish in

color. The tuber is onl}^ slightly disfigured and its keeping qualities

do not seem to be impaired.

While the tuber is the part of the plant chiefly affected, infection

may take place in all the young tissues of the plant, the roots, stolons,

stems, and even the leaves.

THREATENING NATURE OF THE DISEASE.

All reports indicate that the potato wart is one of the most serious

of all known diseases of the potato. It converts the tuber into an

ugl}', irregular, and utterh' unsalable growth. When established in

a fleld it ma}^ affect the entire crop, and the land remains so infected

that potatoes can not be successfully grown for six or more years.

We quote from writers abroad the following:

J. W. Eastham (Yearbook, College of Agriculture and Horticulture,

Holmes Chapel, 1904): "When once established in the land it is use-

less to grow potatoes again until the pest has been starved out or

otherwise destroyed; but so far as is known no other crops are liable

to be attacked. Quite the worst case seen in Cheshire ocxjurred on

land that had not borne potatoes for six years; 'seed' from the same

source as that employed on this land yielded satisfactory results else-

where, indicating that spores were not introduced by the seed, whilst

the manure emplo3'ed started no infection elsewhere. This indicates

prolonged vitality on the part of the fungus, which would render

starving out a very tedious process."

E. S. Salmon (Gardeners' Chronicle, 1907): "It is quite clear,

however, that the 'black scab' disease threatens to inflict such serious

injur}^ on the potato crop as to warrant the Board of Agriculture

taking official action. * * •• The disease is viewed with alarm by

both the scientific and the practical man, and yet no steps are being

taken to deal with this pest which, if it is allowed to spread through

the country and to reach Ireland, will cause losses of hundreds of

thousands of pounds.''

Borthwick (1907), referring to an outbreak in Scotland, says: "The
whole crop was damaged to the extent that the}' could not be used.

They were quite useless, the earl}^ varieties being, if anything, worse

than the late, especially the early kidneys. The disease was first

noticed when the new potatoes began to form. It first appeared on

the stems as a greenish -looking canker, which attacked the tubers as

they grew and soon made them a mass of corruption."
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M. C. Potter ((jrardciiinj:^, 1908): "From all accounts the disease is

spreadiuo- ra[>idly in the infested areas and the amount of damaj^e is

yearly inci"casin(^. * * * In certain allotments * * * it has

been found impossible to ^a-ow potatoes.''

John Percival (1901t): " Potato wart has al read}" become a serious

trouble in many districts in this country, and it is likely to develop

into the worst pest with which the grower will have to deal unless

vigorous measures are adopted to stamp it out.''

T. Johnson (1909): ''It needs onlv a ver}" casual acquaintance with

the facts of the case in the British Isles from tlie time of the discovery

of the trouble by Potter in 1902 to the present time to warn one of

the necessity of taking all possible steps to stamp out a disease which

may become as serious as ordinary leaf-blight and less amenable to

treatment. * * * It is now found in man}" districts in England,

Wales, and Scotland. It is often so pronounced as to destroy the

whole crop, and it is not confined to garden plots. Warty tubers are

naturally poorer in food matter than liealthy ones, and when not

destroyed in the field do not keep well in store. They ought to be

destroyed as soon astound, and on no account saved for seed."

The Gardeners' Chronicle, 1908: "This disease * * * is excit-

ing some alarm in Germany, where it is said to be spreading. It

appears to have been recognized as of local occurrence for some time

in the neighborhood of Diisseldorf, Elberfeld. * * * During this

season it has proved so injurious as to have entirely destroyed the crop

in many gardens where potatoes have been raised year by year."

Dr. O. Appel (1908), on the other liand, says: ''According to reports

of Spieckermann, Schneider, and rJosting. who have observed it this

year in Germany, the disease is not of economic importance."

The British Board of Agriculture and Fisheries made it a notifiable

disease in 1907 under the Destructive Insects and Pests Acts, 1877-

1907. The following report (Gardeners' Chronicle, 1909) was made:

"The board of agriculture and fisheries desire to notify that 244

cases of wart disease or black scab in this year's potato crop had been

reported to them up to October 3. These cases have occurred in the

following counties: Shi'opshire, 60; Stafiordshire, 57; Lancashire, 50;

Cheshire, 30; Warwickshire, 25; Worcestershire and Leicestershire, 4

each; Derbyshire, 3; Merioneth, 2; and 1 each in Perthshire, Stirling-

shire, Dumfrieshire, Cumberland, Nottingham, Berkshire, Flintshire,

Brecanshire, and Glamorgan. A few cases among field crops have been

found in the counties in which the disease is most common, l)ut in the

great majority of cases the disease has occurred on allotments or in

gardens in which potatoes are constantly grown * * *. The dis-

ease has been known in certain districts for ten to fifteen years, and

as growers have taken no steps to check its progress, it is now causing
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serious loss * * *. All eases of wart disease must be notified to

the seoretar}-, board of agriculture and fisheries * * *. In the

case of farmers who sell ' seed ' potatoes, notification of the disease

is of especial importance, and failure to notify must be regarded as a

serious offense * * *. Persons concealing wart disease are liable

to prosecution and a penalty of £10."

PRESENT DISTRIBUTION OF THE DISEASE.

The disease has been reported from P^ngland (see p. 5), from Scot-

land in Perth, Sterling, and Clackmannan counties; from Ireland in

Down County; from AVales; from Germany in Westphalia and the

Rhine provinces; and from upper Hungary. It has not yet been

brought to the United States so far as known, but has already crossed

the Atlantic and become prevalent in Newfoundland, where it was

lately discovered by Dr. H. T. Giissow, Dominion botanist, who pre-

sented a very interesting paper on the subject in December, 1909,

before the American Phytopathological Society. Knowing the serious

character of the new pest from personal observation of the losses

caused in England, he promptly issued a waa'ning bulletin. The

Canadian government proposes taking active measures to prevent the

further introduction of the disease. Doctor Giissow stated that there

have been recent importations of seed potatoes from Newfoundland

into the United States.

NATURE OF THE PARASITE.

The organism causing the disease is a fungus discovered in 1896

in potatoes from upper Hungary by Schilbersky, who named it

Clirij802My<Ms enikMotlea and placed it in the lowest group of the

ChytridiacefB, Olpidiacete. By others the fungus has been supposed

to be OeiJomyces lepro!des. We quote from the excellent description

of Prof. T. Johnson, as follows: "The vegetative form consists of a

naked mass of protoplasm which may be distinguished in the host

cells (just below the epidermis) by being denser, homogeneous, and

finely granular. It may be seen abutting on the host protoplasm,

and disputing with it, as it devours it, occupation of the enlarging

cell cavity. The protoplasm follows and then the cell wall. This,

though brown, does not, like the protoplasm and nucleus, disappear.

The starch grains are the last attacked and remain white and unin-

jured for some time in an invaded cell. The parasitic plasmodium

passes from cell to cell by boring its passage through the host cell

wall * * *. It is in this stage that it stimulates to active cell

division the surrounding host cells and produces the gall or wart."
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During the summer the plasmoclium rounds up, forming a smooth, yel-

lowish wail about itself. Later the contents of these zoosporangia

break up itito numerous zoospores, which escape through a hole in

the wall and attack healthy potato tissue.

"As the tuber ripens the parasite replaces the summer sporangia

by resting ones, which carry the disease through the winter and serve

to propagate it in the spring * * *. The resting sporangia,

30-70 fx in diameter, are very numerous in diseased tubers and are

easily recognizable with a pocket lens. Under the microscope the

wall is seen to be not smooth, but ridged or angular. These brown

ridges or bands form part of a kind of epispore which arises as the

sporangium ripens, and seems to be formed fi-om the residual con-

tents of the host cell when not also from its cell wall as well * * *.

The ^epispore is thus deposited from without as a third layer on the

thickening wall of the sporangium. If this more or less artificial

epispore is ignored, then one may speak of the spore wall as

smooth * * *. As a rule there is only one resting sporangium in

a host cell; occasionally there are two." It is exceedingly difficult to

germinate these resting spores artificially. Professor Johnson suc-

ceeded in bringing about germination b}' placing them in potato juice.

He writes: "At last the potato juice, exercising possibly a chemo-

tactic influence, gave success; and sporangia with split walls and

escaping zoospores were found. These showed the same sluggish

movements observed in the sporangia of certain other Ch3'tridians

disturbed during their resting period. Each sporangium contains

hundreds of more or less pear-shaped uniciliate zoospores. The zoo-

spores measure from 1.5 to 2.4 /^ in diameter. The bod}^ is actively

anueboid, while the cilium is comparatively passive." (T. Johnson,

1909.)

Infection takes place usually at the "eyes" of the tuber through the

zoospores of either the summer or resting sporangia which are found

infesting the surrounding soil. It is also believed by Johnson and

others that infection may take place through the internal passage of

Plasmodia from diseased seed passing through the stolons arising there-

from, and so into the newly-formed tubers.

MEANS OF EXCLUSION.

At the present time the United States has no legislation that will

prevent the importation of such a trouble. No quarantine is main-

tained against plant diseases, nor is the Secretary of Agriculture

authorized to inspect or reject infected potatoes, seeds, or nursery

stock of any description.
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The most eflfective protection against the importation of potatoes is

the tariff of 25 cents a bushel. Yet in spite of this the following

quantities have come to our markets from abroad:''

Country from which imported.

Austria-Hungary
Belgium
Bermuda
Canada
Germany
Netherlands
Spain
United Kingdom.
Other countries .

.

Year ended .Tune 30

—

1906.

Quantity.

Bushels.
34,909
37,275
68, 964

421, 106
152, 323
9,316
1,774

1,192,074
30, 419

Value.

Dollars.

17, 146
14, 422
95, 205

126, 798
69, 761
5, 379
1,558

504,377
18, 417

Total 1,948,160 853, 063

1907.

Quantity,

Bushels.
741
75

87,048
11,393
39,419
5,704
7,730
5, 673

19, 134

Value.

Dollars.
331
84

135, 569
5,970

19, 984
2,184
7,408
3,706
17,399

176,917 I 192,635

1908.

Quantity.

Bushels.

1,723
6, 889

80,711
177, 102
62, 059
38, 892
11,246
2, 269

23, 061

403, 952

Value.

Dollars.
746

3, 650
109, 561
80,006
38,368
18, 169
11,596
1, 321

19,616

283,032

The principal ports of entr}^ of potatoes in 1908 were as follows:

Aroostook, Me., 67,766 bushels; Bangor, Me., 56,312 bushels; Boston

and Charlestown, Mass., 34,901 bushels; New York, 202,069 bushels;

Passamaquodd}^ Me., 3,286 bushels; Porto Rico. 19,285 bushels; Key
West, Fla., 2,613 bushels; Arizona, 8,213 bushels; Charaplain, N. Y.,

1,390 bushels; other ports, 8,057 bushels. Total, 103,952 bushels.''

Since the interest and knowledge of the public must be our main

dependence in preventing the establishment of the potato wart in

Amei'ica, it is urged that all importers, dealers, and consumers of

foreign potatoes watch for the disease and promptly report to the

Department of Agriculture at Washington any cases discovered.

All infected potatoes should be boiled or burned. No part of any

lot containing diseased potatoes should be used for seed purposes.

If the disease is found on growing potatoes, heroic measures should

be taken to eradicate the trouble by burning the entire lot and planting

no more potatoes on that field for six or seven years.

There should be some modification of our laws so as to enable the

Secretary of Agriculture to deal promptl}- with special dangers of this

sort arising from the importation of infected plants.

a Bulletin 76, Bureau of Statistics, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, p. 54.

b Information furnished by Bureau of Statistics, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture.
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B. V. l.—rM.

MUTATIVF. R1:VHRSI()NS IN COTTON.

INTRODUCTION.

It is customary for writers on heredity and breeding to look upon

reversions and mutations as rare and exceptional phenomena, but

mutative variations of the cotton plant are of frequent occurrence

and many of them appear to be reversions. Knowledge of the nature,

extent, and causes of such reversions would throw light upon many

problems of breeding and adaptation of varieties, for variations of

this kind appear to be one of the chief factors of deterioration.

Many pronounced variations occur in cotton as sequels of hybrid-

ization and among the diversities aroused by new conditions. Indi-

vidual variations seldom appear to differ from the parent stock by a

single feature, but usually show numerous pecuUar characteristics

outside of the ordinary range of variation of the parental types.

The cotton plant affords an unusually favorable opportunity for the

observation of such facts because so many of its parts are readily

seen and compared.

Chanires of characters are not confined to stocks that have been

recently hybridized. Even in the most uniform varieties, such as

the Triumph Upland cotton of Texas, many individual plants may
show sudden departures from the normal characters of the variety,

especially when the conditions are new or extreme. The nature of

such variations and the frequency with which they occur indicate

that they represent reversions to the earlier diversities of the type that

have been suppressed by selection.'^

Reversion may be defined as the return of ancestral characters to

expression. Plants or animals that differ from their immediate rela-

tives in showing characteristics of remote ancestors are described as

reversions, or "throw-backs." Striped pigs, black lambs, blue

pigeons, red ears of corn, and brown-linted cotton plants that appear

occasionally in pure-bred white varieties may be looked upon as

reversions to the characteristics of colored ancestors. Reversions

may be reckoned as partial if the variant individuals bring into

expression only a few of the ancestral peculiarities and in other

respects continue to resemble the typical members of the breed.

a Local Adjustment of Cotton Varieties. Bulletin 159, Bureau of Plant Industry,

U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, 1909, p. 20.
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4 MUTATIVE EEVERSIONS IN COTTON.

Reversions may be called total or complete when there are changes
of whole series of characters of parent varieties.

REVERSIONS SIMILAR TO MUTATIONS.

Wliether wild species originate by sudden mutative variations or

not, there can be no doubt in the case of the cotton plant that definite

variations occur and that they can give rise to new cultivated varieties.

The great majority of such variations are not preserved because they

are inferior to existing types. In a uniform, big-boUed type of cotton,,

such as the Triumph, many small-boiled individuals with different

habits of growth and other peculiarities may suddenly appear."

In dilute hybrid stocks of Egyptian cotton, with only a small pro-

portion of Upland or Hindi blood, individual plants of apparently

"pure" Upland or Hindi cotton are found, while the other plants of

the same ancestry show only the usual Egyptian characters. If the

Egyptian parentage of these variations were not known it would not

be suspected from any of the characters that are brought into expres-

sion. If the experiments had been conducted on a smaller scale

and only the Upland or the Egyptian type had been familiar, these

changes of chaj^acters might have been looked upon as rare muta-

tions into new species, like those that occur in the garden variety of

the evening primrose studied by Professor De Vries in Holland.

It does not seem probable that the niutative changes of characters

that often occur in cultivated stocks of cotton represent the attain-

ment of new characters, for the characters that come into expression

in this way are commonly found among the more primitive types of

cotton. Even the characters that have received the largest amount
of selective "improvement" from breeders, such as large bolls and

long, strong lint, have been found to exist in equal or greater degree

in related types of cotton that have been cultivated only in tropical

America without any conscious methodical selection by the Indians.

The more degenerate variations of the Upland cotton, with very

small bolls and very shortlint, are inferior to any of the varieties

cultivated in the United States, so that they can not be looked upon

as results of crossing with other varieties, except as crossing may
be supposed to induce reversions. It is not necessar}^ to suppose

that these inferior characters are new, for some of them are closely

paralleled among the very diverse forms shown by the Kekchi and

other primitive Upland types that have been introduced from tropical

America and acclimatized in the United States in the last few years.

Several of these newly introduced varieties also share the same

characters that render the Hindi variations of the Egyptian cotton

so strikingly different from the typical Egyptian plants, such as the

« Local Adjustment of Cotton Varieties, bulletin 159, Bureau of Plant Industry,

U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, 1909, p. 17.
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shorter lobes of the leaves, the i^alor green color, aad the thinner

texture. Two or three of the calyx lobes of the Hindi cotton are

usually drawn out into a long, slender tootii, a peculiarity previously

observed only among the Central American cottons. Mr. Rowland

M. Meade has found that the lobes of the calyx of the Hindi cotton

are sometimes three-toothed, as also occurs in the Rubelzul cotton,

a perennial Upland type from eastern Guatemala with long, pointed,

Egyptian-like bolls. The bolls of the Plindi cotton have a rounded

coiiic form and are abruptly apiculate. The surface is smooth and

even, with the oil glands deeply buried in the tissues, another tendency

shared with several of the Central American Upland cottons."

The agreement of the Hindi with the Central American types of

cotton extends even to the frequent display of two types of foHage

among unacclimatized plants. Both types yield occasionally large,

luxuriant, sterile, or late-maturing plants with deeply channeled

five-Iobed and sev«n-lobed leaves. Smaller and more fertile plants

have the leaves more nearly plane, with only the usual three lobes

regularly develoi)ed. Very vigorous Hindi-like plants often have

the same general appearance as Egyptian-Upland hybrids and may
represent hybrids between the Egyptian cotton and the extreme

form of the Hindi. The large size may be connected with the fact

that characters of both of the parent types are brought into ex-

])ression. No tendency to unusual luxuriance appears in Egyptian-

Upland hybrids that show the characters of only one of the parent

types. The unusual vigor appears to be a physiological phenomenon

in some way connected with the tension or conflict in the expression

of the divergent charactei-s rather than a consequence of sterility.

The abnormal vegetative vigor begins to be manifested in the earlier

stages of growth, before any of the plants have reached bearing age.**

The close similarities of the variant forms of the many different

kinds of cotton may be taken to indicate that ancestral characteristics

are returning to expression. Otherwise it would need to be assumed

that the many different kinds of cotton are engaged in the formation

of closely parallel series of new species. Wliether the cotton varia-

tions be looked ui)on as mutations or n^t, it is equally desirable to

recognize their relation to reversions. It might be as proper to call

them revertive mutations as mutative reversions, except that the

itlea of reversion is older and better established than that of new

species or new characters originating by mutation.

The range oiancestral diversities that may be expected to reappear

in reversions must be learned bv the studv of the wild relatives of

a Origin of the Hindi Cotton. Circular 42, Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S. Dept.

of Agriculture. 1909.

bThe Vegetative Vigf)r of Hybrids and Mutations. Proceedings, Biological Society

of Wa.shington, vol. 17, 1904, pp. 83-90.
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b MUTATIVE EEVEESIONS IN COTTON.

our domesticated plants. It is a mistake to think of natural species

as uniform groups of plants that show only one set of characters,

like our carefully selected varieties. Very few of our cultivated

plants have so many wild or unimproved relatives as does the cotton,

to serve as a basis of judgment, regarding ancestral diversities and

reversions.

RELATION OF REVERSION TO COHERENCE OF CHARACTERS.

Complete reversions may be considered as related to a phenomenon
already described as coherence of characters.'' In cotton hybrids

there is a general tendency for the characters derived from the same
ancestor to come into expression in groups or combinations. It sel-

dom or never happens that a single character of one ancestor comes
into full expression in a hybrid; that is, without being accompanied

by the expression of other characters of the same parent. Coherence

of characters appears to have a phj^siological significance. Among
the hybrid plants that are superior to the parent stocks in vigor, fer-

tility, and quality of lint, characters of both of the parental types are

brought into expression in coherent groups. Hybrids that bring the

characters of only one parent to full expression are not superior,

while those that show incongruous combinations of characters are

notabl}^ deficient in fertility. A notable example of this relation

appeared in a field of Jannovitch cotton raised from imported seed at

Somerton, Ariz., in 1909. The plant had the habit of growth, leaves,

and bracts of the Egyptian cotton, but changed suddenly to Hindi

characters in the long-toothed calyx, white flowers, and broadly conic

light-green bolls. At the same time it retained the Egyptian charac-

ters of short stamens and long exserted stigmas. Though having

great vegetative vigor, this plant was quite sterile. The anthers con-

tained pollen, but did not open to shed it. The stigmas were abun-

dantly cross-pollinated by insects, but no ovules developed and not

a single boll matured. *"

VARIATIONS OF DIVERSITY IN THE SAME STOCKS.

The fact that plants with a preponderance of Egyptian ancestry,

such as three-quarters or upward, may show little or no sign of Upland
admixture accords with the general tendency toward coherence in

a Suppressed and Intensified Characters in Cotton Hybrids. Bulletin 147, Bureau

of Plant Industry, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, 1909, p. 16.

f> The empty carpels of this plant showed a further peculiarity nofehitherto observed.

The ridge that marks the middle of the wall of the carpel, the line of dehiscence of the

ripe fruit, gave rise to a series of long slender hairs that projected into the cavity.

Hairs of the same kind were found afterwards in normal plants and may be looked

upon as an additional storm-proof character, since they undoubtedly help to hold the

lint and seeds in place after the carpels have opened.
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the expression of cliariicters, but eoliereiice alone would not explain

the further fact that plants of preponderantly Egyptian ancestry

may depart from the Egyptian characteristics and appear as com-
pletely un-Egyptian Upland or Hindi. In stocks where the crossing

upon the Egj^ptian is limited to half-blood U])lands there is a general

reduction of the expression of Upland characteristics as compared
with the crosses of full-blood Upland upon the Egyptians, but such
dilutions do not preclude reversions to complete I^pland forms.

Upland or Hindi characters that remain completelylatent or without

expression in one generation may recover their potency and return

to complete expression in some of the members of the next generation.

One planting of hj'brid seed may show a preponderant resemblance
to one parent, another ])lanting to the other parent. One planting

of a stock of seed may show none of the Hindi or Upland reversions,

while another planting of the same stock of seed or another part of the

same field may show very pronounced examples. Three plantings

of the Jannovitch variety of Egyptian cotton in 1909 showed Hindi
individuals of extreme form, although a large planting of the same
stock of seed in 1908 gave only a few aberrant individuals in which
comparatively slight evidences of Hindi contamination were detected."

A question may still be raised regarding the authenticity of this

extreme example where complete reversions have seemed to take
place, as it were, by wholesale. Although there is no reason to doubt
the equality and general uniformity of the imported Egyptian seM,
it is still possible to imagine that the seed planted in 1908 was of dif-

ferent origin from that grown in 1909, even though .both came from
the same imported stock. Such possibilities as the sinking of the
smooth Hindi seeds to the bottom of the bag, or failure to germinate,
or earl}^ death of the Hindi seedlings have also to be reckoned with,

though the chances that such accidents could afford any complete
explanation of the facts appear very remote. The consistent general
behavior of the Egyptian plants in the different fields and experi-

mental plats and the general scattering of the Hindi individuals in

the plantings of 1909 give no support to the idea that the seed was
different. An absolute determination of the matter will require the
study of more numerous and still larger plantings of seed, mixed with
special thoroughness to avoid the possibility of accidental segregation
of any of the different qualities that may be included.

Kegular field plantings of Egyptian cotton can be made to serve
the purposes of such experiments, but it is desirable to present in

advance the collateral evidence for expecting that reversions will

occur and that they are likely to appear in different numbers and

. « A Study of Diversity in Egyptian Cotton. Bulletin 156, Bureau of Plant Industry,
U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, 1909, pp. 18-21.
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degrees in different plantings, even when the seed is of the same stock.

Though breeding is undoubtedly a very important factor in reducing

diversity, it is no less important to ascertain the relations of environ-

ment to the occurrence of reversions. Such differences of behavior

are frequently shown by the reversions of the Upland cotton, and the

irregular variations of the Egyptian cotton appear to be susceptible

to such influences.

Other forms of reversions, both partial and complete, have showTi

relation to differences of environment in experiments with cotton.

Ancestral characters that are prominent in one locality may be

entirely suppressed in another place where some of the same lot of

seed has been planted. Not only the amount or degree of reversion

but also the frequency with which particular characters are brought

into expression is subject to change through differences of external

conditions. The failure of any complete Hindi reversions to appear

in the Jannovitch planting of 1908 does not appear merely arbitrary

or accidental from the point of view of other experiments, but may be

connected with the facts that the seed was sown rather late and that

the plants developed under conditions of abundant moisture and heat

that have shown a very general tendency to bring the extreme

Egyptian characters into expression. Grown under such conditions,

plants that are known to be Upland hybrids usually take on the

complete Egyptian form and show very few Upland characters

—

sometimes none at all."

THE HINDI COTTON CONSIDERED AS A REVERSION.

Young plants of the Egyptian cotton share the foliage characters of

the Hindi, including the reddening of the pulvinus, the wrinkled,

swollen cushion where the veins meet, at the base of the leaf. If the

Egyptian plants are kept small and stunted by unfavorable conditions

the resemblance to the Hindi continues longer, so that plants that

finally develop with typical Egyptian characters may be mistaken for

Hindi. Late in the season there is another partial approximation

of the foliage characters, for the Hindi plants generally lose the red

color of the pulvinus that serves as one of the most conspicuous

diagnostic features of the Hindi at early maturity and during the

preceding stage of growth. The general colors of the leaves are also

less distinctive in the latter part of the season, the Egyptian cotton

often appearing somewhat lighter and some of the Hindi plants

becoming darker.

Plants that do not show very distinct Hindi features in their habits

of growth, leaves, bracts, flowers, or bolls may stiU betray Hindi

a Suppressed and Intensified Characters in Cotton Hybrids. Bulletin 147, Bureau

of Plant Industry, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, i'JO'J, pp. 17-23.
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tendencies in their naked seeds and sliort, sparse lint. In many such

eases the petals are of a somewhat lighter yellow than usual, oi' the

purple spot may not be so deeply colored, but paler petals and spots

may occur without any other departure from Egyptian characters.

No one character can be trusted as evidence of the presence of Hindi

tendencies, )ior is there any reason to suppose that a failure to show
Hindi characters in one genei'ation excludes their appearance in an-

other, any more than with thesmall-})()lled and other inferior i-eversions

that appear in Upland varieties. Some of the Hindi characteis,

such as the naked black seed with short, sparse lint confined to one

end, are a feature of many small-boiled reversions that appear in

Upland cotton.

Instead of thinking of the Hindi cotton as a distinct independent

type which has become hybridized recently with the Egyptian, it

may be considered that the Hindi characters merely represent some
of the extremes of variation of the Egyptian. Whether the two
types were originally distinct or not may make little difference with

the present facts. TJiere seems to be no definite evidence of the

independent existence of the Hindi cotton, either as an indigenous

wild plant or as a domesticated variety. It would doubtless be easy

to establish the Hindi cotton as a uniform "pure" stock in the same
way that selection can establish uniform types from other variations

of the Egyptian cotton, but it is a type that w^ould hardly invite

cultivation, even among savages. A pale-flowered tree cotton

witliout a petal spot was described in Egypt by Vesling about 1640,

and Fletcher is inclined to believe that this was the prototype of the

Hindi cotton. The Egyptian cotton itself is supposed to liave been
brought from India to Egypt only about a century ago, but even on
this reckoning the time has certainly been ample for the most complete
intermixture to have taken place.'*

The general absence of intermediate plants may be taken as an
indication that recent interbreeding with Hindi has been avoided
in tlie best of the imported Egyptian stocks, but at least a few indi-

viduals of the extreme Hindi type have been found in all. The
remarkably close similarity of the extreme Hindi plants in all of the

newly imported stocks also supports the idea that such plants rep-

resent complete reversions. It is ver}^ difficult to believe that all

the stocks have h'ad the same opportunities of securing recent inter-

inixtures of pure Hindi seed. The juore pronounced of the Hintli

plants are as uniforin among themselves as the Egyptian plants in

the same stage of acclimatization. Indeed, they appear even more

« See Fletcher, F., "The Origin of the Egyptian Cotton," Cairo Scientific Journal,

vol. 2, no. 26, November, 1908, p. 383.
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10 MUTATIVE REVERSIONS IX COTTON.

uniform, perhaps as a result of the stiono: contrast between tiiem

and the normal Egyptian plants.

If the Hindi plants stood alone, they would bo identihed at once

as members of a series of Mexican cottons related to our Upland type,

but with definite differences. Some of the varieties contain many
plants that combine the Egyptian with the Hindi characters, plants

tliat may be viewed as ordinary hybrids, but the persistence and

remarkable uniformity of the Hindi type can hardly be understood

except by the analogy of complete reversions to the Upland type

already known in experiments with Egvi^tian-Upland hybrids.

CONTRASTED CHARACTERS OF COTTON REVERSIONS.

Though complete reversion may not have been formally recognized

as a phenomenon of heredity, it is believed that an examination of

related facts will show a very general tendency of reversions to

extreme expression of characters rather than to slight or intermediate

expression. Even when only one character appears to be changed

there is more likely to be a complete change than a partial one.

Uniform, deep-red ears are a much more frequent reversion in corn

than ears that are pale red or that have only a part of the kernels

red. Black lambs are generally black all over, and only very rarely

spotted, except upon the head. This remains true even when black

males are regularly bred Avith wdiite females, as on the elevated

plateaus of Guatemala, where the Indians prefer the black wool.

A few piebald sheep were finally seen in one fiock, but only after

many of tlie mixed flocks had been looked over in vain.

Similarly accentuated contrasts are found between the Egyptian

cotton and the Hindi. The veins of the leaf of the Hindi cotton are

united at the base into a larger and more prominent cushion, or

pulvinus, than in the Egyptian cotton, and the pulvinus of the Hindi

cotton is rendered the more conspicuous by its red color, which is

shared by the upper side of the somewhat swollen end of the petiole,

for about half an inch. In normal Egyptian cotton the pulvinus is

pale green, like the other portions of the veins, or only slightly tinged

with reddish, like the end of the petiole. Under some conditions the

stalks and petioles of the Egyptian cotton take on a bright-red color

like the pulvinus of the Hindi, but in spite of the reddening of most

of the petiole the swollen terminal part and the pulvinus of the

Egyptian leaf remain distinctly paler. Exactly those parts that are

the most promj^tly and deeply reddened in the Hindi plants are per-

sistently paler in the Egyptian.

The stalks and petioles of the Hindi plants may also redden with

age, as in the Egyptian, and when this occurs the contrast of color

is destroyed, for the red of the pulvinus and the swollen end of the
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MUTATIVE KEVERSIONS IN COTTON. 11

petiole fades out, so that these parts become paler than the remainder

of the petiole, as in the red-stemmed condition of the Egyptian

cotton. But even on the old Hindi plants the very 3'oung leaves

whose petioles are pale have the puhini red.

The contrast is not limited to the color alone, but is carried over

into the hairy coverings of the same parts. The Hindi cotton, like

the Kekchi and other Central Amei-ican types of Upland cotton, has

the pulvinus and the adjacent reddened part of the petiole naked or

with only a few scattering hairs," even when the rest of the petiole is

densely hairy. In the Egyptian cotton, on the contrary, the petiole

is generally naked, except that hairs are to be found on the small

pale area at the end where the Hindi cotton is naked and red. The

pale-green pulvinus of the Egyptian cotton is also distinctly hairy,

especially on young leaves.

A similar case of completely contrasted characters has been brought

to my attention by Mv. G. N. Collins. Some of the Mexican varieties

of corn have the leaf sheaths almost completely naked, while others

have them almost completely clothed with a coat of fine hairs. The

contrast is strangely accentuated by the fact that the sheaths that

are otherwise naked have a narrow band of hairs along the margins,

while the marginal band is naked in the types that have the hairy

sheaths.

REVERSION IMPLIES CONTINUED TRANSMISSION.

The facts of complete reversion have a practical bearing upon

problems of breeding and acclimatization. They warn ns not to rely

upon the hope of being able to effect a complete elimination of unde-

sirable ancestral characters, in the sense of excluding transmission.

There does not appear to be any direct relation between the visible

expression of characters in a plant and their invisible transmission in the

germ cells. Characters that remain latent in one generation may be-

come patent in another. A stock that appears pure under one set of

conditions may appear in another place to be seriously contaminated.

The latent transmission of an undesirable character does no harm

as long as the latent condition continues, but the return of such a char-

acter to expression may be a serious injury in a crop like the Egj^ptian

cotton, where the uniformity of the fiber is a prime requisite.

Ex]3eriments with cotton do not indicate that tendencies to rever-

sion are limited to particular descendants or to single characters

acting independently, as sometimes inferred from the behavior of

Mendelian hybrids. Though regular Mendelian relations are found in

cotton, the jihonomena of heredit}^ are evidently not limited to the

strictly Mendelian reactions between the characters. Students of

Mendelism usually limit their studies to reactions between varieties

[Cir. 53J



12 MUTATIVE REVERSIONS IX COTTON.

that have been brouglit into a condition of uniform expression of

characters, but otlier kinds of reactions are not less interesting and
important. The uniformity or " breeding true" of a few generations

of individuals does not show that a stock is
'

' pure
"

' in the sense em-
ployed by many writers on Mendelism. The idea that the Mendelian

relations of expression determine the "presence'' or "absence" of the

characters is a convenient assumption when the typical Mendelian

behavior appears, but reversions to "latent" characters show that

expression is no complete index of transmission.

The idea that the ancestry of our cultivated plants is to be traced

back to uniform "pure" stocks that transmitted only single sets of

characters finds no warrant in the study of the more primitive t^^pes

and wild relatives of our domesticated species. Diversity of expres-

sion, instead of uniformity, is the rule in nature, and the transmission

of the diverse characteristics does not cease when uniformity of

expression is enforced through selection. Reversions show that the

underlying inheritance of diversity is not completely lost, nor the

power of the ancestral characters to reappear, even after long periods

of suppression.

REVERSIONS INTERFERE WITH MENDELIAN EXPRESSION OF
CHARACTERS.

The tendency to reversion has to be reckoned as a serious obstacle

to the utilization of hybrid varieties unless the external conditions

and the processes of reproduction are under much more complete

control than with an open-fertilized field crop.

Mendel pointed out a veiy useful distinction in showing that two

kinds of combinations of characters are represented among hybrids,

some stable in expression and others unstable. Intermediate char-

acters or reversions that arise from divergent tendencies of expression

may occur with much regularity in the first generation of a cross, but

may afterwards diminish or disappear. Even when the first gener-

ation shows uniformly intermediate characters, the later generations

tend to revert to more complete expressions of the parental characters.

The typical Mendelian relations appear in crosses between strains

that differ by definite tendencies to bring certain characters to full

expression or to leave them without expression, but it does not appear

that tlie analogies of such characters are applicable to all kinds of

plants or to all classes of hybrids.

Some writers on Men(Jelism have supposed that inheritance is

governed by protoplasmic determinants, or "units," that are entirely

separate and independent , so that some of them can be changed with-

out disturbing the others, like changing the letters of a word or the

words of a sentence. Individual words from related languages can
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often be combined into a hybrid sentence without disturl)ing the

general grammaticid structure, much as "unit characters'' appear

to 1)6 substituted for each other in strictly Mendelian hybrids. In

other cases the words of two languages do not prove to be direct

etjuivalents, but recjuire diirerent grammatical relations. Sentences

can no longer be translated piecemeal, by individual words, but have

to be recast by whole phrases or clauses. Words derived from the

same language tend to keep together in the hybrid sentence, hi the

same way that characters of divei-se parental types hold together in

expression. Hybrids that gave intermediate or combined expression

of Egyptian and Upland charactere hf the early generations have

shown a distinct tendency toward more exclusive expression of

Upland charactei-s in later generations, even when selected for the

expression of Egyptian or intermediate characters.

If the existence of determinant particles or character units is to be

assumed, it is more reasonable to suppose that the expression of the

characters is governed by positional relations among the particles

than by mere presence or absence of particles. The theory of posi-

tional relations of determinants was suggested by Mr. "Walter T.

Swingle, of this Department." It has the advantage of accommodat-

ing a wider range of facts than the Mendelian theory. The establish-

ment of definite positions among the particles w^ould account for con-

ditions of uniformity and for regular ISIendelian ratios of expression,

while mutative reversions and diversified hybrids can be ascribed to

disturbances of the positional relations. Thus the positional theory

admits the transmission of latent characters as a general condition of

inheritance, whereas Mendelian writers have treated latency as an

exceptional phenomenon recjuirmg to be explained by additional

theories.

Mendelian combhiations of charactei-s do not promise to attain

great importance in cotton because of the general tendencies to rever-

sions and correlations of characters that interfere with stable combi-

nations between characters derived from different types. Reversions

transgress the M(nidelian program. They interfere with Men-

delian dominance in the first generation and with Mendelian combi-

nations and segregations of characters in the hxter generations. A
Mendelian combination of the naked seeds of one variety with the

abundant lint of another might be desirable, but naked-seeded hybrids

are prone to revert to sparse lint, so that the yield is not likely to be

maintained. Fuzzy-seeded types are preferred because of the greater

abundance of lint.

" In a paper read at a meeting of the Society for Plant Morphology and Physiology,

entitled "Some Theories of Heredity and of the Origin of Species Considered in Rela-

tion to the Phenomenon of Hybridization." Abstract published in the Botanical

Gazette, vol. 2r,, no. Ill, 1898.
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14 MUTATIVE REVERSIONS IN COTTON.

REVERSIONS OF LATER GENERATIONS OF HYBRIDS.

Many attempts have been made to obtain early and prolific Eg^'p-

tian or Sea Island varieties bv crossino; with Upland, and the first

generations (^f such crosses often appear very promising. The dilli-

culty is that the later generations not only revert to the parental

types, but often go farther back, to the condition of remote unim-

proved ancestors. Instead of having longer lint than the Egyptian

parent, as the first generation usually does, the later generations

become inferior even to the Upland parent. Hybrids representing

the fourth and fifth generations, grown at San Antonio, Tex., in the

season of 1909, did not show a single plant with good Eg3'ptian lint,

and very few that were better than ordinary Upland. This extreme

deterioration might be ascribed partly to adverse conditions, but first-

generation hybrids grown under the same conditions produced excel-

lent lint, longer and stronger than the Egyptian parent. These con-

trasts between the different generations show that the hybrids do

not merely fail to fix particular combinations of the parental charac-

ters, but may first exceed the parents and then suffer serious deteriora-

tion. The characters of the lint that have received the most selec-

tion show the most striking deterioration. Such hybrids promise to

have practical value only in the first generations. The problem of

utilization turns upon the possibility of raising commercial quantities

of hybrid seed."

The fact that hybrids of later generations often show charactere

different from those of the first generation has been taken as proof

of the Mendelian theory of separate transmission of contrasted char-

acters. Characters that appear in all of the individuals of the first

generation l)ut not in all of the secontl or later generations have been

ascribed to the presence of two independent Mendelian "factors"

that are supposed to be transmitted separately, and not recombined

in all the members of the later generations, but in only half of them.

This theory would explain why half of the second generation might

fail to show a character that appeared in all of the first generation,

but it gives us no suggestion of the complete disappearance of the

long lint in the later generations of the cotton hybrids. There is no

reason to suppose that the internal "factors" that produce the long

lint in the first generation of a hybrid cease to be transmitted to the

later generations, but there are serious differences in the external

expression of the characters. Factors that influence the expression

of characters have to be considered, not merely the possibilities of

alternative transmission. A character that has been expressed in

" Snppressod and Intensified Characters in Cotton Hybrids. Bulletin 147, Bureau

of Plant Industry, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, 1909, p. 15.
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intensified form in the first generation may be reduced or suppressed

in later generations.

It may be that more strictly Mendelian reactions might have i)cen

secured if the experiments had been preceded by courses of strict

line breeding, as in many Mendelian investigations, but this would

not insure results of practical value, l)ecause there is no way to enforce

the Mendelian condition of self-feililization infield cultures of cotton.

It is also possible that a course of self-fertilization would have the

effect of more deiinitely fixing the expression of the desirable charac-

ters, and rendei- the later generations less liable to show variations

and reversions. These questions are worthy of careful investigation,

though such physiological efi'ects of fine breeding upon expression

are n(jt taken into account in the Mendelian doctrine of pure germ

cells.

Uniformity is much greater and more easily maintained among

the descendants of an individual mutation than in a hybrid stock.

From the breeding standpoint this greater tendency to uniformity

may be reckoned as the chief difference between the reversions that

occur as mutations and those that are found among hybrids. The

range of variation among the mutations appears to be as great as

among the hybrids, and warrants the expectation that almost any

desirable combination of characters may be found by persistent

search.

The apparent tendency of mutative reversions to come true from

seed suggests another possibihty of making combinations of charac-

ters between diverse types whose hybrids fail to show definite Mende-

lian reactions. Instead of attempting to establish immediate unions

between the characters of such species as the Egyptian and Uplanil

cottons, attention may be given to the occasional nmtative reversions

that appear in dilute hybrid stocks. Such mutations might not have

the special vigor and fertility of first-generation hybrids, but they

might yield more uniform progeny. A stock of Egyptian cotton that

had once been hybridized with Upland might furnish a series of muta-

tive variations more promising for breeding purposes than a stock of

diverse hybrids. The application of this method involves the diffi-

culty of producing and giving careful study to the large number of

reversions that might need to be inspected before a particular com-

bination of characters could be found. Most of the reversions will be

inferior, but an occasional superior type may be expected. Even

among the Hindi-like variations of the Egj^ptian cotton there are

some that are above the average of the Egyptian, in spite of the

extreme inferiority of the hnt characters of the extreme Hindi type.

[Clr. 53]
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AGRICULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE OF REVERSIONS.

If the Hindi characteristics continue to reassert themselves in the

Egyptian cotton, complete reversion is a less serious ohstacle to com-
mercial uniformity than partial reversion. It is much easier to recog-

nize and destroy the complete Hindi plants than the intermediate

individuals that give only slight expressions of the Hindi character-

istics.

In plantings of the superior Jannovitch and Xubari varieties the

proportion of the complete Hindi reversions has exceeded that of the

plants that show an intermediate or partial expression of the Hindi

characters. This is in notable contrast'with the behavior of a planting

of the older and less improved Ashmuni variety, where a large pro-

portion of the plants show some of the Hindi characters. Whether
these differences should be ascribed to the more careful breeding of

the Jaimovitch and Nubari varieties or to the different conditions of

the fields is not certain. It may be that the intermediate plants

represent new or relativelj^ recent crosses between the Hindi and

Egyptian forms of plants, rather than partial reversions, but the

large numbers of plants that show Hindi seed characters indicate a

very general presence of Hindi tendencies, at least in the Ashmuni
stock. In any case, the recognition of the complete reversions will

assist the careful planter in learning to detect the Hindi characteris-

tics, even in their less conspicuous degrees of expression.

Hybrids and extreme forms of reversions are not the only types of

deterioration that must be guarded against if the need of a high degree

of uniformity is to be met. Many plants that do not depart from the

Egyptian characteristics will be found to fall far below the standards

of an improved variety, either in fertility or in the qualities of the

lint. There is no reason to suppose that uniformity can be main-

tained without continued selection in an}^ field crop grown from seed."

If reversions were to be looked upon as ordinary hybrids like those

that result from recent crossing, it would appear impracticable to

guard the crop from contamination, and hence impossible to obtain a

uniform commercial product. No matter how carefully the fields of

the Egyptian cotton may be isolated, variations may still occur that

can easily be mistaken for hybrids. The difficulty of securing ade-

quate isolation of the Egyptian cotton will be serious enough in any
regions where Upland cotton is grown, but it need not be exaggerated

by the condemnation of stocks that may continue to show reversions

without recent contamination.

The occurrence of reversions in one locality or in one season need

not stand in the way of early return to practical uniformity if an

a Local Adjustment of Cotton Varieties. Bulletin 159 Bureau of Plant Industry,

U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, 1909, pp. 56-G2.
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iuloquate selection is maintained and favorable conditions are pro-

vided. Familiarity with the vegetative characters of the plants will

enable the undesirable reversions to be rogued out before the time of

flowering, so that crossing with such plants may be avoided. Tend-

encies to variation that are shown in the lint and the seeds can be

rejected when the necessar}" selections are made in the fall to secure

liigh-grade seed for the next season's planting. The influence of the

external conditions upon reversions is only one of many indications

that the uniformity of the crop, as well as the yield of fiber, will de-

pend upon cultural methods as well as upon the seed that is planted.

CONCLUSIONS.

The phenomena of reversion in cotton are not confined to the changes

of single characters, but may result in wide departures from parental

types and bring different series of varietal characters into expression.

The return of ancestral characters to expression does not depend

upon recent hybridization, but may be shown in abrupt, mutative

variations of '"pure-bred" stocks that have been selected for the uni-

form expression of a single set of characters.

Reversions may be aroused by new or unfavorable conditions of

environment and may vary in extent and frequency with changes of

external conditions. The uniformity of a stock in one place affords

no assurance that diversity will not reappear in another locaHty.

Diverse characteristics continue to be transmitted and may return

to expression after many generations.

The variations of the different types of cotton have general simi-

larities and may be arranged in parallel series. The general range

of the ancestral diversities of cotton is also to be learned from the

study of wild or unimproved types and from the diversities that in-

terfere \nth the Mendelian expression of characters in hybrids.

The uniformity of the progeny of mutative variations renders them

greatly superior to Iiybrids for breeding purposes. The possibility

of obtaining superior mutative reversions from later generations of

dilute hybrid stocks is worthy of investigation, especially in cases

where desirable Mendelian combinations are not obtained in the earher

generations of hybrids.

The Hindi variations of the Egyptian are similar in their characters

and behavior to some of the reversions that appear in Upland varie-

ties and may prove to be forms of reversion rather than results of

recent contamination with a distinct type of cotton.

The more pronounced forms of reversion in Upland cotton, like the

Hindi variations of the P^^gyptian cotton, are readily distinguished by

vegetative characters, so that they can be rogued out before the time
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18 MUTATIVE REVERSIONS IN COTTON. 1

of flowering, to avoid the contamination of the stock by cross-

poUination.

Partial expressions of Hindi and other inferior characters can often

be detected in the hnt and seed, even when not shown in the vegeta-

tive characters of the plants. Such tendencies are to be taken into

account in the annual selection of seed.

It is also of practical importance to distinguish between the Hindi

variations of the Egyptian cotton and the variations that result from

crossing with Upland cotton. If reversions are mistaken for results

of recent hybridization it may appear impossible to guard the Egyp-

tian or other superior types of cotton from Upland contamination,

though there is every reason to believe that distances of a few miles

will afford complete isolation.

Approved

:

James Wilson,
Secretary of Agriculture.

Washington, D. C, February 2, 1910.
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B. P. I.—552.

THE SUBSTITUTION OF LIME-SULPHUR PREPy\KA-
TIONS FOR BORDEAUX MIXTURE IN THE

TREATMENT OF APPLE DISEASES,"

INTRODUCTION.

In recent years Bordeaux mixture has come into ill favor among
the apple growers on account of its injurious effect upon tlie fruit

and foliage of certain varieties, and there is a growing demand for a
reliable fungicide which can be used for the control of apple diseases

without producing such injury. Bordeaux mixture is undoubtedly
the best all-around fungicide known, and it is unfortunate that the

apple growers have to consider the possibility of giving it up; but
the russeting of the fruit and the burning of the foliage caused by it

are so objectionable that it seems highly desirable, if not necessary,

to adopt a less injurious fungicide even at the risk of a partial sacri-

fice of efficiency in the control of diseases. The subject of Bordeaux
injury has recently been admirably discussed by Prof. U. P. Hedrick,^

of New York, and by Prof. C. S. Crandall,'^ of Illinois, and wnll be
considered only incidentally in this paper.

During the past three years the writer has been working on the
problem of securing a satisfactory substitute for Bordeaux mixture
and not without some success. The self-boiled lime-sulphur wash
which was developed primarily for spraying peach trees has been
found to be an excellent spray for the control of mild cases of apple
diseases and to be entirely harmless to fruit and foliage. The con-
centrated lime-sulphur solutions, both commercial and home pre-

pared, when diluted to contain about 4 pounds of sulphur to 50 gal-

o Acknowledgment is hereby made of th(> hearty cooperation and assistance given
the writer of this paper in his investigations by tlie Strathmore Orchard Company, of

Mount Jackson, Va., and the Elm Springs Orchard f'omj)any, of Fishersvill(\ Va.,
and also by Messrs. M. F. Gilkersoii, of Staunton, Va., and W. S. Ballard, of Crozet,
Va., in whose orchards the experiments and demonstrations were conducted.—G. H.
PowEix, Acting CMrf of Bureau.

b Bulletin 287, New York (Geneva) Agricultural Experiment Station. 1908.
c Bulletin 135, Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station. 1909.
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4 LIME-SULPHUE PREPARATIONS FOR APPLE DISEASES.

Ions of water have proved to be about as effective in the control of

apple scab and leaf-spot r.s Bordeaux mixture and to be much less

injurious.

Prof. A. B. Cordley,'* in 1908, seems to have been the first to point

out the possibility of dilute lime-sulphur solutions as a substitute for

Bordeaux mixture in the treatment of apple diseases, especially scab.

In an address before the 1907 meeting of the American Pomological

Society, the writer ^ gave results of experiments which he conducted in

Arkansas, showing that a self-boiled lime-sulphur mixture might be

expected at least partially to control bitter-rot and scab. Again in

the Western Fruit Grower of January, 1909 (pp. 5-6), the writer

showed that the commercial lime-sulphur solution registering 32

degrees on the Baume scale, when used at a strength of 1 gallon to

25 gallons of water, would control apple scab on the Winesap about as

well as Bordeaux mixture without materially injuring the fruit or

foliage. In the same issue of the paper just mentioned (pp. 6-7),

Prof. R. Kent Beattie reported the satisfactoiy control of apple scab

by very much stronger solutions of the commercial lime-sulphur— 1 to

11, 1 to 14, and 1 to 17-;7-and he reported no injury whatever to foliage

or fruit.

In 1908 the writer'^ controlled the cherry leaf-spot in Illinois with

the commercial lime-sulphur solution, 1 gallon to 40 gallons of water,

and with the self-boiled lime-sulphur, as well as with Bordeaux mix-

ture. During the same year experiments Avitli the lime-sulphur solu-

tion for apple scab, conducted by the "WTiter '^ in Nebraska and

Arkansas, gave good results, and similar experiments conducted in

New Hampsliire during the same year by Dr. Charles Brooks^ in

cooperation with the writer showed the commercial solution to be

almost as effective against apple scab as Bordeaux mixture.

Mr. Errett Wallace / reports that in experiments which he con-

ducted in New York during 1909 the commercial lime-sulphur solu-

tion at a strength of 1 gallon to 30 gallons of water did not injure

fruit or foliage and was as effective in controlling apple scab as Bor-

deaux mixture, although the disease was not serious in the orchard

treated. Although none of the experiments referred to above were

exhaustive, the evidence thus far points to the lime-sulphur solution

as a valuable substitute for Bordeaux mixture, at least in the treat-

ment of apple scab.

a Rural New Yorker, March 7, 1908, p. 202.

b Proceedings, American Pomological Society, 1907, pp. 39-45.

cCir. 27, Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S. Dept. of Agricultm-e, 1909, pp. 12-15.

dCir. 27, Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, 1909, pp. 15-17.

« 19th and 20th Annual Reports, New Hampshire Agricultural Experiment Station,

pp. 385-389.

/ Western Fruit Grower, January, 1910, pp. 24-25.
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Experiments conducted by tlie Bureau of Plant Industry during

1909 give further evidence of the value of the lime-sulphur sprays as

fungicides for summer use. These experiments cover a wide range

of conditions, having been conducted in Virginia, Michigan, and

Arkansas. Eleven varieties were treated. Four different brands

of the commercial lime-sulphur solution and a similar home-prepared

solution were tested at various strengths. The commercial brands

registered from 31 to 33 degrees on the hydrometer scale. They
were used alone and in combination with arsenical poisons. This

paper contains a brief discussion of these experiments, with sugges-

tions as to the substitution of lime-sulphur preparations for Bordeaux

mixture in the treatment of apple diseases.

THE IMPORTANCE OF CAREFUL SPRAYING.

The acreage in aj)ple orchards in this countr}" is rapidly increasing,

and in the future the production of apples will imdoubtedly be much
greater than at present. The writer is of the opinion, however, that

there will be no serious overproduction and that there will always be

a good demand for good apples, while the poor stuff so common on

our markets to-day will not pay the expenses of handling. It should

be the aim of every orchardist to produce and market nothing but

first-class fruit, and if he does this he may reasonably expect always

to obtain good returns from his investment.

vSpraying is the one operation above every other orchard practice

which determines the market value of the fruit produced and yet in

many instances it receives the least attention of all the orchard work.

The successful orchardist of the future will be the man who, among
other things, studies the conditions existing on his own farm and

sprays his trees according to the needs of each variety for the control

of the particular troubles which occur in his localit3^ The course of

treatment best suited for the orchards of the Shenandoah Valley of

Virginia may not necessarily give the best results in orchards situ-

ated east of the Blue Ridge in that State, and again the treatment

for certain varieties of apples may be different from that required

for certain other varieties growing in the same localit}^. The course

of treatment should be planned not only with reference to the dis-

eases to be controlled, but also with reference to the probable effect

of the fungicide upon the fruit and foliage of the variety to be treated.

The Bon Davis, for example, is so seriously russeted by applica-

tions of Bordeaux mixture that often most of the fruit sprayed with

this fungicide is rendered second class. In Virginia this variety

does not suffer materially from the attacks of scab, bitter-rot, or

other serious fruit diseases, the leaf-spot which is easily controlled

being its chief fimgous enemy. The Ben Davis in Virginia and in
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other similar situations may therefore be successfully sprayed with a

weak fimgicide which will control the leaf-spot, sooty fungus, and

slight scab infections without injury to the fruit or foliage. The

York Imperial is another variety which has no serious disease of the

fruit, and in addition it is not subject to Bordeaux russet, so common

on the Ben Davis, but the foliage is susceptible to leaf-spot and is

often badly injured by applications of Bordeaux mixture, so that it

is desirable to spray this variety also with a less caustic mixture.

On the other hand, the Yellow Newtown « is seriously subject to

the attacks of bitter-rot and must be treated with a strong fungicide,

such as Bordeaux mixture, for the control of this disease. The fruit

of this variety is susceptible to Bordeaux injury, but since such injury

is produced only by the early applications of the mixture the treat-

ment may be so planned as to avoid it. One of the lime-sulphur

sprays may be used for the first and second sprayings after the petals

fall and Bordeaux mixture for the bitter-rot treatments which come

later in the season. These are some of the finer points to be consid-

ered in connection with spraying, and the orchardist who gives them

due consideration will obtain the best results in the production of

good fruit.

VIRGINIA SPRAYING EXPERIMENTS.

In Virginia during the season of 1909 the writer, with the assist-

ance of Mr. Leslie Pierce, conducted experiments with various lime-

sulphur preparations in comparison with Bordeaux mixture for the

control of apple diseases. The experiments were made on the Yel-

low Newtown, at Crozet; theWinesap, York Imperial, and Ben Davis,

at Fishersville; and the York Imperial and Ben Davis, at Mount

Jackson.

The self-boiled lime-sulphur mixture, the home-boiled lime-sul-

phur solution, and the commercial lime-sulphur solution, as well

as Bordeaux mixture, were used. The self-boiled mixture was used

in two strengths, 8-8-50^ and 10-10-50 and the home-boiled solu-

tion at a strength of 5 pounds of sulphur and 2h pounds of lime

to 50 gallons of water, made by boiling the lime and the sulphur

with a small quantity of water over a fire for forty-five minutes.

The latter is essentially of the same composition as the concentrated

lime-sulphur solution which Prof. John P. Stewart^ described and

which, according to him, can be kept indefinitely. The commercial

lime-sulphur solution was used at the rates of U, If, 2, and 2^ gal-

o Synonym of Albemarle Pippin.

&"\\Tienever formulas for lime-sulphur mixture are mentioned in this paper the first

number shows the number of pounds of lime used, the second the number of pounds

of sulphur, and the last the number of gallons of water.

c Bulletin 92, Pennsylvania Agricultural Experiment Station. 1909.
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Ions to 50 gallons of water. Arsenate of lead at the rate of 2

pounds to 50 gallons was used with the self-boiled mixture, the

liome-boiled solution, and the Bordeaux mixture. The commercial

solution was used with arsenate of lead at the rate of 2 pounds

to 50 gallons, with Paris green at the rate of 6 ounces to 50

gallons, and without any j)oison. In the Mount Jackson orchard

the trees were sprayed: First, as soon as the petals fell; second^

three to four weeks after the petals fell; and third, nine to ten weeks.

after the petals fell. The Fishersville orchard, on account of scab,.,

received an additional application, which was made just before the

trees bloomed. The Crozet orchard received the same treatment as

the Mount Jackson orchard, and on account of bitter-rot a fourth

application three to four weeks after the third.

In the same orchards spraying demonstrations for the control of

insects and diseases were conducted jointly by the Bureau of Ento-

mology and the Bureau of Plant Industry, followmg the schedules

of applications just mentioned, which were prepared by JVIr. A. L.

Quaintance and the writer, the former being responsible for that por-

tion relating to insect control. A discussion of these demonstrations

will not be included in the present paper.

THE EFFECT OF THE SPRAYS ON THE FOLIAGE.

One of the objects of these experiments was to determine the effect

of the several lime-sulphur preparations in combination with arsen-

icals on the foliage of different varieties. Several times at intervals

during the season notes were made on the condition of the foliage

of the trees in the experimental plats. The weather was mostly

cloudy and rainy from early spring until about July 1 , so that the con-

ditions were favorable to the development of spray injury. During;

the latter half of the season, however, practically no rain fell.

In every case, except on the Winesap, where Paris green was used

with the commercial lime-sulphur solutions, the foliage was badly

burned and in some instances the trees sprayed with this combination

lost half of their foliage. The Winesap did not suffer so much injury

from this or any of the other sprays as did the other varieties. This

variety was used in the experiments of the previous year conducted

in Nebraska by the Bureau of Plant Industry, and the fact that the

commercial solution at the rate of 2 gallons to 50 gallons of water and
6 ounces of Paris green caused oidy a slight damage to the foliage

indicated that the combination might be practicable. It is evident,

however, from the Virginia experiments that it is entirely unsafe

to use Paris green with the lime-sulphur sprays.

The commercial lime-sulphur solution at the rate of 1^ gallons to 50
gallons of water and 2 pounds of arsenate of lead injured the foliage
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only slightl}^ scarcely enough to be noticeable to the casual observer.

At the rate of 2 gallons to 50 gallons of water with arsenate of lead

this preparation injured the foliage considerably, so that a small per-

centage of the leaves dropped off. (See PL I, fig. 1.) Tliis injury

was manifested by a slight scorching around the margins and at the

tips of the leaves, and in some cases by the formation of irregular

l)rown spots. Even here, however, the injury was scarcely more

severe than that caused by 3-3-50 Bordeaux mixture « on the same

varieties. (See PI. I, fig. 2.)

At a strength of 2 to 50 without any poison the commercial solu-

tion injured the foliage slightly more than the same mixture with the

addition of arsenate of lead. The same is true of the 1^ to 50 strength.

The arsenate of lead apparently reduced the caustic properties of the

sulphids, rendering the mixture less injurious to apple foliage. This

is probably due to the fact that a portion of the sulphur is taken out

of solution to combine with the lead, forming lead sulphid and arse-

nate of lime.

The same solution at a strength of 2^ gallons to. 50 gallons of water

w-ith and without arsenate of lead injured the foliage very badly,

causing a partial defoliation of the trees. This is much too strong

for use in the Eastern States, although Professor Beattie,^ of Wash-

ington State, recommended even a stronger solution.

It appears from these tests that 2 gallons of the commercial solution

to 50 gallons of water is the maximum strength that can be used

on apple foliage with any degree of safety, and that U to 50 is much

safer and is about as strong as one should risk in spraying a large

orchard.

The home-boiled solution, containing 5 pounds of sulphur and 2^

pounds of lime to 50 gallons of water, with 2 pounds of arsenate of

lead, caused very little or practically no injury. This is practically

the same as the commercial solution diluted to contain 2 gallons to

50 gallons of water, but the foliage injury caused by the latter was

more conspicuous.

The self-boiled lime-sulphur and arsenate of lead caused no injury

whatever ; in fact, the fohage sprayed with this mixture had a bright-

green, vigorous appearance throughout the season. (See PI. II, fig. 1 .)

The leaves were noticeably larger, the buds were plumper, and the

trees made more growth than those sprayed with the other lime-

sulphur preparations and with Bordeaux mixture.

The Bordeaux mixture caused considerable spotting and yellowing

of the leaves on the York Imperial, Ben Davis, and Yellow Newtown,

oWhenever formulas for Bordeaux mixture are given in this paper, the first numher

indicates the number of pounds cf copper sulphate used; the second, the number of

pounds of stone lime; and the last, the number of gallons of water.

J> Western Fruit Grower, January, 1909. pp. G-7.
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Fig. 1 .—Ben Davis Trees Sprayed with Commercial Lime-Sulphur '2 to 50i, Showing
Some Leaf Injury. Fishersville, Va., September 29, 1909.

Fig. 2.—a Row of Ben Davis Trees Sprayed with Bordeaux Mixture. Fishersville,

Va., September 29, 1909.
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but very little on the Winesap variety. Some of the injured leaves

dropped from time to time, so that the foliage on many trees was some-

what thinned out toward the end of the season, but the damage could

not be considered very serious.

THE CONTROL OF DISEASES.

In the orchards in Virginia where these experiments were con-

ducted none of the apple diseases except leaf-spot developed to a

serious extent, so that the test was not a severe one. The apple leaf-

spot, so common throughout this State, was entirely controlled by all

the mixtures used. The self-boiled hme-sulphur made the best show-

ing in this connection, because it not only controlled the leaf-spot but

(\\d not injure the foliage, and apparently had a stimulating effect on

the trees. (See PL II.) All tlie lime-sulphur preparations, aswell asthe

Bordeaux mixture, controlled the sooty fungus and an undetermined

"fruit spot" which was common the past season in Virginia. The

weather was so dry after midsummer that bitter-rot did not develop

sufliciently to test the value of the lime-sulphur sprays for its control.

Considerable scab developed on the unsprayed Winesaps in the

Fishersville orchard, so that a pai-tial test of the efficacy of the several

sprays in the control of this disease was afl'orded. Only one strength

(2 to 50) of the commercial lime-sulphur was used on this variety.

Tlie crop from four trees in each of the more important plats was

picked and sorted, and the results are showTi in the following table:

Ta BLE I .

—

Results ofthe use oflime-sulphur preparations andBordeaux mixture with arsen-

icalsin the prevention ofscab andcodling-moth injury on-Winesap apples in Virginia.

No. of

plat.
Spray niixture used.

Commercial lime-sulphur solution (2 to 'M) and Paris green. ...

Commercial lime-sulphur .solution (2 to M) and arsenate of lead .

Self-boiled lime-sulphur .solution (10-UI-.50) and arsenate of lead

.

Bordeau.x mixture (3-3-r)0) and arsenate of lead

Check; not sprayed

Scabby
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Ill this experiment the conipaiative effect of tlie different mixtures

on the codhng moth was determined, and, as shown in Table I, the com-

bination of lime-sulphur and arsenate of lead controlled this insect

about as well as Bordeaux mixture and arsenate of lead. It seems,

therefore, that the poisonous action of this arsenical is not reduced

])Y combining it with the lime-sulphur preparation.

THE EFFECT OF THE SPRAYS ON THE FRUIT.

In all the orchards treated the fruit sprayed with the several lime-

sulphur mixtures was smoother and more highly colored than that

sprayed with Bordeaux mixture. The Bordeaux mixture russeted

the fruit of the Ben Davis so that it did not have the "finish" required

for fancy apples, and a small percentage of it had to be dis-

carded as culls on account of the roughened appearance due to the

mixture. The Yellow Newtowns were russeted considerably and the

Winesaps only slightly, while the York Imperials showed practically

no russet effect.

The lime-sulphur preparations caused no russeting, or at most

very little where the strongest solutions were used, and the fruit

sprayed with these mixtures was smooth, clean, and well colored.

The difference in color between the fruit sprayed with the Bordeaux

and that sprayed with the several lime-sulphur preparations was

very striking, and this feature alone would make the latter sprays

preferable to the former if other things were equal.

EXPERIMENTS IN MICHIGAN.

Experiments similar to those in Virginia were conducted at Douglas,

Mich., in cooperation with the Bureau of Entomology, and the results

were much the same. The w^ork was done by Mr. R. W. Braucher

under the writer's direction in the orchard of Mr. C. W. Gaylord.

The trees were sprayed just before they bloomed (May 19 and 20),

as soon as the petals fell (June 1 and 2), three weeks later (June 23

and 24), and ten weeks after the petals fell (August 10 and 11).

There were six plats of from 13 to 20 trees each, including the

Wagener, Baldwin, Rhode Island, Roxbury, and Ben Davis varieties.

The commercial hme-sulphur solution, diluted to contain 2 gallons

to 50 gallons of water, without any arsenical, was applied to plat 1

;

the same solution, with the addition of 6 ounces of Paris green,

was applied to plat 2; and the same solution, with the addition of

2 pounds of arsenate of lead, was used on plat 3. Plat 4 was sprayed

with self-boiled lime-sulphur (10-10-50) and 2 pounds of arsenate

of lead, and plat 5 was sprayed with 3-4-50 Bordeaux mixture

and 2 pounds of arsenate of lead, while plat 6 was left unsprayed.

The plats sprayed with the commercial lime-sulphur solution, espe-
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FiQ. 1.—York Imperial Apple Tree Sprayed with Self-Boiled Lime-Sulphur, Show-
ing Luxuriant Foliage. Fishersville, Va., September 29, 1909.

\*-*i\

FiQ. 2.—Unsprayed York Imperial Apple Trees Almost Defoliated by Leaf-Spot,

Located in the Same Orchard and Photographed at the Same Time as that
Shown in Figure 1

.
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cially plat 2, began to sliow considerable foliage injury after the second

application, ami on this account the solution was diluted to contain

oidy 1 gallon in 40 gallons of water for the last two sprayings.

RESULTS OF THE TREATMENT.

Soon after the second application was made, according to

Mr. Braucher's notes, the commercial lime-sulphur plats began to

show foliage injury. Notes made at intervals during the season

show that the foliage was quite badly injured by the lime-sulphur

solution and Paris green combination and that the solution without

an arsenical caused almost as much damage, while the same solution

with arsenate of lead was mucli less injurious. Although the damage

caused by the lime-sulijhur and arsenate of lead combination was

not severe, it was sufhcient to discourage the use of the solution

at the strength of 2 gallons to 50 gallons of water. A strength of

\h gallons to 50 gallons of water, with arsenate of lead, proved to

be practically noninjurious in Virginia and would probably be safe

in Michigan. The self-boiled lime-sulphur mixture with arsenate of

lead caused no damage whatever.

The following table shows the efficiency of the several spray mix-

tures in preventing apple scab on the Wagener variety, as determined

by sorting and counting the fruit from eight trees in each plat:

Table II.

—

Comparison of results of the use of lime-sulphur sprays with Bordeaux mixture

in the prevention of scab on Wagener apples at Douglas, Mich.

No. of

plat.
Spray iiii.xture used.

Commercial lime-sulphur .solution (2 to 50)

Commercial lime-sulphur solution (2 to .'iO) and (! ounces of Pans green
Commercial lime-sulphur .solution (2 to .')()) and 2 pounds of arsenate of lead.

Self-boiled lime-sulphur solution (lO-10-.JO) and 2 pounds of arsenate of lead

.

Bordeau.x mixture (3-4-50; and 2 pounds of arsenate of lead
Check; not sprayed

Scabby
fruit.

Per cent.

0.37
2.23
3.90
19.48
3.43

81.18

As shown in the above table, the scab was held down to an average

of 4.2 per cent of the crop by the commercial lime-sulphur solution,

to 3.43 per cent by the Bordeaux mixture, and to 19.48 per cent by the

self-boiled mixture, while 81 per cent of the unsprayed fruit was

scabby. (See PI. III.) This experiment, as well as those conducted

in Virginia, shows that the lime-sulphur solution is as effective in

preventing apple scab as Bordeaux mixture, while the self-boiled

wash is not so good in this connection. The arsenate of lead in the

commercial lime-sulphur solution held the codling moth down to 1.6

per cent of the crop and in the case of Bordeaux mixture to 5.6 per

cent, thus indicating that the lime-sulphur does not injuriously affect

the poison.

|l-ir. 54J
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EXPERIMENTS IN ARKANSAS.

At Siloam Springs, Ark., during 1909, Messrs. F. W. Faurot and

E. L. Jenne, of the Bureau of Entomology, conducted another set of

experiments under the writer's (Hrections. The results of those

experiments throw considerable doubt on both the efficiency and

safety of the commercial lime-sulphur solution as a summer spray for

apple diseases. The Ben Davis, Shannon, Arkansas, and Elkhorn

varieties were sprayed with several different strengths of the commer-

cial preparation in combination with arsenical poisons. The self-

boiled lime-sulphur solution and the Bordeaux mixture were also

used. The trees were sprayed five times, as follows: (1) As soon as

the petals fell; (2) three weeks later; (3) eight to nine weeks after

the petals fell; (4) two weeks later, and (5) three weeks after the

fourth application.

RESULTS OF THE TREATMENT.

The trees sprayed with commercial lime-sulphur solution diluted

to contain 1 gallon in 30 gallons of water, with the addition of the

usual amount of arsenate of lead, showed very little or practically no

foliage injury after the first and second applications; in fact, according

to notes made on June 30 and July 22, no serious injury followed the

third treatment, which was applied on June 2. After the fifth appli-

(;ation, however, the injury increased rapidly, and at picking time

half of the leaves were on the ground. It seems that the injurious

effect of the mixture was cumulative, the injury being increased

by each application. Three applications would, perhaps, have

resulted in little or no damage, but five sprayings were evidently

more than the trees could stand. Considerable rain fell during May
and June, but the remainder of the season was dry. The trees suf-

fered severely from drought, which apparently exaggerated the spray

injury. On account of the shortage of foliage on the trees a portion

of the fruit was sunburned, but no russeting was caused by the spray.

This sunburning also occurred on the fruit sprayed with Bordeaux

mixture, but to a much less extent.

The commercial lime-sulphur at a strength of 1 to 30 in combina-

tion with Paris green began to burn the foliage soon after the first

application was made, and by midsummer the trees were almost bare.

Arsenite of lime was also used with the 1 to 30 solution, and the

results were disastrous. The foliage was burned to a crisp and the

fruit badly scorched by the first application. Even the new twig

growth was killed to a considerable extent.

The self-boiled lime-sulphur and arsenate of lead caused no injury

to fruit or foliage. The fruit sprayed with Bordeaux mixture was

quite badly russeted and the foliage suffered considerable injury.
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FiQ. 1.—Apples Sprayed with Commercial Lime-Sulphur. Scabby Fruit on the
Right.

Fig, 2 —Apples Sprayed with Bordeaux Mixture. Scabby Fruit on the Right.

Fig. 3.—Apples Sprayed with Self-Boiled Lime-Sulphur. Scabby Fruit on the
Right.

Fig. 4.—Unsprayed Apples. Scabby Fruit on the Right.
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The lime-sulphur sprays Tailed to control apple blotch {Phijllosticta

solitaria), which is the most troublesome disease of that section.

About 95 per cent of the unsprayed fruit was aflected with blotch

and about 40 per cent of the fruit sprayed with the self-boiled wash

was so affected. The commercial solution at 1-30 gave only slightly

better results, while Bordeaux mixture almost completely controlled

the cHsease. Bitter-rot {(llomerella rvfomaculans) , though not very

serious in the experimental orchard, was only partially controlled by

any of the lime-sulphur sprays, while Bordeaux mixture held it in

check thoroughly. It seems from the test that the lime-sulphur

preparations are of doubtful value in the control of apple blotch and

bitter-rot; but of course further tests are necessary before final con-

clusions can be reached.

CONCLUSIONS.

The writer feels that the information at hand is not quite sufficient

upon which to base final conclusions and recommendations. It

seems evident, however, that a lime-sulphur preparation in one form

or another is destined, largely, to take the place of Bordeaux mix-

ture in spraying varieties of apples subject to serious injury from

apj)lications of the latter.

A lime-sulphur solution containing, when diluted, about 4 pounds

of sulphur to 50 gallons of water appears at present to be the most

promising preparation. This may be obtained by using the com-

mercial solution at the rate of 1^ gallons to 50 gallons of water, or by

preparing the lime-sulphur solution at home and diluting it so that

each 50 gallons will contain 4 pounds of sulphur. The mixture at

this strength injured apple foliage in Virginia very little, and if these

results could be taken as a reliable guide there need be no hesitancy

in using it; but under difl'erent conditions the results might be differ-

ent, and the matter must still be considered as more or less experi-

mental. A strength of 1\ gallons of the commercial solution may

prove to be sufficient in most cases, and the danger of injury would

then, perhaps, be entirely eliminated.

Our experiments of 1908 and 1909, as well as the published records

of other investigators, show that the lime-sulphur solution is appar-

ently as effective as Bordeaux mixture in the control of apple scab.

Under more severe conditions than those which existed in the exper-

imental orchards the treatment might fail; but at present it is very

promising. Lime-sulphur will control leaf-spot and other minor

troubles, as well as apple scab, but so far it has not proved to be a

satisfactory remedy for apple ])lotch (Phyllosticta) and bitter-rot.

However, the experiments on those two diseases have not been car-

ried far enough to determine what may be expected of it in this con-

nection. In sections where spraying for bitter-rot is required the
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lime-sulpliur treatment for scab and leaf-spot could be followed by

applications of Bordeaux mixture for bitter-rot.

The self-boiled lime-sulphur is entirely harmless to apple foliage

and apparently has a stimulating effect, but it is not as effective

against scab as the boiled wash. Our experiments show that it will

rontrol mild cases of scab and will entirely prevent leaf-spot, "fruit-

spot," and the sooty fungus, but in sections where scab is a serious

disease this wash would probably be inefficient. In the Shenandoah

Valley of Virgiriia, where scab rarely occurs except in a mild form,

and under similar conditions elsewhere the self-boiled lime-sulphur

would perhaps be preferable to either the boiled wash or Bordeaux

mixture.

According to the information at hand arsenate of lead is unques-

tionably the poison to use with the lime-sulpliur mixtures. Instead

of increasing the caustic properties of the mixture, as at first feared,

it apparently has the opposite effect to some extent and does not

lose any of its insecticidal value by reason of the combination.

In all the experiments the combination of Paris green and the

lime-sulphur solution proved to be quite injurious to apple foliage,

and in the Arkansas work the combination of arsenite of lime and

lime-sulphur was exceedingl}^ injurious.

According to the results obtained in the Arkansas experiment,

three applications of the commercial solution at a strength of 1

gallon to 30 gallons may be made without material injury to apple

foliage, but after the fourth application the injurious effect becomes

serious, and after the fifth the injury is almost disastrous to both

fruit and foliage. It appears, therefore, that the injury is cumula-

tive and that it is unsafe to make more than three applications, or

four if one is made before the trees bloom.

SUGGESTIONS FOR TREATMENT.

It is at present more difhcult to make satisfactory recommenda-

tions for spraying apple orchards than it has been for years. Until

recently Bordeaux mixture was preeminently the best known fungi-

cide for use on the apple, and it was comparatively easy to outline

a course of orchard spraying for si given locality, but the advent of

new fungicides which, though insufficiently tested, give promise of

doing the good work of Bordeaux mixture without its harmful effects,

makes the problem more difficult until further experiments shall

have shown the exact value of these new preparations. The writer

is of the opinion, however, that the information at hand is sufficient

to warrant making substitutions for Bordeaux mixture under certain

conditions, thus avoiding as much as possible the very undesirable

fruit russeting and foliage injury produced by this fungicide. The
following tentative outlines for the treatment of diseases of different

varieties of apples are suggested:
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On varieties subject to attacks of apple scab, especially in districts

where this disease prevails, use a reliable commercial lime-sulpliur

solution (re«^isterin»]j about 32 dej^rees on the Baume scale) at the

stren<:;th of 1^- gallons to 50 (gallons of water or an equivalent strength

of the home-boiled solution," with 2 pounds of arsenate of lead. Spray

the trees (1) just before they bloom (after the cluster buds open); (2)

as soon as the petals fall; (3) three to four weeks after the petals

fall, and (4) nine to ten weeks after the petals fall. This course of

treatment is intended for (he control of apple scab, codling moth,

leaf-spot, and other minor troubles.

In the treatment of varieties not seriously subject to scab, or in

districts where this disease is not prevalent, tlu> application before the

trees bloom may be omitted, making only three applications in all.

On varieties requiring treatment for bitter-rot, the lime-sulphur

solution and arsenate of lead may be used in the two or three early

sprayings, and Bordeaux mixture (3-4-50) and arsenate of lead in

the applications required for bitter-rot, as follows: About nine weeks
after the petals fall and at intervals of two or three weeks until three

applications shall have been made.

On such varieties as the York Imperial, Grimes, Ben Davis, Gano,
and Wealthy, located in Virginia, West Virginia, jMaryland, and other

similar sections where these varieties suffer veiy little, or not at all,

from attacks of scab, the self-boiled lime-sulphur mixture (8-8-50),

with arsenate of lead, may be used with complete success. Spray
the trees (1) as soon as the petals fall; (2) three to four weeks after

the petals fall, and (3) nine to ten weeks after the petals fall. Tliis

course of treatment wall control the apple leaf-spot, mild cases of

scab, and other minor troubles, as well as the codling moth. The
advantage of this mixture over the boiled solution is that it is abso-

lutely harmless to fruit and foliage, while the use of the latter is

attended with some danger of foliage injury.

After another year's experiments the courses of treatment here

specified will doubtless have to be revised. They are suggested as a
guide in spraying apple orchards until further information on the

comparative value of various sulphur sprays can be obtained.

Approved

:

James Wilson,
Secretary of Agriculture.

Washington, D. C, Fehruary 7, 1910.

"This solution may be prepared by boiling 16 pounds of sulphur and 8 pounds of

lime with a small quantity of water for about one hour; then strain and add water to

make 200 gallons of spray; or stock solutions may be prepared according to Stewart's
method, as described in Bulletin 92 of the Pennsylvania Agricultural Experiment
Station.
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H. I'. T. ^54.

AMERICAN EXPORT CORN (MAIZE)

IN EUROPE.

INTRODUCTION.

PRODUCTION AND EXPORTS OF t50RN.

Statistics as <i;iv(Mi in the various Yearbooks of tlie De])artmeiit of

Agriculture show that the quantity of corn (maize) produced in the

United States during a period of ten years, from 1898 to 1907, inchi-

sive, was 23,092,986,802 bushels. During the same period there

were shipped out of the counties where it was grown 4,733,298,990

bushels, or 20.5 ])er cent of the production, the remaining 79.5 per

cent presumably being used on the farm or in the counties where it

was grown.

For a corresponding period of ten years beginning July 1, 1898,

and ended June 30, 1908, the domestic exports of corn (corn meal

not included) were 1,060,856,485 bushels, or 4.6 per cent of the

production and 22.4 per cent of the quantity shipped out of the

counties where grown, the quantity shipped out of the producing

counties constituting practically the whole of the possible commerce
in corn of the United States.

THE VALUE OF THE EXPORT TRADE IN CORN.

Corn is, in num})er of bushels, the principal grain that enters into

the export grain trade of the United States. The percentage of corn

that is exported, while but a small proportion of the total production,

is in point of the percentages of the possible commerce in corn, the

number of bushels exported, and the money values involved an

enormous trade, which naturally has an important bearing upon the

present and prospective wealth of the country. The prices that are

obtainable for the corn exported are naturally influencetl to a great

degree by the quality and condition of the corn at the time it is laid

down in foreign countries, and the foreign prices obtainable have in

turn been an influential factor in fixing its domestic values.

EUROPEAN COMPLAINTS.

For several years an increasingly large number of more or less

forcible and persistent representations were made to the Secretary

of Agriculture and other officers of the Federal Government, to the

effect that much of the grain, and especially the corn, that was being

exported from the United States was not being delivered abroad in a
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satisfactory condition, that it was not of the quahty represented by

the inspection certificates accompanying the shipments, and that

material injury was in consequence being done to the export grain

trade of the United States.

INVESTIGATIONS BEGUN.

In order to secure definite and rehable inforniation regarding the

condition in which American grain was arriving in European countries,

an investigation was undertaken by the United vStates Department

of Agriculture. As most of the dissatisfaction seemed to arise from

shipments of corn, special attention was given to that grain. Under

instructions from the Chief of the Bureau of Plant Industry, Mr.

Clyde E. Leighty, one of the writers of this paper, was engaged upon

the work for a period extending from January 22 to June 30, 1906,

during which time he visited eight of the more important European

grain-receiving ports and made examinations of the corn in thirty-

two ships arriving from the United States.

INVESTIGATIONS CONTINUED.

Continuing the investigations in order to secure additional data

and to verify that already obtained, Mr. Emil G. Boerner, also one of

the writers, was engaged upon the work for two periods, one period

extending from October 21, 1906, to June 15, 1907, and the other

extending from December 20, 1907, to October 30, 1908. During

the first period 88 corn-laden ships were examined at 22 European

ports and during the second period 53 ships containing corn were

examined at 12 European ports, all of the shipments having been

made from the various Atlantic and Gulf ports of the United States.

EUROPEAN CONDITIONS STUDIED.

Under instructions from the Secretary of Agriculture and the Chief

of the Bureau of Plant Industry, Mr. John D. Shanahan, in immedi-

ate charge of the work, was engaged during August, September, and

October, 1908, in reviewing these investigations and studying grain-

trade conditions in Europe, during which time he visited practically

all of the important European grain-importing countries in which

American grain is received and nearly all of the principal grain mar-

kets and grain-receiving ports in those countries.

The results of these investigations are here set forth in a series of

tables and diagrams, together with such conclusions as could be

drawn from and recommendations that were suggested by the work.

It is believed that the information is of a character which, if placed

before the grain industry of the United States, will exert an influence

toward the use of more care in the handling and shipping of corn and

toward placing our export grain business on a more satisfactory and

profitable basis.

[Cir. 55]
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THE RESULTS OF INVESTIGATIONS.

SUMMARY OF CARGO EXAMINATION.

The tables and diagrams showing the details of the three seasons'

work, collectively, show that a total of 15,077,987 bushels of corn,

all of which was certificated as being either "No. 2 Corn," "No.

2 Corn, Sail Grade," or "Prime (Sail) Mixed Corn" (grades of simi-

lar requirements as to quality and condition) at the different export

points on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the United States, and for-

warded in 175 steamships, were examined on arrival at the various

European grain-receiving ports; that, as a result of careful examina-

tions and estimates, 1,911,374 bushels, or 12.7 per cent, of that total

quantity were found on arrival to be in a heating or hot condition,

some portions of which were so badly damaged as to be entirely unfit

ft)r feeding purposes. The percentage of heating an«i hot corn varied

in the different cargoes and parcels, 100 per cent heating or hot being

reached in a total of eight cases during the whole of the three seasons.

EXPLANATION OF THE TERMS USED IN TABLES.

The columns headed "Date of loading" in the tables, except where

otherwise specified, show the dates borne on the certificates of inspec-

tion accompan}dng the different shipments, and are consequently

the dates when the loading at the American port was completed.

The columns headed "Days in boat" represent, inmost cases, the

number of days from the date of loading to the date the samples were

drawn in Europe at the time the cargo was being discharged.

The percentages of "Dirt and foreign material" in each case

include all finely broken corn particles that would pass through a

26-gauge 10 by 10 mesh wire sieve, and any other material not corn

which was found in the samples as drawn. Great care was exercised to

obtain samples that would represent the correct average of the dirt

and foreign matter in the grain being sampled, the percentages given

being determined by actual separations and weighings. All of the

samples drawn from the cargoes were placed immediately in air-

tight containers in order to guard against any change in their moisture

content before being tested.

FACTORS CONCERNING WHICH NO INFORMATION WAS AVAILABLE.

Some of the factors concerning which no data were available, and

which no doubt have their own peculiar influence on the condition of

corn in ocean transit, include whether or not fermentation had started

in the corn at the time of loading; the temperature of the atmosphere

and the temperature of the grain at the time of loading; the char-

acter and condition in all cases of other freight loaded next to or on

top of the grain; the treatment to which the grain was subjected

li'ir. noj
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after loading, including whether or not the ship's hatches were left

uncovered during rainy, foggy, or damp weather; and the tempera-

tures encountered by the ship en route after the grain was loaded.

AMERICAN CORN CERTIFICATED AS "nO. 2 CORN," "NO. 2 CORN, SAIL

GRADE," OR "prime (sAIl) MIXED CORN " EXAMINED IN EUROPE

DURING FEBRUARY, MARCH, APRIL, AND MAY, 1906.

Table I shows in detail the results of the personal examination of

thirty-four cargoes of corn upon their arrival during February, March,

April, and May, 1906, at eight of the principal European grain-receiv-

ing ports. These thirty-four ships carried an aggregate of 4,354,681

bushels and were loacled on various dates between December 28,

1905, and May 15, 1906, at seven of the principal Atlantic and Gulf

ports of the United States.

Careful examinations and estimates of the corn on board those

ships showed that 526,192 bushels, or 12.1 per cent, were in a heating

or hot condition, 100 per cent heating or hot being reached in two cases.

The length of time the corn was in the vessels varied from thirteen to

forty-nine days. The percentages of dirt and foreign material varied

from 0.3 of 1 per cent to 3.8 per cent. The moisture content of the

cool corn varied from a minimum of 14.4 per cent to a maximum of

19.3 per cent. The percentage of moisture in the heating corn, where

such tests were made, varied from 13.8 to 21 per cent.

Table I.—American corn certificated as "No. 2 Corn,'' "No. 2 Corn, Sail Grade,"

or "Prime {Sail) Mixed Corn," examined in Europe during February, March, April,

and May, 1906, showing the quantityfound heating or hot, etc.

C9

No.
1

2

3
4

5

6
7
8
9
10
n
12

13

14

15
16
17

18

19

20
21

Quantity
examined.

Bushels.
94,285
55, 714

111,429
209,829
145,714
51,942
85,714
232,882
150,000
85,714

249, 963

205, 994

222, 754

145,714
166,415
90,000
43,085
302,013
34,285
176,209

147, 040

Quantity found
heating or hot.

Bushels.
6 3,600

1,785

cl,785
d 1,785

e 40, 140
(Slight.)

c788
f 17,865
c4,810

« 56, 000
e7,140
c 2, 500

60
6 900

/ 90, 000
6 c 360

(Slight.)

1,000
6^2,462

Per cent.

3.8
3.2

.0

.9
1.2

77.3
.0
.3

11.9
5.6
22.4
3.5
11.2

.0

.5

100.0

Holds
occu-
pied.

No

.0

.0

.6
1.7

Date of

loading.

1905.

Dec. 28
Dec. 29

1906.

Jan. 4
Jan. 6
Jan. 13

Jan. 15

Jan. 16

Jan. 20
Jan. 23
Jan. 26
Jan. 26
Jan. 29
Jan. 31

Feb. 23
Feb. 23
Feb. 26
Mar. 1

Mar. 6
Mar. 12
Mar. 15

Mar. 30

Days
in

boat.

Dirt and
foreign
matter.

No.
46
49

35
35
31

33
22
28
24
22
32
29
27
19

15

26
14

22
46
19

15

Per cent.
1.6
.8

.4

1.0
2.5
2.2
.9
1.8
2.2
1.4

.8

.6
1.8
2.6
3.2
1.6
3.8
2.4
.3

2.4
2.3

Moisture
in cool
corn.

a

Per cent.

16.0
15.5

14.4
14.6
16.7
19.2
16.6
17.2
18.2
18.0
17.9
16.8
17.9
16.8
17.9
17.5
17.5
17.5
15.0
17.9
18.8

Moisture
in heating

corn.

Per cent.

13.8

16.0
18.8

16.0

18.7

18.5

18.1

18.3

a Except where the entire cargo was heating or hot.

6 Near propeller-shaft tunnel only.
c Near engine or boiler room bulkhead only.

d Near shifting boards in one hold.
», ,i i, .^i

e General, but worse near engine and boiler room bulkheads.

/ In all places of stowage.

ICir. 55]
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Table I.

—

American com certificated as "No. 2 Corn," ''No. 2 Corn, Sail Grade,"

or "Prime {Sail) Mixed Corn," examined in Europe during February, March, April,

and May, 1906, showing the quantityfound heating or hot, etc.—Continued.

i



8 AMERICAN EXPORT CORN ( MAIZE ) IN EUROPE.

AMERICAN CORN CERTIFICATED AS "no. 2 CORN," ''no. 2 CORN, SAIL
GRADE," OR "prime (sAIL) MIXED CORN," EXAMINED IN EUROPE
FROM NOVEMBER, 190G, TO MAY, 1907, INCLUSIVE.

Table II shows in detail the results of the personal examination
of eighty-eight cargoes of corn on their arrival during the months
from November, 1906, to May, 1907, inclusive, at the principal

European grain-receiving ports. The eighty-eight cargoes contained
an aggregate of 6,598,351 bushels, of which quantity 1,120,900 bush-
els, or 17 per cent, w^ere found to be in a heating or hot condition.

The cargoes were loaded at the different Atlantic and Gulf ports in

the United States on various dates from October 17, 1906, to May 9,

1907. The corn in forty-five of the cargoes arrived cool throughout.

The corn in forty-three of the cargoes was found to be more or less

heating or hot, 100 per cent heating or hot being reached in five car-

goes aggregating 254,073 bushels.

The length of time that the corn was in the vessels varied from 14

to 58 days. All of the corn which was in the vessels under 16 days
arrived cool. One of the cargoes examined was en route 58 days,

with 60,000 bushels of corn containing 14.4 per cent of moisture, but
sustained no damage. Another cargo carrying 17,142 bushels of

corn containing 16.7 per cent of moisture was en route 56 days and
24.5 per cent of the cargo was found to be heating or hot on arrival.

The moisture content of the cool corn examined on arrival during

the period varied from 12 to 20.6 per cent, an average of 17.1 per

cent. Approximately 2,748,000 bushels, or 50.2 per cent, of the cool

corn contained moisture exceeding 18 per cent. The dirt and for-

eign material, with one exception, varied from 0.2 of 1 per cent to

4.5 per cent. In one cargo, the above exception, one sample analyzed

62.5 per cent of dirt and foreign matter but was representative only

of a considerable quantity of corn that was located just under one of

the hatches of one of the ships.

Table II.

—

American corn certificated as "No. 2 Corn," "No. 2 Corn, Sail Grade,"
or" Prime {Sail) Mixed Corn" examined in Europefrom November, 1906, to May, 1907,
inclusive, showing the quantityfound heating or hot, etc.

6

C9

o
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Table II.

—

American corn certificated as "No. 2 Com,^' "No. 2 Corn, Sail Grade,^'
or "Prime (Sail) Mixed Com" examined in Europefrom November, 1906, to May, 1907,
inclusive, showing the quantityfound heating or hot, etc.—Continued.
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Table II.

—

American corn certificated as "No. 2 Corn,^^ "No.2 Corn, Sail Grade," or
''Prime (Sail) Mixed Corn" examined in Europe from November, 1906, to May, 1907,
inclusive, showing the quantityfound heating or hot, etc.-—^Continued.

1
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~/3

CARGO A/C/AfBCR.

Fig. 3.—Diagram showing in chronological order the cargo number of each shipment, the months during

which sliipments were made, the percentages of moisture in the corn, and the percentages of corn found

damaged in each cargo on arrival in Europe during the remainder of the season of 1906-7.

AMERICAN CORN CERTIFICATED AS "nO. 2 CORN," "nO. 2 CORN, SAIL

GRADE," OR "prime (sAIL) MIXED CORN " EXAMINED IN EUROPE
DURING JANUARY, FEBRUARY, MARCH, APRIL, AND MAY, 1908.

Table III shows in detail the results of the personal examination

of fift^'-three cargoes of American corn on their arrival at European
ports during the months from December, 1907, to May, 1908, inclu-

sive. The fifty-three cargoes contained an aggregate of 4,124,955

bushels, of which 264,2S2 bushels, or 6.4 per ceii^, were found to be

in a heating or hot condition.

The corn was loaded in the United States on various dates from
December 17, 1907, to May 1, 1908. The corn in twenty-four cargoes

arrived in an entirely cool condition throughout, while that in twenty-

nine cargoes was found to be more or less heating or hot, 100 per cent

heating or hot being reached in only one case.

The moisture content of the cool corn in the cargoes varied from
14 to 20 per cent. The dirt and foreign material varied from 0.3 of 1

per cent to 12.3 per cent. Of the total of 264,282 bushels found to be

heating or hot during the period, 177,170 bushels, or 67 per cent,

were located in the holds of the ships next to the engine and boiler

rooms or over the propeller-shaft tunnels. The remaining 86,802
H'ir. ,-,-,]



12 AMEKlCAN EXPORT CORN (mAIZe) IN EUROPE.

bushels, or 32.9 per cent, of the damaged corn were so located as not

to be affected by the heat radiated from the engines and boilers of the

ships.

Table III.—American corn certificated as "No. 2 Corn," "No. 2 Corn, Sail Grade,'' or

"Prime (Sail) Mixed Corn" examined in Europe during January, February, March,

April, and May, 1908, showing the quantityfound heating or hot, etc.

03

O

No.
201

202
203
204

205
206
207

208
209
210
211

212
213
214
215
216
217
21S
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231

232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253

Quantity
examined.

Bushels.
18,060
47, 142

88,284
121,143
68, 154

15,867
42,857

42,857
34, 285

38, 571

25, 714

149, 525
18,.452

29, 999

60, 000
265, 704

161,037
138, 206
131,141

75,857
262,462
104,000
100, 325
65,484
.54, 044

1.56, 8.54

60,010
8, .571

102,400

155, .564

So, 714

102, 857
154,282
68. 570

51 , 428
102,857
12,857

145,714

8, .530

60, 107

42,8.57

42, 437

94, 182

47, 142
17,142
68. 571

77,142
81,428
107, 142

25, 714

34, 285

25,714
25,714

Quantity found heat-
ing or hot.

Bushels.

6.360

<-S,900

C900

Per cent.

0.0
.0
.0
2

13! 1

.0
2.1

4,124,955

ii900

(•2,200

f 5 1,500
7 500

/ 28,900
6 400

flOO
/ 11.400

?8,000
6 1,700

e 50, 000

'•2,000

fie, 000
6 8,600

6^2,228

1,000
g200

6 50 t>

''11,280

<• 1,000
ffOOO

6(71,680
(•SOO

<2 1,400

'',34,284

cl7,500
6 (Slight.)

264,282

2.1

.0

.0

.0
1.5

.0

.0
85.8
..2

18.0
.3

.0

.1

4.3
.0
.0

12.2
3.1

31.9
.0
.0
2.0
10.3
10.0

.0
1.4

.0

.0
1.0

1.6
.0
.0
.0
.1

26.6
.0
.0

5.8
.9
2.2
1.0
1.3

.0
100.0
68.1

.0

Holds
occu-
pied.

6.4

No.
1

1

3
4

4

1

2

Date of

loading.

1907.

Dec. 17

Dec. 19

Dec. 21

Dee. 24
Dec. 24

Dec. 24

Dec. 26

1908.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan. 11

Jan. 16
Jan. 17
Jan. 21

Jan. 24
Jan. 27

Jan. 29
Jan. 30
Feb. 3

Feb. 4
Feb. 5

Feb. 5

Feb. 8

Feb. 10
Feb. 11

Feb. 11

Feb. 12

Feb. 13

Feb. 13

Feb. 17
Feb. 20
Feb. 27
Mar. 19

Mar. 21

Mar. 27
Mar. 5

Mar. 5
Mar. 7

Mar. 11

Mar. 12

Mar. 20
Mar. 27
Mar. 27
Mar. 28
Apr. 6
Apr. 13
Apr. 16
Apr. 22
Apr,^ 25
Apr7 30
May 1

Days
in

boat.

137

No.
28
26
24
23

45
23

44

26
27
28
27
29
35
19

46
21

25
21

22
21

23
23
23
23

20
36
24

24
35
22
32
19

23

21

18

25
28
29

55
27
20
45
21

28
28
26
24

27
23
21

21

30
28

Dirt and
foreign
matter.

Per cent.

2.4
.7

2.1

.3
1.4

2.0
.4

1.5
.9
.9

1.1

1.0
.5
.5
1.2
1.4

4.0
2.4
.9
.6
2.0
1.4
.7
.4
.9
1.2
2.2
.3

.9

3.3
1.7
.8
1.0
2.6
2. 2

i'l
.8

.6

.9
3.0
1.6

1.9

.9
3.4
1.9
.9
1.5
.7

3.1

12.3
8.1
2.8
5.9

Moisture
in cool
corn.™

Per cent.

15.0
14.2
16.0
17.2
16.9
1.5.6

16.7

16.4

16.6
18.4
17.8
19.1

15.8
18.7
18.6
18.3
19.5
19.1

18.6
19.6
20.0
17.1

17.2
19.3
18.5
18.9
17.7
19.6
15.3
17.8
16.0
17.0
20.0
17.3
18.4

18.3
17.2
16.2
14.0
16.9
16.4
16.2
15.8
16.9
18.0
17.6
15.9
16.7
16.6
1,5.8

15.8
17.1

1.5.6

Moisture
in heat-
ing corn.

Per cent.

a Except where the entire cargo was heating or hot.
6 Principally in upper portions of grain in all holds.
c Near engine or boiler room bulkhead only.
d Near engine or boiler room bulkhead, and near shifting boards in one hold.

? General, but worse near engine and boiler room bulkheads.
/ At top of some holds, but principally near engine and boiler room bulkheads.

g Near propeller-shaft tunnel only.

28.0

16.5

25.2

26.5
24.4

25.3

23.2

15.0
18.5
20.4

21.8

16.6

18.2

[Cir. 55]
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Figure 4 illustrates the data eontainetl in Table III with regard to

the moisture content of the corn and the quantities of corn found

heating or hot in the different shipments.

DEC.
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Table V.

—

The effect of stoumge on corn examined during the season of 1907-8.

Location of heating or hot corn.

In holds adjacent to
engine and boiler

room bulkheads and
shaft tunnels.

Bushels.
177,170

Per cent.

67.0

In holds not adjacent
to engine and boiler

room bulkheads and
shaft tunnels.

Total corn
found heat-
ing or hot.

Btishcls.

86, 802
Per cent.

32.9
Bushels.
263,972

Sea-damaged corn.

Bushels.
310

Per cent.

0.1

COMPARISON OF THE MONTHS IN WHICH THE CORN WAS SHIPPED AND
THE QUANTITIES FOUND HEATING OR HOT ON ARRIVAL.

Table VI shows the quantities of corn examined and the quantities

found heating or hot, arranged according to the months during which

the shipments were made. From this table it will be seen that con-

siderable quantities of the corn shipped during the winter months, as

well as that shipped during the spring months, or during the so-called

"germinating season," arrived in a heating or hot condition. The

highest percentage of heating or hot corn was found in the shipments

made during May. The next highest percentage was found in the

corn shipped during April, while the percentage found heating or hot

in that shipped during March was less than was found in the ship-

ments made during either January or February. The corn examined

which was loaded during October and November was to all appear-

ances "old crop" corn containing low percentages of moisture, none

of which was found "out of condition" or heating.

Table VI.

—

Comparison of the months in ivhich the corn ivas shipped and the percentages

found heating or hot on arrival.
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COMPARISON OF THE LENGTH OF TIME THE CORN WAS IN THE VESSELS

AND THE QUANTITIES FOUND HEATING OR HOT ON ARRIVAL.

Tabic VII shows tlie leiigtli of time the com examined was in the

vessels and the quantities f()un<l in a heating or hot condition. The

table is arranged in periods of 10 days each, with the exceptions of

the first and last periods which are from 13 to 15 days, inclusive, and

from 56 to 58 da3^s, inclusive, respectively. It will be seen in the

totals of this table that of the corn examined during the three years the

percentage that was found heating or hot increased dii-ectly (with

but one exception, which is explained) as the length of time in the

ships increased. The percentages of damage vary from 8.5 per cent

in the first period to 42.5 per cent for the period from 46 to 55 days.

Tahi,k y 1 1 .---Coiti fxiriunn of the. length of time the corn urns in the ve.tsels a ml the qaantities

found hedtiny or hot on arrival.
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In this table it will be seen that the percentage of corn found

heating or hot on arrival increased with but few exceptions as the

moisture content increased. The exceptions being almost wholly-

due to most favorable shipping conditions, which materially reduced

the percentage of damage in the corn containing from 18.1 to 20.6 per

cent of moisture.

Table VIII.

—

Comparison of the percentages of moisture in the corn and the percentages

of corn found heating or hot on arrival in Europe.
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THE C0R;>^ examined IN EI^ROPE GRADED ACCORDING TO GRADE
MOISTURE LIMITS OF THE GRAIN DEALERS' NATIONAL ASSOCIATION.

The Grain Dealers' National Association at its annual convention

held at St. Louis, Mo., in October, 1908, adopted rules and specifi-

cations for commercial grain grades and recommended tliat they be

adopted for general use in the grain business. These rules limited

the percentages of moisture to be allowed in the different grades of

corn as follows: "No. 1 Corn," 15 per cent; "No. 2 Corn," 16 per

cent; "No. 3 Corn," 19 per cent; and "No. 4 Corn," 22 per cent,

these grades to include cool corn only.

Table X shows the corn examined arranged in grades according to

its moisture content as tested in Europe and according to the limits

of moisture fixed for each grade by the association rules. From
this table it will be seen that according to those rules 2,815,795

bushels, or 18.7 per cent, of the corn examined and that was shipped
as "No. 2" or equivalent grades would have been graded "No. 2"

or better; that 7,528,941 bushels, or 50.1 per cent, would have been
graded "No. 3;" that 2,796,058 bushels, or 18.6 per cent, would
have been graded "No. 4;" and that 1,885,641 bushels, or 12.7 per

cent, would have been graded "Sample," on account of being heating

or hot. Had the heating or hot corn in the shipments arrived cool

it would have been classed among the other grades, as in that case

it is believed none of the corn would have shown moisture contents

of more than 20.6 per cent, the highest percentage of moisture found
in any of the cool corn.

Table X.

—

American corn certificated as "No. 2" or equivalent grades examined in
Europe a arranged in grades according to the moisture limits of the rules adopted by the

Grain Dealers' National Association at St. Louis, Mo., in October, 1908.
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the certificates of inspection accompanying these shipments to indi-

cate that the corn had been artificially dried. During the season

1907-8, 1,299,075 busliels of such corn were examined on arrival

and 54,314 bushels, or 4.1 per cent, were found to be in a heating

condition.

None of this so-called ''dried" corn which arrived cool showed a

moisture content of less than 15.2 per cent, wliile some of the cool

corn contained as high as 19.4 per cent of moisture, and the corn

found heating in the various cargoes was quite evenly distributed

from that containing the lowest to that containing the highest per-

centage of moisture, showing that the partial drying of corn con-

taining high percentages of moisture so disturbs conditions as to

cause it to be generally unsafe for ocean shipment.

THE GRADES OF " STEAMER," AND " NO. 3 CORN."

Aside from the better grades of corn heretofore considered consid-

erable quantities of the lower grades of "Steamer" and "No. 3

Corn" were examined, but the data relating thereto are not included

in the tables or diagrams.

Of this corn 51,428 bushels in two cargoes, which were loaded and

shipped in January and February, 1908, and the voyages of which

consumed 17 and 20 days, respectively, showed a moisture content

ranging from 19.2 to 22.5 per cent, an average of 19.8 per cent.

The corn was stowed in holds free and away from boiler or engine

room heat, and no heating or hot corn was found in either cargo.

HEAT-DAMAGED CORN ARTIFICIALLY DRIED.

Several shipments or parcels, amounting in all to 79,847 busliels of

badly discolored heat-damaged corn, sometimes known as "ma-
hogany," which had been artificially dried before shipping, w^ere also

examined in Europe. These shipments bore certificates as "rejected

corn," "dried," and the data relating thereto are not included in

the tables and diagrams. The moisture content of this corn varied

from 13.2 to 17.4 per cent. Such corn is used almost entirely for

distilling purposes on the continent of Europe.

EXPORT CARGOES OF WHEAT.

Several cargoes of wheat which were exported from the Atlantic

and Gulf ports of the United States were also examined on arrival in

Europe, and many complaints, some of which were verified, accom-

panied by samples and data, were submitted to the writers. These

complaints were largely centered about shipments of hard winter

wheat from the Gulf ports, which were, in some cases, received in

Europe in a badly heating and damaged condition, due to an excess
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amount of moisture in the grain at the time of shipment. In other

cases the cargoes arrived cool, but the wheat contained hirge per-

centages of (himaged kernels caused by the wheat having been

heated before shipment.

Other complaints of American wheat shipments brought to the

notice of the writers had relation to the relatively poor quality and

dirty condition of deliveries of No. 1 Northern Spring wheat; to

deliveries of semihard wheat, mixtures of soft and hard wheats, and

entirely soft red winter wheats upon hard winter wheat purchases;

to deliveries of <lamp, smutt}", and heat-damaged durum wheat upon

purchases of No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3 Durum wheat; and to deliveries

of wheat containing considerable quantities of wild garlic on pur-

chases of No. 2 Soft Red Winter wheat.

OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.

FACTORS AFFECTING GENERAL CONDITIONS.

THE MOISTURE CONTENT OF "nO. 2 CORN " AND "MIXED CORN."

The rules and specifications defining the grades of ''No. 2 Corn"

and "Mixed Corn" (the latter being used almost exclusively by one

export market) of both the interior and export grain markets of the

United States definitely require that corn of those grades shall be

"sound" and "dry," and the addition of the terms "Sail Grade" or

"Prime Sail" are used upon the inspection certificates of some export

markets to emphasize the factor of dryness, yet the cool corn which

bore certificates of those grades and w^as examined in Europe con-

tained on arrival all the way from 12 to 20.6 per cent moisture.

So far as these investigations have progressed, it is not thought

possible under ordinary conditions of ocean transportation for corn

or other grain, confined as it is in the holds of the ships, to take on

moisture from the air, as wdieat from semiarid regions is said to do

when otherwise transported to more humid regions, especially when
the moisture content of the grain as shipped is high.

• *
HOW CHANGES IN MOISTURE CONTENT MAY TAKE PLACE ON BOARD SHIP.

There are two means b}^ which the moisture content in any part

or the whole of a ship's corn cargo may be increased during transit:

(1) The transfer of moisture by air currents caused by changes in

temperature; and (2) by chemical changes within the corn kernel.

As to the first means, corn containing excessive moisture and

situated so the moisture can escape when subjected to heat will give

off moisture and become drier. The moisture thus given ofT in a

ship's hold, in case the temjieratures in the hold are not uniform,

fijids its way to the usual air space above the corn and under the
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deck, passing thence as water to other parts of the hold, where it

condenses on the cooler corn, the cooler deck, and the sides of the

ship. This process, augmented as time goes on by the second means,

may increase considerably the moisture content of the corn in some

portions of the hold or cargo.

The second means by which the moisture content of the corn may
be increased is by changes in the chemical composition of the kernel,

the effect of which is more evident in corn that is heating badly.

Conditions of temperature and moisture may be favorable in some

part of a cargo for fermentation to begin and continue with more or

less vigor. The heat generated in this process is gradually trans-

mitted to the surrounding portions, starting and increasing fer-

mentation, which decomposes the grain and liberates its water of

composition, thus increasing the amount of moisture in some por-

tions or in the whole cargo, if conditions are not disturbed, without

any addition whatever of moisture from outside sources.

From these causes the corn in many of the ships examined was

found to be damp and heating at the top, while that beneath was

cool, and the iron decks and sides of the ships were found to be quite

wet with the condensed moisture from the heating corn.

THE "germinating SEASON."

In the grain trade the ''germinating season," so called, is under-

stood to be a special season of the year during which grain is cus-

tomarily planted in the ground. The limits of this season are not

very clearly defined, but it is generally understood to extend from

about the middle of March to the middle of June. It is generally

believed that there is a natural and inherent tendency in grain to

germinate during that season, and that the heating of grain in storage

and in transit during those months is due primarily to this tendency.

From the nature of the damage usually found in corn in a heating

or hot condition in storage or in ships in transit there seems to be

good reason for doubting that the germinative processes are respon-

sible for the damage, as such corn does not usuall}^ appear to have

germinated. Sprouted corn was occasionally found in the cargoes

examined, but only at the top of the bulk, where considerable addi-

tional moisture had been supplied, either through condensation, as

described elsewhere, or from outside sources.

CONDITIONS NECESSARY TO GERMINATION.

In order that coin or any of the grains may germinate there must

be present: (1) Air or oxygen; (2) heat; and (3) moisture. If one

or more of these are absent germination will not take place, but if

all are present at the same time and in sufficient quantities and the
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germ of the grain be alive, germination will take place regardless of

the time, the place, or the season of the year.

There can be no doubt that the same conditions of temperature and

moisture that favor germination or the active growth of the germ of

the grain are favorable also to the growth of molds and bacteria, as

well as the production and action of certain ferments which have the

power of changing the composition of the grain kernels, and which in

their action produce heat sufficient to cause the heating of the grain.

There is too little known of the great subject of fermentation in

nature to enable more to be said than that some kind of fermentation

does frequently take place in bulk grain and that this is the principal

danger to wliich damp grain in storage or in transit is exposed.

SHIPMENTS OF " WINTER-SHELLED " CORN.

In the Northern Hemisphere during the spring months the proper

combination of the elements favorable to the production and action

of ferments is more hkely to exist than during the other seasons of

the year. The fact that the corn shipped for export during the early

spring months of the past several years has been mostly "winter-

shelled" corn, which still retained a relatively large percentage of its

moisture and in which fermentation had frec^uently begun before

shipment, and the further fact that much damage has been sustained

through the shipment of such corn is what undoubtedly originated

and what has perpetuated the idea of a "germinating season."

Corn in which fermentation has begun need not necessarily be hot

or even perceptibly heating, but the action is usually indicated by a

pecuhar faintly sour odor present. The presence of this odor should

serve as a warning to the shipper or handler of corn, because corn in

which the odor is present soon becomes hot if not frequenth" and

thoroughly ventilated, more especially if its moisture content is high.

THE IMPORTANCE OF MOISTURE CONTENT IN CORN IN OCEAN TRANSIT.

These investigations have led to the conclusion, which is beheved

to have been clearly demonstrated in the tables and diagrams,

that the moisture content of corn, and of other grains as well, is the

primary factor determming their capacity to carry safely in ocean

transit without deterioration, and the importance of this factor has

been emphasized throughout the work. Corn in which the moisture

content is sufficiently low will carr}^ safely under ordinary conditions

of ocean transit for any reasonable length of time during any season

of the year, no matter where it is stowed in the vessel, while corn con-

taining a high moisture content is constantly in danger of heating at

any time ow:mg to a variety of contributing causes.

It has been shown that although somewhat drier corn was shipped

to Europe during the spring months, its moisture content was still not
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sufficiently low in many cases to enable the corn to carry safely at

the naturally increased temperatures encountered en route.

Thoroughly air-dried corn contains about 12 per cent of moisture.

Such corn may be shipped for export at any time under ordmary

conditions with little or no danger from heating in transit, and this

is practically true also of corn containing up to 14 per cent of mois-

ture, provided fermentation has not started in such corn."

CONDITIONS NECESSARY FOR SHIPPING DAMP CORN.

The fact that certain lots of corn contain high percentages of mois-

ture does not necessarily mean that they will not stand ocean ship-

ment safely. The voyage may be short, the air temperature at the

time of loading and durmg the voyage may be low, no disturbing

mfluence such as heat radiated from the ship's boilers may be en-

countered, and the corn kept practically in cold storage. Under such

most favorable conditions a high percentage of moisture may often

be safely carried in corn. Cargoes of such corn are often landed upon

the quays in Europe in a perfectly cool (cold, in fact) condition,

which corn upon bemg exposed to warmer atmospheric conditions

soon "goes out of condition" and becomes hot and unfit for reship-

ment via the waterways of Europe, as is required of much of the grain

received abroad.

THE EFFECT OF HIGH AND LOW MOISTURE CONTENTS.

When corn goes out of condition, the effect of its relative moisture

content immediately becomes evident. Corn with a low moisture

content requires a much longer time to reach that stage designated as

"hot" or to become discolored or "damaged" by the process of heat-

ing than com with a high moisture content, while corn with a high

moisture content will heat, become discolored, and lose weight by

evaporation quickly, and the processes of deterioration are accelerated

with each additional per cent of moisture much more rapidly than

the proportionate increase in the moisture content.

TMien corn of a low moisture content is found m a heating condi-

tion, it can ordmarily be restored to its original condition with but a

slight amount of handling and ventilating and udthout much, if any,

loss in value through discoloration, while corn with a high moisture

content, when heating in any considerable bulk, quicldy becomes

badly discolored and damaged and is ^nth great difficult}^ and a

great amount of handling restored to a cool condition, and then only

with more or less damage to its quality and a corresponding loss in

value.

a None of the corn examined in Europe which contained less than 14 per cent of

moisture was found in a heating condition, excepting in cases where moisture had

been expelled through the heating processes, regardless of its location in the ships.
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THE MOISTURE CONTENT OF CORN FROM ARGENTINA.

With respect to its moisture content, the corn received in Europe

from Argentina upi)oars to have an advantage over corn from the

United States, notwithstancHng that it must cross the equator and

the Toriid Zone in transit to Europe. A number of tests of Argen-

tine corn showed moisture contents ranging from 12.2 to 15.5 per

cent. The corn witli the higher moisture content frecpiently arrived

in a heating condition but was restored to condition, without much

or any change from its original appearance and color, with but little

handling and ventilating.

THE DIRT AND FOREIGN MATTER IN CORN.

During the process of loading grain into the hold of a ship, the

finely broken particles of corn, dirt, and foreign matter t^nd to collect

and remain directly beneath the hatches, the whole kernels shifting

and rolling much more readily than the broken particles and dirt.

Owing to this tendency large amounts of dirt and finely broken corn

were frequently found immediately beneath the hatches of the ships

examined, and heating and moldy corn was also frequently found

in those localities. The heating processes were undoubtedly aided

by these collections of fuier matter, especially when found in contact

with damp shifting boards or other cargo intioduced into the hold in

a dai'^'o or wet condition.

THE STOWAGE OF EXPORT GRAIN IN SHIPS.

Practically all of the grain that is exported to Europe from the

Atlantic and Gulf ports of the United States is carried in bulk, with

the exception of small quantities placed in sacks, which is used in

trimming cargo in order to prevent the bulk grain from shifting with

the rolhng and pitching of the ship. When a ship carries a full cargo

each hold is, of course, filled or nearly filled with grain, but when

grain forms only a portion of the cargo one or more holds are some-

times filled with grain only and the remaining holds contain other

freight, while in other cases the grain is distributed along the bottom

of the ship, each hold containing about the same depth of grain, m
wiiich cases other cargo is stowed on the top of the grain.

THE STOWAGE OF DRY AXD DAMP CORN.

"When the com is thoroughly air dried it is not a matter of great

importance where or how it is stowed, so hmg as it does not come into

contact with sea water, green or wet shifting boards, or damp or wet

freight, such as cotton that has been exposed to rain before being

loaded, wet lumber, etc.
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Wliere the shipments of corn contained a percentage of moisture
much above that of thoroughly air-dried com it was found in a large

percentage of the holds examined that at least some of the corn was
heating, and in some cases that all of it was in that condition.

In many cases the damage was confined to the com at the top of

the cargo, where the grain was loaded under and came in contact with
damp cotton, copper, or other heavy or wet freight, and where the

corn was located against wet shifting boards or along the sides of

the ship, where condensation had taken place, while in other cases

the heating grain was apparently protected from boiler heat and had
no other freight loaded upon it.

THE HEAT RADIATED FROM THE SHIP's BOILERS AND ENGINES.

Where the heating occurred, the temperature as well as the degree

of damage in the corn was not uniform in the damaged portions.

When the damaged corn w^as located in that section of the ship con-

tiguous to the boiler and engine room bulkheads, to the propeller-

shaft tunnels, or in the coal-bunker holds, as it was in the greatest

number of cases, the greatest heat and the most severe damage were
usually found nearest to those bulkheads and shaft tunnels, and less

heat and a less degree of damage the farther the distance from them.

The usual situation in such cases is indicated in figure 5.

THE LENGTH OF VOYAGE AND ITS INFLUENCE ON CORN.

The length of voyage of grain steamships from Argentina to Europe
averages about thirty-five days, from the American Atlantic ports

about thirteen days, and from ports on the Gulf of ]\Iexico about
twenty days.

The available information and data regarding the length of voy-

age of the cargoes examined in Europe seem to warrant the con-

clusion that if corn when loaded into ships is sound and dry, the

length of the voyage has little or no effect upon its condition, but when
it is shipped with a high moisture content and is stowed in such a

way as to be subjected to heat from the inside of the ship or is shipped

during the warm seasons of the year when it is subjected to con-

siderable heat from the outside atmosphere, the length of the voyage
is a very important factor, especially if the heating begins early in

the voyage, in which case the heat is gradually difl'used with each

succeeding day and a higher temperature is developed in the com
already heating. Thus with each succeeding day more of the sound
corn begins to heat and the com already heating becomes more
severely damaged.
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A DESIRABLE ARRANGEMENT IN GRAIN-CARRYING SHIPS.

The danger of grain, and especially corn, going out of condition

or heating when loaded against the unprotected boiler and engine

room bulkheads antl over the unprotected or nonventilated propeller-

shaft tunnels of grain-carrying ships has led to the construction in

many such ships of second or false bulkheads, so placed as to form

air spaces of from 12 to 18 inches between the bulkheads of the cargo

holds and those of the engine and boiler rooms, and the installation

of ventilators for the propeller-shaft tunnels, the air spaces formed

by the false bulkheads being also provided with ventilators extend-

ing through the decks on the port and starboard sides of the ships.

This arrangement tends to keep the superheated bulkheads, with

which the grain would otherwise come in contact, and the shaft-

tininel coverings in a reasonably cool condition by allowing the heat

to escape. Ships arranged in this manner, and especially when the

additional bulkheads and the shaft-tunnel coverings are further

protected by a plank sheathing next to the cargo, are very desirable

ships for carrying grain or any other perishable cargo that may be

affected by high temperatures. This arrangement is illustrated in

figure 6.

FORMS OF GRAIN CONTRACTS.

In a general way, and so far as they affect the quality of the grain

bought or sold, there are four forms of contract upon wliich grain is

purchased in Europe from the United States, as follows: (1) That it be

of fair average C{uality of the season's shipments at the time and place

of shipment; (2) that it be equal to a sealed sample (agreed upon) at

the time and place of shipment; (3) that an ofhcial certificate of in-

spection be final as to quality; and (4) American rye terms, wliich

last form provides that the seller shall guarantee the condition of the

grain on arrival in Europe, "sliip or sea" damage excepted, differences

arising out of the contract, if any, to be arbitrated in Europe.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OP CONTRACTS.

B}' far the greatest portion of the export grain business of the

Atlantic and Gulf ports of the United States is done upon the basis of

the third contract or ''certificate of inspection final" terms, because

the American exporter has heretoTore generally refused to sell grain

for export upon any other terms. On the other hand, the European

importer has found this contract advantageous, in that resales in

'Europe to small dealers and consumers have heretofore been more

easily negotiated than was the case with grain bought upon the basis

of any of the other contracts.

Under the terms of the tliird contract the purchaser has no recourse

other than to accept the American inspection certificate as repre-

.
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senting the quality "of grain purchased and to assume all risks of

deterioration in transit. Therefore, the greater portion of the corn

exported is purchased as "No. 2 Corn" and "Mixed Corn," because

those grades are presumed to be of a quality that may be expected to

carry in transit with reasonable safety from deterioration. The louver

grades are very Httle dealt in, principally because of the presumably

greater risk from deterioration in transit.

The sale of grain upon any of the other contracts than that of the
'

' inspection certificate final " terms places the American exporter at a

disadvantage, because by their terms all differences are required

to be arbitrated in Europe. They also place the European importer

at a disadvantage because, first, he is necessarily obliged to pure-' ass

at a liigher price to cover the added risk assumed by the exporter and,

second, unless the purchase is made for his own use or consumption

it involves reselling in Europe at a relatively higher pr :e upon samples

or special representations as to the quality of the grain, a process

which makes the marketing of the grain cumbersome and undesirable

from the standpoint of grain-trade practices.

THE EFFECT OF UNSATISFACTORY DELIVERIES OF AMERICAN GRAIN.

European interest in the condition of grain, and especially the

condition of corn, in the United States, as well as in the cargoes of

such grain arriving in Europe, is very keen, and the means of dissemi-

nating information is good. Information to the effect that the corn

is in poor condition or that one or more cargoes have arrived in

Europe in a damaged condition has been known to cause a consider-

able apprehension among the importers, resulting in sufficiently

reduced bids to cover the presumably greater risk in purchasing and in

some cases the avoidance for long periods at a time by some importers

of purchases of corn from the United States, in favor of corn from

other countries in which the moisture content is generally not so

high, their risk in handling consequently not so great, and which may
generally be purchased upon European terms or upon a basis of

arbitration in Europe of any differences arising out of the transactions.

AMERICAN CORN PREFERRED.

Generally the American Dent corn, "Flat maize," as it is known in

Europe, is preferred to the corn from most of the other corn-exporting

countries, because better results are said to have been obtamed from

its use when it is received in good condition. This is especially true

with the distilling interests, which use large quantities of com and are

said frequently to pay large premiums for American corn when it is

not plentiful on the European markets.

Prominent grain merchants of nearly all of the grain markets of

the grain-importing countries of Europe were questioned regarding
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the relative prices that should be obtainable for American corn, as

compared with the prices obtainable for corn from other exporting

countries under equal and normal market conditions, provided the

American corn was delivered in Europe in equally good condition as

that from other countries.

In Great Britain the consensus of opinion as expressed was that

American corn would bring at least 1 shilhng per quarter (equal to 2.8

cents per bushel) more, although some merchants maintained that it

would be worth from IJ to 2 shillings per cpiarter more; while in

France, Germany, and the Netherlands the invariable answer was

that American corn under such conditions would command at least

5 per cent higher prices than the corn from Argentina and most other

corn-exporting countries.

LONDON CORN (mAIZE) PRICES.

Observations from time to time during the past several years of the

various European market reports have indicated that the prices quoted

for American corn upon those markets were often lower and fluctuated

at times to a greater degree than seemed reasonable or than was the

case with the prices quoted for corn from most other corn-exporting

countries.

Table XI shows, in addition to the average of the monthly prices

quoted for " No. 2 Corn " at Chicago in cents per bushel, the average of

the prices (ex granary) for American corn, compared with the average

of the prices for corn from other exporting countries quoted
'

' off stands,

Mark Lane, London, as reported each Monday by the :Mark Lane Ex-

press in shillings and pence per quarter of 480 pounds of corn, for a

period of six years, extending from July 1, 1902, to June 30, 1908,

these quotations being reduced to equivalents in. cents per bushel.

The Chicago prices shown in the table are based upon the average of

the high and low prices for each month, and the London prices are

based upon the average of the high and low prices for each week as

quoted. That is to say, that the prices shown were obtained by aver-

aging the highest price and the lowest price quoted for the period in

each case. In the London prices quoted the range for any one week

in the prices for the corn of any individual country seldom exceeded

1 shilling per quarter, but the range was more often 6 pence to 1 shil-

ling per c{uarter.

This method does not, of course, give the average prices obtained

or that were obtainable as considered from the standpoint of the num-

ber of bushels bought or sold, but so far as data are available it shows

the average of values per unit of measure for the indicated limited

periods, and the prices shown are comparable upon that basis only.

The table is divided into periods of three months, the number of

weeks the corn of the various countries was quoted as being on the
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market at one and the same time during each three-month period being

shown, together with the average price quoted for the corn of each

country for each period. From this table it will be seen that the aver-

age of the prices quoted for American corn for 301 weeks of the whole

period of six years was 66.13 cents per bushel; that for 288 weeks of

the whole period the average of the prices quoted for corn from

Argentina was 65.9 cents per bushel; wliile for another 288 weeks of

the period the average of the prices quoted for Russian corn was

69.55 cents per bushel.

American, Argentine, and Russian corn were quoted as ha\'ing been

on the market 275 of the same weeks during the whole period, and

the averages of those quotations are as follows: American, 66.16

cents; Argentine, 65.75 cents, and Russian, 69.54 cents per bushel,

respectively.

Based upon the average prices shown for each three-month period

and the number of weeks the corn of the various countries was quoted

as having been on the market during each of those periods, Ameri-

can corn was quoted at an average of 8.82 cents per bushel above the

average quotations for all corn on the market at the same time during

the period ended September 30, 1902, and 2.79 cents per bushel above

the average of quotations for all corn on the market at the same

time during the period ended December 30, 1902.

During the two following periods, ended March 31 and June 30,

1903, the averages for American corn were, respectively, 3.86 cents and

4.73 cents per bushel below the averages of the quotations for all corn

on the market at the same time during those periods. By referring

to the periods ended March 31 and June 30, 1905, it will be seen that

the averages of the quotations for American corn were below the aver-

ages of quotations for all corn for those periods, 9.63 cents and 9.28

cents p^r bushel, respectively, and during the period ended March

31, 1906, the average of the quotations for American corn reached

11.8 cents per bushel below the avenge of the quotations for all corn

on the market during that peiiod. Since July 1, 1906, the prices as

shown have been more favorable to the American corn.

Based upon the London prices quoted for all corn on the market

during the whole period of six years, and considered b}^ the number
of weeks the corn of each country was quoted during the period.^ the

average of the quotations for American corn was 1.42 cents per bushel

below the average of the prices quoted for the corn of all countries on

the market for the whole periotl.

Based upon the prices quoted for all corn on the market for the

288 weeks previously referred to out of a total of 301 weeks, the

prices quoted for Argentine corn averaged 1.69 cents per bushel below

and for another 288 weeks Russian corn averaged 2.05 cents per

bushel above the averages of the prices quoted foi the corn of all coun-

tries for a like number of the saiiie weeks.
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LONDON CORN PRICES FOR FRAGMENTARY PERIODS.

Table XII is supplementary to Table XI and compares the prices

quoted at London for American corn and those quoted for corn of

other corn-exporting countries, especially corn from Bulgaria, Turkey,
India, and North and South Africa, when the corn of tlie latter coun-
tries was on the market for fragmentary parts of the periods shown in

the prececUng table and was therefore not comparable in that table.

The data shown in this table were derived from the same sources,

and the results were obtained through the same processes as were
those in the preceding table. The quotations shown for American,
Argentine, and Russian corn are necessarily duphcated, but those for

the other countries shown are not.

The table shows the averages of the quotations for a total of 69
weeks, during 29 weeks of which the quotations for American corn

averaged above and during 40 weeks of which those for American
corn averaged below the average of all quotations for the respective

periods, showing a total average for the whole period of 69 weeks of

3.07 cents per bushel below the average of quotations for all corn

shown.

Quotations for "Cinquantina" corn have been omitted from these

tables. This corn is similar to the pop corns of the United States, is

composed of small, hard, and flinty kernels, is very nnich prized,

especially in Great Britain, for feeding to poultry and pheasants,

and usually brings much higher prices than corn of the ordinary •

commercial classes.

CORN PRODUCTION, EXPORTS AND DOMESTIC VALUES.

With regard to the economic factors whicli influence corn prices,

those of supply and demand naturally occupy a prominent place and
in order to enable the reader to weigh those factors and without

attempting to draw elaborate conclusions therefrom, the following

diagram and tables, which deal with, the production, exports, and

domestic values of corn, are inserted.

Figure 7 is a diagram showing the production of corn, in 10 million

bushels, in the United States, the exports of corn (including corn

meal), in 1 million bushels, from the United States, and the average

of the high and low prices of December "No. 2 Corn" at Chicago, in

cents per bushel, each year for forty years, from 1868 to 1907, inclu-

sive.

The diagram shows the enormous general increase in the produc-

tion of corn in the United States during the past forty years, the

curves of export following the curves of production with remarkable

fidelity up to the je&r 1896. During the years from 1896 to 1900,

inclusive, the exports reached the highest points shown for the whole

[Cir. 55]
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period. From 1901 to 1907, inclusive, or (luriii<,^ the last seven years

of the period, the exports compared with the jjrodiiction show a re-

markable proportionate decrease in the foreign corn trade.

The curves of export com})ared with the curves of price show prior

to 1902, where the exports of any one year reached 50 million bushels

or more, that the average Chicago December price, on the basis before

mentioned, was 40 cents per bushel or below, with the following excep-

tions: During 1875, 50 million bushels were exported at 43 cents per

bushel; during 1876, 72^ million bushels at 41^ cents; during 1877, 87
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Fig. 7.—Diagram showing the production of corn, in 10 million bushels, in the United States, the exports

of corn (including corn meal), in 1 million bushels, from the United States, and the average of the high

and low prices of December "No. 2 Com" at Chicago, in cents per bushel, each year for forty years, from

1868 to 1907, inclusive.

million bushels at 46 cents; during 1879, 99imillionbushelsat 41 J cents,

and during 1891 there were exported 76^ million bushels at 49 cents

per bushel. From 1902 to 1907, inclusive, or during the last five j^ears

of the period, the exports each year have exceeded 50 million bushels

and the December price has remained above 40 cents per bushel.

The largest quantity exported at the highest December price during

any one year for the whole period \vas during 1905 when 119 million

bushels were exported at an average Chicago December price of 46^

cents per bushel.

[Clr. 55]
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CORN PRODUCTION IN EXPORTING COUNTRIES.

Table XIII shows the percentages of the world's corn crops pro-

duced in the five principal corn-exporting countries of the world each

year for a period of ten years, from 1898 to 1907, inclusive. During

the whole period these countries together produced an average by
years of 83.4 per cent, while the United States alone produced an

average of 75.18 per cent of the world's corn crops. Argentina stands

next to the United States in the production of corn and in showing the

most substantial increase in the quantity produced.

Table XIII.

—

Percentages of the world's crops of corn produced in the five principal corn-

exporting countries during the yearsfrom 1898 to 1907, inclusive.

Country.
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Table XIY .—Percentages of the corn crops of the five principal coni-exporting countries

that were exported during the yearsfrom 1898 to 1907, inclusive.

Country.
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for the fluctuations and variations in European prices as indicated by

the prices quoted for corn on the London market. However this may
be, there can be no doubt that one of the important factors that has

influenced the fluctuations in- the prices of American corn and that

originated and has fostered the strong prejudice found existing

against that grain, both among importers and consumers in Europe,

was the poor and unsatisfactory condition in which many American

corn cargoes have been delivered in Europe during the past several

years.

A MARKET FOR BETTER QUALITIES OF GRAIN.

There seems to be every evidence that there is in Europe, and more

especially in Great Britain and Germany, a market for the better

classes and varieties of American grain in good condition at higher

prices. There can be no doubt that the wide range and great varia-

tions in the condition and quality of the recognized best export

grades of corn and wheat of the Atlantic and Gulf ports, of wiiich

under the present grain-trade practices there is practically but one

grade for each kind or class of grain and into which the greater bulk of

the grain exported from those ports has been included, have to a large

extent precluded the possibility of discrimination by the Buyer in

favor of the better classes and qualities of grain, because of the fact

that practically all of the grain exported is sold and purchased upon

certificates of grade, issued at the time of loading at the American

port and upon which final settlement is usually made before the cargo

reaches Europe. This method of doing business is undoubtedly very

desirable from the grain-trade standpoint, as it simplifies and facili-

tates the handling of a business of considerable proportions, but it is

also desirable that the grades of grain upon which trades are based

have a less wdde range in quality and condition for the reason that

the grading as at present practiced tends to reduce values to a basis

of the lowest common level for each kind or class of grain.

With the exception of a comparatively few of the best-posted im-

porters, the European trade, and especially the consuming trade, is

inclined to look at American grain from a common standpoint and to

condemn all American grain for iniquities that may be practiced in

the grading of grain at any one point. It is, therefore, also desirable

that the grades of grain for export, at least in their essential funda-

mental requirements, such as the limits of moisture, the soundness,

and the natural development of the grain, should be alike at all

points. Considered as a whole, the European trade desires this in

order to facilitate business, and there seems to be no sound economic

reason why it should not be so.

[Cir. 0.5]
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THE COLOR AND APPEARANCE OF CORN.

As a general statement it may be said that with respect to the size

of kernel the corn of most other countries nsiially found upon the

markets of Europe is about two-thirds the size of the American corn,

is generally round in shape, flinty in character, and does not differ

materially in appearance from the flint corn grown in some of the

New Kngland and i\iiddle States.

Hence the commercial designation of " Round maize." The term

"Flat maize" applies largely to American corn, although consider-

able quantities of corn known as "flat maize" are received from Rou-

mania and adjacent territory, but this corn does not differ materially,

in size and appearance at least, from the round maize. Some small

shipments of entirely white corn and of entirely yellow corn have of

late been received in Europe from South Africa which in size, shape,

and appearance tally almost exactly with some varieties of American

corn.

The color of the corn from all countries except the United States is

either almost entirely yehow or entirely white. Generally the corn

of the other countries found on the markets of Europe is yellow corn

of various shades and usually has a bright, fresh appearance, while

American corn is mostly mixed, white, yellow, and other colors, and

because of early shelling, while the corn contains high percentages of

moisture, and because of much rough handling through elevators, etc.,

usually presents a rather dull and comparatively inferior appearance.

When not purchased for specific purposes as white corn, there is a

marked preference in Europe for bright-yellow corn, and this prefer-

ence undoubtedly militates at times and to some extent against the

sale of American corn in some European grain markets. It there-

fore seems that it would benefit the American export corn trade if

more attention was paid to the color of the corn exported.

EUROPEAN COMPLAINTS CONSERVATIVE.

During these investigations it was found that the European com-

plaints of dehveries of American corn were conservative, at least in

numbers, as several cargoes were known to have been delivered in

Europe in a more or less damaged condition and upon which cargoes

no complaints were made because of the conditions of the contracts

under wliich the purchases were made and the apparent uselessness of

making complaints. The delivery abroad of corn and other grain

shipments in bad condition, as showTi, has surely had a detrimental

effect upon the export grain trade of the United States and has pro-

duced a condition which under the present trade methods precludes

fair treatment on its merits of American corn in pAiropc, a condition

that is not desirable at times when the United States has considerable

[Cir. 55]
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quantities of corn to sell. With a view toward overcomino; as far

as possible the undesirable effects of these conditions the following

recommendations are made.

RECOMMENDATIONS.

(1) That the moisture content of all grain exported be kept as low

as possible, in order that high temperatures, long voyages, and other

harmful conditions encountered may not cause it to become heated

and damaged in transit.

(2) That corn containing more than 13 J per cent of moisture and

wheat containing more than 12 per cent of moisture, at the time of

loading, be not stow^ed in ships against or near unprotected boiler and

engine room bulkheads, unprotected propeller-shaft tunnel coverings,

or in the coal-bunker holds of ships."

(3) That partially artificially dried corn which before drying con-

tained high percentages of moisture or which had been in a heating

condition before being partially dried be not shipped for export.''

(4) That corn that has been partially or wholly artificially dried

and that has been mixed with corn not dried that contains high

percentages of moisture be not shipped for export.''

(5) That all corn shipped for export be made as clean as possible

and that care be taken to distribute evenly through each hold broken

particles of corn, dirt, and foreign matter not removable from the

grain, which usually collect under the hatches of the ships during the

process of loading.

(6) That grain for export be not loaded into ships when it is raining

and that care be exercised not to admit water in any manner into the

holds where grain is stowed.

(7) That all shifting boards and all dunnage of every description

placed in holds where grain is stowed be dry.

a The investigations of the Office of Grain Standardization into the subject of air-

dry grain have not been completed, but sufficient is known from observations made

during three years' work to enable it to be said that thoroughly air-dried corn contains

about 12 per cent of moistine and that corn considered commercially dry contains

about 14 per cent of moisture.

Tests made with wheat considered commercially dry ranged from 9 per cent of

moisture in wheat from the Pacific coast to from 12 to 13 per cent of moisture in that

from the East and Middle West. Indications are that the air-dry basis of other grains

will be found slightly lower than that of corn.

b Observations of such corn in storage and in transit have indicated that it was

strongly inclined to heat very quickly, especially in ocean transit. Such corn should

be thoroughly dried and thoroughly cooled after drying.

c As in the case of the corn referred to in the above footnote, such corn also showed a

strong tendency to heat quickly in ocean transit. No attempt will be made to explain

these phenomena until these investigations have been completed.

[Cir. r.r.]
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(8) That heav}^ freight, and especially damp cotton or wet lumber,

be not stowod in the holds of the ships upon the top of grain for

export.

(9) That grain for export be not loaded into ships at any consider-

able time before they are ready to leave port.

(10) That all grain-carrying ships be provided with additional or

"false" bulkheads in such manner as to provide air spaces of from 12

to 18 inches next to and between the boiler and engine room })ulk-

heads and those of the cargo holds; that these false bulkheads and all

metal shaft tunnel coverings be reenforced with plank sheathing next

to the cargo and that the air spaces thus formed between the bulk-

heads, as well as the propeller-shaft tunnels, be connected with venti-

lators, as shown in figure 6.

(11) That when exporting wheat which contains considerable quan-

tities of wild garlic the advisablity of artificially drying and cleaning

the wheat in order to remove the garlic be considered.'*

(12) That the commercial grades of corn for export be recast and

the grading be done in such manner that the corn may be bought and

sold upon the basis of its dry -matter content, considered together

with its apparent quality, and that 12 per cent of moisture be con-

sidered as a commercial basis from which to figure corn values.

THE RELATIVE WORTH OF GRAIN ON A DRY-MATTER BASIS.

Table XVI is here inserted as a guide to a better understanding

of the relative values of commercial corn upon a dry-matter basis.

This table shows the comparative values of the dry-matter content

of grain containing from 12 to 25 per cent of moisture, inclusive, and

at prices ranging from 40 cents to SI per unit of measure, that is, per

bushel hundredweight, etc. The comparative values as shown in this

table, as well as the principle upon which they are based, will apply

equally well to all grains, although the air-dry basis of other grains

is likely to be found slightly lower in moisture than that of corn.

HOW TO USE THE DRY-MATTER BASIS.

Tlu'ough the use of this table the relative value of the dry-matter

content of grain containing various quantities of moisture may be

quickly ascertained. Thus, if grain containing 12 per cent of moisture

is worth 40 cents per bushel (or other unit of measure) then grain

containing 22 per cent of moisture is worth 35.45 cents, and grain

containing 25 per cent of moisture is worth 34.09 cents on the same
basis, because corn containing 12 per cent of moisture at 40 cents

o Bulletin 100, pt. 3, Bureau of Plant Industry, TJ. S. Dept. of Agriculture, gives

details and results of experiments in artificially drying wheat in order to remove

garlic.
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Table XVI. «

—

The relative ivorth of grain on a dry-matter basis, showing the price per

unit of measure from 40 cents t^) :*!fand the difference in value for each 1 per cent of

moisturefrom 12 to 25 per cent.

Moisture content and relative worth per unit of measure.

12
per
cent^

13
per
cent.

Cents.
40.00
41.00
42.00
43.00
44.00

45.00
46.00
47.00
48.00
49.00

50.00
51.00
52.00
53. 00
54.00

55.00
56. 00
57.00
58.00
59.00

60.00
61.00
62.00
63. 00
64.00

65.00
66.00
67. 00
68.00
69.00

70.00
71.00
72.00
73.00
74.00

75.00
76. 00
77.00
78. 00
79.00

80.00
81.00
82.00
83. 00
84.00

85.00
86.00
87.00
88.00
89.00

90.00
91.00
92.00
93.00
94.00

95.00
96.00
97.00
98.00
99.00
100. 00

Cts.

39.54
40. 53
41.53
42.51
43. 50

44.49
45.47
46. 47

47. 46
48.44

14
per
cent.

49.43
50.42
51.41
52.40
53.38

15

per
cent.

16
per
cent.

54.38
55.37
56. .35

57.34
58.33

59.32
60.31
61.29
62.28
63. 28

64. 20
65. 25

66.24
67.22
68.22

69. 21

70. 19

71.18
72.17
73. 16

74. 15

75.13
76.13
77.12
78.10

79.09
80.08
81.07
82. 06
S3. 04

39.09
40.07
41.05
42. 02
43. 00

43. 98
44.95
45.93
46. 91

47.88

48.87
49.84
50. 82
51.80
52. 77

53.75
54. 73
55. 70
56.68
57. 66

58. 63

59. 6!

60. 59
61.57
62.55

63.52
64.50
65.48
66. 45

67. 43

68. 41

69. 38
70.37
71.34
72.32

73.30
74.27
75.25
76. 23

77.20

78.18
79.16
80.13
81.12
82. 09

84.03
85.03
86.01
87.00
87.99

88. 97
89.97
90. 96
91.94
92. 93

93. 92
94.91
95.90
96.88
97. 88
98.87

Cts.

38. 63

39.00
40.57
41.53
42.50

43.4
44.43
45.40
46. 37

47.33

48.30
49. 26
50. 23
51.20
52. 16

53. 13

54.09
55.05
56.02
56.99

57.95
58.92
59.80
60. 85

61.82

62.78
63. 75

64.72
65.68
60.65

67. 62
68. 58
69.55
70.51
71.48

72.45
73.41
74.38
75.34
76.30

77.27
78.24
79.20
80.17
81.13

17
per
cent.

83.07
84.05
85.02
86. 00
86.98

87.95
88. 93
89.91
90.88
91. S7

92.84
93. 82
94.80
95.7
96. 75

97.73

82. 10
83. 07
84.03
85.00
85.97

Cts.

38.18
39. 14

40. 09
41.04
42.00

42. 96
43.91
44.86
45. 82
46.77

47.73
48. (i8

49. 64

50.59
51.54

52.50
53. 46
54.41
55.36
56.32

57.27
58. 23
59.18
60. 14

61.09

62.04
63.00
63. 9('

64.91
65. 8(

66. 82
67.77
68. 73
69. 68
70. 64

71.59
72.54
73. 50
74. 46
75.41

76. 36
77.32
78.27
79.23
80.18

U.U
82. 09
83.04
84.00
84 96

18
per
cent.

86.93
87.90
88.87
89.83
90.80

91.76
92.73
93. 70
94.66
95.63
96.59

85.91
86. 86
87. 82
88.77
89. 73

CT.«

37.72
38. (i7

39. 62

40. 55
41..50

42.45
43. 38
44. 33

45. 28
46.21

47.11

48. 10

49. 04
49.99
50. 93

51.88
52. 82
53. 76
54.71
55.65

56.59
57.54
58.47
59.42
60.37

61..30
62.25
63.20
64. 13

65.08

66. 03
66. 96
67.91
68. 85

69. 79

70.74
71.68
72. 63

73. 57
74.51

75. 46
76.40
77.34
78.29
79.22

80.17
81.12
82. 05

83. 00
83.95

84.88
85.83
86.78
87.71

. 88. 66

Cts.

37 2
38.20
39.14
40.0'

41.00

19

per
cent.

90. 68
91.64
92.59
93. 54
94.50
95. 4(

41.93
42.86
43. 80
44.73
45.66

46. 59
47.52
48.45
49. ,39

50. 32

51.25
52. 18

53.11
54. 05

54.98

55.91
56. 84

57.77
58.70
59.64

60.57
61.50
62. 43
63. 36
64. 30

65. 23
66. It;

67. 09
68. 02
68.95

69.89
70. 82

71.75
72. 68
73.61

74.55
75.48
76.41
77.34
78.27

79.20
80.14
81.07
82.00
82. 93

83.86
84.80
85.73
86. 66
87.59

Cts.

36. 81

37.74
38. 66
39.58
40.50

41.42
42.34
43. 26
44.19
45.10

20
per
cent.

Cts

36. 36
37. -2

38. IS

39.09
40.00

40.91
41.82
42. 73

43. 64

44.54

46.02 45.46

89. 60

90. 54
91.49
92.43
93. 38
94.32

88.52
89.45
90.39
91.32
92.25
93.18

46. 94

47.81

48.79
49. 70

50. 63
61..55

52. 4(

53.39
54.31

55. 23
56. 15

57.06
57.99
58.91

59. 83
60. 75

61.67
62. 59
63.51

64. 44

65. 35

66. 27
67.19
68.11

69. 04

69. 95

70.88
71.80
72.71

73. 64

74.56
75.48
76.40
77.31

78.24
79.10
80.08
81.00
81.92

82.84
83. 76
84.69
85. 60
86.52

87.44
88. 3t

89.29
90.20
91.13
92.05

21
per
cent.

per
cent.

46.36
47.27
48. 18

49. 09

50. 00
50. 91

51.82
52. 73

53.64

54.54
55. 4(

56. 3(

57.2;
58.18

59. 09
60. OC

60. 91

61.8;

62.73

63. 64

64.54
65. 4(

Cts.

35. 91

36.81
37.71
38. 60
39.50

40.40
41.29
42.19
43. 09
43. 99

44.89
45.78
46. 68
47.58
48.47

49.38
50.28
51.17
52.07
52.97

53.86
54. 70

55. 66
56. 56
57.46

58.35
59.25
60. 15

01.04
61. 94

62. 84

63. 74

64. 64

23
per
cent.

66. .36 65.53
67.27 66.43

68. 18

69. 09
70.00
70.91
71.82

72.73
73.64
74.54
75.46
76.36

77.27
78.18
79.09
80. 00
80. 91

81.82
82. 73
83.64
84.54
85. 46

86. 36
87.27
88.18
89.09
90. 00
90. 91

67.33
68. 22
69. 13

70.03
70.92

71.82
72.72
73.61
74.51
75.41

76. 31

77.21
78.10
79.00
79.90

80.79
81.69
82.59
83.49
84.39

85.28
86.18
87.08
87.97
88.88
89.78

Cts.

.35. 45

36. 34
37. 23
38.11
39.00

39. 89
40.77
41. 6(

42. 55
43.43

44. .32

45. 20
46. 09
46. 98
47. 86

48.75
49. 64
50. 52
51.41
52.30

53. 18
54.0'

54. 95
55.84
56.73

57.61
58.50
59.39
60. 27
61. 16

62. 05

62. 93
63. 82
64.70
65.59

66. 48
67. 36
68. 25

69.14
70.02

70.91
71.80
72.08
73.57
74.45

24
per
cent.

25
per
cent.

75.34
76.

77.11
78. 00
78.89

79.77
80. 66
81.55
82.43
83. 32

Cts

35. 00
35.87
36. 75

.37. 62

38. 50

39. 38
40.25
41. 13

42.00
42. 87

43. 75

44. 62
45. 50
46. 38
47.25

48. 13

49. 00
49.87
50. 75

51.63

52.50
53.38
54. 25

55.12
56. 00

56.87
57.75
58. 63

59. 50
00. 38

61.25
62.12
63. 00
63. 87
64.75

65. 63

66. .50

67. 38
(«. 25

69. 12

70.00
70. 88
71.75
72.63
73.50

74. 3
75.25
76. 12

77. 00
77.88

78.75
79. 63

80. 50
81.3
82. 25

84.20
85.09
85.98
86. 86
87. 75

88.64

Cts.

34.54
35.41
36. 27

37.13
38.00

38.87
39. 73
40. 59
41.46
42.3

43. 18

44.04
44.91
45.77
46. 63

47.50
48.37
49. 23

50. 09
50. 96

51.82
52.68
53. 54
54.41
55. 27

56. 13

57.00
57.87
58. 73
59.59

60. 46

61.32
62. 18

63. 04

63. 91

64. 77
65. 63
6(1. 50
67. 37
68. 23

69. 09
69. 96
70. 82
71.68
72.54

73.41
74. 27

75.13
76. 00
76.87

77.73
78.59
79.46

Cts
34.09
34.94
35.80
36. 65

37.50

38. 3f

39.20
40. Of

40.91
41.76

42. 62
43. 4(

44. 32
45.17
46.02

40. 88
47. 73
48. 58
49.43
50.29

Worth
of each
1 per

cent dry
mailer.

Cents.
0.4545+
.4659+
. 4773-
. 4886+
.5000

.5114-

.5227+

..5.341-

.54.55-

. 5568+

. 5682-

.5795+

.5909+

. 6023-

. 61,36+

. 6250

.6364-

. (i477+

.6591-

. 6705-

51.14
51.99
52. 84

53. 69
54.55

55.40
56.25
57.11
57.95
58.81

59. 66
60.51
61.37
62.21
63.07

63.92
64,

65. 63
66. 48

67. 33

68. 18
69. 04
69.89
70.74
71.59

72.44
73.30
74.15
75.00
75.81

76. 70
77.56
78. 41

83.12
84. 00
84.88
85.75
86. ti3

87..50

. 0818+

. 6932-

.7045+

.7159+

.7273-

. 7386+

.7500

. 7614-

.7727+

.7841-

.7955-

. 8068+

. 8182-

. 8295+

. 8409+

. 8523-

. 86.36+

.8750

.8864-

. 8977+

.9091-

.9205-

. 9318+

. 94,32-

.9545+

. 9659+

. 9773-

. 9880+
1.0000
1.0114-

1.0227+
1.0341-
1.0455-
1. 0568+80. ,32 79.26

81.18; 80.12 1.0682-

82.04 80.961.0795+
82.91 81.82:1.0909+
83.77 82.67,1.1023-

1.11,36+
1.1250

86. 37 85. 23 1. 1364-

84. 63' 83. 52
85. .50 84. .38
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per bushel contains 88 per cent of dry matter, and each 1 per cent of

dry matter is therefore worth /^ <jf "^^^ cents, which equals .4545+ of

•1 cent; corn containing 22 i)er cent of moisture wliich contains but

78 i)er cent of dry matter would, on the same basis, be worth 78 X
.4545+ of 1 cent, or 35.45 cents, per bushel, and corn containing 25

per cent of moisture and 75 per cent of dry matter would be worth

75 X.4545+ of 1 cent, or 34.09 cents, i)er bushel on a dry-matter

basis. The worth of each 1 per cent of dry matter for eacli price

per unit of measure given is shown in the column at the right of the

tal)le.

Tiie table may be used either way to ascertain these relative values.

As, for instance, if a maximum of 16 per cent of moisture is allowed

in "No. 2 Corn" and that grade of corn is worth 70.64 cents per

bushel, then corn of the same grade containing only 12 ])er cent of

moisture would be worth 74 cents per bushel, while corn containing

22 per cent of moisture would be worth but 65.59 cents per bushel on

a dry-matter basis.

THE RATIO OF THE MOISTURE CONTENT TO THE DETERIORATION OF
GRAIN.

It will be noted in the table that no account is taken of the accel-

erated risk from deterioration in grain as its moisture content is

increased, nor the consequent reduction in value of the grain for stor-

age and transportation purposes." It will also be noted that the

difference in value per each 1 per cent of dry matter increases in

direct proportion to the increase in the price, so that as the prices

of grain increase the differences in value per each 1 per cent of dry

matter or of moisture become of more material importance to the

producer and consumer of grain. These greater differences in actual

value in tlie higher priced grain are sufficient to reimburse the pro-

ducer or seller for the cost of reducing the moisture content of the

grain and to enable the consumer to purchase it at the increased

cost, provided the grain is bought and sold on a basis of its dry-

matter content.

SUGGESTIONS RELATIVE TO GRADING CORN.

Tlie results of these investigations so far as they have i)rogressed,

indicate that commercial corn, in order to fix its intrinsic worth as

nearly as possible by grades, should be divided into at least two

classes: (1) To include only well-matured and well-develoj)ed corn

containing not more than 2h per cent of field or mold damaged

a It is confidently hoped that the investigations now being carried on by the

Office of Grain Standardization will throw some light u])(>n the ratio of increased risk

to increased moisture in commercial grains for storage and transportation purposes.

[Cir. 55]
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kernels, and (2) to include the ordinary sorts of commercial corn

containing not more than 5 to 6 per cent of field-damaged kernels

(commercial basis, heat-damaged or "mahogany" kernels excluded),"

regardless of the moisture content of the corn, that each of the

suggested classes be subdivided into grades based upon the mois-

ture content of the corn, that no one grade should contain a greater

range than 2 per cent of moisture,'' and that no corn should be

graded, shipped long distances, put into storage, or exported on

grades unless it be commercially clean and free from indications of

fermentation.

The necessity for some arrangement of this kind in the grading of

corn and for more care in the methods of handling corn becomes more

apparent as the prices and values of grain continue to increase, and

as they continue to increase the advisability of still narrower limits

of moisture within the grades will become more apparent.

Approved

:

James Wilson,
Secretary of Agriculture.

Washington, D. C, February 8, 1910.

a The analyses of samples taken from various cargoes of corn, representing approxi-

mately 4^ million bushels of all grades exported from the United States during No-

vember and December, 1908, and February, March, April, and October, 1909, showed

a maximum of 10.2 per cent (December, 1908), a minimum of 2 per cent, and an aver-

age of about 2.5 per cent of field and mold damaged kernels. The maximum of 10.2

per cent was unusual and undesirable. It is the opinion of the writers that corn

containing more than 5 to 6 per cen't of such damaged kernels and also corn containing

heat-damaged or "mahogany" kernels, should be bought and sold "on samples" or

on special grades.

b Bulletin 99, Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, describes the

Brown and Duvel apparatus for and method of making moistm-e determinations in

grain quickly. The apparatus has been recommended by the Department of Agri-

culture and is extensively used in the grain trade for the purpose.

[Cir. 55]
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SOME CONDITIONS INFLUENCING THE
YIELD OP HOPS."

INTRODUCTION.

In certain of the hop-ijrowino- sections of the United States the

opinion is frequently expressed that there has been a progressive de-

cline in the annual average yield per acre extending over a term of

years. In other sections growers believe that the yields are at least

as great now as they have ever been. Some support for each view is

found in Table I, adapted from Bulletin No. 50 of the Bureau of

Statistics, U. S. Department of Agriculture.

Table I.

—

Average yield of hops, hi/ states, for the ccn.sns years 1880, JS90,

and J 000.

State.

California
New York..

.

Oregon
Washington .

Average yield per acrs.

1880.
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The figures given in this table were taken at ten-year intervals, and

in the absence of those for the intervening years they are of little

value in determining either an increase or a decrease iu the average

annual yield. Assuming, however, that the apparent diminution of

yield for the State of California as indicated by the table was real, a

thorough stud}' of an individual acre in the central part of the State

was begun in 1909 for the purpose of determining some of the factors

which might be responsible for diminished production.

The results of this study clearly indicate that closer attention to

certain cultural details should result in a substantial increase in yield.

THE METHODS EMPLOYED IN THE INVESTIGATION.

The acre selected for study represented, as far as inspection

alone could determine, the average of conditions existing in several

contiguous fields of hops aggregating about GOO acres. The soil, a

rich sandy loam, had been under hops continuously for the last ten

years. The rows were 7 feet apart, running from east to west, and

the hills were approximately 6| feet apart in the rows. The hops

were trained on strings about 18 feet long, depending from the wires

of the usual type of high-wire trellis."

When the crop was ready for liarAesting, a plat was made of the

entire acre and a definite number assigned to every hill. The hops

were then picked from each hill separately, weighed, and the weight

recorded opposite the number assigned to that respective hill. The

number of vines to the hill, the occurrence of male, dwarf, " bastard,"

nonproductive, and missing hills, and the general characteristics of

the product of each hill were also recorded.

EFFECT OF IMPERFECT STAND ON YIELD OF HOPS.

When the observations were tabulated it became evident that the

yield had been heavily reduced through the occurrence of a large

number of nonproductive and missing hills, as will be seen from the

following:

Hills producing; hops 853

Hills having vines with no hops 42

Missing hills ;
5^^

Hills with dwarfed vines 1

Hills having "bastard" vines 5

Hills having only male vines T>

Total '>6T

Deditcting the number of male hiils. the presence of which is held to

be necessary for the proper development of the crop, there should

have been on this acre 957 productive hills, as against 853 hills

" See Farmers' Bulletin 304, p. 14.

[Cir. 50]
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actually bearing hops. This gives an absohite reduction of 104 hills,

or 10.8 per cent. Had the entire number of hills been in bearing the

yield would have been 12.1 per cent greater lliaii that actually ob-

tained.

The distribution of the hills having vines with no hops and of the

missing hills is shown on the accompanying diagram (fig. 1). The

,, tt_ it —<l if-#
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VARIATION IN THE YIELD FROM INDIVIDUAL HILLS.

A wide variation was observed in the yield from individual hills.

This ranged from a few ounces in some cases to as much as 18

pounds in others. In making the records the weiglit of green hops

was taken to the nearest half pound, and the results have been put in

tabular form, appearing in Table 11. In the columns marked
" Yield " the weight of green hops is given to the nearest half pound,

and in the other two columns is given the number of hills^ each of

which gave the yield opposite these numbers in the adjacent column

to the left.

Table II.

—

Number of liills (jiring rariont^ yields of Jiops on, tlic experimental

acre in California.

Yield.
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the entire ^ield. The accoinpiinying figure (fig. 2) shows graj^h-

icall}^ the relationship between these three groups.

Figure 2 will serve, also, in forming some conception of type with

respect to yield from the hills of an entire field. A study of the hills

of group 1 shows that for various reasons they are less productive

than those usually regarded as average or representative hills. Simi-

larly, the hills of grou}) ?> are few in number and may be considered

as exceptional and their occurrence expected far less often than that

/<f

(y^/s£-/p /./Af/r o/^ y^//E-LO — /s" '^=>oo'^^^>^ /='^'^ /yy^^

/z

-5«<7/y/ZZ^ O/? '^. 7%0/=- 77/^ /^A/7-//P^ /VC/A^^^/P,

/&

/=>/?o/:>i/cr£ra ^6G /^oi//\^a'Sj o/i'/a.sX o/=-jTA^r/zpr y7£-^.£>.

\
y^/FooocsT) ^z&-/ /^ot/A/£?S', o^ S2.&^ o^ syvry/r'S' y7^/LO

/z

'^^S ^/Zl-sS, 0/7 SO./% O/^ T/y£-£-A/T//P£- A/C^A^^J^y^.

/^/rooacr^/:} /j^&o.^ yC>oi//^s>s, o/? ^€^.s% o^£yi^7-//f's y7/F/.o.

o.<s-

Fig. 2.—Diagram showing tlic ratio of th(> number of hills to the production of liops in

three groups of low, nirdium, and high yielding hills.

of the hills of the other groups. It seems, therefore, that among the

hills of group 2, where the bulk of the yield was obtained, the typical

hills with respect to yield may be expected to occur. Assuming, then,

that the prevailing type of normal hills with respect to yield lies

between those producing G and (hone producing 12 pounds, there is

every reason for giving .si)ecial attention to the hills low in yield for

the purpose of bringing them to a higher state of productiveness.

The fact should not be lost sight of that the average yield for this

acre, 6.1+ pounds per hill, lies just above the loAver limit of yield in

[Cir. 5G]
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the second group. If through better methods of handling and closer

attention to the details of culture the number of hills in the first

group can be materially diminished, the average yield for the entire

acre will be correspondingly advanced toward the upper limit of

yield in the second group, and the total yield thereby substantially

increased. In the following pages some suggestions will be given as

to how this may be accomplished.

RELATION OF NUMBER OF VINES PER HILL TO YIELD.

The records obtained from the acre under observation show, fur-

ther, that the number of vines trained from the individual hills

varied from one to eight. The distribution of the hills according to

the number of vines is shown in the following:

Hills having one vine 54

Hills having two vines 113

Hills having three vines 135

Hills having four vines 186

Hills having five vines 188

Hills having six vines 168

Hills having seven vines 8

Hills having eight vines 1

Total 853

Several explanations of the variation in vines to the hill may be

advanced. Among them are the recent replanting of certain hills,

in which case they would not have the vigor of older hills; the weak-

ening of the roots of some hills by disease or the attacks of insects;

the exhaustion of the vigor of others through long-continued pro-

duction ; the breaking off of a portion of the vines in cultivation ; the

destruction of some vines by the wind ; or the cutting off of too many

vines at the time of training. What seems most probable is that

through the carelessness and negligence of the workmen the proper

number of vines was not trained. It is probable, also, that indi-

vidual differences in vigor and productiveness should be taken into

account.

The relation between the number of vines per hill and the yield

per hill is shown in Table III.

[Cir. 561
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Table III.

—

Coniinirison af Ihc pnxlHction of hops lo the hill uiul the iiiiinber

of vines lo I he hill.

Yield to

the hill.
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respectively: (from column 3) 15, 12, and 15 hills produced 2.5, 3,

and 3.5 pounds each, respectively; (from column 5) 14, 18, and 18

hills produced 7, 7.5, and 8 pounds each, respectively. From column

1 it appears that no 1-vine hill produced more than 4 pounds, and

from column 6 that relatively few 6-vine hills produced less than

6.5 pounds each. The balance of evidence, therefore, is entirely in

favor of a much laroer total production when 6 vines to each hill

are trained than with a smaller number.

COMPARISON OF ACTUAL WITH POSSIBLE YIELDS ON 1 ACRE.

The actual yield of hops on the acre studied was 5,207.5 pounds,

and the mean yield per hill 6.104+ pounds. Had there been a full

stand of 957 bearing hills, with this same average yield per hill, the

production on the acre would have been 5,841.5 pounds. This is an

increase of 12.1+ per cent over the actual yield.

In a similar manner, the possible yield per acre has been calculated

for each number of vines trained per hill. For comparison the results

have been brought together in Table IV, which follows:

Table IV. I'os.'^iblc ijUld on 1 acre of hops, accordlnu to ilic number of vines

traiitcd. irilli ihr i-orrvsixDtiJiun increase or decrease of ike possible over the

actual yiehl.

Number of vines to the hill.
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It should be noted that the average yiekl per vine is fairly con-

stant, irrespective of the number of vines to the hill. The average

yield i)er vine for llu' entire acre also closely accords with these

figures, being in this case 1.513 pounds per vine.

The averages given in Table IV may be considered as applying

not only to the acre studied, but also in a general way to the entire

crop in the section where this work was done. So long as the general

conditions remain unchanged there is a high degree of probability

that these averages will be found to represent fairly well what may

be expected in succeeding years. Changed weather conditions, at-

tacks of lice, mold, and spiders, or other unfavorable influences to

which the hop crop is subject, will of course materially affect the

chance of these averages being repeated. But they do show that a

great increase in yield may be reasonably anticipated in fields in

which there is a full stand and 6 vines are trained to each hill over

the entire field when it presents the conditions existing on the acre

which has furnished the data for these observations.

THE SO-CALLED " BASTARD " VINES.

In some sections hop vines are occasionally found which bear both

staminate and pistillate fiow^ers. Such plants are known locally as

"bastards," "mongrels," or "bull-hops." AVhen they occur they

represent a total loss, so far as yield is concerned, since the few hops

borne by these vines are inferior and never gathered. On the acre

mider consideration there were only five of these plants, but they

have been observed in much greater proportion in other years and in

other localities.

There is no evidence that these vines usually occur near a male vine,

as stated by Myrick;" neither can an excess of pollen falling upon

the pistillate flowers produce this abnormality, as is believed by some

to be ihe case. Plants of this type frequently occur among seedling

hops, and their presence may be expected in fields ^^here chance seed-

lings springing up near the permanent hills have been trained in the

usual manner. There are also good reasons for believing that this

undesirable characteristic may be introduced through the root cut-

tings used in replanting or in setting out new fields. In 1!)()S a num-

ber of cuttings were taken from one of these " bastard ^ plants and

removed to a locality about 40 miles distant. The vines from these

cuttings came into flower in 1009 and in everv case rej^iroduced the

malformation of the original ])lant from which they were taken. In

\ iew of this fact care should be taken to prevent the use of cuttings

from " bastard " plants by promptly digging them out and destroying

" Myrick, TI. Tlif IToi). X(nv York. 1899, p. 23.

[Cir. 56]
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the roots as soon as they are observed. In this way their perpetuation

may be prevented and the loss in yield due to their occurrence avoided.

SUMMARY.

A critical study of yield on an acre of hops in California selected

as representing the average condition of ()00 surrounding acres shows

that, owing to the occurrence of a large number of nonproductive and^

missing hills, the actual yield was only 87.9 per cent of what might

be expected with a perfect stand.

The yield from individual hills was found to vary from 0.5 to 18

pounds. Owing to the large number of low-yielding hills the average

yield per hill for the entire acre was reduced to 6.104+ pounds.

The number of vines trained to each hill varied from one to eight.

As the number of vines per hill increased, the average yields of the

hills having the same number of vines were found to increase in

approximately the same ratio.

Assuming a full stand of 957 hills with 6 vines trained to each hill,

the calculated possible yield is 65.2+ per cent greater than the actual

yield on this acre.

" Bastard " or " mongrel " hills should be dug out and destroyed,

as they are of no value and diminish the total yield.

Approved

:

James Wilson,

Secretary of Agriculture.

Washington, D. C, March 7, 1910.

[Cir. 5G]
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B. P. I.-5G7.

Till- CULTIVATION OF IWiM? IX THE
UNITFT) STATF.S.

INTRODUCTION.

Hemp {Cannabis sativa) (soe fig. 1) is an annual plant of the

mulberry family, cultivated for the production of a soft bast fiber.

This liber, gray if dew-retted, or light yellow if water-retted, is also

called hemp. In a strict sense the name "hemp" is correctly applied

only to this plant and its fiber.

Fig 1.—Field of hemp in Kentucky at harvest time.

DISTRIBUTION.

Hemp is cultivated conmiercially for fiber production in Russia,

Italy, Austria, Hungaiy, Germany, France, B(^lgium, Turkey, China,

Japan, and the United States. Russia produces more for export than

all the other countries.

[Cir. 57] 3
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Most of the hemp cultivated in this eountiy. amounting to from

15,000 to 20,000 acres annually, is grown in tlu^ bluegrass region of

Kentucky, of \vhich Lexington is the center. About 600 acres are

grown each year near Lincoln, Nebr., and an area of about the same

size in the lower Sacramento Valley in California. During the past

two years hemp has been grown successfully at Kouts and North

Liberty, Ind., and at Hanover, Pa. It has also been grown experi-

mentally in Wisconsin, Michigan, Minnesota, Iowa, and Arkansas.

CLIMATE.

Hemp requires about 110 chiys for its growth. It should have a

rainfall of at least 10 inches during this period. It has not been grown

commercially under irrigation. If the level of free water in the soil is

within 5 to 10 feet from the surface, as is often the case in alluvial

river-bottom lands, and the character of the soil is such that there is

good capillarv action to bring the water up, hemp will not suffer

from drought, even should there be very little rainfall. Hemp is

uninjured by light frosts. It ma}'' therefore be sown earlier than oats

and harvested later than corn.

SOIL.

Hemp requires for its best development a rich, alluvial, or loany

soil not subject to severe drought, yet not of a sw^amp3^ condition.

It is not to be recommended for a light sandy soil, unless it follows a

crop of clover or beans which has left a plentiful supply of nitrogenous

fertilizer. The soil should also be well supplied with lime. Hemp
will not grow well in an acid soil or on gumbo soils. Excellent crops

have been obtained in Indiana during the past two seasons on peaty

soils over marl.

The best fertilizer for the hemp crop is barnyard manure, and this

should be applied to the previous crop or, at the latest, in the fall

before sowing the hemp. Hemp may be introduced in any crop

rotation, but it is best to have it follow peas, beans, or clover. It

may follow corn or grain, providing these crops are well fertilized.

A dense growth of hemp destroys nearly all weeds, and as it is a

rather deep rooting plant and shades the soil it leaves the land in

excellent condition for any crop which may follow.

SOWING.

Hemp seed should be sown at the rate of approximately 1 bushel

per acre at about the time of sowing oats or as early as possible after

the period of severe frosts. If possible the land should be plowed

during the previous fall. Fall plowing is essential for success if a

heavy sod or much vegetation is to l)e turned under. The soil should

be harrowed at least once before seeding in order to settle the furrows.

[Cir. 57]
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The soed is sown broadcast hv hand or bv any good broadcast

seeder s(>t for seeds smaller than average grains of wheat. Good
resuhs are obtained w itli an end-gate seeder, a roller-press grain drill,

or an ordinary toothed grain diill \\ ith tlie teeth removed and replaced

bv a board dia<ro;inK <>i' the p-rouncl below the feedinti; tubes. The

seed falling on this l)()ard will be spread out evenly over the surface.

The onlinaiy teeth cover the seed too (lee])ly and crowd them in drills

from 6 to S inches apart, so that the hemp does not grow as evenly as

wlien it is spread over the entire surface. The seed may be covered

by means of a light straight-toothed harrow. Drills similar to grain

drills ai'c nuide especially for sowing hemp seed and are largely used

in Kentucky. These hemp-seed drills will ])v found most economical

if large areas of hemj) are to l)e sown oi' if hemp is to be raised year

after year as a regular crop.

After seeding it is best to roil the land in order to have a smooth

surface that will permit close cutting with machinery. After seeding

the crop requires no further attention until harvesting.

HARVESTING.

Most of the hemp is now cut with self-rake reapers made especially

for harvesting this crop. These machines require 2 m.en, or a man
and a boy, and 4 horses for their operation and 1 man to keep the

knives sharp. They cut a swath of about 5 feet, or about 5 or 6 acres

per day. They leave the hemp stalks in gavels. After lying in the

gavel for two or three days the stalks are either spread for retting, set

in shocks without binding, or tied in bundles and set in shocks. When
the harvest is late, or in the North, where there is little danger of hot,

diy weather that woukl ''sunburn" the stalks, labor may be saved

by spreading the hemp for retting immediately after cutting. If

there is danger of hot dry weather after harvest the hemp should be

cured in shocks. If it is to be stacked it must be bound in bundles

before shocking. Stacking is not regarded as a necessary step in the

preparation of hemp, but a greater weight and also a better quality

of fiber are obtained from stalks which have been stacked. If the

stacks are properly made they may be left almost indefinitely before

retting. Three men will put up two stacks a day of about 8 tons each.

In Nebraska the hemp is cut with a mowing machine with a special

homemade attachment, bending the stalks over in the same direction

that the machine is cutting. One man with one span of horses will

cut from 7 to 9 acres per day. The ordinary ])rice paid there for cut-

ting hemp is 50 cents per acre, including team and machine. The
hemp is left on the ground as it falls until retted, when it is raked

up with a horserake and hauled to the machine brake to be made into

long tow.

ICir. ->-]
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RETTING.

Practically all of tlie hemp produced in Kentucky is dew-retted. It

is spread on the ground, either from the gavel, shock, or stack, in rows

with the stalks side by side and not more than two, or at most three,

stalks in thickness, the butts all even and in one direction. It is left

in this manner for from four to twelve weeks, or sometimes even

longer, until the bark, including the fiber, separates readily from the

woody portion of the stalk. The stalks are then raked up and set up

in shocks to dry. As soon as dried they are ready for breaking.

BREAKING.

Much of the hemp produced in Kentucky is still broken by the old-

fashioned hand brake, but this method is not recommended for intro-

duction into any new locality because it requires a degree of skill that

would be difficult to secure in laborers not accustomed to the work.

Even in Kentucky the newer generation of laborers do not learn to

break hemp, and this is one of the principal reasons that the industry

is not carried on there to a greater extent. At least six different

kinds of machines for breaking hemp and preparing the fiber have

been in use during the past three years, and some of these prepare the

fiber very much better than the hand brake.

At Havelock, Nebr., and at Courtland, Cal., there are power

machines consisting essentially of a series of fluted rollers, somewhat

like a jute softener, followed by large beating wheels, and these

machines make long tow. They will handle a greater variety of dif-

ferent-sized hemp stalks in a satisfactory manner than the other

machine brakes, but as the fiber is tangled instead of being straight

it does not command as high a price as that produced by the hand

brakes or by the other machine brakes mentioned.

YIELD.

The yield of hemp fiber ranges from 500 to 2,000 pounds to the

acre. The general average yield under ordinary conditions is about

1,000 pounds to the acre. Yields are sometimes estimated at 150

pounds of fiber for each foot in height of the stalks, and also at

20 per cent of the weight of the dry, retted stalks, but estimates

based on these factors alone may be misleading, for slender stalks

yield much more fiber than coarse ones.

MARKET.

All of the hemp fiber produced in this country is used in American

mills, and increasing quantities are being imported. It is used

for making gray twines, "commercial twines," carpet warp, and

ropes of small diameter.
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The twenty-iive mills in the United States using hemp fiber are

mostly in or near Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Cincinnati, and

San Francisco.

The average price paid during the last twenty years by local

dealers to the farmers in Kentucky for the rough fiber tied up in

handmade bales has been about 5 cents a pound. The prices during

the same time for the fiber sorted, pressed in bales, and delivered

at the mills as ordered have ranged from $130 to $175 per long ton.

Till' market is occasionally overstocked with low-grade hemp or

tow, but there is little danger of an oversupply of good, strong, well-

cleaned fiber.
PROFITS.

The following rough outline of expenses and returns may serve as a

basis for estimating profits, keeping in mind that there may be con-

siderable variation either way, due to local conditions:

Cost per acre. Returns per acre.

Seed, 1 bushel, at S4 ?4. 00 J .000 pouiuls of hemp liber, at 5

Plowing 2. 50 cents $50. 00

Harrowing once 50

Sowing -"'^

Harrowing (omitted if special

drill is used) 50

Rollinir 50

Cutting I- 00

Shocking 1-25

Spreading for retting 1. 50

Picking up b 50

Breaking, 1,000 pounds, at U cents

per pound 15.00

Baling and marketing 1. 00

Total cost per a< -re 30. 00 Gross ret urns 50. 00

Hemp can not be grown profitably in small isolated areas. Two

hundred acres or more should l)e grown on one or more farms near

together, so as to warrant the introduction of special machinery for

drilling, harvesting, breaking, and baling, and also make it possible

to ship the fiber in full car lots.

Before undertaking the cultivation of hemp on a commercial

scale it is advisable to try some preliminary experiments with half an

acre or less, to determine whether the local conditions are adapted

to the crop.

Approved

:

J.VMES Wilson,

Secretary of Agriculture.

Washington, D. C, March 28, 1910.
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EXPERIMENTS ON THE APPLE WITH SOME NEW
AND LITTLE-KNOWN FUNGICIDES."

INTRODUCTION.

For many years Bordeaux mixture has been the leading fungicide

for summer treatment of the apple, the pear, and certain other fruits.

It was soon found, however, that it could not be used on the peach

and the Japanese plum, as it caused serious shot-holing of the leaves

and summer or premature defoliation of these trees.

Injury caused by Bordeaux mixture has not been confined wholly

to the peach. There has been an increasing number of complaints

during the last few years about russeting or spray injury to the fruit

of the apple due to this mixture. Not only the fruit is injured, but

trouble has occurred on the foliage also, in the form of dead spots,

minute reddish flecks, yellowing, and, what is still more serious, defo-

liation.

The fruit russeting has been pretty clearly recognized as due to

the spraying with copper. Minute reddish flecks on the fruit and

particularly the spotting and flecking of the foliage have been less

clearly attributed to copper poison, some pathologists and fruit grow-

ers understanding it, while others have mistaken the copper injury

for disease. While Bordeaux mixture has been the most useful

and successful fungicide that has ever been discovered, it has been

open to this serious objection, which for some unknown reason has

increased in recent years.

"This paper is a preliminary report on some experiments on the apple with nine

different fungicides carried on in Virginia during the season of 1909. Among these,

an iron sulphid and a copper sulphid were sufficiently different from those previously

used to be regarded as new. The experiments were conducted in connection with a

study of the russet problem or spray injury to apples caused by Bordeaux mixture. If

the results can be relied upon they will help materially in solving this problem, ^^'hile

the results with the new mixtiu-es were favorable, the author very properly does not

recommend them for general use, but only for trial in an experimental way. The inter-

est in fungicides and in spraying fruit trees is so great and the demand on the part of

fruit growers for promj)! information is so insistent that it seems desirable to give out

these results before they can be further tested.—G. H. Powell, Acting ChiefofBureau.
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4 EXPERIMENTS ON THE APPLE WITH SOME NEW FUNGICIDES.

The matter became so serious that a special investigation was

started, and a series of field experiments was undertaken at Winches-

ter, Va., during the season of 1909 for the purpose of solving, if

possible, this russeting or spray-injury problem. These experiments

consisted in testing, by spraying, nine different fungicides. In the

test were included standard Bordeaux mixture, self -boiled hme-

sulphur, and various modifications of Bordeaux mixture. These

were the most promising fungicides known to the writer. Included

in the test were two new fungicides, a new form of copper sulphid

and a new iron sulphid, that were tested for the first time. To our

surprise these two new mixtures proved remarkably good and among

the best. The new iron sulphid, particularly, may have a promising

future.

A full report on the experiments just mentioned, with illustrations

and with a discussion of the russet problem, is in preparation, but

as the interest in spraying and spray materials is so great and the full

report may not be ready in time for the spraying season, this pre-

liminary report is given out, particularly for the purpose of describing

the two new fungicides and the results obtained with them.

Mr. F. V. Rand, Scientific Assistant, aided in carrying on the

spraying work and in taking notes of the results.

PLAN OF THE EXPERIMENT.

SERIES I.

The main experiment was carried out on the place of Mr. S. L.

Lupton, at Winchester, Va. The most complete series, containing

eleven plats, known as Series I, was on Mr. Lupton's home farm.

The following shows the formulas of the fungicides used on the

various plats

:

Plat 1.—Control, unsprayed.

Plat 2.—Standard Bordeaux mixture (3-3-50).

Plat 3.—Iron Bordeaux mixture (3-3-50 plus 2 pounds of copperas, or iron sulphate).

Plat 4.—Standard Bordeaux mixture plus gypsum (3-3-50 plus 3 pounds of gypsum).

Plat 5.—Neutral Bordeaux mixture (3-X-50, X equaling lime added until the

neutral point as shown by the litmus test is reached).

Plat 6.—Self-boiled lime-sulphur (10-10-50).

Plat 7.—Copper-sulphid mixture No. 1 (self-boiled lime-sulphur, 10-10-50, plus

2 pounds of copper sulphate).

Plat 8.—Copper-sulphid mixture No. 2 (Bordeaux mixture, 3-3-50, plus 1 gallon

of commercial lime-sulphur solution).

Plat 9.—Iron-sulphid mixture (self-boiled lime-sulphur, 10-10-50, plus 3 pounds

of copperas or iron sulphate).

Plat 10.—Arsenate of lead (used alone), 2 pounds to 50 gallons.

Plat 11.—Control, unsprayed.

To each of these fungicides arsenate of lead in the form of the ordinary paste was

added at the rate of 2 pounds per 50 gallons of spray mixture.
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The orchard in which this series of phits was located was planted

in strips of four rows each of Ben Davis, Yellow Newtown," and York

Imperial trees. Each plat consisted of a row running across the

varieties so as to include 4 Ben Davis, 4 Yellow Newtown, and 2 York

Imperial trees. The Ben Davis was known to be very badly affected

by russeting, the Yellow Newtown moderately affected, and the York

Imperial notably immune to this type of injury.

SERIES II.

The blossoms being somewhat scant on the block on the home farm

and the trees not especially strong and productive, a duplicate series

(Series II) was arranged in Mr. Lupton's Baker orchard in a block

consisting entirely of Ben Davis trees. This second series was car-

ried out on the same plan, with the exception of plats 8 and 9, which

were left out, as they were not considered especially promising when

this scries was started. The trees in both blocks were 14 years of age.

Some trees were missing in the plats of Series I. Each plat in Series

II consisted of 4 Ben Davis trees rather heavily fruited, each carrying

several barrels of apples.

SUPPLEMENTAL SERIES.

A supplemental series, in which the self-boiled Hme-sulphur and

the copper-sulphid mixture were used on the Ben Davis variety,

was carried out in the orchard of Mr. Stewart Bell. Another supple-

mental test on the York Imperial and the Ben Davis was carried

out in the orchard of Mr. Phil Gold, comparing self-boiled lime-

sulphur and standard Bordeaux mixture, the dates of treatment

being approximately the same as in Series I and II.

DATES OF APPLICATION OF THE SPRAYS.

The sprays were applied with an ordinary hand barrel pump, a noz-

zle with a fairly small opening which produced a tolerably fine mist-

like spray being used. The first apphcation was made May 1 1 and 12,

shortly after the petals had fallen, while the calyxes were still open.

The second application was made June 11 and 12, just a month later;

in fact, a week later than was intended. The third apphcation was

made July 19.

The first application was made in time to fill the calyx cups with

the arsenate and in good season to catch early infections of cedar rust

and leaf-blight. This is usually also a timely application to protect

from apple scab, though not thoroughly rehable in a bad season. It

a This variety is known also as Newtown Pippin, and in Virginia as Albemarle Pippin,

or simply Pippin.
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6 EXPERIMENTS ON THE APPLE WITH SOME NEW FUNGICIDES.

represents the time of the second treatment for that disease, the first

one being made just before the petals open.

The second appHcation, on June 11, while it answered very well

under the conditions at Winchester, miglit be regarded as a little

late. June 1 to 5 would be a better time for this application in ordi-

nary years. This application is intended to catch the codling moth
at the time of hatching and feeding, and as the trees are just in full

leaf it is the best single treatment for apple leaf-blight or leaf-spot,

though a little late for the cedar-rust fungus.

The third application was made on July 19. This was also perhaps

a week too late, but is an excellent date for the last summer treatment

for fruit spots and leaf diseases and is timely for the second brood of

codling moths and for the lesser apple worm. The spray applied at

this time is expected to cling to the fruit and foliage and protect them
from fungous attacks for the rest of the season. Only under un-

favorable conditions and on varieties subject to attack by the bitter-

rot fungus are later treatments necessary. In unfavorable seasons

one or, perhaps, two additional treatments might be necessary for the

bitter-rot.

The dates specified were arranged in conference with Prof. A. L.

Quaintance, of the Bureau of Entomology, who is responsible for such

matters as relate to insects and insecticides in this circular.

PREPARATION OF THE SPRAYS.

Plat 2, standard Bordeaux mixture, 3-3-50 formula.—Heretofore,

stronger mixtures of bluestone and lime have been regarded as the

standard, but for the purpose of this experiment the 3-3-50 Bordeaux
mixture was used as the standard. It was made up in the ordinary

way, a stock solution of bluestone and a stock mixture of slaked- lime

paste being used. The materials were diluted and run together by
gravity into a tank.

To this mixture, as to all the other fungicides, 2 pounds of arsenate

of lead mixed up to a cream and passed through a sieve were added as

the last step before filling into the spray tank. The result was a

rather light sky-blue mixture, which stood up very well without

settling.

Plat 3, iron Bordeaux mixture.—On plat 3 was used standard 3-3-50

Bordeaux mixture, as on plat 2, to which 3 pounds of dissolved iron

sulphate diluted in about 6 gallons of water were added. Space was
left in pouring the bluestone and lime together to allow for the addi-

tion of the diluted iron sulphate. The iron produced a brown color.'^

o The addition of iron sulphate to Bordeaux mixture as a sticker has been recom-

mended by Prof. A. D. Selby, of Ohio.
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Plat 4, gypsum Bordeaux mixture.—This was prepared in the same

manner as the spray for plat 3, 3-3-50 Bordeaux mixture being made

up and 3 pounds of gypsum mixed with 6 or 8 gallons of water added

ill iilling the barrel. No change in color resulted.

Plat 5, neutral Bordeaux mixture.—This spray was made in the same

manner as standard Bordeaux mixture, except that a very small

quantity of lime was used and an excess of bluestone in running the

materials into the barrel. With the excess of bluestone, blue litmus

paper is turned red. Lime was cautiously added until no marked

change was produced in either the blue or the red litmus paper.

Plat 6, self-boiled lime-sulphur.—In these experiments, the rather

strong 10-10-50 self-boiled lime-sulphur was purposely used, so

that if spray injury resulted it would occur at its worst. In mak-

ing up the iron sulphid and the copper sulphid mixtures, therefore,

the same formula of 10-10-50 was used. In commercial work, how-

ever, the 8-8-50 formula should be used.

Briefly stated, this mixture is made up as follows:

In a barrel holding 50 gallons place 8 pounds of good stone lime.

Pour over this enough water to nearly cover it. As the lime begins

to slake, dump in the sulphur. This should preferably be run

through a screen, to break up lumps, and mixed with water to the

consistency of a slush. Stir the sulphur into the slaking lime

with a strong paddle and adtl water enough to keep the lime from

burning and to keep the mixture in a slushy condition. The sturing

should continue occasionally until the greater portion of the lime is

slaked into a cream or paste. Meantime the barrel should be cov-

ered with burlap sacks or a piece of old carpet or otherwise pro-

tected to retam the heat. At the end of fifteen or twenty minutes

the lime will be found to be thoroughly slaked and the sulphur partly

combined with it. Considerable brown discoloration shows the extent

of the chemical combination. The mixture is then diluted, first

with a small quantity of water stirred in with a paddle and then

sufficiently to fill the barrel to the 50-gallon mark. Space is left

before finishing to add the 2 pounds of arsenate of lead, stirred in, in

the form of milk, in 2 or 3 gallons of water.

Plat 7, copper-sulpliid mixture, No. 1.—To make this spray the

self-boiled lime-sulphur, already described (10-10-50), was used as a

basis. Space was left to add 2 pounds of copper sulphate in solu-

tion, diluted with about 6 or 8 gallons of water. This turned the

mass a decidedly bright reddish brown color as it was stirred

into the mixture. On the addition of 2 pounds of arsenate of lead,

previously mixed with water into a milk, no additional change in

color was apparent. This may have been due to inability to detect
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8 EXPERIMENTS ON THE APPLE WITH SOME NEW FUNGICIDES.

any further color change on account of the dark color of the copper

sulphid. This mixture is somewhat parallel in a general way as a

summer spray with the Oregon wash (so called) as a winter spray.

The Oregon wash is made by adding bluestone solution to the

strong home-boiled lime-sulphur mixture and is used only for a

winter wash. It is more nearly like the copper-sulphid mixture tried

by W. H. Volck, County Entomologist, Watsonville, Cal., and de-

scribed in a report on powdery mildew of the apple.*^ The copper

sulphid used by Volck was made by adding bluestone to the commer-
cial lime-sulphur solution. This resulted in a strong mixture which

could not be used at once but, according to Mr. Volck, on decanting

and washing, it could be sprayed on the apple trees. The washing,

however, required two or three days.

The new feature in making the copper-sulphid mixture is the use

of the self-boiled lime-sulphur as a basis. This is so mild in its com-

position as to permit the immediate use of the mixture without

washing.

Plat 8, copper-sulphid mixture, No. 2.—This is a copper-sulphid

mixture made by using the standard Bordeaux mixture (3-3-50)

as a basis and adding a gallon of the strong commercial lime-sulphur

stock solution diluted in 2 or 3 gallons of water after the bluestone

and lime have been combined. This is also a mixture somewhat

similar to that used by Volck,'^ but is different in that it has an excess

of lime, a part of which is combined with bluestone before add-

ing the sulphur. On account of wanting to use this mixture at once

without washing and being afraid of its caustic action, only 1 gallon

of the lime-sulphur solution per 50 gallons was used, though 1^

gallons can be used in water alone. The mixture gave the light

reddish brown color characteristic of the copper sulphid. It was

applied without washing or decanting.

Plat 9, iron-sulphid mixture.—The new form of iron-sulphid mix-

ture is made by using the self-boiled lime-sulphur (10-10-50) as a

basis. A barrel of the self-boiled lime-sulphur is prepared as already

described and diluted to about 40 gallons. Iron sulphate (copperas),

3 pounds, dissolved in 6 to 8 gallons of water, is then added. The
iron sulphate might perhaps be still further diluted to advantage.

When this is added and stirred into the barrel the mixture turns

inky black. Then 2 pounds of arsenate of lead are added, as before.

The iron sulphate can be weighed out and dissolved in a large

bucket by stirring, or, better, it can be prepared in a stock solution,

o "The Apple Powdery Mildew in the Pajaro Valley," Special Bulletin No. 1, by

W. H. Volck, County Entomologist for Monterey and Santa Cruz counties. Watson-

ville, Cal., May, 1909.
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as is customary with copper sulphate, at the rate of 1 pound to the

gallon of water.

The new feature in this iron sulphid, as in the new copper sulphid,

consists in usin<2; the self-boiled lime-sulphur as a basis instead of the

concentratetl lime-sulphur solution. Volck, in the bulletin already

cited, described an iron sulphid like his copper sulphid, made by

adding iron sulphate to the lime-sulphur solution. But this, like the

copper sulphid, required decanting and washing for two or three days

to render it suitable for use upon foliage. It was decided to use the

self-boiled lime-sulphur in the hope of getting a more harmless mixture

which could be made up and used at once, as the washing was not

considered practicable or was, at least, very objectionable. The plan

succeeded in that the mixture was quite harmless. The inky black

mixture was apparently colloidal or somewhat gelatinous in texture

and after drying on the trees turned a dark slate color. In a few

days this oxidized to a reddish brown color, which remained constant.

RESULTS.

Apple leaf-spot and the cedar-rust fungus began to appear on the

leaves of the unsprayed trees at the date of the second treatment.

Furthermore, a rather vicious spray injury of the foliage and rus-

seting of the fruit began to appear on the Bordeaux-mixture plats

at the same time. The taking of notes of the results was begun,

therefore, at that time and contmued at frequent intervals through-

out the season. The fruit was sorted and weighed at picking time

and a sample box of apples from each important plat was packed

and placed in cold storage. Careful notes on the condition of the

fruit from the difi'erent plats were taken at picking time and again

at the time the fruit was removed from cold storage, when it was

placed on exhibition before the Virginia State Horticultural Society, •

January 5 to 7. The details as to the differences between these

plats and between the resulting fruits may be described more fully

in a later publication. For the present })urpose, however, the fol-^'

lowing important results may be stated

:

SERIES I.

All the fungicides protected the trees almost completely from

fungous diseases, and since the arsenate of lead was combined with

them they also controlled the codling moth and other insect pests.

It therefore became a question, as was intended from the start, of

determining the merits of the different mixtures largely through

their effect in producing spray injury.
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10 EXPERIMENTS ON THE APPLE WITH SOME NEW FUNGICIDES.

Plat 1, control.—The extent of damage to the leaves of tliis plat

by fungous diseases was estimated at 60 per cent on September 21,

a week before picking time, and the damage to fruit from fungous

fruit spots and insect injuries was estimated at 90 per cent on the

Ben Davis (of which shghtly more than half was due to the codhng

moth), 20 per cent on the Yellow Newtown (of which three-fifths

was caused by the codhng moth), and 10 per cent on the York

Imperial (of which three-tenths was codhng-moth injury).

Plat 2, standard Bordeaux mixture.—"Die fungous damage to the

leaves in this plat was estimated on September 21 at 1 per cent on

the Ben Davis trees, and the fungous and insect damage to the fruit

at 2 per cent. This was merely nominal. On the other hand, the

injury to the leaves by copper poisoning on the date mentioned was

estimated at 30 per cent, and the fruit russeting at 60 per cent.

This was the greatest percentage of damage to any of the fruit by

any of the sprays. The only damage of greater extent was that to

the Yellow Newtown leaves, which were marked 80 per cent injured.

The reverse was true of the Yellow Newtown fruit, only 30 per cent

of which was injured. About 25 per cent of the York Imperial

leaves was injured, wliile only 3 per cent of the fruit was injured

by spray russeting.

Since the fruit of the Ben Davis was very susceptible to spray

injury throughout, the relative merits of some of the less desirable

sprays can be described by giving the percentage of spray injury

alone. In the case of some of the following mixtures, therefore, it

will be the only figure given.

Plat 3, iron Bordeaux mixture.—This caused but little more than

half the injury of standard Bordeaux mixture. The fruit russeting

on the Ben Davis was marked 40 per cent.

Plat 4, gyjjsum Bordeaux mixture.—This was just about half as

injurious to fruit and fohage as standard Bordeaux mixture. Rus-

seting on the Ben Davis was marked 30 per cent.

Plat 5, neutral Bordeaux mixture.—Ki first this was not quite as

injurious as standard Bordeaux mixture, but eventually the fruit

russeting on the Ben Davis was so nearly the same as to be indis-

tinguishable, and the injury mark given was 60 per cent. Strange

to say, tliis mixture was the only one which seriously injured the

fruit of the York Imperial, its use resulting in 20 per cent of injury

on that variety. It was therefore more injurious on the whole

than standard Bordeaux mixture.

Plat 6, self-boiled lime-sulphur.—Fvuit russeting was practically

avoided by the use of this mixture. There was a mark of one-half

of 1 per cent of russeting given to the Ben Davis fruit. This was

merely nominal, however, and was in the stem end of the apples, prob-
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EXPERIMENTS ON THE APPLE WITH SOME NEW FUNGICIDES. 11

ably due to water or to the lead arsenate. No other russet injury to

fruit was noted, but a few fungous spots were found on the leaves.

Plat 7, copper-sulphid mixture No. 1.—This mixture russeted the

fruit of the Ben Davis the least of any copper spray. The mark

given was 10 per cent, or one-sixth of the damage caused by stand-

ard Bordeaux mixture. On the other hand, the leaf injury was only

1 per cent, so slight as to be scarcely noticeable, and on the Yellow

Newtown and the York Imperial practically perfect marks were

given to this mixture. On both leaves and fruit this mixture could

be used commercially under the conditions of the past season on

these varieties, and were it not for the slight russeting on the Ben

Davis it would have ranked with the best and had practically perfect

marks throughout. Possibly, by diluting, this injury could be reduced

still further.

Plat 8, copper-sulphid mixture No. 2.—This spray was made with

the strong lime-sulphur solution instead of the self-boiled lime-

sulphur and Avas inferior to the copper-sulphid mixture No. 1.

The damage to the fruit of the Ben Davis, however, was marked 15

per cent, onl}^ slightly greater, but the foliage injury was quite serious,

reaching 40 per cent on the Yellow Newtown. Substituting the

commercial lime-sulphur solution in making the copper sulphid in-

creased the russeting from 10 to 15 per cent on the fruit of the Ben

Davis and resulted in some considerable injury to the foliage, 15 per

cent on the York Imperial and 10 per cent on the Ben Davis.

Plat 9, iron-sulphid mixture.—This new fungicide received practi-

cally perfect marks both as to fungicidal action and as to injury. In

the matter of record, or percentage of spray injury and percentage of

fungous spots, it scored the higliest mark. It has, however, a slight

physiological effect on the apple, which is described later, that may
sometimes be disadvantageous. There was absolutely no injury in

the way of russeting the fruit even on the Ben Davis.

There is a slight russeting around the stems of apples in humid

climates that is caused by water in the form of rain or dew in the

cavity. The only apples free from this slight stem russeting are

those grown in desert or dry countries. The stem russeting on the

iron-sulphid plat, however, was reduced to the smallest quantity, being

so slight that it was considered exactly the same as that on unsprayed

fruits. There was absolutely no injury, and the iron sulphid pre-

vented the fungous diseases so completely that by close observation

only a few spots could be found on the leaves. A mark of one-half of

1 per cent for fungous injury was therefore given to each variety.

On the fruit no spots were found and a perfect mark was given.

The fruit on the iron-sulphid plat was slightly greener in appearance

than the unsprayed fruit, particularlj^ toward the stem end. This
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was not so noticeable on the York Imperial; in fact, it was scarcely-

apparent on that variety. On the Yellow Newtown spra3nng with

copper sulphid resulted in bright-green and apparently slightly belated

fruit of such a nature as probably not to be objectionable in that

variety. Although the fruit of the Ben Davis was fine looking, it was

not quite so brilliant in appearance as that on the lime-sulphur plat.

Possibly it might have improved by hanging on the trees a week

longer and getting somewhat riper.

On the other hand, the foliage on the iron-sulphid plat was hand-

somer than that on any of the other plats. It was darker green and,

as was afterwards found, it hung on longer than that in any other

part of the orchard. During the summer the spray stuck so tightly

and was so abundant as to give the trees a brownish appearance, but

this wore off at picking time, resulting in a remarkably fine dark-

green appearance of the leaves. The twigs were also more stocky

and the fruit buds plumper on these trees, although the self-boiled

lime-sulphur was a close rival in this respect. This fine appearance

of the twigs and buds was undoubtedly produced by the excellent

foliage.

Plat 10, arsenate of lead {used alone).—This spray gave excellent

results, not only in its absence of injurious effects on the foliage and

fruit but in preventing fungous diseases. The injury was marked

zero throughout. No injury could be found that was due to spraying

or that was in any wa}'' abnormal. The slight stem russeting, as with

the iron sulphid, was considered natural water russeting. Further-

more, the spraying seemed to protect the fruits from the fly-speck,

the smut fungus, and the fruit spots, just as in the case of the other

mixtures. On the leaves, however, a few spots of cedar rust and

leaf-spot were found, 1 per cent on the Ben Davis, 1 per cent on the

Yellow Newtown, and 3 per cent on the York Imperial.

On the whole, the plat sprayed with arsenate of lead compared very

favorably with the better plats. The leaves did not have such a

handsome and dark-green appearance as those on the iron-sulphid

plat, nor even as those on the self-boiled lime-sulphur plat. The

foliage, however, seemed to be perfectly natural, making it appear

that the extra-good plats were stimulated by the fungicides.

Plat 11.—No records were taken of plat 11, as unfortunately it

received bv accident some of the treatment with 2-3-50 Bordeaux

mixture and arsenate of lead in spraying the surrounding orchard.

Remainder of the orcliard.—The mixture used in the remainder of

the orchard was a diluted Bordeaux mixture, 2-3-50 (2 pounds of

bluestone, 3 pounds of lime, and 50 gallons of water), to which were

added 2 pounds of arsenate of lead. This gave good results on the

Yellow Newtown and the York Imperial, particularly on the latter
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variety. There was some leaf injury, however, on the York Imperial

and the Yellow Newtown, becoming serious on many of the trees. It

probably amounted to about one-half or two-thirds of that on the

3-3-50 plat. This difference is attributed to the smaller amount of

copper in the mixture and to the excess of lime, and possibly also to

the somewhat lighter spraying used in commercial work. The results

on the fruit were satisfactory even on these varieties. This was also

true as to the leaves of the Ben Davis, the injury not being very

serious, but the fruit of this variety was very decidedly injured in

this orchard, the injury amounting to at least 30 or possibly 40 per

cent. The possibility of getting such an injury on the Ben Davis

shuts out the use of Bordeaux mixture on that variety.

SERIES II.

In Series II, which contained only Ben Davis trees, the general

results were exactly the same as in Series I. Any differences were so

slight as to be attributed to accidental variation. The plats of four

trees each of the Ben Davis carried heavy crops of fruit, rendering

the difference in quality of the fruit rather more emphatic, perhaps,

than in Series I. The foliage on these trees was somewhat stronger,

and therefore withstood the spray injury slightly better. Unfortu-

nately, plats 8 and 9 were left out of this series.

In Series II the same numbers were used as in Series I to designate

the plats sprayed with different mixtures. All of the plats receiving

copper spray were injured more or less. The injury seemed to be

slightly less, however, at picking time than a month before, as these

strong trees outgrew the russeting slightly. On plat 2, however,

where the standard Bordeaux mixture was used, fruit russeting

amounted to 35 per cent on September 21. The trees sprayed with

the iron Bordeaux and the gypsum Bordeaux mixtures were slightly

less russeted than those in Series I. Plat 7, sprayed with copper sul-

phid, gave a corresponding result, the injury being marked 8 percent,

which was the least caused by any copper spra}^. The self-boiled

lime-sulphur gave the same excellent results. This was also true of

the arsenate of lead used alone.

SUPPLEMENTAL SERIES.

In the supplemental series in the orchard of ]\Ir. Stewart Bell, the

unsprayed plat gave about the same unfavorable result but was not

quite so badly affected by fungous diseases as in Series I. The leaves

were marked 50 per cent injured by fungi, however, on September 8.

The self-boiled lime-sulphur gave satisfactory results, with no rus-

seting whatever, except a trace at the stem end, preventing the fruit

spots and the leaf spots and, with the addition of the arsenate of
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lead, the greater part of the insect injuries. Of plat 7, the copper-

sulphid mixture gave the same excellent results on the leaves, but

produced 15 per cent of russeting on the fruit of the Ben Davis.

in the supplemental test in the orchard of Mr. Phil Gold, self-

boiled lime-sulphur was used in comparison with standard Bordeaux

mixture, 3-5-50. Plats 2 and 6 were located in an orchard which

had been quite seriously attacked by the cedar rust. The two

varieties York Imperial and Ben Davis were in alternate rows and

were included in each plat. In the plat sprayed with Bordeaux mix-

ture the Ben Davis trees showed 15 per cent of injury to the foliage,

and the fruit was considerably russeted. It carried one-half of 1 per

cent of cedar rust. The York Imperial trees had about 10 per cent of

leaf injury from copper poisoning and had smooth fruit, as usual,

but carried 2^ per cent of cedar rust. On the plat sprayed with

self-boiled lime-sulphur, corresponding to plat 6 of the main series,

there was no spray injury to fruit or leaves of either variety, but

there was a marked increase in the cedar rust, about 2 per cent on

the Ben Davis and 17 per cent on the York Imperial. Self-boiled

lime-sulphur, therefore, did not prove entirely successful in control-

ling cedar rust.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS.

All types of Bordeaux mixture were injurious. On the Ben Davis,

particularly on the fruit, the extent of this injury was so great as to

compel the abandonment of Bordeaux mixture for spraying this

variety. On the Yellow Newtown, while the fruit suffered very much

less, the foliage suffered to a great extent, reaching a damage esti-

mated at 80 per cent, the highest percentage of injury produced by

any of the sprays. On the York Imperial the fruit was hurt but very

little except with neutral Bordeaux mixture. With the ordinary

Bordeaux or the modified Bordeaux mixtures the injury was so slight

on this variety as to be insignificant and was far overbalanced by the

benefits. However, the foliage of the York Imperial suffered seriously,

too much to be tolerated if it could possibly be avoided. As the York

Imperial is the most immune to copper poisoning of all important

commercial varieties as far as fruit is concerned, the net result is that

even on that variety, on account of the serious damage to foliage,

Bordeaux mixture is to be discarded if other fungicides can be used

to do the work without this leaf injury.

Neutral Bordeaux mixture was the worst form and did more harm

than the standard 3-3-50 formula, while the 2-3-50 formula, with its

excess of lime, was distinctly superior to the other kinds and gave

good commercial results on the York Imperial. In blocks of the

York Imperial this 2-3-50 Bordeaux mixture with 2 pounds of arse-
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nate of load niiolit jjossibly still be used, although it is a little too

severe on the leaves.

On the other hand, under the conditions obtaining at Winchester,
Va., and the same was true at other points in Virginia during
1909, the self-boiled lime-sulphur with the arsenate of lead added
gave practically j)erfect commercial results on the fruit and entirely

satisfactory results on the foliage except where cedar rust was abnor-
mally bad, without any russeting or leaf injury whatever. The fruit

seemed to be even brighter and yellower than normal fruit. This
mixture has not proved to be a very powerful fungicide for apple
diseases under extreme conditions.

It should be noted that Mr. W. M. Scott, of the Bureau of Plant
Industry, has developed the self-boiled lime-sulphur mainly as a
fungicide for use on the peach, for which purpose it is eminently
successful. The down on the peach skin serves admirably in retain-

ing the mixture on the fruit. Mr. Scott has also obtainecl some very
good results on the apple under favorable conditions, but has pointed
out that this mixture has not given entirely satisfactory results in the
treatment of apple scab under extreme conditions. In the experi-

ments on pecan scab carried on by the writer during the last year in

South Carolina, where heavy and frequent rains occurred, self-boiled

lime-sulphur failed in preventing the attacks of this fungus.

The self-boiled lime-sulphur does not appear to withstand heavy
washing rains. This throws some doubt on the ability of the straight

self-boiled lime-sulphur to protect against the attack of fungous
diseases under varied and unfavorable conditions.

It should be noted that the self-boiled lime-sulphur permitted
2 per cent of infection on the leaves of the Ben Davis, 3 per cent
on the Yellow Newtown, and 4 per cent on the York Imperial in

Series I. While this amount of fungous disease on the leaves is

insignificant, nevertheless, it was the highest obtained in any of the
plats of this series. It therefore brings out the doubt as to the
fungicidal strength of this otherwise remarkably good niLxture.

The new form of iron sulphid gave practically perfect results on
both leaves and fruit of all varieties. It was absolutely noninjurious.
Furthermore, it gave the most perfect protection from fungi, the fruit

having no infection whatever and the leaves being given a mark of

one-half of 1 per cent of fungous injury on all varieties. The foliage on
this plat had a particularly fine dark-green color and held on later than
any other leaves in the orchard. The twigs were stockier and the
buds were finer and plumper than on any other plat, although the
self-boiled lime-sulphur plat was a close second in this regard. It
should be noted, however, that the fruit was slightly greener in color
and apparently a little later in ripening than on the other plats,
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particularly the lime-sulphur plat, its real competitor in efficiency.

In the case of the Yellow Newtown, the slightly greener color might

not be objectionable. With the York Imperial it was not sufficiently

marked to be important. On the Ben Davis it might possibly be

slightly objectionable, unless by allowing the fruit to hang later it

eventually attained full color.

On plat 7 the new form of copper sulphid gave entirely satisfactory

results on both fruit and foliage of the Yellow Newtown and the York

Imperial varieties. It gave excellent results on the foliage of the

Ben Davis, but russeted the fruit about 10 per cent—that is, one-sixth

as much as standard Bordeaux mixture. Under the conditions at

Winchester the new copper sulphid was almost, if not quite, abso-

lutely harmless on the Yellow Newtown and the York Imperial, and

this is the only copper spray of which this could be said. If these

results can be depended upon in the future, this spray could be used

commercially with excellent success. The 10 per cent of russeting of

the Ben Davis would entirely prohibit its use on that variety if the

self-boiled - lime-sulphur and the iron sulphid prove as efficient as

indicated by this experiment. The percentage of russeting on the

Ben Davis might possibly be reduced by cutting down the amount

of copper from 2 pounds to 1 pound, or even to one-half pound. Fur-

thermore, this copper sulphid may prove to be noninjurious on the

Ben Davis fruit after it has reached a certain stage of growth. We
may say, therefore, that we have in the copper sulphid the least

injurious form of copper, and if copper is absolutely necessary for

ultimate success in controlling the most difficult diseases, this form

of spray produces the minimum amount of injury.

One of the surprises of this experiment was the remarkably good

result obtained from the arsenate of lead plat, it showing entire

freedom from russet injury. Under the rather easy conditions in

regard to fungous infection prevailing at Winchester during the

season in question arsenate of lead proved efficacious in preventing

fungous diseases. It is certain that under more adverse conditions

this freedom from fungi can not be depended upon to the extent

indicated in these experiments.

The elRciency of the arsenate of lead cast some doubt as to whether

it was not concerned in the success of the self-boiled lime-sulphur

and the iron-sulphid plats, and perhaps some of the others, since it

was added to all of the mixtures used. Self-boiled lime-sulphur,

however, has been successful in several of Mr. Scott's experiments on

the apple, and still more so on the peach, and it is now recognized

as the standard fungicide for the summer treatment of peach diseases.

An iron sulphid somewhat similar to this one, made with the sulphur

solution, in the experiments of Mr. W. H. Volck, at Watsonville,

Cal., on the powdery mildew of the apple, proved superior to Bor-
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deaux mixture. Possibly this form of iron sulphid may possess

superiority in the case of certain other fungi.

It is, however, not considered safe to recommend either the iron-

sulphid or the copper-sulphid spray for general commercial use until

they have been further tested. It is quite possible that different

dilutions may be found desirable. Perhaps the self-boiled lime-

sulphur may be reenforced in its fungicidal properties by adding

just a little bluestone, say 1 pound or even half a pound per

barrel. It would thus be a very dilute copper sulphid with an excess

of self-boiled lime-sulphur. It is possible that the amount of cop-

per sulphate added might be adjusted to suit the susceptibility of the

different varieties. The full amount—2 pounds—could be added

for the Yellow Newtown, York Imperial, and probably some other

varieties, while the minimum amount of 1 pound or perhaps even

half a pound could be added for the Ben Davis.

The iron sulphid made with the self-boiled lime-sulphur as a basis

sticks so much better than self-boiled lime-sulphur and in the test

above described was so successful that it seems very promising. It

is capable of endless modification. Perhaps a smaller quantity than

the 3 pounds used in the experiment could be added to the barrel

of 10-10-50 or 8-8-50 self-boiled lime-sulphur with beneficial results.

This ma}^ serve as a sticker for the self-boiled lime-sulphur mixture

and increase its fungicidal powers. It may permit the use of an

even more dilute form of the self-boiled lime-sulphur than the 8-8-50

formula which is now recommended for commercial preparations.

There is a possibility of combining the two mixtures of iron sulphid

and copper sulphid in various preparations for those fungous diseases

or combinations of fungous diseases that occur. For instance, if

the cedar rust requires copper for its control it may be preferred to

add a little copper to the iron-sulphid mixture. It is evident that

considerable experimenting will be needed to settle these questions.

The harmless character of the iron sulphid is believed to be pretty

well shown. It will require tests under severe outbreaks of fungous

diseases before its fungicidal powers can be properly determined,

however. The iron sulphid or even the copper sulphid will not be

recommended for commercial work until further tested. They

should be tried, if at all, in experiments in a small way. Mr. Scott

has shown that the commercial lime-sulphur solution diluted to H
gallons per 50 gallons of water is a more powerful fungicide than the

self-boiled lime-sulphur preparation and is perfectly safe at that

strength on the apple. This mixture is therefore recommended in

spraying the apple and is available for those cases where apple scab

or some other serious disease is feared and a stronger fungicide than

self-boiled lime sulphur is desired.
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Where a dangerous outbreak of bitter-rot occurs late in the season,

probably, with our present knowledge of the subject, a moderately

strong Bordeaux mixture—say 4-4-50—would still be the safest

thing to recommend for use.

CONCLUSIONS.

All the fungicides containing copper used in the tests here reported

upon russeted the fruit of the Ben Davis apple seriously, injuring it

from 10 to 60 per cent.

The copper-sulphid preparation made from self-boiled lime-sulphur

was the least injurious copper spray, causing only 10 per cent of

injury to the fruit of the Ben Davis trees.

Neutral Bordeaux mixture proved the worst spray mixture used,

even injuring the fruit of the York Imperial. An excess of Hme,

therefore, is an advantage in tending to render Bordeaux mixture

harmless.

Standard Bordeaux mixture, 3-3-50, was the next to the worst

mixture for spray injury, giving 60 per cent of injury on the Ben

Davis fruits. Cutting down the quantity of copper sulphate in

Bordeaux mixture from 3 to 2 pounds reduced the injury, but did

not prevent it.

Copper poisoning occurs seriously on the leaves, even damaging

them to a greater extent than the fruit, reaching 80 per cent on the

Yellow Newtown when Bordeaux mixture is used.

The susceptibility of the leaves to copper poisoning bears no direct

relation to the behavior of the fruit in this regard. The leaves of

any variety may be badly injured while the fruit is not hurt, or vice

versa.

Adding certain materials, such as gypsum, iron sulphate, Hme-

sulphur solution, etc., to Bordeaux mixture in all cases reduced the

injury, but did not entirely prevent it except in the case of the

splf-boiled lime-sulphur in part, where a new compound was

formed.

A new form of copper sulphid was made, the self-boiled lime-

sulphur being used as a basis, and tested for the first time, proving

effective and almost completely noninjurious except to the fruit of

the Ben Davis variety.

A similar fungicide made with the commercial hme-sulphur solu-

tion was only slightly more injurious to the fruit, but was distinctly

injurious to the foliage.

A new iron-sulphid fungicide was made and tested for the first

time. It was entirely harmless and gave remarkably good results

under the conditions at Winchester, Va., in 1909, except that it

produced distinctly greener fruits. It may therefore be regarded as

promising.
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Arsenate of lead, 2 pounds to the barrel, can be used in any of the

mixtures tested. When used alone this insecticide seemed to possess

considerable fungicidal value, though probably not enough to be de-

pended upon for general use.

Approved

:

James Wilson,

Secretary of Agriculture.

Washington, D. C, March 26, 1910.
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B. P. I.—569.

DRY-LAND GRAINS FOR WESTERN NORTH
AND SOUTH DAKOTA.

INTRODUCTION.

The i)iirp()se of this {)a])er is to present some of the results obtained

by the Office of Grain Investigations, United States Department

of Agriculture, in several years' work in western North and South

Dakota. The results of the work done at the Bellefourche experi-

ment farm, Bellefourche, S. Dak., and that in cooperation with the

state experiment stations at the substations at Highmore, S. Dak.,

and Dickinson, X. Dak., for the purpose of determining the best

varieties of grain, arc rcijorted.*^ It is principally from these experi-

ment farms that definite and reliable information may be obtained

concerning this subject.

Many varieties have been grown that are not mentioned here. It

has been the practice to add promising new varieties and to discard

old ones as they are found to be of no value. To include all these

would add needlessly to this paper and confuse the farmer in his

ell'orts to select those varieties suited to his needs.

In addition to the work of vai'iety testing, brief mention is made

of milling and baking tests and of experiments to determine the best

rates of seeding for the various grains and the best time and method

of preparation for seeding winter wheat. Other lines of work are

being started from time to time as the need for them becomes

apparent. These will be reported when more complete information

concerning them is obtained.

CONCLUSIONS SOMEWHAT TENTATIVE.

Necessarily the scope of the work has been such that few attempts

have been made to draw conclusions. The results of two years' work

are reported for Bellefourche, of three for Dickinson, and of seven for

Highmore. Obviously one must be extremely careful in drawing

sweeping conclusions from the results t)f only a few years' work.

Those conclusions and opinions which are presented must be regarded

as largely tentative and likely to be revised as more knowledge on

a The work with dry-land grains at the Bellefourche experiment farm was under

the direct charge of the writer of this circular. The results of variety trials at High-

more and Dickinson were taken from the reports of the superintendents of those

stations

.
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the subject is obtained. These results are submitted in the hope that

they will be of immediate use to farmers, who, in many cases, come
from the Eastern States, where the rainfall is abundant, and are

unfamiliar with conditions in this area.

SOIL.

It has been the plan in locating these experiment farms to obtain,

as far as possible, representative conditions of both soil and climate,

in order that the results may be applicable to a large area.

BELLEFOURCHE.

The soil of the Beliefourche experiment farm is a very heavy clay

called "Pierre clay" by the Bureau of Soils; to farmers and stock-

men it is familiarly known as "gumbo." It is chiefly characterized

by its stickiness when wet and by its imperviousness to water, espe-

cially after the surface becomes wet. It contains a fair amount of

humus and appears to be rich in the essential elements of plant food.

From a practical farmer's standpoint, its chief disadvantages are

that it is very heavy and therefore expensive to work, and that it is

necessary to work it when it contains the proper amount of moisture.

From the behavior of the crops, this soil seems to be very retentive

of moisture and is productive when properly handled.

Table I shows the results of a mechanical analysis of Pierre clay."

Its characteristic stickiness is perhaps explained by the large percent-

age of clay and silt, amounting to 35 and 4.3.2 per cent, respectively.

Table I.

—

Composition of Pierre clay as determined by mechanical analysis.

Per cent.

Fine gravel 0.2

Coarse sand 1.1

Medium sand 1. 4

Fine sand 5.5

Very fine sand 13.0

Silt 43. 2

Clay 35.

The Pierre clay passes gradually into a clay shale, which is found

at a depth varying from a few feet to several hundred feet. This

type of soil is found extensively in South Dakota west of the Mis-

souri River, and in a few areas not covered with the glacial drift

east of the river. It also extends into Montana and Wyoming.

The field in which the greater part of the experimental work herein

reported has been conducted seems to be well adapted to the purpose.

Check plats have been used in all plantings when practicable to do so,

and in most cases it has been found that there is little variation in

different parts of the field.

«Soil Survey of the Bellefourche Area, Advance Sheet, Field Operations, 1907,

Bureau of Soils, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture.
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IIIGIIMORE.

The soil of the lli^hmore substation is of ohicial origin. In texture

it (lilfers from tlie Beliefourche soil in that it is not so heavy and is

easier to work. It is uniform both in texture and in topography.

The results from this station are extremely valuable, both from this

fact and for the reason that the experiments extend over a period

of several years.'

DICKINSON.

The soil of the Dickinson substation is not so heavy as that of

either Bellefourche or Highmore. It varies from a sandy to a clay

loam. It is productive and is typical of extensive areas in western

North Dakota. The field in which variety tests are being con-

ducted ajipears to ho. fairly uniform, although check ])lats in some

years have made (juite variable yields.

CLIMATE.

The climate of Bellefourche, Highmore, and Dickinson is fairly

typical of the northern Great Plains. The annual mean temperature'^

at Highmore is 44.5° F. It is 40.3° F. at Dickinson. Records at

Bellefourche have not been taken for a sufficient time to determine

the mean temperature, but it is probably about the same as at

Highmore.

Table II has been prepared for the purpose of showing the annual

and seasonal rainfall for each year during which experiments have

been conducted at each of these points. The normal rainfall for the

full period for which records are available is also given for the pur-

pose of comparison.

Table II.

—

Precipitation at Highmore, Dickinson, and Bellefourche during the yearsfor
which experiments are reported.

Year.
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In all discussions in this paper the seasonal precipitation is under-

stood to be the amount of moisture which falls from March 1 to July

31 . In the northern Great Plains the precipitation during this period

seems to be more closely related to crop production than does that

of any other period. For small grains the August and September

rains are usually of no use as far as the crop for that season is con-

cerned. On the other hand, the March precipitation if conserved

may often be of considerable use. Even for crops which mature late

in the season, such as corn, the rainfall previous to August is as

important as that which occurs later. In the growing of winter

wheat the autumn and winter precipitation must also be considered.

The differences in soil and climate at Beliefourche, Highmore, and

Dickinson do not appear to be great enough to cause very different

behavior of the grains. The results agree so closely that many of

the same varieties are recommended for the three areas. As much
difference is found between Beliefourche, Highmore, and Dickinson

as is ordinarily found between other locahties in the northern Great

Plains. It follows, therefore, that the results presented are probably

apphcable to the greater part of this area. The farmer, no matter

where he is located, should study his conditions—soil, rainfall, tem-

perature, evaporation, etc. By a comparison of his own conditions

with those of the experiment farms and a study of the results obtained

he may reach a very reliable conclusion as to the grains which are

most likely to succeed on his farm.

OTHER FACTOBS WHICH HAVE INFLUENCED THE RESULTS.

At all the experiment farms under discussion the grains have been

grown as nearly as possible under field conditions. The ground has

been well prepared, although no better than can be done on every

well-regulated farm. The preparation has been uniform, so as to

secure comparable yields for all varieties.

At Dickinson and Bellefourche the crops have been grown on new

land, with the exception of the barley at Dickinson in 1909, which

was grown on corn ground. The usual practice has been to break

the land in the spring of the previous year and backset it in the fall.

At Highmore the grain has usually been grown on land on which corn

or small grain was grown the previous year. Corn ground has been

used whenever possible. Before seeding in the spring the ground

is disked and harrowed sufficiently to provide a good seed bed. The

grain has been sown with a drill, usually a disk drill.

The rate of seeding has not always been the same for different

years. At Bellefourche the durum wheat has usually been sown at

the rate of 5 pecks per acre, common spring wheat 4 pecks, and barley

and oats 5 and 6 pecks, respectively. In the variety test in 1908 the
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winter wheat was sown at the rate of 2§ pecks per acre, while in

the time-of-seeding test the rate was 6 pecks per acre. All of the

winter wheat, with the exception of that in the rate-of-seeding test,

was sown at the rate of 4 pecks per acre in 1909. At Highmore the

grain has been sown at the rate of 5 pecks per acre for wheat, 6 pecks

for hurley, and 8 pecks for oats. A common practice at Dickinson

has been to sow the durum wheat at the rate of 6 pecks per acre and

the common wheat at the rate of 5 pecks per acre. Barley and oats

have been sown at the rate of 6 and 8 pecks, respectivel3^

VARIETY TESTS.

Varieties behave very differently under different conditions of soil,

climate, and culture. One of the principal objects of variety tests

is to obtain information concerning the behavior of varieties in rela-

tion to these factors. The best variety is usuall}^ considered to be

the one which will produce the highest average yield for a period of

years, quality and market value being considered. The ability of a

variety to produce a fair yield in an unfavorable year is an important

consideration. It often happens that during such seasons consider-

able differences will be found between varieties which have produced
uniformly good yields in favorable ones. It is largely for this reason

that variety tests can not be considered conclusive until the varieties

have been subjected to all the conditions which occur in the area

where they are to be grown.

It is believed that the results herein reported, which are the most
definite data obtainable for this area, indicate within reasonable

limits those varieties which will usually do best. Further tests are

expected to show more definite relations between varieties and cer-

tain climatic and soil conditions. In the mean time, the farmer is

justified in using those which our present knowledge indicates to be
the best.

SPRING WHEAT.

The tables which follow do not show a striking superiority of any
variety of the same class as far as yield is concerned. A probable

explanation is that the varieties reported represent the best of sev-

eral hundred which have been tested at different places. It is the

practice of the Office of Grain Investigations of the Bureau of Plant
Industry to grow only a few of the best varieties in field tests. All

others, often numbering as many as two or three hundred, are grown
in small plats or rows. Only the best of these are ever increased, the

remainder being discarded. As an illustration, over two hundred
varieties and strains of durum wheat introchiced by this office have
been grown at the South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station
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at Brookings. These were tested for several years, the best being

grown in field tests. Some were grown as early as 1902 at Mellette,

S. Dak., and in 1903 at the substation at Highmore. l^ater, when
cooperative work was begun at the substations at Edgeley and Dick-

inson, N. Dak., the best varieties were sent there for trial. In 1908,

when the work at the Bellefourche experiment farm was inaugurated,

only those varieties which these various tests had shown to be best

were used.

In the progress of the work at various places many varieties have
been discarded, so that those which are being grown at present may
be regarded as the best of their class.

Tables III, IV, and V show the average and annual yields of the

durum and common wheats at the three experiment farms under
discussion. In Table IV, which shows the yields at Highmore, two
columns of averages are given, as most of the common wheats were

not grown until two years after the durum wheats were introduced.

Table III.— Yield per acre of spring wheat groivn at the experiment farm, Bellefourche,

S. Dak., in 1908 and 1909.

DURUM WHEAT.
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Table IV.— Yield per acre of spring icheat grown at the erperiment farm, Highmore,
S. Dak., from 1903 to 1909, inchisive.

DIKT-M WHEAT.
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BELLEFOURCHE.

The highest average yiehl of sj)ring wheat at Bellefourche is 23.2

bushels per acre, as shown in Tabk^ III. This was obtained from two
strains of the Kubanka variety, G. I. No. 1440 '^ (better known as

S. P. I. No. 5639) and G. I. No. 1516.'' Several other varieties have
yielded nearly as much.

Of the common wheats, Powers' Fife (G. I. No. 3025) has yielded

the most, 17.9 bushels per acre, or 5.3 bushels less than the Kubanka.
Kysting's Fife (G. I. No. 3022) is a close second. The Bearded Ked
Fife, which has yielded well at Highmore, has not been included in

these tests. Several strains of this valuable variety are being grown

m the })lant nursery. Some of these are very promising and will be

grown in comparison with the other varieties as soon as sufficient seed

is obtained.
HIGHMORE.

The Kubanka variety (G. I. No. 1516) has produced the highest

average yield of the durum wheats at Highmore, 22.4 bushels per acre

for the seven-year period from 1903 to 1909, as shown in Table IV.

The Ghirka Spring, the only common spring wheat grown for the full

period of seven years, gave an average yield of 14.5 bushels per acre.

The Bearded Red Fife has produced the highest average 3deld of the

common wheats for the five years from 1905 to 1909. Three varieties,

Pedigreed Bluestem, Minnesota No. 169, and Okanogan Valley Velvet

Chaff, have each produced an average yield of about 1.5 bushels below

that of the Bearded Red Fife.

The common and durum wheats have bee'n grown on similar ground,

with the exception of the 1909 crop. A comparison of yield of the

two groups in 1909 can not be made for that reason. The average

yield of the Bearded Red Fife variety for the four years from 1905 to

1908 is 19.5 bushels per acre, or 7.5 bushels less than the yield of the

Kubanka for the same period. The former, however, is at present,

1910, discriminated against by the millers, although not to the same

extent as is the durum wdieat. Its greater yield, as compared with

other varieties of common wheat, is for that reason partly ofl'set

by the lower price usually received for it. The Kubanka variety

averages nearly 9 bushels more than the Pedigreed Bluestem, the

second common wheat in jjoint of yield, an increase of more than

48 per cent.

a Grain Investigations number.

b The following strains of the Kubanka were obtained by Mr. M. A. Carleton: G.I.

No. 1440 in December, 1900, from Uralsk territory, Russia; G. I. No. 1516, from the

Paris Exposition in 1900 (originally from the Samara government, Russia); G.I. No.

1541 (S. P. I. No. 6009), from the Astrakhan government, Russia, in August, 1900; and

G. I. No. ir!.54 (S. P. I. No. 2758), from the Samara government, Russia, in 1898.
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DICKINSON.

It will 1)0 s(>(>ii from Table V that three diiriiin wheat varieties,

Kiibanka, Wild Goose, and Nicaragua, have yielded practically the

same at Dickinson, 29.6, 29.6, and 29.5 bushels per acre, respectively.'

The Kubanka produced the highest average yield in 1906,'^ wiiich

would bring its average above that of the others. The (Ihirka'

Spring variety (G. T. No. 1517) has produ<'ed the highest average

yield of the common wheats and yielded the highest in 1907 and 190S.

It has not done so well at either Bellefourche or llighmore, although

during dry years it has exhibited drought-resistant properties. Its

average yield, 25 bushels per acre, is 4.6 bushels less than the Kubanka,
an increase for the latter of about 18 percent. The Ghirka Spring

is a semihard Fife wdieat introduced from Russia by this office, but

so far it has not been extensively grown. Although its milling quality

has not been thoroughly tested, it promises well. The yield of the

Kubanka at Dickinson is 5.8 bushels greater than the yield of the

best Bluestem, or an increase of more than 24 per cent.

GENERAL DISCUSSION.

The preceding discussion shows that Powers' Fife has been the

highest yielding common wheat at Bellefourche, the Bearded Red
Fife at llighmore, and the Ghirka Spring at Dickinson. At each

of the experiment farms the best yields of durum wheat have been

obtained from one or the other of two strains of the Kubanka variety.,

G. I. No. 1440 has given the highest yield at Dickinson, G. I. No.

1516 at llighmore, while the two strains have given the same yield

at Bellefourche. Apparently there is little difference between the

two strains. G. I. No. 1440 is slightly taller than G. I. No. 1516,

and milling and leaking tests conducted at the South Dakota Agri-

cultural Experiment Station'' indicate that it is superior to the

latter in this respect. Results are reported for only two years, and

further tests in connection with the work at Bellefourche have

shown much less difference between the two strains.

Variety tests at other places show that while durum wheat should

not be grown under humid conditions the Kubanka is even less

adapted to wet seasons than some of the other varieties. Apparently

the abundant precipitation during the past few seasons at the three

experiment farms has served to raise the average of other varieties

in comparison with the Kubanka. Thus this variety (G. I. No. 1440)

produced the highest yield of all the varieties at Bellefourche in

" First Annual Report of the Dirkinson Rub-Experiment Station, 1908, p. 13.

'' liulietins 92 and 99, South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station.
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1908 (Table III), a dry 3"ear, but in 1909, a season of abundant

precipitation, it was slightly exceeded in yield by other yarieties.

At Highmore in 1904, the driest year during which tests haye been

conducted, three strains of the Kubanka, G. I. Nos. 1440, 1516, and

1541, ranked in yield first, second, and third, respectiyely (Table

IV). Likewise at Dickinson in 1909, with a rainfall considerably

aboye the normal, the Kubanka was outyielded by other yarieties,

but in 1907, the driest year, it yielded the highest. While such

comparisons do not liold true for each year at each experiment farm,

it appears tliat the Kubanka is better adapted than other yarieties

of durum wheat to dry climates and dry seasons. It is yery prob-

able that for a period of years during which the precipitation

approaches more nearly tlie normal than has been the case during

the past few seasons, or when the precipitation is below normal,

the superiority of the Kubanka yariety will be more clearly shown.

COMPARISON' OF DURUM AND COMMOX SPRING WHEAT.

An important result of the yariety tests is definite information

concerning the comparatiye yields of durum and common spring

wheat. It has been pointed out that the superiority in ayerage

yield of the best durum oyer the best common spring wheat has

amounted to from 18 to 48 per cent of the yield of the common
wheat, the smallest difference being at Dickinson. As preyiously

noted, the ayerage precipitation at each experiment farm for the

period during which these comparisons are made is from 1 to 5

inches aboye normal. This has undoubtedly resulted in a diiTer-

ence less than would otherwise be the case, since it is only in dry

years that the full yalue of the durum wheat becomes apparent. For

example, at Highmore in 1906, with a seasonal precipitation of about

1 inch aboye normal, the difference in yield between the Pedigreed

Bluestem yariety and the Kubanka was 12.2 bushels. The increase

from growing the Kubanka in this case amounted to about 75 per

cent. In 1904, with a precipitation of about 4 inches below normal,

the difference in yield in fayor of the Kubanka amounted to nearly

100 per cent of the yield of the Pedigreed Bluestem.

At Dickinson the driest year since the yariety tests were begun

was 1907. The difference in yield that season })etween the Kubanka
and the Ghirka Spring yarieties was 9 bushels per acre, and between

the Kubanka and the Bluestem 12.9 bushels, or a gain for the

Kubanka in the latter case of nearly 69 per cent. As the seasonal

precipitation in 1907 was just about normal, it seems yery probable
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that for a series of years iu wliich the average rainfall is about normal

the difference in yield between the durum and the common spring

wheat at this point will be more than enough to offset the difference

in price.

At Beliefourche the greatest difference in yield between tlie durum
and the common spring wheat has been obtained in the driest year.

It has been shown that at the experiment farms under discussion,

in seasons when the precipitation is about normal, the difference

in yield between the best durum and the best common spring wheat
amounts to from 25 to 75 per cent. In seasons when the precipita-

tion is below normal the difference is greater. As previously

mentioned, the value of durum wheat is due to its abilitv to

resist drought. Because of this quality it will usually prodvice

profitable yields in years so unfavorable that no profit whatever is

realized from the common spring wheat. In favorable j^ears as

much and usually more profit is realized from the durum wheat.

The present difference in price (15 to 20 cents per bushel) should

not prevent the growing of durum wlieat in the Great Plains, par-

ticularly in those sections where winter wheat can not be growTi,

Every farmer should insist on obtaining the best variety, Kubanka,
and should then be very careful to keep it pure. This is particularly

important where tlurum and common wheat are grown on the same
farm, as the millers object to durum wheat containing even a small

proportion of common wheat.

It has been fully demonstrated that bread can be made from
durum flour that is equal in quality to that made from common
spring wheat. The bread has as high a nutritive value, and though a

little darker in color is preferred by some to that made from common
wheat. The dry-land farmer by using durum flour and thus creating

a demand for it and by growing only the best variety of durum
wheat and keeping it pure may bring its price more nearly to the

level of that of common spring wheat.

WINTER WHEAT.

Winter wheat has been tried at each of the three experiment farms,

but only at Bellefourche has it proved a decided success. In both
1908 and 1909 good yields were obtained. Both crops were sown
on land broken in the spring of 1907, that for the 1909 crop having
been summer-fallowed during 1908. Two plats of each variety were
sown in 1908, with the exception of the Crimean (G. I. No. 1435) and
the Kharkof (G. I, No, 1583). One plat was sown September 15 and
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the otlier October 5. The average of all the plats of each variet}" is

given in the following table:

T.\Bi.E VI.— Yield per acre of ivinter wheat grown at the experiment farm, BeUefourche,
S. Dak., in 1908 and 1909.
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ter wheat, in the time-of-seeding test, sown November 1, yiekied

37.3 bushels per acre, or one-hall" bushel more than the Kubanka.

Thus, while practically the same yields have been obtained, the differ-

ence in each case has been in favor of the winter wheat. The winter

wdieat usually sells for the same price as the common spring wlieat

and has the further advantage that ))y groAving it the farmer is able

to. distribute his work over a greater part of the year.

OATS.

Oats have had a prominent place in the experiments at all three

experiment farms. Varietv tests have been conducted for two years

at Bellefoiu'clie, for three at Dickinson, and for seven at Highmore.

Tables VII, VIII, and IX siiow the annual and average yields of the

different varieties at each experiment farm for these periods.

Table VII.— Yield per acre of oats groun at the experimentfarm, BeUefourche, S. DaJ:.,

in 190S and 1909.
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Table IX.- Yield per acre of oats grown at the experiment farm , Dickinson, N. Dak.,

from 1907 to 1909, inclusive.

G.I.
No.
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DICKINSON.

The Early Mountain oat has jjroduced the highest average yield at

Dickinson, as shown in Table IX. It ranked first in 1909 and second

in 1907. G. I. No. 386 ranks second and the Kherson third for the

three years. The average yield of the Kherson variety is less than a

bushel below that of the Early Mountain. Unfortunately, compar-

able yields have not been secured for the Sixty-Day and the Sw^etlisii

Select for the full period.

GENERAL DISCUSSION.

The preceding tables show that foi- the full period for which tests

have been conducted the Sixty-Day and the Kherson oat varieties

have yielded the highest at Bellefourche, the Swedish Select at High-

more, and the Early ]Vh)untain at Dickinson. The Kherson oat,

wdiich has been grown at Ilighmore for four years, has given the highest

average yield for that ])eriod. The average yield of the Sixty-Day

when grown on comparable ground is only slightly less than that of

the Swedish Select. At Dickinson the Kherson has yielded about,

a ])ushel less than the Early Mountain, the highest yielding variety

at that place. The latter usually matures about ten days later than

the former and therefore has the advantage in favorable seasons of a

longer period in which to mature.

In general, early varieties are the most promising for the northern

Great Plains. Over most of this area a light summer rainfall and

high temperatures are the rule. Consequently, late oats are often

injured by drought and high temperatures at a critical stage of their

development. The Sixty-Day and the Kherson are good, early

maturing varieties and will usually produce profitable yields. The

Swedish Select variety, which matures about ten days later than the

vSixty-Day and the Kherson varieties, has given good yields wherever

grown.

In the northern portion of the area, with its lower temperatures and

with conditions generally more favorable to the production of oats, it

is probable that later varieties can be grown with equal success.

BARLEY.

Tables X, XI, and XII show the yields of nine varieties of barley

grown in field tests at Bellefourche, of fifteen at Highmore, and of

eleven at Dickinson. The i)oorest varieties are continually being

discarfled and more promising ones added, so that the number grown

each year varies.
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Table X.— Yield per acre of barley grown at the experiment farm, Bellefourche, S. Dak.,

in 1908 and 1909.
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BELLEFOURCHE.

Of the five varieties of two-rowed barley grown at Bellefourche,

the Hanna (G. I. No. 24) has given the highest average yiekl, 26.4

bushels per acre, as well as the highest annual yield (Table X).

The Hanna (G. I. No. 203)" is a promising strain, having produced

an average yield of 24.7 bushels per acre. Both produce grain of

excellent quality, weighing 50 pounds to the bushel in 1908 and 53

pounds in 1909.

Only three six-rowed varieties have been grown. Of these the

Minnesota No. 6 and the Odessa are the most promising. The Man-
churia, the only six-rowed variety grown both seasons, has an average

3deld of 21.7 bushels, or 4.7 bushels less than that of the Hanna.

The hull-less varieties have not yielded as well as might be expected

from results secured elsewhere.

HIGHMORE.

In a seven-year test at Highmore, including nine varieties of barley,

the Hanna (G. I. No. 24) leads, with a yield of 28.2 bushels per

acre (Table XI). In a five-year trial, including thirteen varieties,

the Hannchen (G, I. No. 531) has produced an average yield of

33.9 bushels, the highest for the period. The Bohemian (G. I. No. 27)

and the Chevalier (G. I. No. 530) varieties are next in yield, having

prcKluced 33 and 32.4 bushels per acre, respectively. Only one

six-rowed variety, Minnesota No. 6, has been grown for the entire

seven-year period. It ranks fourth, with a yield of 26.6 bushels

per acre. The Odessa, which has been grown but three years, has

been the highest yielder of the six-rowed varieties for that period.

DICKINSON.

Only five varieties of barley, including two each of the two-rowed

and six-rowed types and one of the hull-less, were grown at Dickin-

son in 1907. The Hanna variety (G. I. No, 203), with an average

yield of 40.1 bushels, ranks first for the three years (Table XII).

The Imperial is second, having produced 34.4 bushels per acre.

For this period the yield of the Gatami, the best six-rowed variety,

is 8.1 bushels below that of the Hanna. An average of all the

varieties for two years shows the Hannchen (G. I. No. 531) to have
been the best, with a yield of 43.2 bushels. The two varieties,

Swan Neck and Chevalier, yielded nearly as much.

o The Hanna (G. I. No. 24) was secured by Mr. ]\I. A. Carleton at the Paris Exposi-

tion, in 1900. It came originally from Libachovice, Austria. The Haima (G. I. No.

203 and S. P. I. No. 5793) was secured by Mr. D. G. Fairchild in January, 1901, at Kwas-
sitz, Moravia, Austria.
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For the tlii'ee-year period the hull-less barley produced only a little

more than half as much as the best two-rowed variety, and for the

two-year period less than half.

GENERAL DISCUSSION. -

At each experiment farm the two-rowed varieties of barley have

given the best yields. The Hanna barley (G. I. No. 24) has given

the highest average yield at Bellefourche and Highmore, but has

not been grown at Dickinson. The Hanna, G. I. No. 203, a strain

very similar to Hanna, G. I. No. 24, has given the highest yield

at the latter place. The Hannchen variety (G. I. No. 531), which

has been grown at Highmore for five years and at Dickinson for

two years, has given the highest average yields for those periods.

The principal disadvantage of the two-rowed varieties is that they

do not command as ready a market as the six-rowed varieties. For

feeding there is no appreciable difference between the two types.

The varieties of two-rowed barley recommended for western

North and South Dakota are the Hannchen and the Hanna (G. I.

Nos. 531 and 24). The Odessa and the Minnesota No. 6 are appar-

ently the best of the six-rowed varieties.

RATE-OF-SEEDING TESTS.

At Dickinson rate-of-seeding tests have been conducted for

three years with durum wheat, two years with oats, and one year

with common spring wheat. Tests with durum wheat, winter

wheat, and oats were inaugurated at Behefourche in 1909. The

results at both experiment farms point to the conclusion that thick

seeding up to a certain point produces a greater yield in favorable

seasons, but in unfavorable seasons the thinner seeding does best.

As much of the work has been done in favorable seasons the presen-

tation of the results at this time would probably be misleading.

An interesting point in connection with the test on winter wheat

at Bellefourche is that seeding above 4 pecks per acre has increased

the percentage of winterkilling. The thicker seeding reduces the

supply of moisture available for each plant. During dry autumns

the probable result is that the plants are weakened by the lack of

moisture and for that reason are more easih^ killed.

It is recommended that thin seeding be practiced. Not more

than 5 pecks of durum wheat, 4 pecks of common spring wheat,

or 3 or 4 pecks of winter wheat should be sown per acre. Barley and

oats should not be sown thicker than 6 pecks per acre. Thinner

seeding than this is often recommended and is perhaps advisable

in most locahties. While greater yields will l)e secured from thick
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soodin*:; in favorable years, the <?aiii will not make up for the loss that

is certain to ()(;cur in dry years. '^

TIME OF SEEDING WINTER WHEAT.

A test to (letonnine the best time for seeding winter wlieat was

bejjjnn at the Bellefourehe experiment farm in the fall of 1907 and

has been eontinued to the present time. The plan of the experiment

involves sowing plats of the Turkey winter wheat at intervals of two

weeks, from August 15 to November 1. Suflicient data have not been

secured to state just wIkmi a farmer should sow his winter wheat to

secure the best results. Ai)])arently it is not usually advisable to

seed later than October 1, although good yields have been secured

by sowing later. In some localities and in some seasons the best

results will j)robalily be obtained from seeding much earlier.

WINTER WHEAT AND SUMMER-FALLOW, WITH PARTICULAR
REFERENCE TO WESTERN SOUTH DAKOTA,

The present indications are that if winter wheat is to become a

paving croji m w(>stern South Dakota it must be grown on land

summer-fallowed the previous season. This is due to the fact that

ordinarily the autumn rainfall is not sufficient to germinate the

grain and keep it growing vigorously until winter. Recent inves-

tigations at the Bellefourehe experiment farm indicate that the

amount of moisture in the soil from the time of seeding until winter,

and the resulting vigor of growth, are' very important factors in

determining the way in which the crop withstands the winter. They

are likewise important in determining the yield.

A plat of the Turkey winter wheat (G. I. No. 3055) was sown on

corn ground in the fall of 1908, after the crop had been harvested

with a corn binder. This produced at the rate of 23.5 bushels per

acre, or 21 bushels less than the same variety sow^i on summer-

fallow. A plat was sown after corn in the fall of 1909. Because of

drv weather this failed to germinate, as did several other plats sown

on ground plowed a short time before seeding and not summer-

fallowed. In lOOS thu jilat on the corn ground was sown September

15, and in 1909 it was sown October 1.

Throughout the northern Great l*lains the i)recipitation after

August is usually very low. It does not seem possible, except during

favorable years, to conserve enough moisture in the soil to germinate

and ))ro])rr]y maintain a crop of winter wheat until the ground

freezes by any means other than summer-fallowing.

« For furthor information on the rate of seeding, see Bulletins 63 and 64, Montana

Agricultural Experiment Station: Bulletin 109, Nebraska Agricultural Experiment

Station; and Bulletin 74, North Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station.
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Figure 1 illustrates the Turkey winter wheat on summer-fallow

at the Beliefourche experiment farm in 1909. The value of summer-
fallow for winter wheat is that it is the surest means yet known for

obtaining a crop in seasons of extreme drought, and at the same
time appears to give larger yields in favorable seasons than can be

obtained by any system of rotation that includes intertilled crops.

Fig. 1.—Crop of Turkey winter wheat on summer-fallow at the experiment farm, Bellefourche,

S. Dak., 1909. The foreground illustrates the method of summer-fallowing for the next crop.

MILLING AND BAKING TESTS.

Milling and baking tests of the principal varieties of wheat grown

at Bellefourche are being conducted in cooperation with the North

Dakota Agricultural College for the purpose of determining the

relative value of the different classes and different varieties of wheat

for bread making. By cooperative agreement with the Bureau of

Chemistry of the United States Department of Agriculture, chemical

analyses are made of all the varieties of wheat that are milled.
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Results have been secured on about fifteen varieties, including the
durum, the common spring, and the winter wheat of each year's crop.

Because of the complexity of the problem and the short period for

which the tests have been conducted, it seems inadvisable to present
the results at the present time. It is sufficient to state that in view
of the showing made in these tests and those previously reported, the
Kubanka durum wheat (G. I. Nos. 1516 and 1440) and Turkey (G. I.

No. 3055) and Kharkof (G. I. Xo. 1442) winter wheats can be recom-
mended as the best varieties for trial in the northern Great Plains.

SUMMARY.

The experiments of the Office of Grain Investigations show that
the success of the dry-land farmer will depend veiy materially upon
the varieties of grain he selects for his farm.

The variety tests herein reported show that with a normal rainfall

durum wheat yields from 25 to 75 per cent more than the best va-
rieties of Bluestem and Fife. The indications are that in seasons of

extreme drought this difference will be much greater. The difference

in price need not cause apprehension on the part of the farmer. At
the prevailing prices a greater profit will be secured from the durum
wheat.

Experiments conducted at Bellefourche and at experiment stations

in other sections of the Great Plains indicate that there are extensive
areas in the northern Great Plains where winter wheat can be suc-
cessfully grown. In these areas it will be a profitable crop, since it

yields as m'cII as durum wheat and commands a higher price on the
market.

Recent investigations show that varieties differ remarkably in the
manner in which they withstand the winter. It would therefore be a
waste of time and money for the farmer to attempt to grow any but
the very best and hardiest varieties.

The successful production of winter wheat seems to depend upon
the previous preparation of the soil. Experiments indicate that the
only sure way of securing a crop is to grow it on summer-fallowed
land.

Investigations with oats indicate that early varieties will usually
produce the greatest yields. Late oats will do well in some seasons,
but they are less certain in unfavoraljle years.

Two-rowed barleys have uniformly yielded the highest, and they
should be grown wherever there is a market for them or where the
farmer desires them for feed. Hull-less barleys have yielded much
lower than either two-rowetl or sLx-rowed varieties.
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24 D1!Y-LAND GEAINS FOR NOETH AND SOUTH DAKOTA.

CONCLUSIONS.

For the region herein discussed, western North and Soutii Dakota,

the following conclusions are drawn:

(1) The success of the dry-land farmer will depend very largely

upon the selection of varieties adapted to his conditions.

(2) Durum wheat is a more profitable crop than common spring

wheat. The best variety is the Kubanka (G. I. No. 1440 or G. I.

No. 1516).

(3) Winter wheat should be grown wherever it will survive the

winter. The best varieties are the Turkey (G. I. No. 3055) and the

Kharkof (G. I. No.' 1442).

(4) Early or medium maturing varieties of oats, such as the Sixty-

Day, the Kherson, and the Swedish Select, should be grown.

(5) Two-rowed barleys yield better than the six-rowed varieties.

The best two-rowed barleys are the Hanna (G. I. Nos. 24 and 203)

and the llannchen (G. I. No. 531). The best six-rowed barleys are

the Odessa and the Minnesota No. 6.

Approved:

James Wilson,
Secretary of Agriculture.

Washington, D. C, March 31, 1910.
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B. P. I.—570.

SUGGHSTIONS TO SHTI'lJ-RS ON THE SANDY SOILS

OF Till: COLUMBIA RR'ER VALLEY.

INTRODUCTION.

Many people are coming to the irrigated districts of the Pacific

Northwest with the view of engaging in commercial orcharding.

Beinjr unfamihar \\'ith the soils and climatic conditions of the West

and lacking experience in fruit growing and irrigation farming, they

are often at a loss to know how to proceed with the development of

their farms. The time and expense required to bring an orchard

into profitable bearing make it very important that the beginning

be properly made.

The following discussion of crops and methods of handling the .soil

is intended primarily as a guide for the new settler who has not yet

acquired experience in farming under the conditions that prevail in

the Colinnbia River Valley. The limitations of this circular forbid

detailed discussions, and all that is here attempted is to point out

some of the essentials to be observed.

In preparing these suggestions the results obtained by the best

farmers in the oldest districts of the region under discussion have

been carefull}' considered. While these are probably the safest

guide obtainable at the present time, the development of these dis-

tricts is not sufficiently advanced to indicate defuiitely just what may
be most successful. Much yet remains to be ascertained as to the

best methods of irrigating and of building up the productiveness of the

soil, as well as to determine the crops and the varieties of fruit that

will pay best.

The new settler should not be in too great haste to get a commercial

orchard planted. It is far better to grow alfalfa or clover for one

or more years and in the meantime decide upon the kind and varieties

of fruit to be grown than to ])lant immediately and run the risk of

planting that which is not desirable.

DESCRIPTION OF THE REGION.

The principal region to which this paper applies is the low sandy

lands of the Columbia River Valley lying between the Dalles, Oregon,

and Priest Rapids, Washington. There are many other tracts of

similar soil along the Columbia River above Priest Rapids, and still
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4 SUGGESTIONS TO SETTLERS IN COLUMBIA RIVER VALLEY.

others along the Snake River, to which it also applies. Irrigation

projects are now under way here that when completed will furnish

water for considerably over 100,000 acres of land. With the excep-

tion of the Umatilla Project, all of this land is being watered by

private enterprise. While some of the land to be irrigated is com-

paratively level, the most of it is gently rolling. The elevation

above sea level varies from 200 to 600 feet.

The surface soil varies in depth from a few inches to several feet.

It is largely formed from rather coarse material laid down in a lake

that once occupied portions of northern Oregon and southern Wash-

ington. Since the disappearance of the lake the surface soil has been

ffreatlv modified bv the action of the wind and the river. Consider-

able fine material has been blown and washed in from the surround-

ing higher levels. The surface soil, therefore, is a mixture of sand

and fine material. In some places the fine material predominates,

while in others the coarse sand forms the greater part of the surface

soil.

The subsoil is not uniform. It generally consists of a mixture of

coarse, dark sand and smooth gravel. Frequently the gravel is

cemented together. In some localities where the gravel is absent

the coarse dark sand is 20 or more feet deep. In other places the

subsoil consists of alternate layers of sand and gravel.

CLIMATE OF THE REGION.

The low lands of the Columbia River Valley have an arid, tem-

perate climate. The normal annual precipitation for the town of

Umatilla, Oreg., is 8.59 inches, while that for Kennewdck, Wash., is

approximately 6 inches. Practically all of the rain falls during late

autumn, winter, and early spring. Throughout much of the summer

the temperature is high, but owing to the dryness of the atmosphere

the heat is seldom oppressive. The nights, however, are compara-

tively cool. The winters are mild, although the mercury occasionally

goes below zero. From the first of March until the last of June is

considered the windy season. The prevailing winds are from the

west and southwest. The velocity of the wind is often sufficient to

cause sandy soils to drift when bare and unprotected. There is very

little high wind from the first of July until the last of February.

The growing season in the Columbia River Valley is long, this being

the earliest district in the Pacific Northwest. A careful study of the

reports of the United States Weather Bureau shows that all of eastern

Oregon and eastern Washington is subject to killing frosts during the

month of April. These frosts occur with remarkable regularity along

the Columbia River. The tender varieties of fruit are often more

severely injured at low altitudes along the Snake and Columbia rivers

than in localities with higher altitudes. This is due partly to poor air
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SUGGESTIONS TO SETTLERS TN COLUMBIA RIVER VALLEY. 5

drainage and partly to the fact that the fruit blossoms earlier than

in the higher altitudes and is in a condition to be injured when frosts

occur.

The following table gives the dates and temperatures of 32° F. or

lower during the month of April for the past five years:

Table I.— Temperatures at or below the freezing point reached at Umatilla, Oreg., Kenne-

tvich, Wash., and Wahluke, Wash., during the month of April, in the yearsfrom 1905 to

1909, inclusive.

UMATILLA, OREG. KENNEWICK, WASH. WAHLUKE, WASH.

190.5.

April 10, 32° F. April 2, 32° F. April 1, 30° F.

April 12, 31° F. April 3, 25° F. April 3, 29° F.

April 4, 31° F. April 10, 27° F.

April 10, 25° F. April 11, 31° F.

April 11, 27° F.

April 28, 32° F.

1906.

April 3, 32° F. April 3, 29° F. April 10, 31° F.

April 12, 30° F. April 10, 30° F.

April 13, 30° F.

1907.

April 28, 30° F. April 19, 30° F. April 10, 30° F.

April 29, 29° F. April 20, 32° F. April 11, 31° F.

April 30, 32° F. April 24, 32° F. April 20, 31° F.

April 27, 25° F. April 28, 26° F.

April 28, 25° F. April 29, 27° F.

April 29, 31° F.

1908.

April 1, 30° F. April 1, 29° F. April 1, 24° F. .

April 4, 32° F. April 2, 32° F. April 2, 31° F.

April 7, 28° F. April 6, 25° F. April 4, 30° F.

April 8, 32° F. April 7, 30° F. April 5, 20° F.

April 25, 30° F. April 8, 32° F.

1909.

April 26, 32° F.

April 5, 30° F. April 7, 24° F. April 4, 32° F.

April 6, 26° F. April 8, 25° F. April 5, 30° F.

April 8, 30° F. April 9, 31° F. April 8, 28° F.

April 11, 32° F. April 11, 29° F. April 18, 26° F.

April 18, 25° F. Ai)ril 16, 31° F. April 30, 31° F.

April 19, 30° F. April 18, 24° F.

April 21, 29° F. April 19, 29° F.

April 21, 26° F.

April 30, 32° F.
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6 SUGGESTIONS TO SETTLERS IN COLUMBIA RIVER VALLEY.

The early season in the low lands of the Columbia River Valley is

a great advantage on the one hand, since it enables the farmer to

obtain the highest prices for early vegetables, small fruits, melons,

and similar products. On the other hand, the tender varieties of

fruit, such as strawberries, peaches, apricots, and cherries, are more
apt to be injured by the late frosts than they would be were the alti-

tude higher and the season shorter.

SELECTING A FARM.

In selecting a farm in one of the irrigated districts in the Columbia
River Valley a deep, fine-grained soil with good drainage is very desir-

able. If the soil is deep the land can usually be so graded that it can

be irrigated and cultivated wath the greatest possible ease. If con-

siderable grading is done on a shallow soil much damage may result

by bringing the gravel too near the surface where the higher areas

have been cut down. A deep, fine-grained soil will also require much
less water than a shallow or coarse, sandy soil. Wlien possible sub-

soils containing cement gravel should be avoided, for they seriously

interfere with drainage and with the root development of plants.

The depth of the soil can easily be determined by the use of a post-

hole digger,

Wliile the lower lands usually have tlie best soils and produce the

best crops in the beginning, it must be remembered, when selecting a

farm, that they are much more likely than the higher areas to be

damaged in the future by the rise of seepage water and alkali. The
higher areas are also much freer from frost, for the greater elevation,

if only a few feet, permits the cold air to settle to the low^er levels.

A prospective settler should duly consider the amount of water to

be supplied per acre, the ability of the company to deliver the water,

and the efficiency of the irrigating system. Especially is the latter

important in cases where the operating company ceases to have any
interest in the irrigation system when the land and water rights are

all sold.

IMMEDIATE EXPENDITURES NECESSARY IN CONNECTION WITH
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A FARM.

The immediate expense of developing raw land in an irrigated

district is considerable. Many people undertake too much and
exhaust their resources before paying returns can be obtained from
the land. The new settler should carefully consider the following

items of expense and make his plans according to his resources.

The price of land, with the water right, varies from $200 to $300
per acre, according to the equality of the soil and the distance fi-om

transportation facilities. Some land may be found that is clieaper

than $200 an acre, but it is very scarce. Wlieii sold separately from
[Cir. 00]



SUGGESTIONS TO SETTLERS IN COLUMBIA RIVER VALLEY. 7

the land, the water right costs from $60 to $100 an acre. Both the

hmd and the water right are usually sold on the installment plan.

The annual water fee or maintenance charge varies from $1 to $2.50

per acre. When the water is pumped by private plants the cost is

usually more than $2.50 an acre.

Clearing the land of sagebrush costs from $2.50 to $5 per acre,

plowing from $2 to $3, grading from $5 to $25, and fluming from $10

to $15 an acre. In addition to this there is the expense of fencing,

seeding, and irrigating the first year. In most cases it will be nec-

essary to provide the dwelling house, stable, team, cow, poultry,

wagon, tools, and other equipment. No returns should be expected

from the land the first year, and but little the second year. During

this time the living expenses and countless other items of expense

must be met.

IRRIGATION.

In a region like the one under discussion in this paper, where

agriculture is altogether dependent upon irrigation, the use and

application of water are very important phases of farm management.

In order to secure economy of labor and economy and efficiency of

water, careful attention must be given to many details.

GRADING.

The land to be irrigated should be so graded that the minor irregu-

larities will be removed, leaving no knolls over which water will not

flow and no depressions into which it can collect to form puddles.

This work requires painstaking care and is often expensive, but it is

absolutely essential to satisfactory irrigation. If one can not afford

to grade his land properly he had better not attempt to irrigate it.

The cost of grading is usually less where the field has a moderate

slope, for some fall is necessary to carry the water forward.'^

Under no circumstances should trees and crops of a permanent

character be planted before the grading is well done. A^Tiile thor-

ough preparation of the soil for irrigation is very essential, it must be

remembered that little grading can be done if the soil is shallow, and

without grading irrigation is impracticable except where the soil is

naturally very even.''

a For implements and methods of grading, see Farmers' Bulletins Nos. 263 and 373,

entitled "Practical Information for Beginners in Irrigation" and "Irrigation of

Alfalfa," respectively, which will be sent free of charge upon application to the

Secretary of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

b For costs of grading, see Bulletins 188 and 214, Office of Experiment Stations,

U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, entitled "Irrigation in the Yakima A'alley, Washington,"

and "Irrigation in the State of Washington," respectively; also Farmers' Bulletins

263 and 373, entitled "Practical Information for Beginners in Irrigation" and "Irriga-

tion of Alfalfa," respectively.
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8 SUGGESTIONS TO SETTLERS IN COLUMBIA EIVER VALLEY.

HEAD DITCHES OR FLUMES.

Where the soil is fine enough to prevent undue loss by seepage,

head ditches may be used from which to distribute the water into the

furrows, but where the soil is light and sand}^ and the subsoil is gravelly

or composed of coarse sand, flumes shovdd be used almost invariably.

They are more expensive in the beginning but, considering the saving

of water and the greater facility in handling it, are much cheaper in

the end. It is difficult to regulate properly the distribution of water

from ditches; on steep grades they cut deeply and on flat ones they

are constantly filling with silt and drifting sand. Practically all of

these difficulties are obviated by the use of flumes. Cedar is the

material best suited for their construction. Fir costs less but splits

badly and checks from exposure to the sun. Flumes should be kept

as low as possible to lessen the liability of blowing over and to prevent

the washing of the soil by the water dropping from a considerable

height into the furrows below.

FURROWS.

Where the soil is sandy and coarse, water moves downward from

the furrow by gravity much more rapidly than it does to the side

by capillarity. If the furrow^s are too far apart a great deal of water

will pass into the gravelly subsoil and be lost before the spaces

between the furrows become properly wet. By digging trenches at

right angles across the furrows at several points soon after irrigating,

some idea may be gained as to the relative rapidity with which

water penetrates the soil below and to each side of the irrigation

furrow. In this w^ay the irrigator can determine approximately the

distance apart the furrow^s should be for any particular soil. The aim

should be to have them close enough together for the spaces between

the furrows to become wet by the time the w^ater has penetrated to

the porous subsoil below. With soil 2 feet deep, water will probably

reach the subsoil before it will w^et the spaces between furrows 2 feet

apart. When this is the case they should be closer together, probably

a foot or 18 inches apart.

Experience has shown, also, that the furrows should be much

shorter in the sandy soils of the Columbia River Valley than those

commonly used on finer, heavier soils. A square 10-acre tract

should have three or four lines of flumes crossing it, making the

furrows 220 feet long with three lines of flumes, or 165 feet long wath

four. In a coarse, sandy soil there is too much w^ater lost by seepage

near the flumes or head ditches when the furrow^s are long.

SIZE OF STREAM TO USE.

Water is supplied to the irrigating furrows from holes in the sides

of the flumes or from lath spouts in the banks of the head ditches.
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SUGGESTIONS TO SETTLERS IN COLUMBIA RIVER VALLEY. 9

There slioukl be a hole for each lurrow, because it requires too mucli
attention to (Uvide a stream and divert the water into two or three

furrows. The size of the stream to run in the furrows depends upon
tlie character of the soil and the grade of the furrow. Generally

speaking, the coarser tlie soil and the steeper the grade the smaller

should be the stream. When first beginning to irrigate, it is best

to turn on all of the water that the furrow will carry witliout washing
too }>adly, in order to get the entire length of the fin-row wet as

(quickly as possible. The stream may then be reduced until there

will be no waste of water at the end of the furrow. While a small

stream will usually give tlie best results, the irrigator must learn

from experience the size most satisfactory^ for his conditions. The
aim should be to apply the water as cjuickly as possible, get the

ground evenly moistened, and prevent the washing of the soil in

the furrows and the loss of water by seepage.

WHEN TO IRRIGATE.

Irrigation in the Columhia River Valley should begin about April

1, and for most crops on sandy soil frecjuent applications are necessary

during the growing season. Every two weeks is perhaps none too

often to irrigate orchards, alfalfa, and clover. When a field is being

seeded to alfalfa or clover it is necessary to keep the soil moistened
at all times until the crop is well established. Garden crops may
require water every week or oftener. During the picking season

strawberries are usually watered every day, or every other day at

least. After the crop is removed they receive only enough water to

keep the vines alive.

The irrigation of the orchard in the late fall keeps up the growth
of the trees too long and subjects them to the danger of winter-

killing. As a rule no water should be applied after September 15.

Growth will then be checked early enough for the wood to harden
before winter.

In the spring of the year when strawberries are in bloom and liable

to injury from frost, the danger may be lessened by running water
between the rows. Experience has shown that the loss from frost

is much less where the ground is kept moist by irrigation than it is

on dry ground, provided the temperature is but a few degrees below
freezing for a short period only,

QUANTITY OF WATER TO USE.

With a deep soil and subsoil, Jieavy but infrequent irrigation is

recommended. But in a region like the Colum])ia Kiver Valley,

with soil and subsoil generally of low water-holding capacity, fre-

(|uent light applications of water must necessarily be the rule.
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10 SUGGESTIONS TO SETTLERS IN COLUMBIA RIVER VALLEY.

Every irrigator should endeavor to learn just how much water is

required to fill his soil. For most of the soils of this region from 2^
to 4 inches will be sulhcient for each irrigation if quickly applied.

To use more water than the soil will hold is the prevalent tentlenOy

and practice. This fact is plainly evidenced by the presence of ponds
of water and the need of drainage in some of the irrigated districts

along the Columbia River. This seepage water is largely due to

excessive irrigation. As the water percolates through the soil it

doubtless carries in solution nitrogen and other essential plant food

that it will cost time and money to replace. Where pumping plants

are used the raising of more water than is required also causes a

heavy loss. If overirrigation continues to be practiced, expensive

drainage systems will have to be constructed sooner or later to

carry the water back to the river."

CHECKING LOSSES OF WATER.

Water is mainly lost in two ways, viz, by percolation into the sub-

soil and by evaporation from the surface of the ground.

Frequent light irrigation materially reduces the loss from percola-

tion, but increases the loss by evaporation. Loss from percolation

may also be reduced by increasing the water-holding capacity of

the soil. This is done by plowing under green manure and cover

crops and by heavy applications of stable manure.

With a fine firm soil, thorough cultivation as soon as possible

after irrigating is the most effective way of checking evaporation.

Where the soil is light and sandy, however, clean cultivation keeps

it too loose and subjects it to the danger of drifting. Under these

conditions mulches of stable manure, straw, and other litter will

be found very beneficial in checking evaporation.

DISTRIBUTION OF WATER.

The amount of water which most irrigation companies agree to

deliver to the farmer is 1 cubic foot per second for each 160 acres of

land. During the irrigating season of seven months (April 1 to No-
vember 1) this amounts to about 32 inches in depth. Since little

irrigation is ordinarily done after October 1, 27 inches would be ap-

proximately the amount supplied. Up to the present time, with but

a small percentage of the land under the various irrigation systems in

cultivation, the companies have quite generally supplied more water

than their contracts required them to deliver. But as the acreage of

cultivated land increases from year to year and the demand for water

«For records of the amount of water used on various crops at Kennewick, Wash.,

in 1906, see Bulletin 188, Office of Experiment Stations, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture,

entitled "Irrigation in the Yakima Valley, Washington."
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SUGGESTIONS TO SETTLERS IN COLUMBIA RIVER VALLEY. 11

becomes greater, a stricter adlierence to the terms of the contract

will doubtless be found necessary. This, in turn, will necessitate a

more economical use of water and some modifications in the present

methods of its distribution.

The contracts of most companies call for a continuous delivery- of

the water. \Miere small holdings are the rule, this makes it difficult

to use either labor or water economically. The supply for a 10-acre

tract is ordinarily one-sLxteenth of a cubic foot per second. This is a

very small stream and is sufficient for only a very few furrows. To

irri'^ate a 10-acre tract with a constant stream of this size would

require altogether too much time on the part of the irrigator. In-

stead of delivering a continuous stream to each tract of land, arrange-

ments should be made for several farmers to receive their water in

rotation. Should four farmers make such an arrangement, each

would receive his full amount of water and be able to irrigate his land

in one-fourth of the time required with a continuous stream. This

would give a much more economical and efficient application of the

CLEARING AND SEEDING NEW LAND.

In various localities of the Columbia River Valley considerable

damage has been done by attempting to clear and seed sandy land

during the windy season. When the surface soil is stirred by grub-

bing the sagebrush, plowing, and leveling, the soil drifts and blows

very easily. The drifting sand may cut off all vegetation such as rye,

wheat, clover, and alfalfa. A sand blow caused in this way is an

injury not only to the owTier of the land but also to his neighbor on

whose farm the sand drifts. (See fig. 1.) A still further iniuiy is

caused by the filling of the irrigation ditches. When this occurs the

water must be turned off until the ditches can be cleared. Thus the

whole community may suffer by the mistake of a single person. The

new settler will do well, therefore, to exercise a great deal of judgment

in clearing his laml and bringing it into cultivation.

Where there is danger of the soil blowing, the safest time to seed

new land is during late summer or early autumn. The sagebrush

may be removed at any time during the year provided the surface soil

is not stirred. Durmg June, July, and August the land may be

graded and the flumes and ditches prepared for irrigating.

Durinc' the warmest weather of summer the surface soil dries out

very quickly and becomes very hot. Seeding might be ilone at any

time after the windy season is over were it not that the young plants

often wither antl dry up as they grow up through tliis hot surface layer

of soil. For this reason it is safest to delay the seeding until the

warmest weather is over and the surface soil has cooled a little.

When the hottest weather is over, usually by the last of August, the

land to be sown is thoroughly irrigated, after which any releveling
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12 SUGGESTIONS TO SETTLERS IN COLUMBIA RIVER VALLEY.

that may be necessary is done immetliateh'. Wliile the soil is still

moist from 50 to 60 pounds of rye and about 15 pounds of alfalfa seed

per acre should be sown with a grain drill to insure proper covering of

the seed. The drill should be provided with a grass-seeder attach-

ment that runs the grain and alfalfa seed out together. Because of

the rapidity with which the surface of this sandy soil dries, the drill

should be set to cover the seed about 3 inches deep. At this season

•of the year the weather, soil, and water are all warm, and the rye and

alfalfa start quickly provided the soil is kept moist. In starting

alfalfa in the autumn it must be sown early enough to make sufficient

growth to withstand the fall and winter frosts.

Instead of sowing rye and alfalfa at the same time, the rye may be

sown first. Wlien this is done the land is first irrigated, regraded if

Flc. !.— TwotriK'tsof land showing the results of secdini; at I lie lighl and a I I lie wrong si-ason of the year.

The young 5-acre orchar d on the left was thoroughly irrigated September 15, 1908, and immediately sown

to wheat and hairy vetch. The wheat and vetch germinated quickly, made a good growth before winter

came on, and kept the soil from blowing. The 5-acre tract to the right of the fence was cleared, leveled,

and sown to rye during December, 1908. This was too late in the season, for the rye grew very little

during the winter, and completely blew out when the first high wind came about March 1. On April 1

when the photograph shown in this illustration was taken, the sand had drifted to the third row of trees

• In the orchard on the left.

necessary, and sown to rye some two or three weeks before the time

to sow the alfalfa. As soon as the lye is 3 or 4 inches higli the alfalfa

is sown w^ith a grain drill. The irrigation furrows are then laid out and

the land irrigated again. There are two principal reasons for sowing

the rye first: (1) By the time the rye is 3 or 4 inches high the surface

soil will be pretty well filled with roots and will not wash so easily in

the irrigating furrows; (2) if the ground is filled with roots and cov-

ered with a growth of lye, the surface soil will not drift so easily and

the young alfalfa plants will be less liable to be cut off by the blowing

of the sand. This is very important in seeding steep sandy land that

it is difficult to irrigate.
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When it is not possible to got alfalfa or clovor sown in the early

fall, rye may be sown alone during October. If the land is irrigated

before the rye is sown it should make a good growth before winter.

With the land well occupied by rye, alfalfa may be sown in the early

spring just as soon as water is available for irrigating. After sowing
the alfalfa in the rye with a graui drill, the irrigating furrows are

marked off and the land irrigated immediately.

Where the soil is heavier and there is little danger of blowinir. it is

best to use oats or wheat for the nurse crop instead of rye; because
they make better hay than does rye. But where the soil is liable to

drift, rye gives the best satisfaction, because it is hardier and will

stand the cutting eftect of the drifting sand better than any other of

our cereal crops.

Where there is no danger of the soil drifting, greater returns are

obtained the first year by sowing alfalfa alone. Nurse crops are

recommendetl only where it is dillicult to start clover or alfalfa without
protection. Many prefer clover to alfalfa where the crop is to occupy
the land but a year or two. Where such preferences prevail clover

may be started by precisely the same methods used in seeding alfalfa.

When a nurse crop is sown with clover or alfalfa it is usually cut
with a mower just after the grain has jointed or headed out. That
which is cut may be used for hay or left on the ground to serve as

a mulch, as necessity may demand. The sickle bar of the mower
should be set to run high, in order to cut off as little as possible of the

alfalfa or clover.

ALFALFA AND DAIRYING.

Since most of the settlers in the irrigated districts alono- the

Columbia River have limited means, they wish to know how the quick-
est and safest returns may be secured. We have asked this question
of a great many who have had experience in the matter, and the

answer is almost invariably "Alfalfa and dairying." There are

several reasons why dairying and the production of alfalfa hay
should have a prominent place in the agricultural development of

the region.

Generally speaking, the soil is very deficient in humus (decaying
vegetable matter) and nitrogen." Before orcharding and gardening
can become highly successful this condition must be corrected. No
other way has yet been developed by which this can be done so suc-

cessfully as by growing alfalfa and feeding it to good dairy cows.
When a good stand of alfalfa is once established its roots penetrate
far into the subsoil. When the alfalfa is plowed up and the roots

decay, humus that is rich in nitrogen is thoroughly distributed in

«See Bulletin 85, Washington Agricultural Experiment Station, entitled "Washing-
ton Soil.><.'"
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the soil to a much greater depth than can be secured by the apphca-

tion of barnyard manure. Being a leguminous plant, alfalfa is

capable of using atmospheric nitrogen. By growing alfalfa the soil

is enriched with i^itrogen at less expense than by the application of

commercial fertilizers. When the hay is fed to dairy cows, the

farmer will be able, with the manure from the stables, to fertilize small

areas of land at a time, upon wdiich he can grow almost any crop he

may desire.

When a good stand of alfalfa is well cared for it is very successful.

It can be cut three or four times each year, and the annual yield

of hay varies from 5 to 8 tons per acre. When successfully seeded in

the fall of the year, from 2 to 5 tons of hay to the acre may be expected

the following season. The productiveness of the soil will be built up
more rapidly if the hay is fed to good dairy cows than if it is sold, for

from 75 to 90 per cent of the fertilizing substance of the hay will be

contained in the manure. While cows will not give the maximum
amount of milk wdien fed alfalfa hay exclusively, this is usually a

more profitable practice than to pay $25 to $30 a ton for grain and

mill feed with which to balance the ration. The cows should be

fed in stables and lots during the entire year, for the land is too valu-

able to be used for pasture. No cow should be kept that will not pro-

duce 600 gallons of milk yearly.

Unless a farmer has plenty of manure with which to enrich the

soil, all of his land should be sown to alfalfa or clover just as soon as it

is ready for seeding. No attempt should be made to grow other crops

until the land has successfully grow^n alfalfa, clover, or some other

humus-producing crop for one or more years or until stable manure

can be obtained. When available, manure should be applied liberally

and well incorporated into the soil. A light application on the

surface of the ground is of little benefit except to keep the soil from

drifting. Irrigation should be frequent enough to keep the soil moist,

so that the manure will decay.

THE COMMERCIAL ORCHARD.

To plant and care for an orchard until it is bearing profitably

requires several years and much labor and money. For this reason,

deciding the kind of fruit to be grown (whether apples, pears, peaches,

apricots, or cherries) becomes a very important matter. Having

decided the kind of fruit to be planted, the selection of varieties is

likewise very important. This should be done with a great deal of

care and study. The man with limited means can not afford to

experiment with new varieties, however superior they may be repre-

sented to be. Instead, he should plant the standard commercial

varieties that have given the best satisfaction in the Columbia River

Valley. Opinions have differed widely regarding this matter in tlie
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past, and the question is not iiilly settled at tlie present time. For

this reason it is difficult to say just what should be planted, and the

following recommendations are only made in the light 'of the best

obtainable information.

There are many orchards in the vicinity of Kennewick, Wash., that

are 6 or 7 years old and a few that are 12 or 14 years old. This is the

oldest and most higldy developed district in the sandy soils along the

Columbia River. Considering the experience of this district, it would

ai)pear that winter apples and pears are tlu> most promising tree

fruits to plant. While peaches, apricots, and cherries can he pro-

duced, they do not bear full croi)s regularly on account of the damage

done by the early spring frosts. Although apples and pears are

sometimes injured, they are much hardier than peaches, apricots, and

cherries, and they bear more regularly. It is probable that the tender

fruits may be profitably grown by using smudges and orchard-heater

pots to counteract the efTect of frosts. Since most of the tree fruits

blossom during the latter part of March and the month of April, a

study of Table I, page 5, which gives the dates and temperatures

of 32° or lower for April for the last five years, will show the impor-

tance of making provision for the use of frost preventives.''

Of the winter apples, the Winesap has proved itself especially

adapted to the irrigated districts with low altitudes. It requires a

long season in which to mature, comes into bearing early, is prolific,

and ships and sells well. Some of the other varieties that are being

planted are Rome Beauty, Jonathan, and Esopus (synonyms, Esopus

Spitzenburg and Spitzenburg).

Of the pears, the Bartlett is the standard commercial variety.

Some are planting the Comice and the Anjou.

If peaches, apricots, and cherries are planted, they should be placed

on the highest ground, where the air drainage is best. The varieties

that are usuallv recommended for the irrigated vallevs are as follows:

Peaches.—Elhertsi, Salway, Early Crawford, Late Crawford, Foster,

Hale, and Alexander. The Elberta is the standard commercial peach

and should form the principal part of the orchard. The Salway is an

excellent peach, but is a little too late.

Apricots.—Hemiskirk and Moorpark.

Cherries.— (Sweet varieties) Napoleon (synonym, Royal Ann),

Bing, and Lambert; (sour varieties) Olivet and Richmond.

POULTRY.

Poultry can be made a profitable adjunct to fruit raising, especially

orcharding, and should be given a place on practically every farm in

the Columbia River Valley. Spokane, Portland, Tacoma, and Seattle

ffl For a discussion of the use of heater pots in Colorado orchards, see the December,

1909, and January, 1910, numbers of Hetter Fruit.
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furnish large, stable markets near home, and the demand increases

faster than the supply. Prices are constantly rising year after year,

while the ihiportations of eggs and poultry from other States are

increasing. Unless one has had some experience in handling poultry,

however, the business should be developed gradually, for failure is too

frequently the. reward of those who plunge into the business without

experience and knowledge' of the subject. Some very helpful publi-

cations on this industry will be found listed at the end of this bulletin.

SMALL FRUITS AND GRAPES.

SMALL FRUITS.

If the suggestions previously made in regard to improving the

soil are followed, small fruits, grapes, asparagus, potatoes, tomatoes,

onions, and many other crops can be raised. The following varieties

of small fruits are suggested:

Strawberries.—Clark Seedling (synonym, Hood Kiver) for long

shipments; Magoon, Marshall, and Warfield for local use and short

shipments.

Dewherries.—Lucretia.

Gooseberries.—Industry, Smith (synonym, Smith's Improved), and

Oregon (synonym, Oregon Champion).

Raspberries.—Cuthbert and Red Antwerp.

When well cared for, strawberries should be very profitable. They

mature very early and the first crates sometimes sell for SIO or more

each, thougli of course the greater part of the. crop sells for very much
lower prices. The first blooms are often injured by spring frosts.

Owing to the very high price commanded by the first ripe fruit,

some way should be devised for saving the first blossoms. One way

of doing this is to use cotton cloth for covering frames. While the

vines may be covered in many ways, the following method is sug-

gested: On either side of beds 10 or 12 feet wide set wide boards on

their edges. The cloth, ordinary unbleachetl tlouble-width sheeting,

is nailed to the upper edge of one of the boards. The other edge of

the cloth is nailed between 1 by 2 inch strips. This forms a roller,

upon which the cloth is rolled when the beds are opened. The cloth

is just w^ide enough to permit the roller to hang on the outside of the

board on the opposite side when the cloth is unrolled and spread

across the bed. The sections of the cloth should overlap and the

ends of the cold frames should be well closed up. If the cloth is

oiled, it will be more eff'ective.

GRAPES.

The following varieties of grapes are recommended for this district

:

A7nerican varieties.—Moore (synonym, Moore's Early), Campbell

(synonym, Campbell's Early), Delaware, Concord, and Worden.
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European varieties.—Alexantlria (synonym, Muscat of Alexandria),

Malaga, Flame Tokay, and Black Hamburg.
The European varieties of grapes must be planted with the expec-

tation of letting the vines down and covering them well every fall.

Unless this is done they will not succeed, for the winters are usually

severe enough to kill the vines to the ground.

TRUCK CROPS.

ASPARAGUS.

The early season of the irrigated districts along the Columbia
River makes asparagus a very profitable crop to those who will

handle it properly. A very successful asparagus grower in the vicinity

of Kenncwick, Wash., starts it on sandy soil as follows: Furrows are

laid off in the early spring about 15 to 20 inches apart. After scat-

tering partly decayed stable manure in the furrows, water is turned

on to soak thoroughly the soil and the manure. Xitrate of soda is

then applied and the soil cultivated while yet moist. Seed that has

been soaked in warm water for 24 hours is planted in drills laid out

over the furrows in which the manure and nitrate of soda were applied.

The seed is sown in the drill about IJ to 2 inches apart, and when
the plants are started well they are thinned to 3 to 4 inches apart.

After sowing the seed the land is irrigated frequently and cultivated

while the soil is damp. Cultivating while the soil is moist keeps it

from drifting so easily into the irrigating furrow.

When the plants are 1 year old they are transplanted in rows 4

or 5 feet apart. Furrows 8 inches deep are laid off, into which manure
is scattered and soaked as when planting the seed. The yearling

plants are set 18 inches apart in the rows. The crowns are set 6 to

8 inches below the surface of the ground. Irrigation is frequent and
manure is liberally used. One year from the date of transplanting,

some begin to cut the shoots for market. It is generally conceded
that this should be a light cutting in order to develop the most profit-

able bed. By purchasing yearling plants for transplanting, one year
may be saved.

POTATOES.

Potatoes, especially the early varieties, should do well on soil that

has been enriched either with manure or by growing clover or alfalfa

for one or more years. The early varieties may be marketed the last

of June or the first of July. This leaves plenty of time to raise such
crops as beets, turnips, rutabagas, and cauliflower. In this way two
crops may be grown on the same land during the year. If desirable,

a green manure crop, either clover or hairy vetch, may be gro\vn and
plowed under after digging the potatoes.
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MELONS.

Watermelons do fairly well on the virgin soil, but cantaloupes are

not a success until the soil has been improved with stable manure
or green manure, or by growing clover or alfalfa. They are not

profitable, however, unless the grower has a market near at hand.

It is the early melons, the first to reach the market, that bring the

highest prices. Of the many varieties of watermelons, the Monte
Cristo seems to give the best results. The Rockyford cantaloupe is

a favorite among the melon growers.

ONIONS.

If onions are grown on sandy soil they must be well protected

from the wind to prevent injury from the drifting soil. On such

land large yields must not be expected until the soil has been im-

proved. Onions may be sold either in the cured or in the green

state.

Main crop.—The main, or summer, crop of onions is cured and sold

in the dry state. The long dry season insures the thorough curing

of the bulbs. One of the secrets of onion culture on sandy land is to

keep the soil moist from the time the seed is sown until the plants

are well established. The Yellow Danvers variety is recommended

for the main crop.

Early spring crop.—The early spring crop is sold when the onions

are in their immature or green state. This crop may be grown in two

ways:

(1) During August—not later than September 1—the ground

to be planted is thoroughly irrigated. Furrows are then laid off 3

or 4 inches deep, into which the seed is drilled quite thickly. The

seed is covered about 1 inch deep. As the onions grow, the soil is

worked into the furrows. Later the rows are ridged up. By plant-

ing the seed in furrows and ridging the rows up, long tender stems are

produced.

(2) By the second method the seed is sown quite thickly during the

spring, and the irrigation and cultivation given are not so thorough as

with the main crop. In this way small bulbs are produced. The

onions are not gathered in the fall but are allowed to remain in the

field. During the late fall, growth is resumed and green onions are

ready for the early spring market. The Prizetaker variety is gener-

ally used for the green crop.

GREEN MANURE AND COVER CROPS.

Green manuring is plowing under green crops. It is one of the

best ways of increasing the water-holding capacity of the soil, as well

as the quantity of vegetable matter present. Cover crops are usually

grown during the interval between regular crops, when the ground
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would otherwise be bare. When they have served their special pur-

pose, cover crops are often turned under as green manure.

Plants that have }>ea-like flowers and usually produce their seed

in two-valved pods, such as peas, beans, vetch, clover, and alfalfa,

are called legumes. If thrifty plants of this family be carefully

removed from the soil, little nodules will usually be found upon their

roots. These nodules vary in si^e with different legumes and may be

found alone or in clusters. They are caused by certain bacteria of the

soil that become parasitic in the roots.

By the aid of these bacteria living in the nodulc^s, leguminous plants

are enabled to assimilate the atmospheric nitrogen. Since nitrogen

constitutes approximately four-fifths of the atmosphere, this family

of ])lants has an inexhaustible supply of this important plant-food

element. If the nodule-forming bacteria are not present in the soil,

the nodules will not form on the roots, and the plants can then use

only the nitrogen of the soil. The failure of leguminous crops is

sometimes due to the lack of these bacteria.

Nodule-forming bacteria may be supplied in two ways, namely, by

the use of pure cultures of the bacteria and by transferring soil from

a field where the crop to be used has been grown successfully with

nodules on the roots. From 200 to 300 pounds of the soil transferred

are scattered over each acre of the field to be inoculated and imme-

diatc^ly mixed with that of the new field by plowing, disking, or har-

rowing. If left exposed to the sun the bacteria are soon destroyed."

It has been pre\aously pointed out that the soils along the Columbia

River are very deficient in humus and nitrogen. It is very evident,

therefore, that the farmers and orchardists of this region should use

every possible opportunity to grow humus-forming crops. Because

of their ability to use the nitrogen of the atmosphere, leguminous

crops should be used when possible. The ground should not be

allowed to lie idle, but as much of the time as possible it shoidd be

kept growing some crop that will improve the soil.

CROPS TO USE.

The following green-manure and cover crops are recommended:
*

(1) For permanent crops in the orchard use red clover or alfalfa.

^^'^lere it is not necessary to give the orchard clean cultivation in

order to conserve moisture, perhaps no better practice can be followed

than to grow red clover or alfalfa between the trees. While orchard

cover crops are often used for hay the land will be improved much
more rapidly if the growth is clipped five or six times during the sea-

son and left on the ground to serve as a mulch. "VMiere it is desirable

n For information re<];arding the use of pure cultures of the bacteria, see Farmers'

I'.uUetin 315, entitled "Progress in Legume Inoculation," which will be sent free of

I harge upon application to the Secretary of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
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to plow the crop under occasionally, clover is a much more satisfac-

tory crop than alfalfa, because the latter is so difficult to plow and

get rid of and the roots rot so slowly.

(2) For early fall seeding use red clover, hairy vetch, rye, or wheat.

Rye or wheat are frequently sown with the clover or vetch.

(3) For late fall seeding, use rye, wheat, or hairy vetch.

(4) For spring or early summer seeding, use red clover, hairy vetch,

peas, spring vetch, rye, wheat, oats, or barley.

It is frequently possible to grow green-manure or cover crops during

the summer after marketing early truck crops or after plowing up an

old strawberry bed. On these sterile sandy soils hairy vetch some-

times fails to make a satisfactory growth the first time that it is

sown, because of the lack of nodule-forming bacteria. Even when
this is the case thrifty plants with nodules on the roots can usually

be found scattered here and there over the field. By plowing the

land and sowing vetch again on the same land, the second crop

should be a success. Wlien the soil is once supplied ^\dth the proper

bacteria there will be few better green-manure and cover crops than

hairy vetch. Wlien sown for the first time, either the seed or the

soil should be inocidated.

The purpose of these crops is quite fully discussed in bulletins

listed at the close of this circular, and for that reason further con-

sideration is not here necessary.

WIND-BREAKS.

While objections are often made to the use of wind-breaks they are

^ery advantageous wherever orchards, vineyards, small fruits, or

truck crops are exposed to strong winds. Especially is this true

where the soil is sandy and subject to drifting. Since the prevailing

winds are from the west and southwest, the principal wind-breaks

should extend north and south or approximately at right angles to the

direction of the wind.

Some of the more important points to be remembered in the selec-

tion of trees for wind-breaks are the following: Effectiveness in

checking the velocity of the wind, value as timber, longevity, diffi-

culty in starting, inclination to harbor orchard pests, habits of

encroachment upon the areas protected, etc. Few trees meet all of

these requirements. When a single variety is planted few trees are

as effective as the poplars, especially the Lombardy poplar. They

develop rapidly, branch from the ground up, and make a very efficient

wind-break when planted close together. A very effective wind-

break can be made by planting the black locust and the Russian

artemisia too;ether in the same row. The locusts should be set about

8 feet apart in the row. The timber of the locust makes valuable

fence posts.
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The artemisia is a shrubby plant that is started from 7-inch cuttings

set 12 to 15 inches apart. It shoukl attain a heiglit of 4 or 5 feet the

first 3^ear and 8 or 9 feet the second year. Low wind-breaks can be
made by phmting the artemisia alone. A good hedge of this plant
is growing on the exi)eriment farm of the State College at Pullman,
Wash., from which cuttings may be obtained.

Fig. 2.—Asparagus beds on sandy soil near Kennewick, Wasli., protected by sagebrush wind-breaks.

When the land was cleared low posts were set, upon the tops of which a large smooth wire was stretched.

Instead of burning the sagebrush, It was hung on the wire to serve as a temporary wind-break.

The European larch instead of the black locust may be used with

the artemisia. It will not spread and encroach upon the protected

area as much as the locust or the poplars. Its timber also makes good
fence posts.

Figure 2 illustrates how temporary wind-breaks may be made
from sagebrush.
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BULLETINS OF VALUE TO FARMERS IN THE COLUMBIA RIVER
VALLEY.

The bulletins in the following list are of value to settlers in the

Columbia River Valley:

farmers' bulletins, U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.'^

No. 51. Standard Varieties of Chickens.

55. The Dairy Herd; Its Formation and Management.

61. Asparagus Culture.

63. Care of Milk on the Farm.

113. The Apple and How to Grow It.

127. Important Insecticides: Directions for Preparation and Use.

138. Irrigation in Field and Garden.

154. The Home Fruit Garden: Preparation and Care.

156. The Home Vineyard.

157. The Propagation of Plants.

158. How to Build Small Irrigation Ditches.

181. Pruning.

198. Strawberries.

213. Raspberries.

220. Tomatoes.

231. Spraying for Cucumber and Melon Diseases.

241. Butter Making on the Farm.

242. An Example of Model Farming.

254. Cucumbers.

255. The Home Vegetable Garden.

263. Practical Information for Beginners in Irrigation.

278. I>eguminous Crops for Green Manuring.

287. Poultry Management.

315. Progress in Legume Inoculation.

339. Alfalfa.

354. Onion Culture.

355. A Successful Poultry and Dairy Farm.

357. Methods of Poultry Management at the Maine Agricultural Experiment

Station.

373. Irrigation of Alfalfa.

375. Care of Food in the Home.

386. Potato Culture on Irrigated Farms of the West.

399. Irrigation of Grain.

404. Irrigation of Orchards.

BULLETINS OF THE OFFICE OF EXPERIMENT STATIONS.

No. 108. Irrigation Practices Among Fruit Growers on the Pacific Coast. Price

1-5 cents.

177. Evaporation Losses in Irrigation and Water Requirements of Crops. Price,

15 cents.

o All persons interested in farming should obtain Circulars 2 and 4 of the Division

of Publications, U. S. Department of Agriculture, which contain lists of the publica-

tions of the Department of Agriculture for free distribution. These circulars will be

forwarded free of cost upon application to the Secretary of Agriculture, Washington,

D. C.
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No. 181. Mechanical Tests of Pumping Plants. Price, 15 cents.

188. Irrigation in the Yakima Valley. Price, 15 cents.

203. Distribution of Water in the Soil by Furrow Irrigation. Price, 10 cents.

209. Irrigation in Oregon. Price, 15 cents.

214. Irrigation in Washington. Price, 10 cents.

BULLETINS OF THE OREGON AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION.

DEPARTMENT OF COLLEGE EXTENSION.

No. 4. Feeding for Eggs.

GENERAL BULLETINS.

No. 75. Insecticides and Fungicides.

104. Pollination of the Apple.

105. Culture of Small Fruits.

106. Spraying for Peach Fruit Spot.

BULLETINS OF THE WASHINGTON AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION

GENERAL BULLETINS.

No. 83. Some Important Plant Diseases in Washington.

87. Raspberries and Blackberries.

POPULAR BULLETINS.

No. 3. Pruning Fruit Trees.

8. Orchard Cover Crops.

11. Commercial Potato Growing.

12. Care of Milk on the Farm.

13. Spraying Calendar for 1909.

14. Planting an Apple Orchard.

17. The Single Spray for the Codling Moth.

18. Growing Raspberries and Blackberries in W'ashington.

23. Trees for Washington.

24. The Pruning of Apple Trees.

The Farmers' Bulletins may be secured without cost upon appli-

cation to the Secretary of Agriculture, Washington, D. C; the bulle-

tins of the Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station by applying to

the director of the station, at Corvallis, Oreg.; the bulletins of the

Washington Agricultural Experiment Station by applying to the

.director of the station, at Pullman, Wash.; and the bulletins of the

Office of Experiment Stations by sending the price of each bulletin

to the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office,

Washington, D. C. Stamps and personal checks will not be accepted.

Approved

:

James Wilson,
Secretary.

Washington, D. C, March 31, 1910.
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B. P. I.—572.

DRY-LAND GRAINS IN THE GREAT BASIN;

INTRODUCTION.

The investigations here reported were begun July 1, 1907, at the

Nephi substation, Nephi, Utah. The "Memorandum of understand-

ing between the Utah Agricultural Experiment Station and the

a The Office of Grain Investigations, of this Bureau, has necessarily given particular

attention for a number of years to experiments in the dry-land districts because of the

introduction of a numljer of grain crops adapted to those districts. It became neces-

sary to concentrate a large amount of this work at particular points in order to become

familiar with the proper relations of these crops to others and to obtain more informa-

tion concerning methods of cultivation suited for such localities, etc. Extensive

experiments have, therefore, been inaugurated at the following points: Amarillo and

Dalhart, Tex., Akron, Colo., and Bellefourche, S. Dak., operated as independent

stations; Highmore, S. Dak., Dickinson and Willi.ston, N. Dak., Judith Basin (Phil-

brook P. O.), Mont., Moro, Oreg., and Nephi, Utah, operated in cooperation with the

respective state experiment stations.

In 1907 Mr. W. M. Jardine, Agronomist in the Office of Grain Investigations, was

placed in direct charge of these experiments with dry-land cereals, and assistants have

been detailed to look after the experiments in each locality. These investigations

are conducted in cooperation with other offices of the Bureau and in some instances

with state experiment stations.

The objects of the experiments may be briefly stated as follows:

(1) To bring together for comparative tests at these experimental farms large num-

bers of varieties of the various grain crop^ from all sections of the country and from

foreign countries having .similar climatic and soil conditions;

(2) To develop pure types from the most promising strains and varieties, through

individual plant selections, from which seed can be increased for distribution among

farmers, and to obtain foundation stocks for further improvement through breeding;

(3) To develop winter-resistant types in order to further extend the winter-grain

area;

(4) To determine the best cultural methods, such as time, rate, and method of

seeding, etc.

The accompanying paper is the; first of a series on dry-land grains that will be offered

for publication as the work progresses. The author of this paper, Mr. F. D. Farrell,

has been in immediate charge of the work at Nephi, Utah, since July 1, 1907.

Acknowledgment is made, with thanks, to Grace Brothers and to Mesfsrs. Peter

Peterson, James Jensen, and John Q. Adams for information regarding their farm

practices. Mr. Farrell is indebted to Dr. E. D. Ball, director of the Utah station,

and to Prof. L. A. Merrill, agronomist in charge of arid farms, Utah station, for their

permission to use some hitherto unpublished data secured at Nephi before coopera-

tion, which have materially strengthened the discussion of several subjects. Mr.

Stephen Boswell, foreman of the Nephi substation, has rendered niucli valuable

assistance in the work, as has also Mr. S. R. Boswell.—G. H. Powell, Acting Chief of

Bureau.
3
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Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S. Department of Agriculture" specifies

that "the ol)jects of tliese cooperative investigations shall be (1) to

improve the cereals of the intermountain region by introducing or

producing better varieties than those now grown, especially with

regard to drought resistance, yield, quality, earliness, etc.; (2) to

conduct such other experiments as might seem advisable for the

accomplishment of the greatest possible good to the dry-land

interests of the State."

Most of the experiments being conducted deal directly with the

grains, but, as provided in clause 2 above mentioned, a number of

tests of other crops and of various farming methods are being made.

It is likely that the grains, particularly wheat, will always be the

principal crop on the dry lands of the intermountain area. The

policy of the cooperators, therefore, is to pursue, so far as possible,

any line of investigation that is likely to increase our knowledge of

the conditions under which dry-land grains can be most profitably

and advantageously produced. The investigations have not been

wholly confined to the experiments at the substation. The superin-

tendent has matle observations on various farms in different parts of

the Mountain States, particularly in Utah, and the information thus

gained is freely used in this report.

While the work has not progressed far enough to warrant the pub-

lication of positive conclusions relative to all the experiments, a con-

siderable amount of definite information has been obtained. It is

thought that this information will be of value to the farmers in the

intermountain region. It is for the purpose of acquainting these

farmers with the facts secured at and through the Nephi substation

and with the scope and character of the experiments being conducted

that this report has been prepared.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SUBSTATION.

In its agricultural conditions the Nephi substation is fairly repre-

sentative of large areas of unirrigated and unirrigable lands in the

Intermountain States. The results obtained at Nephi can reasonably

be expected to apply broadly to the dry lands in Utah, the southern

part of Idaho, sections in eastern and northern Nevada, and possibly

in northern Arizona and New Mexico. A* brief description of the

substation's location and of its climatic and soil conditions is given

here for the use of farniers in different sections of the intermountain

area who wish to compare their own agricultural conditions with those

under which the experiments here discussed are conducted. The

more nearly the climate, soil, etc., of a given locality resemble those

at the Nephi substation, the greater the likelihood that the results

obtained at Nephi will apply.

[Cir. 61]
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LOCATION.

The sul)station is situated in tlio eastern i^ait of Jual) County,

Utah. It comprises 102 acres of land on the Levan Ridge, 6 miles

south of the town of Nephi, in the Juab Valley. Its elevation is

approximately 6,000 feet.

• RAINFALL.

The primaiy climatic factor in dry-land farming in the western

United States is tlu^ rainfall. This is subject to wide monthly and

annual variation and, ])articularly in the Ilocky Mountain vStates, con-

siderable difrerences are found in the quantities and distribution of

the precipitation received by localities not widely separated. Table I

reports the rainfall of the Juab Valley for the years 1898 to 1 909, inclu-

sive. From 1898 to 1 903, inclusive, the observations were made by the

United States Weather Bureau observer at Levan, 6 miles south of

the substation, but since January 1, 1904, a record has been kept at

the substation.

Table I.—Precipitation {in inches) in the Juab Valley, Utah, for each month from 1S98

to 1909, inclusive, with averages and maximums and minimums for each month.

Year.
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It is during June and early July that the dry-land grains are most

severely tried, and only those grains that are able to withstand the

drought of this period can be successfully grown under conditions

similar to those obtaining at Nephi. The month of May is the wettest

of the year in the Juab Valley, its average being 2.13 inches for the

past twelve years. Table I shows, however, that the precipitation

of this month varies quite widely. The highest precipitation in

May was 5.57 inches, in 18^8, and the lowest was 0.16 inch, in 1902.

Further use of Table I will be made later in the report.

SEASONAL RAINFALL.

The quantity and distribution of the rainfall during the growing

season are matters of high importance in dry-land grain production.

Regardless of the precipitation during other months of the year, the

grain crop in the Mountain States depends very largely upon the

moisture conditions prevailing during the months of April, May, and

June. Hence, in judging of the agricultural possibilities of a locality

and in determining upon the most desirable farming practices it is not

sufficient to consider merely the total annual amount of precipitation

received. The seasonal rainfall must be taken into account.

The rainfall of the growing months (April, May, and June) in the

Juab Valley during the past twelve years is reported in Table II.

Table II.

—

Precipitation {in inches) during the growing season {April, May, and June)

in the Juab Valley, Utah, from 1S98 to 1909, inclusive, with the average, the maxi-

viiim, and the minimum for each month.

Year.
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EVAPORATION.

Closely connected with the rainfall as a factor in cliy-land farming

is the evaporation. Tliis is determined by measuring daily the amount
of water that is lost from an open cylindrical tank placed in the

ground sO that the surface of the water in the tank is approximately

level with the surface of the ground. Where the evaporation is high

the amount of water required by crops and the difficulty of conserving

soil moisture are greater than where the evaporation is low. Hence
the danger of loss through drought is relatively greater.

The evaporation at the Neplii substation, as determined during the

seasons of 1908 and 1909, is approximately 40 inches for the six

months beginning A\n-[\ 1. At Amarillo, Tex., for the same period it

is 50 inches; at North Platte, Nebr., 42 inches; and at Edgeley,

N.Dak., 28 inches.'' Neplii has an evaporation which is about the

average of the amounts determined at the various dry-land experiment

stations of the West.

The amount of evaporation depends principally upon the relative

dryness of the atmosphere, the amount of wind, and the temperature.

When the dryness of the air or the amount of wind increases, or when
the temperature rises, the evaporation is greater. The substation is

now equipi)ed with instruments for determining the amount of

moisture in the atmosphere, the amount of wind, and the tempera-

tures. The work is done in cooperation with the Phj^sical Laboratory
of the Bureau of Plant Industry, by which the equipment is furnished.

WIND.

The amount of wind was determined at the substation from April

1 to October 31, 1909. The anemometer was placed about 2 feet

above the ground near the evaporation tank. This determines the

amount of wind that passes directly over the water in the tank and
hence the amounts that directly affect the soil. During the seven
months beginning April 1 the wind recorded was 20,621.4 miles.

This gives an average velocity of 4 miles an hour for the entire season.

The average hourly velocity, as determined daily, varied from about
2 miles to 8 miles. This shows that the wind at the substation is not
very high for any length of time. Compared with wind velocities on
the Great Plains, those at Nephi arc exceedingly low. They repre-

sent fairly the wind condition in the valleys of the Great Basin area.

""Physical Problems in Connection with Dry Farming," by L. J. Briggs and
J. 0. Belz, in Proceedings, Third Dry-Farming Congress, Cheyenne, Wyo., 1909.

[Clr. 61J
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TEMPERATURE.

The maximum and minimum temperatures are determined daily

at the substation from April 1 to October 31. The work was not

started until June 1, 1908. The highest temperature recorded in

1908 was 97.5° F. on August 4; in 1909 the maximum was 99.5° F. on
July 3. In 1908 the last spring frost occurred on June 22 (30° F.) and
the first autumn frost on August 30 (31° F.). This left a period of only

69 days without frost. In 1909 the last spring frost came on May 30
(30.5° F.) and the first autumn frost on September 12 (30.5° F.),

leaving a period of 105 days free from frost.

SOIL.

The soil at the Nephi substation is a heavy clay loam of a red-

brown color. It is of a fairly uniform texture to a depth of 6 to- 8

feet, where it becomes more sandy. The high percentage of clay

(approximately 15 per cent) makes the soil rather difficult to handle,

particularly wdien it is very wet or very dry. It puddles readily and
great care is necessary to prevent its becoming hard and baked. It

resembles a large portion of the soils of the Great Basin area.

NATIVE VEGETATION.

One of the most reliable methods of comparing agricultural soils is

to compare the vegetation found on them in their virgin condition.

Hundreds of thousands of acres of arid land in the West are covered

with a heavy growth of sagebrush {Artemisia tridentata) . This was
the condition at the substation at the time the land was plowed in

1903. In this respect the conditions were typical. (See PI. I, fig. 1.)

SUMMARY.

A brief summary of the conditions at the substation, as above
described, will assist the farmer in making comparisons. The ele-

vation is 6,000 feet; the 12-year average annual rainfall is 14.43

inches; the rainfall of April, May, and June during the same period

has averaged 4.11 inches; the evaporation for six months, beginning

April 1, is about 40 inches; the wind velocity during the season of

1909 averaged 4 miles per hour and seldom exceeded 8 or 10 miles

per hour; the highest temperature during the seasons of 1908 and
1909 was 99.5° F. ; there was a 69-day period (June 22 to August 30)

without frost in 1908, and a 105-day period (May 30 to September
12) without frost in 1909; the soil is a heavy clay loam, which in its

virgin condition produces a heavy growth of sagebrush. The con-

ditions at Nephi are typical of those existing over large areas in the

Mountain States.

[Cir. 61]



Cir. 61, Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S Dept. of Agriculture. Plate I.

Fig. I.-View near the Substation at Nephi, Utah, Showing Sagebrush, the
Prevailing Native Vegetation.

Fig. 2.—Virgin Soil Ready for Planting to Winter Grain on Grace Brothers'
Farm near Nephi, Utah.
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THE EXPERIMENTS.

All the crop work at the substation can be divided into two classes

—

plat experiments and nursery experiments. It is the object of the

l)lat work to make tests of different crops and varieties and of differ-

ent methods imder field conditions. In the nurseries tests are made

of individual plants on short rows and small plats. The nursery work

yields results of a detailed nature, furnishes opportunity for studying

plants individually, and makes possible the propagation of very small

([uantities of seed obtained from foreign countries and from different

parts of this country. In the nursery facts are discovered which

would be obscured in the plats. In short, the nursery work is inten-

sive, while the plat work is comparatively extensive. The facts dis-

covered in the nursery are ordmarily corroborated by tests in the

plats before they are placed before the farmer. A brief discussion of

the principal plat experiments being conducted, together with the

results obtained, is given below.

PLAT EXPERIMENTAL METHODS.

The majority of the plats at the substation are 36 feet wide and 121

feet long, containing one-tenth of an acre each. In all the plat work

an attempt is made to keep the conditions as nearly as possible like

those found in well-kept fields, so that the results will be applicable

to large fields. In most of the tests the plats are plowed with an ordi-

nary 4-horsc double-disk plow, 15 or 20 plats being plowed at the

same time. Only field implements (plows, harrows, disks, and drills)

are employed, except occasionally, when a hoe is used to remove

small patches of weeds. Ordinarily, however, the plats receive only

field treatment. Except where otherwise stated, all plats are plowed

as soon as possible after the crop is removed. After being plowed

they lie untouched until the following spring. During the next sum-

mer they lie fallow, are kept free from weeds, and are well cultivated.

GRAIN VARIETY TESTS.

The variety tests include 60 varieties and strains of winter wheat, 1

winter oat, 2 winter barleys, 1 winter emmer, 10 spring wheats, 6

spring oats, and 3 spring barleys. There are 84 varieties of grain

being tested under field conditions in plats. In these tests it is pro-

vided, so far as is possible, that all differences in yield and quality shall

be due to variety characteristics. All varieties of winter wheat, for

example, are treated in the same manner. The seed is all treated

with formalin solution to prevent bunt (smut). The varieties are all

planted during two or three days—usually about October 1 to 15—on

soil that has lain fallow for one year. This soil all receives the same

treatment both before and after the grain is planted. The wheat vari-

eties are planted at a uniform rate of 3 pecks per acre, a 10 by 7 disk

3883S—Cir. 61—10 2
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drill being used. The soil on the substation is fairly uniform, and check

plats are planted—all to the same variety—in various parts of the

field, to indicate any soil differences. This makes it possible to get

results sufficiently reliable to warrant the selection of particular varie-

ties as superior to others. During the growing season the grain varie-

ties are usually harrowed at least once to break up the crust formed

on the soil during the winter.

SUPERIORITY OF WINTER VARIETIES.

In the Mountain States, where the rainfall is lowest during the

summer months, winter varieties almost invariably produce higher

yields than those planted in the spring. At the substation the winter-

wheat varieties have outyielded the spring wheats from 30 to 300 per

cent.

Table III gives the average yields of the winter and spring varieties

of wheat during the past six years.

Table III.—Average yield to (he acre of irintcr and spring varieties of wheat grown at

Nephi, Utah, from 1904 to 1909, inclusive.
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was one of the varieties grown before 1007, it havinjj; been grown at

the substation since 1904. Its yield, which has been the highest of

the varieties tested, is given in Table IV in comparison with the yields

of the Koffoid and the Gold Coin, the two most widely grown varieties

ill the Great Basin area.

Table IV.

—

Average yield to the acre of the Turkey, Koffoid, and Gold Coin varieties of

• v:heat grown at Nephi, Utah, from 1904 to 1909.

Years tested.

1901-190i> average".
1907-1909 averune .

,

Six-year average . .

.

Turkey
(G. I. No.

2998).

Bushels.
24. 9(i

30.40
27.70

Koffoid.

Bushels.
18.25
28.18
23.23

(5old Coin.

Bushels.
1.'). 09
25.53
20.39

a Bulletin 100, Utah Agricultural Experiment Station.

Table IV shows that the Turkey variety has averaged decidedly

better than either tlie Koffoid or the Gold Coin during the past six

years. The superiority of this variety has been most strikingly evi-

dent in comparatively unfavorable seasons. Wlien there has been

an abundance of rainfall during the growing season its yield has not so

far exceeded that of the Koffoid or the Gold Coin. In 1907, when the

seasonal rainfall was admirably distributed, June receiving 1.58

inches, it yielded 37.70 bushels per acre. The Koffoid in the same
year protluced 38.20 bushels per acre. During all the other years the

Turkey has led all the varieties. The results with the variety test

indicate strongly that for conditions similar to those at Nephi the

Turkey wheat is the best of the 60 varieties on trial.

Description of Turkey wheat.—The Turkey is a hard red winter

wheat, belonging to a class of wheats introduced into the United

States from the Crimean district of Russia. It grows at Nephi to a

height of about 30 to 35 inches; it has very little foliage, a slender,

medium stiff straw, a yellowish-white chaff, and moderately long,

soft awns or beards. The quality is of the best, and up-to-date

millers now show it a strong preference. Farmers who have always

grown beardless wheats fi-equently object to Turkey on account of

its beards, but the importance of this objection is greatly exaggerated.

The farmers of Kansas produce annually 70,000,000 bushels of wheat
of this class aiul will grow no other. They do not regard the beards as

a serious objection when the superior quality and yielding power of

the variety are considered.

SPRING WHEATS. ,

Although, as already shown, it is not ordinarily advisable to grow
spring wheats in the ^Mountain States, there are sometimes conditions

which may prevent a farmer from getting his winter wheat planted
[Cir. 61]
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and under wliicli it is better for him to grow a spring wheat than to

let his land lie idle for a year. Wlien such an occasion arises it is

important to know something of the comparative values of spring

varieties.

Until 1908 only the durum (macaroni) spring varieties were tested

on the substation. Tlie average yield of the four tested (the Kahla,

Adjini, Medeah, and Mohamed ben Bachir varieties) during the years

1904 to 1907 was 12.48 bushels per acre. In 1908 the Kahla and the

Medeah were discarded and tlie Kubanka (G. I. No. 1440) was added.

In the same year five varieties of common spring wheats were

introduced.
COMMON AND DURUM WHEATS.

The durum wheats have been found superior to the common spring

wheats in a great many arid sections on the Great Plains. The com-

mon varieties seem, however, to be better adapted to the conditions

at Nephi. The average yield of the durum wheats during the past six

years at Nephi is 10.06 bushels per acre. The average yield in 1908

and 1909 is 8.84 bushels, while the common varieties during the same

two years averaged 13.03 bushels. The comparison of two years'

results is not, of course, conclusive.

COMMON SPRING VARIETIES OF WHEAT.

The common spring varieties now under test are the Galgalos, the

Ghirka Spring, the' New Zealand Spring, and two unnamed varieties

from Mexico. With the two years' results obtained it is not possible

to determine which is best. The yields of these varieties during 1908

and 1909 are given in Table V.

Table V.— Yield to the acre offive varieties ofcommon spring wheat grown at Nephi, Utah,

during 1908 and 1909.

Variety.

Ghirka Spring
Galgalos
Mexican, No. 1

Mexican, No. 2

New Zealand Spring

Yield in

1908.

Bushels.
1.3. 33
12.00
22.66
12.66
23.25

Yield in

1909.

Bushels.
6.70

12. 15
10.94
14.66
13.21

Average
yield.

Bushels.
10.01
12.07
16.80
13.66
18.23

In 1908 tlie New Zealand Spring wheat was grown on soil that had

been fallow two years, and hence had presumably some advantage.

It is, however, a very good variety and shows considerable drought

resistance. The test will have to be continued for a few years more

before positive preference can be given, but the results with this

variety indicate that it can be grown with a fair degree of success in

cases where spring planting is necessary.

[Cir. 61]
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WINTER OATS.

The only variety of winter oats on trial at the substation is the Bos-

well Winter. This is a black oat, which came from England about ten

years ago. It was propagated by Mr. Stephen Boswell, Nephi, Utah.

The yields at the substation have not been as large as those obtained

by Mr. Boswell on his farm, which adjoins the substation on the south.

In 1907 the crop was planted on land that had produced a crop of

wheat that year, and so much volunteer wheat grew that it was impos-

sible to determine the oat yield in 1908. The 1908 yield on the Bos-

well farm was 50 bushels per acre. In 1909 the yield obtained at the

substation was 16 bushels and on the Boswell farm about 40 bushels

to the acre. A beating storm greatly reduced the yield on the experi-

mental plat after the crop on the Boswell farm was harvested and in

the stack.

A large quantity of seed of this oat has been planted in different

parts of the Mountain States. The reports show varying degrees of

success, but the majority indicate that the variety will become quite

popular. The color of the hull is a commercial objection, but of

course has no ill effect on the feeding value. This is comparatively

high. As feed for farm animals particularly, the production of this

winter oat is recommended.

To farmers who expect to try the Boswell Winter oat it should be

stated that its habit of growth is likely to be misleading. It grows

very slowly and in a "creeping" manner during the autumn and

spring. Until the middle of June it shows no sign of erect growth

and appears so lacking in vigor that in some cases farmers have decided

that the crop was a failure and have plowed it under. About June

15, however, erect growth commences and the stalks spring up with

remarkable rapidity. This variety tillers, or "stools," very heavily,

so that when the heads appear, about the last of June, it is seen that

a crop of surprising abundance has been produced from what looked

like a failure a month earlier.

SPRING OATS.

Six varieties and strains of spring oats are being tested. Three of

these—the Sixty-Day, the Black American, and the Giant Yellow

—

have been grown since 1904. The Swedish Select and an improved

strain of the Sixty-Day were obtained from Highmore, S. Dak., in

1908, and have been grown for two years at the substation. The

Kherson, a variety which is botanically identical with the Sixty-Day,

was tried in 1909, the seed coming from Akron, Colo. The yields of

these varieties are given in Table VI.

[Cir. 01]
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Table VI .— Yield to the acre ofsix varieties or strains ofspring oats grovm at Nephi, Utah,

from 1904 to 1909, inclusive.

Years.
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years' results are obtained no positive statements regarding their

yielding power can properly be made.

SPKING BARLEYS.

Two varieties of spring barley, the California and the California

Prolihc, have been grown at the substation for six years. One
other, a hull-less, beardless variety, was tested in 1907, 1908, and
1909. The average yields of these are given in Table VII.

Table VII.— Yield to the acre of three varieties of spring hurley grown at Nephi, Utah,

from 1904 to 1909, inclusive.

Years.

1904-1906 average a.

1907-1909 average...

Six-year average.

California.

Bushels.
24. :J0

19.97

22.14

California
Prolific.

Bushels.
22.36
21.65

22.00

Ilull-less.

Bushels.

13.58

a Bulletin 100, Utah Agricultural Experiment Station.

As shown above, there is practically no difference between the

yields of the California and California Prolific barleys. The two

strains are botanically identical also. The Hull-less variety has

been a very poor yielder. All three have very short straw. They
grow about 6 inches shorter than the winter barleys, and are for

this reason very difTicult to harvest with either binder or header.

It is believed that the winter varieties, especially the Utah Winter

barley, will be foimd preferable as dry-land crops for the Great Basin

area.
WINTER EMMER.

Emmer is one of the least-known grains in the United States.

Botanically it is closely related to wheat, but its position in farm

economy is more nearly like that of barley, since it is valuable princi-

pally as a stock food. It resembles barley also in that the glumes

(chaff) adhere to the kernel when the grain is thrashed. There

are both winter and spring varieties, but only a winter variety,

Black Winter emmer, has been tested on the substation plats. Its

ability to resist drought has been satisfactorily demonstrated and at

Nephi it has proved extremely hardy.

In 1908 it yielded 41.33 bushels per acre; in 1909 the yield was

43.66 bushels, the 2-year average being 42.49 bushels per acre.

The grain weighs about 30 pounds per measured bushel. Although

its feeding value is not definitel}' known, it is thought to be about

equal to that of barley and is much relished by horses, hogs, and

sheep. The hardiness and drought resistance of Black Winter

[Cir. 61]
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emmer and its high yield and excehent feeding quahties make it a
particularly desirable grain for dry-land farmers who wish to raise

their own stock feed.

Emmer should be treated about the same as winter barley. It is

best planted with a press drill at the rate of 5 pecks per acre at the

time winter wheat is planted (see "Time of planting winter wheat"
in this circular) . It ripens about July 20, and can be harvested with

either a binder or a header.

SUMMARY.

From the preceding discussion of the results obtained to date

at the Neplii substation in the work with grain varieties it is desirable

that the following points be kept in mind:

(1) That winter grains, particularly the winter wheats, are to be
preferred to spring grains.

(2) That the Turkey winter wheat during the past six years has

yielded more than any other variety tested; that its 6-year average

exceeds that of the Koffoid variety by 4.47 bushels per acre and
that of Gold Coin by 7.31 bushels per acre; that the quality of the

Turkey wheat is considerably better than the quality of the Koffoid

or the Gold Coin, and that in unfavorable seasons and under the

driest conditions the superiority of the former is most evident.

(3) That the common varieties of spring wdieat have outyielded

the durum varieties during the past two years, the former averaging

13.3 bushels per acre as against 8.84 by the latter, and the 6-year

average of the durum wheats being only 10.06 bushels per acre.

(4) That in the past two years the New Zealand Spring wheat
has shown considerable promise as a spring grain, but that further

testing is necessary to a definite determination of the best variety.

(5) That the Boswell Winter oat promises to become a very valu-

able crop on the dry lands and that it has already met with consider-

able success in different sections of the Mountain States.

(6) That the Black American leads in the 6-year average of three

spring oats, but that the Sixty-Day and the Swedish Select varieties

promise to prove better yielders upon further testing, while they

have the advantage of white color.

(7) That the 1-year test of winter barleys indicates that they will

be preferable to spring barleys in height, yield, and quality.

(8) That Black Winter emmer, a new grain on the dry lands, has

averaged 42.49 bushels per acre during the past two years and that

its winter hardiness, drought-resistance, high yield, and excellent

feeding quality make it a most desirable crop to grow for stock feed

for the dry lands.

tCir. 61]
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FARMING METHODS IN GRAIN PRODUCTION
f

For the ])urpose of (lotorinining the most siitisfactory methods to be

followed in the production of grains, particularly wheat, on the dry

lands, a number of experiments are being conducted at the substation.

In each of these tests a single variety is used, so that differences in yield

may indicate the values of the different methods.

PLOWING.

SPRING COMPARED WITH PALL PLOWING.

A wide diversity of o])ini()n exists among the farmers of the

Mountain States as to the relative value of spring plowing and fall

plowing. A test of the two methods is conducted at the substation.

One i)lat is plowed as soon as possible after the wheat crop is removed

in the autumn and is allowed to lie untouched until the following

spring. The other plat is plowed in early May. After this plat is

plowed, the two plats are treated in exactly the same way, both lying

fallow during the summer and being planted to one variety of wheat

the following autumn. The test seeks to determine (1) the effects

of the fall and spring plowing on the moisture conditions, (2) the

influence on the crops j^roduced by the two plats the following year,

and (8) the comparative expensiveness of the two methods. The

test was not begun at Nephi until the fall of 1908, and only the

moisture studies for one year, 1909, are available, in addition to the

observations made on relative expensiveness.

The principal argument advanced in favor of fall plowing is the

belief that more moisture is thereby conserved. Widtsoe and Merrill ^

note an instance in which they found a difference amounting to

"more than 506 tons of water to the acre in the first 5 feet of soil" in

favor of land plowed in the fall. The results of the 1909 work at

Nephi, however, showed no advantage of either method in the matter

of water conservation. The two plats were sampled on April 5, June

26, and wSeptember 18 to a depth of 6 feet, and no important differ-

ences in moisture content were found. Whether the 1909 soil-

moisture conditions on those two plats were normal or exceptional

can be determined only by future studies. It is believed that in

years having comparatively dry winters the fall plowing would j^rove

a benefit.

The first crop to be grown in this test was planted in the autumn of

1909. It is believed that this crop will show some difference in favor

of one or the other method, if there is a difference in the desirability

of either. There is a possibility that, aside from considerations of

a See Bulletin 91, Utah Agricultural Experiment Station.
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18 DEY-LAND GRAINS IN THE GREAT BASIN.

moisture, fall-plowed soil will prove more i)rodiiC'tive than soil plowed
in the spring. When the land is plowed in the fall and left in a rough,

lumpy condition through the winter, the soil is probably much more
benefited by weathering agencies than stubble soil can be. This

may react favorably on the crop.

The factor of expense in fall and spring plowing is very important,

and unless a considerable difference in j^ield is attributable to one

method or the other it will be the principal determining factor in

deciding which method is best to follow. Plowing in the fall is ordi-

narily more difficult than spring plowing, because the soil is usually

dry and hard after the crop is removed. There are advantages

in doing the work in the autumn, however, because at that time

the farmer is not as a rule so rushed with work as in the spring, and
because the price of horse feed is lower in the fall. All things

considered, it is probable that the expense of the actual ])lowing is

about the same for both methods. Fall-plowed land is more likely to

be infested with weeds during the fallow period than spring-plowed

land. At the substation in 1909 the fall-plowed i)lat required more
than twice as much weeding as the plat plowed in the sj)ring. In

fact, the latter was almost entirely free from weeds and volunteer

wheat from the time it was plowed, May 15, until planting time.

This point, considered by itself, is decidedly in favor of spring plowing.

The factor of weediness is successfully met by the Grace Brothers, at

Nephi, Utah. They plow their land in the fall in the ordinary way,

allow it to lie uncultivated until early June, wdien the weeds and volun-

teer wheat are well started, and then give it a very shallow plowing.

They usually have little difficulty with weeds after the second plowing,

and their grain jaelds are exceptionally good. The expense is no

greater than it would be to eradicate the weeds by disking and har-

rowing. Whether this method will be successful on other farms is

not known, but its success on the Grace farm strongly suggests the

advisability of its trial by farmers who have difficulty in keeping their

fall-})lowed fallow land clean.

There are yet several problems to be scientifically worked out

before the superiority of fall ])lowing or spring plowing can be posi-

tively known. The future behavior of the crops in this test at the

substation will doubtless throw considerable light on the question.

If it is found that one method produces as high a yield as the other,

then the question w^ll have to be settled by each farmer for himself,

according to his own conditions and convenience. The most suc-

cessful dry farmers in the Mountain States practice fall plowing; the

general practice of the substation is to plow in the fall, and the results

are satisfactory; so that it is believed in the light of the present

knowledge that fall plowing is to be generally preferred.

[Cir. 61]
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DEPTH OF PLOWING AND SUBSOILING.

The substation in 190S started a test to determine the best depth

to plow wheat hind and the vahieof subsoiling. In the fah of 1908 four

plats which had produced a crop of wheat that year were treated as

follows:

Plat 16 A, plowed 7 to 10 inches deep with an ordinary plow and subsoiled

to a depth of 18 inches.

Plat 17 A, plowed 7 to 10 inches deep with an ordinary plow and subsoiled

to a depth of 15 inches.

Plat 18 A, plowed 10 inches deep in the ordinary way.

Plat 19 A, plowed 5 inches deep in the ordinary way.

After receiving this treatment these plats were left untouched until

April, 1900. From this time they were treated as ordinary fallow

plats and were planted to winter wheat in the fall.

The moisture content of each plat was determined at three periods

during the season, viz, April 6, July 28, and September 23. No very

great differences were noted in the moisture of the four plats, although

the two subsoil plats contained slightly more water on July 28 than did

the plats that were plowed to depths of 5 inches and 10 inches, respec-

tively. It will require several years to determine with certainty

the relative values of the various treatments. In 1910, while the

plats named above are producing a crop of wheat four other plats

which were plowed and subsoiled in the fall of 1909 will lie fallow

and will receive the same treatment that plats 16 A, 17 A, 18 A,

and 19 A received in 1909. By growing wheat crops on the variously

treated plats and by making moisture determinations from time to

time it will be possible to study the effects of the treatments very

satisfactorily.

The most successful practice at present on the dry lands is to plow

to a de])th of from 7 to 10 inches. There have been instances where

plowing deeper than 10 inches and even subsoiling to a depth of

15 to 18 inches have given profitable returns, but until the actual

results of these methods are scientifically determined, as contem-

plated by the test at the substation, plowing 7 to 10 inches deep is

recommended.

CARE OF FALT^OW SOIL.

OBJECTS.

The ])rincipal objects sought in the care oi fallow land are (1) the

conservation of soil moisture accumulated during the year for the

use of the next crop, (2) the eradication of weeds and volunteer

grain wdiich, if allowed to grow and produce seed, would be damaging

to the wheat crop, and (3) the securing of a satisfactory seed bed.

[Cir. 61]
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MOISTURE CONSERVATION.

"As previously stated in the discussion of time of plowing, the land

to be fallow at the substation is plowed as soon as possible after

the crop is removed and is allowed to lie in a rough condition until

the following spring. The storms of winter and the wide variations

of temperature occurring between autumn and spring break up the

large chunks of hard, dry soil that are turned up in the fall plowing,

lea^dng the surface soil fairly smooth and usually somewhat crusted.

If this crust is allowed to stand, the loss of soil moisture through

evaporation will be enormous. For this reason the land should

be shallow cultivated as soon as the surface soil is sufficiently dry

to be worked without danger of puddling. Great care should be

taken to avoid packing the soil by working it when it is wet. This

caution is particularly necessary in the care of clay soils. The first

spring cultivation can be made with an ordinary spike-tooth harrow,

or, if the crust is too hard to be broken up. by this means, with a

disk harrow. If the latter is used, the land should be double disked

to prevent ridging, and the disk harrow should be followed by the

spike-tooth harrow. After the first spring cultivation, the soil will

need no more working until rains have formed another crust or until

the weeds and volunteer grain begin to grow, when the shallow cul-

tivation should be repeated.

In order to show the effect of cultivation of fallow soil on the mois-

ture content, a test was started at the substation in 1909. One plat,

14 A, was cultivated during the summer in the usual way, the surface

soil being kept loose throughout the season, and one plat, 15 A, re-

ceived no cultivation from the time it was plowed in the autumn of

1908 until just before it was planted in October, 1909. The moisture

contents of the two plats were determined on May 21, July 15, and

September LS. The first determination. May 21, showed that the

two plats contained substantially equal quantities of water, but sub-

sequent measurements showed that the uncultivated plat lost its

moisture to a very much greater extent than did the cultivated plat.

The total amount of water lost by the cultivated plat during the season

was less than 7 per cent of its moisture content as determined May 21,

while the loss from the uncultivated plat amounted to 23 per cent, or

more than three times the loss from the cultivated plat. These mois-

ture contents were determined to a depth of 3 feet, and the figures

above represent the average content of the 6 feet on each plat. AMien

the upper 2 feet are considered, still greater difl'erences in favor of

cultivation are observed. The cultivated plat lost during the season

but 10 per cent of the water in the first 2 feet. The uncultivated plat

lost 37 per cent. When it is remembered that the young wheat

[Cir. Gl]
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Fig. 1.—Fallow Soil at the Nephi Substation, Showing the Desired Condition
OF THE Surface Soil after the Crust is Broken.

Fig. 2.—View of Plats of Koffoid Winter Wheat in the Time-of-planting Test
AT the Nephi Substation, 1909.
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plants must obtain tlieir water supi)ly from the surface soil the im-

portance of conserving that water during the fallow season is obvious

and the value of cultivation, as illustrated by the data given above,

is strikingly noticeable.

It is often stated that it is impossible to cultivate fallow soil too

much. This is not always true, especially on heavy clay soil. If such

a soil is harrowed until the surface is a very fine dust, it crusts very

readily after a rain, and packs extremely hard. It is well to keep the

surface soil loose antl light, but the maintenance of a "dust mulch,"

strictly speaking, is not desirable. (See PI. I, fig. 2, and PL II, fig. 1.)

On light, sandy soils the danger of excessive cultivation, however,

is not so important.
WEED ERADICATION.

The operations necessary to prevent the growth of weeds on fallow

soil are closely related to those employed to conserve soil moisture.

A cultivation that will destroy weeds will also break up a soil crust,

and cultivation made to pulverize the surface soil will frequently

destroy large numbers of small weeds. Ordinarity, if the amount of

tillage necessary to maintain a good soil mulch is carried on, the

weeds will be destroyed incidentally. There are cases, however, w^hen

cultivation is necessary entirely on account of weeds. In such cases

the all-important requisite is to do the work at the proper time. If

the soil is carefully watched it will be noticed that at times during the

summer the ground is literally covered with weeds, so small as to

escape casual observation. If the land is treated to a light harrowing

at exactl,y the time when these weeds are beginning to appear in great

numbers, highly satisfactory results may be obtained. This has been

repeatedly demonstrated at the substation. A very few days' delay,

however, will make it necessary to use a disk harrow. This operation

costs more than a light harrowing and is less desirable because it

exposes more moist soil to the drying effects of sun and wind. The

more shallow the fallow cultivation is, so long as it keeps dow^n the

weeds, the better.

Where an unusual number of weeds are present on fallow soil, as is

sometimes the case when the land has been plowed in the fall and

where it is impossible to cultivate at the critical time, the method of

plowing in early June, as practiced by the Grace Brothers, is highly

satisfactory. When this method is followed the land is left until

practically all the weeds likely to grow are up. The plowing is then

done, as shallow as possible, to avoid exposing unnecessarily the moist

soil near the surface, and the plows arc followed immediatel}' by the

spike-tooth harrow. The harrowing reestal)li.shes the desired soil

mulch and exposes the roots of the weeds to the destructive action

of the sun and wind.
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There will usually bo no great difierence in the cost of the two

methods of Aveed eradication. The second-plowing method is

slower, but it ordinarily avoids the necessity of such frequent har-

rowing or of disking and harrowing. In considering the advisability

of using one method or the other, the farmer must study his own con-

ditions and determine which method is most likely to meet them.

In the whole matter of weed eradication on fallow soil it is important

that the necessity of doing the work at the right time, of preventing

the weeds and volunteer grain from producing seed, and of avoiding

very deep cultivation be kept in mind.

SEED-BED PREPARATION.

If the best methods of soil moisture conservation and of keeping

down weeds and volunteer grain are followed during the spring and

summer months, the seed bed will usually be found to be in excel-

lent condition at planting time. The seed bed should be firm and

uniform, with the soil under the mulch sufficiently moist to furnish

the young plants the necessary water. In liglit and sandy soils the

mulch at planting time is freciuently found to be very light and to

lack the necessary firmness. This condition can be readily remedied

by the use of a wooden leveler or smoother just before the grain is

planted. Clay soils almost invariably settle sufficiently, of their

own weight, to make the use of the smoother unnecessary. The im-

portance of a good seed bed can scarcely be exaggerated. If the

grain is planted in soil that is ragged and lacking in uniformity, a

poor and irregular stand is sure to be the result, and all the work that

can subsequently be done on the land can not correct this condition.

On the other hand, if the seed bed is properly prepared the wheat

crop will survive severe conditions to an extent that is impossible

on a poorly prepared seed bed. The proper preparation of the soil

before planting time is very frequently the determining factor in

obtaining a profitable crop.

SEED AND SEED TREATMENT.

PURE SEED.

The profits of dry-land grain production are much increased by

using only pure seed, and a great many failures are due to the use

of inferior varieties or impure seed. If the seed planted is of more

than one variety, losses are likeh' to follow on account of irregularity

in the time of ripening, which results in the shattering of large quan-

tities of the early-maturing grain. Furthermore, mixed grain is

never a's likely to command top prices as grain of one variety. The

inadvisability of planting grain containing weed seeds is too well

known to recpiire extensive discussion. In selecting seed grain the
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farmer should obtain the best-known variety jijrown in his locality

or in a locality of similar conditions. lie should see that the seed is

as nearly as possible of one variety and that all weed seeds and light

or shrunken kernels of grain are removed from the seed before plant-

ing. The cleaning is quickly and easily done b}' the use of a com-

mon fanning mill, which can be purchased for about S40. This

simple machine should be included in the equipment of every grain

farm.
TREATMENT FOR BUNT.

The Mountain States are very fortunate in having few grain dis-

eases. Bunt (stinking smut) is the only disease that commonly
causes .serious damage to the dry-land wheat crop. This disease

can usually be avoided by soaking the seed from 5 to 10 minutes in a

solution of formalin, consisting of 1 pound of 40 per cent formalde-

hyde in 40 gallons of water. If possible, the farmer should use seed

that contains little or no smut. If there are smut balls present in the

seed, they should be removed by pouring the grain into a tank of

water and skimming off the snuit balls as they rise to the surface.

If this is done, the seed carefully treated, and the drills thoroughly

washed out with the formalin solution, there is very little danger

that the resultant crop will be smutted.

PLANTING AND CARING FOR THE CROP.

TIME OF PLANTING WINTER WHEAT.

One of the most important factors in the growing of winter wheat
is the time of planting. The variations in the character of the sea-

sons pla\^ an important part in this test. The results have not been

the same every year, but by considering the average yields produced

by planting on different dates and by studying the behavior of the

crops under varying seasonal climatic conditions it is possible to

arrive at some valuable and definite conclusions.

In this experiment one plat is planted on fallow soil at the rate of

3 pecks per acre on each of the following dates: August 15, Sep-

tember 1, September 15, October 1, October 15, and November 1.

(See PI. II, fig. 2.) In 1904-1907 " the Odessa variety was used. In
1908 and 1909 the Koffoid was used in place of the Odessa, on account
of its being much more widely grown in the Mountain States, particu-

larly in the Nephi district. From 1910 both the Koffoid and the

Turkey varieties will be used.

a The results in 1904-190G are reported by Mr. W. M. Jardine in Bulletin 100 of the

Utah Agricultural Experiment Station. In 1907-8 the test was conducted by the

Litah station independently and the results have not before been published. Their
use here is made possible through the courtesy of Dr. E. D. Ball, director, and Prof.

L. A. Merrill, agronomist in charge of arid farms, Utah Agricultural Experiment
Station. Since the autumn of 1908 the work has been done cooperatively.
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The yields, in l)u.shels of grain per acre, for six years, are given in

Table VIIl.

Table VIIL— Yield to the acre of irinter wheat j)lanted at Nephi, Utah, at 15-day inter-

valsfrom August 15 to November 1 of each year from 1904 to 1909, inclusive.

Date planted.
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"VYliile Tablo TX does not show a uniform relation between the

yield and the ratio of (i;rain to straw, it indicates the relatively laro;e

quantity of straw jjroduced by the early planted i)lats. The highest

grain-yielding plat, planted October 1, produced about the normal

amount of straw, the ratio being 1 to 1.11. The grain produced on

this plat was plump and sound, while that on the plats planted

August 15 and September 1 was badly shrunken. The dangers

incident to heavy foliage production are not so great when the sum-

mer is comparatively wet. In fact, if there is plenty of moisture all

through the growing season, heavy foliage is not a disadvantage at

all, but the Mountain States very seldom experience wet summers.

The disadvantages of early planting, then, lie in the danger of autumn

drought and, in the absence of this, in excessive foliage production.

Factors in late planting.—Wlien wheat is planted late—November

1 or thereabout—there is a strong likelihood that it will not come up

until the following spring. Frequently this is not a disadvantage, but

it is usually found best to have the plants up in the autumn, especially

if the soil contains seed of weeds that germinate early in the spring.

AMiere this is the case, the wheat plants are in danger of being

crowded out in the struggle for growing space that invariably takes

place when plants of different kinds occur on the same soil. If the

wheat gets a good start in the autumn there is little danger that the

weeds will crowd it out. T^ate planted wheat has another disadvan-

tage—the danger of injury from low temperatures at the time the

seed is germinating. In early November the temperature is often

high enough for a few days to start germination, but it very frequently

falls to zero so suddenly that the young and sensitive plantlets are

killed or seriously injured. This sudden cold results in a poor stand

of plants with impaired vigor. The likelihood of the crop failing to

germinate in the autumn and being crowded out by weeds and the

dangers incident to unfavorable temperatures, then, are the principal

reasons why late planting should be avoided.

The best time to plant.—No ])articular time can be positively desig-

nated as the best time to plant. There are cases where very early

planting has produced better results than medium or late planting;

occasionally late i)lanting produces maximum yields. The main

factors to be considered in connection with early planting and with

late planting have been already described. There are seasons when

these factors do not operate undesirably. There are doubtless

localities where early planting is invariably to be preferred, and there

are others where late planting always gives the best results. In the

Mountain States, where the rainfall is never very high, a variation

of an inch or two one way or the other may produce striking effects,

and such variations frequently occur. The records covering a num-

ber of years show, however, that on the average the summers are

[Clr. 611
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very diy and that there are usually lono; dry periods in September

and October. With these facts in mind it is plain that the grain

should be planted at such a time as to insure the crop against the

possible ill effects of the dry spells which can reasonably be expected.

The undesirable influences of low and varying temperatures com-

mon in the month of November should also be guarded against. The

results at Nephi, as previously reported in these pages, for the six

years 1904 to 1909, indicate that the middle course—planting from

about September 20 to October 20—is the most favorable. There

will undoubtedly be occasional cases in favor of the early or of

the late planting, but for a practice to be followed through a series

of years the medium dates will likely prove the most dependable.

TIME OF PLANTING SPRING WHEAT.

Prior to the inauguration of the cooperative work at Nephi the

Utah station attempted to conduct a test with spring wheat to deter-

mine the best time of planting." It was found, however, that the

weather conditions were so unreliable during the spring season that it

was impossible to do the planting on the dates specified in the plan,

and the experiment was abandoned. It is usually found satisfactory

to plant spring wheat just as soon as possible after the snow is off the

ground. Planting when the surface soil is wet, however, should be

carefully avoided, particularly on heavy clay soils.

TIME OP PLANTING SPRING OATS AND BARLEY.

The same difficulties as are encountered in testing the best time for

planting spring wheat operate in connection with oats and barley.

These grains can be successfully planted at the same time as wheat.

RATE OP SEEDING WINTER WHEAT.

The test to determine the best rate of seeding has not pro-

gressed far enough to warrant the use of the results. All the varieties

grown at the substation in the variety tests are seeded at the rate

of approximately 3 pecks per acre. This rate has produced satis-

factory results not only at the substation but also on the farms all

over the mountain area. In deciding on the rate at which to seed,

the farmer should consider two points, (1) the moisture demands

of the crop during the dry season and (2) the danger of weeds. If

the stand is too thick, the moisture in the soil will be exhausted

before the crop is mature; if it is too thin, weeds are likely to come

up and crowd out the wheat plants. The seeding rate that will best

a See Circular 3, Utah Agricultural Experiment Station.
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meet both these conchtions depends on the condition of the soil and

the quality of the seed. If the seed bed is j)roperly prepared and

the seed is well cleaned and pure, from 35 pounds to 45 pounds per

acre is sufiicient. Wliether to sow 35 pounds or 45 pounds should

be determined by the average size of the kernels to be planted, seed

consisting of large kernels requiring the higher rate.

RATE OF SEEDING SPRING GRAINS.

While no definite test is conducted at the substation to determine

the best rate to seed spring wheat and spring barley, the variety test

plats of these grains are ])lanted at the rate of 3 pecks per acre for

wheat and 5 pecks per acre for barley. Tliese rates appear to be

quite satisfactory. A test was conducted in 1909 with Sixty-Day

and Swedish Select oats in which each variety was planted at the rate

of 4, 5, and 6 pecks to the acre. The differences in yields were not

large, but the thinner seeding, 4 pecks per acre, gave somewhat better

yields and indicated that 5 pecks and 6 pecks are rather high rates,

especially in a very dry season like 1909.

DEPTH OF PLANTING.

The results in testing the best depth of planting have been rather

variable. Plats are i)lanted at the depth of 1^ inches, 3 inches, and

6 inches, respectively. Until the test is continued considerably

longer positive conclusions are luiwarranted, but the indications favor

3 inches as the most desirable ilepth of the three. In 1909 the plat

planted 1^ inches deep produced somewhat better than the one

planted 6 inches deep. It is believed that 3 inches is sufficiently

deep, if the seed bed is well prepared and a good drill is used.

BROADCASTIMG, COMPARED WITH DRILLING.

It would naturally be thought that a test of the two methods of

j)lanting wheat, broadcasting and drilling, would be unnecessary.

There are still a few advocates of the old method of planting by hand,

however, and this test is conducted mainly as a demonstration of the

inferiority of that method. The plat planted with the drill has in-

variably so far outyielded the other as to put the inadvisability of

broadcasting beyond all question. The broadcasted plat has aver-

aged from 2 bushels to less than 9 bushels to the acre, while the

drilled plat has yielded between 20 bushels and 25 bushels per acre.

There is no good reason why an}^ dry-land farmer should not use a

drill. No matter how small the field is, broadcasting should never

be practiced.
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AUTUMN CULTURE OP WINTER WHEAT.

Ordinarily, when the wheat is planted, no more work on the soil

is necessary before spring. When, as sometimes occurs, the surface

soil becomes heavily crusted as a result of beating rains, it may be

advisable to harrow in the fall. If the plants are through the crusted

soil there is less necessity for harrowing than when they are impris-

oned beneath the crust. Early-planted wheat is especially liable to

damage from crusting, as beating rains are more likely to occur in the

early part of the autumn than they are in October and November.

SPRING CULTURE OF WINTER WHEAT.

Wliile autumn culture of winter wheat is seldom necessary, spring

culture is very frequently found advisable. This is especially true on

heavy clay soil like that at the substation. The rain and snow of the

winter season puddle the surface soil to a considerable extent and

when it dries it becomes extremely hard. Harrowing greatly im-

proves this condition. It breaks up the crust so as to allow the plants

greater freedom for growth and at the same time pulverizes the sur-

face soil in such a way as to prevent the loss of large quantities of soil

moisture by evaporation. It also kills large numbers of weeds and

thus greatly aids the wheat crop. In 1909 the substation started a

test of the efhciency of spring culture of wheat. The yields of both

the harrowed and unharrowed plats were so low because of poor stands

due to winterkilling that they did not show the effect of the harrowing,

but the moisture was much better conserved in the cultivated plat.

Plat 19 D was harrowed the last of April and cultivated in early June

with a special weeder (a light spring-tooth implement which affects

the soil in a way somewhat similar to the effect produced by a sulky

rake with the teeth pressed into the surface soil).

Plat 20 D was not cultivated at all. The moisture contents of the

two plats to a depth of 6 feet, determined June 26 and August 12, are

given below:

Plat 19 D (harrowed, etc.)

.

Plat 20 D (not cultivated).

June 26.

Per cent.

17.04
15.97

August 12.

Per cent.

15.31
11.73

This shows that the cultivated plat contained more moisture both

at the time the wheat was heading, June 26, and at the time of

maturity, August 12. Until the results of several years' tests are

available it will not be possible to state defmitely to what extent

sprmg harrowing benefits the wheat crop, but the data obtained in

1909 relative to the effect on the moisture content indicates that, at
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least on cla}' soils, it may be of considerable advantage. On a light

or sandy soil it is less likely to produce profitable returns.

Whether harrowing is necessary and the time at which it should be

done must be determined by each farmer for his own concHtions. If

the soil is hard and ])aked on the surface or if the wheat plants are

unable to get through the crust, harrowing is advisable. Sometimes

the crust is of such extreme depth that there is danger of killing the

wheat plants in tearing tlie crust to pieces. This is true, however,

only in extreme cases and in such cases the crust has been successfully

broken without injury to the plants by the use of a corrugated roller.

If this method is followed and the roller leaves the surface soil packed,

the land should be immediately harrowed. In most cases the work

can be very successfully done with a common spike-tooth harrow. In

breaking a crust of ordinary thickness and solidity there is absolutely

no (huiger of seriously injuring the plants. Wheat plants can stand

an amount of harrowing tliat is surprising to persons who have never

harrowed the crop. The spring cultivation may be done any time

before the wdieat is " in boot." The sooner it is done after the surface

soil is thoroughly dry the better, but the farmer need have no fear of

injuring his wheat plants at any time before June 1.

FREQUENCY OF CROPPING AND CROP DIVERSITY.

Continuous cropping and fallowing.—The common practice on the

dry lands of the Great Basin area is to fallow^ the wheat fields every

other year. The primary object of this method is the conservation

of two years' precipitation for the use of each wheat crop. In order

to determine wdiether alternate fallowing is more profitable than fal-

lowing one year in three, or two years in three, or whether it is profit-

able to fallow at all, a "continuous cropping and fallowing test" is

carried on at the substation. The test includes nine plats; one pro-

duces a crop of wheat each year; two produce wheat alternately;

three are devoted to tlie test of growing wheat tW'O years followed

by one year's fallow, one plat of the three being fallow^ each year; of

the remaining tbree plats one is cropped to wheat each year, the

other two lying fallow each year, thus testing the effect of cropping

one yeai- in three. The outHne given below shows the method

followed

:

Plat No.
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The nature of this test is such that a long series of years wdll be

required in which to determine the merits of the various methods.

Moisture determinations are made from time to time each season

on these plats and will add valuable information in connection with

the experiment. The indications to date are against continuous

cropping.

WJieat following intertilled crops.—There is a possibility that the

necessity of alternate fallowing may be reduced or avoided by the

substitution of intertilled crops. The outline of an experiment

which is conducted at the substation for the purpose of studying the

question is given here.

Plat number.
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(3) 'I'liat llic tlirco principal objects sou«j,lit in liio care of fallow

land—moisture cons(u-vation, prevention or eradication of weeds, and

preparation of seed bed—are best secured by shallow cultivation of

suflicient frequency to maintain the surface of the soil in a fairly loose

and well-pulverized state, and that the importance of cultivating at

the proper time is paramount.

(4) That only clean and pure seed of tlie best variety for the locality

should be planted.

(5) That all wheat seed should be treated with a formalin solution

to prevent bunt, and that smut balls should be removed from the

seed before treatment.

(()) That both very earh^ and very late planting should be avoided,

exjierience at the substation strongly favoring September 20 to Octo-

ber 20 as the best time to {)hint winter wheat.

(7) That si)ring grains should be planted as soon as ])()ssible after

the surface soil has become dry enough to be worked without danger

of excessive packing or puddling.

(8) That the most satisfactory rates for seeding so far deter-

mined are as follows : Wlieat, 35 to 45 pounds per acre ; winter barley

and spring barley, 5 pecks per acre; winter oats, 6 pecks per acre;

spring oats, 4 to 5 pecks per acre, the lower rate being favored for the

drier localities.

(9) That the most desirable depth for planting wheat on a well-

prepared seed bed is about 3 inches.

(10) That broadcasting should never be practiced in grain produc-

tion; all grain should be drilled.

(] 1) That it is sometimes advisable to harrow fall-planted grain in

the fall to break u]) the surface crust and that this is not often neces-

sary except with early planted grain; that spring harrowing is fre-

quently advisable, i)articularly on heavy clay soils, and that there is

oidinarily no danger of injuring the plants by harrowing at any time

before June 1

.

(12) That the indications so far are against growing wheat continu-

ously and in favor of at least alternate fallowing, where wheat is the

only crop grown on a field.

(13) That the test of growing inteftilled crops in place of alternate

fallowing has given some results that indicate the ])racticability of

substituting potatoes and, possibly, corn.

MISCELLANEOUS CROP TESTS.

The experiments with crops other than grains have given some

promising results. It has been demonstrated with reasonable cer-

tainty that forage crops, particularly alfalfa, can be profitably grown

on the dry lands. The results obtained with these crops will now be

briefl}" discussed.

[Cir. 61]
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Considerable of the work with forage crops has been conducted in

cooperation with the Office of Forage-Crop Investigations of the

Bureau of Plant Industry.

ALFALFA.

The substation has tested three varieties of alfalfa—Turkestan,

sand lucern, and common Utah alfalfa. The Utah variety has

usually given the best results, although very little difference was

noticeable in the three varieties, either in vegetative habits or yield.

The average yield of the Utah variety during the past six years has

been about 3,000 pounds per acre in the first crop. The second

crop has not produced enough forage to pay for cutting, but some

pasturage has been furnished. Fall planting proved a failure. Plant-

ing in late April or early May has been very successful. A well-

prepared seed bed is imperative, and when this is obtained it is advis-

able to plant as soon after a rain as the soil can be worked without

puddling. If the seed bed is in the proper condition and good seed

is used, 4 to 6 pounds of seed to the acre is sufficient, and it should be

planted with a press drill. The use of oats or any other grass as a

nurse crop is not advisable.

Spring harrowing is very effective in preventing the growth of

cheat (June-grass) and other weeds, in destroying insect pests, and

in conserving the soil moisture. If the ordinary harrow is followed

with a brush harrow the lumps of soil which frequently are a disad-

vantage in cutting can be largely eliminated. The use of a dislj: har-

row on the fields during the early spring every year or two has given

good results.

The crop should be cut about June 15 ordinarily, depending on the

moisture conditions and the crop's stage of maturity. Care should

be taken to cut the crop before the plants shrink because of drought

and before the plants become tough. The hay should be raked and

piled immediately after cutting. If a buncher is attached to the

mower excellent results are obtained. The hay can be placed in the

barn or stack after it has cured for about three days.

Alfalfa see(Z.—Experiments in alfalfa-seed production are being

conducted at the substation. The most promising results are being

obtained from the alfalfa planted in rows and intertilled. These

experiments have not been carried on long enough to warrant definite

conclusions, but the results indicate that seed production is likely

to become one of the most profitable dry-land industries. A great

many difficulties are encountered in producing alfalfa seed, and it is

the object of the experiments at the substation to find means of over-

coming these obstacles."

oSee Circular 24 of the Bureau of Plant Industry for a' detailed discussion of the

production of alfalfa peed in rows.

ICir. 61]
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BROME-GRASS.

Brome-grass has proved fairly successful at Nephi. Because of

the strong demand for seed the crop has not been cut for forage

except on two plats in 1909. These plats were not planted until 1908,

and hence the forage yield was small. It is thought that a yield of

about 1,500 to 2,000 pounds to the acre can be expected after the

first year and until the ground becomes sod bound. This is likely to

occur in five or six years. The seed yields have ranged from 62^ to

300 pounds per acre. The average price obtained is about 20 cents

a ])ound. The seed should be planted in May on a carefully pre-

pared seed bed at the rate of 10 to 15 pounds per acre. It is well

to plant just before a rain, if possible. The seed can be sown broad-

cast and be covered by a very light harrowing, or it can be planted

with a drill. Deep planting should be avoided. About 1 inch is the

desired depth to ])lant. The forage is relished by horses and cattle

and the sod furnishes excellent pasture.

NURSERY WORK WITH GRASSES.

A number of perennial grasses are being tested in rows to determine

whether this method of culture is practicable either for seed or hay.

As they were not planted until 1909 no data for publication has yet

been obtained.

FORAGE SORGHXTMS.

In 1909 two varieties of forage sorghums, Minnesota Amber and
Red Amber, were tried. A good growth was made during the late

summer, but a frost on September 11 prevented the plants from
maturing and destroyed their forage value. They yielded 2,490

pounds and 2,840 pounds per acre of dry material respectively.

Whether these crops will be profitable for the dry lands can not be
definitely known until the test is carried on for a few years longer.

It is probable that the early frosts occurring in the high altitudes

will prove a deterrent to their successful production.

PEAS.

Only preliminary work with peas has been done at the substation.

The results with one variety, a Canada pea obtained from Colorado,

indicate that the crop may become profitable, but further work must
be done before this can be known definitely. In addition to this

variety several varieties of Canada peas and of grass peas have been
tested in rows. So far none has produced a profitable yield. If varie-

ties can be secured that are adapted to the drv conditions obtaining:

in the mountain areas it is quite probable that peas will ])rove a
[i'ir. Gl]
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valuable dry-land crop, both for forage purposes and for increasing

soil fertility.

CORN.

Corn has been tested at Nephi for six years. The flint varieties

have done considerably better than the dents, but neither has given

very promising results. It will be necessary to do a great deal of

adaptation and improvement work before a strain that will succeed

under the local conditions can be developed. Cool summer nights

and early autumn frosts, as well as the heavy soil, seem to oppose the

successful growth of corn at the substation. Some success has been

had by farmers on the foothills and benches near Nephi and in other

parts of Utah where the soil is sandy or gravelly, but on heavy clay

soils, similar to those at the substation, corn is not as yet a dependable

crop.
POTATOES.

The results of the work with potatoes have been very encouraging.

They are grown after wheat in substitution for alternate fallowing.

In 1909 a yield of 85 bushels of excellent potatoes was obtained. In

the variety tests on soil fallowed in 1908 even better yields were ob-

tained, the average of 12 varieties being lOOf bushels per acre. The

White Peerless and the Irish Cobbler are the most desirable varieties

of those tested. The former produced at the rate of 98 bushels per

acre and the latter at the rate of 112 bushels per acre in 1909. The

average cash value per acre in 1908 and 1909 of the varieties tested

was approximately S22. Tests conducted in 1 909 favored planting the

tubers about 8 inches deep in rows 3 feet apart, with the hills 2 feet

apart in the rows. Potatoes grown on dry land in 1908 produced

better results in 1909 than those grown on irrigated land. Potatoes

as a dry-land crop, especially as a substitute for alternate fallowing

and as a crop to be grown on small fields inconvenient for grain pro-

duction, are very strongly recommended.

SUGAR BEETS.

Variety tests with sugar beets were made in 1908 and 1909 in coop-

eration with the Office of Sugar-Plant Investigations of the Bureau

of Plant Industry. In 1908 a disease commonly called ''root-rot"

destroyed the crop. In 1909 the average yield was only 3,944 pounds

per acre. The production of beets on the very dry lands is scarcely

likely to become profitable unless it be tried for the purpose of pro-

ducing small quantities of stock feed. Farmers are advised not to

plant beets on their dry lands unless it be on a small scale until they

find that they can raise profitable yields under their particular con-

ditions.

[Cir. 61]
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MISCELLANEOUS DATA.

NURSERY WORK.

Tlic nursery work at the sul)statioii at Ncphi, Utah, consists prin-

cipally of three classes of tests: (1) The trying out of a large number

of varieties and strains of crops the seed of which has been obtained

from foreign countries and from different parts of the United States.

This seed is planted in rows and grown for the purpose of studying the

behavior of the plants under the conditions existing at Nephi and of

determining whether or not the crop or variety is adapted or adapt-

able to the dry-land conditions. (2) The testing of plant selections

made from tiio cr()|)s on the substation plats. This" includes the

determination of sui)erior plants and the purification of varieties

through the separation of types. Superior strains discovered in the

nursery will be increased and tested in the plats under actual field

conditions, and the seed of the best will ultimately be distributed to

the farmers. (3) Miscellaneous experiments (tests of different sizes

of seed, treatment of seed for smut prevention, etc.).

Tlie nursery work was not started until the spring of 1908 and so

far only preliminary results have been obtained. These have been

extremely encouraging, but it is thought that their publication at

this time is unwarranted. For this reason only a numerical summary
of the work under way is given in Table X.

Table X.—Number and character of tests of various crops, conducted in the nursery at

Nephi, Utah, during 1909.
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NUMERICAL SUMMARY OF CROP EXPERIMENTS.

To give an idea of the volume of the work of the substation the

following numerical summary of all th»crop experiments bemg con-

ducted is presented in Table XI.

Table XI.

—

Number and character of all tests of crops conducted at Nephi, Utah, during

1909.

Crop.

Winter grains
Spring grains.
Forage crops.

.

Potatoes

Number of tests in 19(19.

Tenth-acre
and

fiftii-acre

plats.

113
29
30
3

175

Rows.

246
304
124

29

703

Total.

359
333
154
32

878

SOIL-MOISTURE INVESTIGATIONS.

Some very important work that is not included in the foregoing sum-
mary is the work done in investigating the behavior of the soil moisture

under the various treatments applied to the soil. The work is

closely allied to that done in connection with weather phenomena,
discussed at the beginning of this report. Both are conducted in

cooperation with the Physical Laboratory of the Bureau of Plant

Industry, the apparatus used being furnished by the laboratory.

In 1909 moisture studies were made on 29 plats under different treat-

ments. Each plat was sampled to a depth of at least 6 feet and 5

plats to a depth of 10 feet, the moisture being determined in the

soil of each foot. Determinations were made on 942 samples during

the season. This work will be of great assistance in determining

the best crops to grow and how to grow them.

EXPERIMENTAL CISTERN.

The problem of supplying water for domestic use is a serious one on
the dry lands. It is not uncommon in the Mountain States for farm-

ers to have to haul water frofti 2 to 10 miles for their live stock. This

is a great expense, and if it can be eliminated the dry-land farmer will

be very much benefited. In 1909 the Phj^sical Laboratory installed

at the substation a cement underground cistern having a capacity of

about 800 cubic feet. The roofs of the substation buildings were gut-

tered so that the rain water falling on them is carried into the cistern.

It is thought that the practicability of conserving the water that falls

on the roofs can be demonstrated by this experiment. The plan has

[Cir. 61]
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attracted considciablo attention among the fanners operating near

the substation, and it is confidently expected that some valuable in-

formation in connection with this important problem will be gained.

SEED DISTRIBUTION.

One very important benefit derived from the cooperative work is

the distribution of pure seed of superior varieties tried and developed

at the substation. Since the 1908 harvest, seed has been sent in quan-

tities varying from 1 pound to 1 bushel to about a hundred farmers

and experimenters in Utah, Arizona, South Dakota, Montana, Oregon,

Idaho, Wyoming, Nevada, Nebraska, Washington, Colorado, New
Mexico, and Australia. In addition to the seed distributed by

the substation directly, a large quantity is distributed by reliable

farmers who have obtained their start of seed from the substation, or

by others whose methods are known to be reliable. In this way the

cooperators are instrumental in a wider seed distribution than is shown

by the above enumeration. Ordinarily the seed is sold to the farmers

who wish to try it. It has been found that this method produces

better results than can be obtained by making a free and indiscrimi-

nate distribution.

COST OF WHEAT PRODUCTION ON THE DRY LANDS.

In order to be able to present some figures on the cost of producing

an acre of dry-land wheat, itemized statements of expense were ob-

tained from the farmers named below. These farmers are successful

and each practices the best farming methods in vogue in his particu-

lar locality.

Cost on old land.—The figures given in Table XII represent the cost

of producing an acre of wheat on old land and include all the opera-

tions from plowing the stubble land to harvesting and thrashing the

crop. The Grace Brothers have included the cost of marketing.

Taijle XII.

—

Cost of producing an acre of wheat and average yield on old land in Utah.

Average ^ .

Name and address of farmer rei)orting. yield per „ '

Grace Brothers, Nephi, Utah 30.0 S5.60
James Jensen, CoUinston, Utah 25.0 5.47

Peter Peterson, Petersboro, Utah 24.6 5.96
John Q. Adams, Logan, Utah 27.0 5.35

Average

If the work is all done under contract the cost would probably be

anywhere from 20 to 40 per cent more than the figures presented in

Table XII, depending on the supply of labor available. The detailed

tCir. 61]
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figures submitted by the farmers named have been averaged and

arranged in a roughly itemized form, as presented below

:

Plowing $1. 22

Care of fallow, including all work between plowing and planting. . . 90

Seed 57

Planting •^^

Harvesting and thrashing 2. 55

5.59

The variations of detail in the methods practiced by the farmers

consulted were of such a nature that it was not possible to make a

more fully itemized statement than the one presented. There were

wide variations in the cost of each operation due to differences in

local conditions, but, as previously shown, the cost per acre to each

farmer was very near the cost to each other farmer. It is believed

that in most cases the farmer can safely depend on producing an acre

of wheat on old land for $6, when he uses his own horses and ma-

chinery, and for from $7 to $10 when the work is all under contract.

Cost on new land.—The conditions existing on imbroken land vary

so widely that nothing more than a very rough estimate of the cost

of producing the first crop can be given. The expense will vary with

the nature and quantity of native vegetation to be removed, the time

at which the clearing and plowing are done, the character of the soil,

the supply of labor, etc. In Utah the clearing and plowing of sage-

brush land costs, when done under contract, from $4 to $7 per acre.

The care of the plowed soil and preparation of the seed bed ordiiuirily

cost somewhat more than the same work on old land. Planting,

harvesting, and thrashing cost, of course, the same as on old land.

It is doubtful whether an acre of wheat on new land will cost, under

any common conditions, more than $12. The average is about $10

an acre.

PROFITS IN WHEAT PRODUCTION.

As previously shown, the average yield obtained by the four farmers

quoted in Table XII was 26.65 bushels per acre. There is little doubt

that this yield can be produced generally in the average sections of

the Mountain States if the very best farming methods are practiced.

For a farmer who expects to begin operations in this region, however,

it is safer to estimate the yield at not more than 20 bushels per acre.

With wheat at 75 cents a bushel then, the following figures showing

the net profit derived from an acre of wheat on old land are considered

conservative

:

Twenty bushels at 75 cents 3!15. 00

Cost of production (including 3 cents a bushel for marketing) .... 6. 60

Net profit - 8.40

[Cir. ei]
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A net profit of S8.40 per acre can reasonably be expected on land

that has been fallow one year previous to cropping. This amount
earned every other year is equal to 10 per cent interest on an invest-

ment of $42 per acre for the land. Whether the farmer will actually

gain $8.40 on each acre producing wheat will depend not only on

local conditions and prices but also to a very great extent on his

ability to minimize expense and maximize yields. A slight s^'ing

of expense per acre or a small increase in yield per acre will materially

increase the profits of the farm. The greatest economy is necessary

in order to prevent waste of time, money, and product. The farmer

who gives his land approximately as much careful attention as the

successful business man devotes to his business, and who exercises the

same degree of thoughtl'ulness in planning and carrying on his opera-

tions, will find dry-land grain production a reasonably profitable

vocation.

Approved

:

James Wilson,
Secretary of Agriculture.

Washington, D. C, April I^, 1909.
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B. I'. 1.—.573.

THF. SEPARATION OF SEED BARLEY BY THE
SPECIFIC GRAVITY METHOD.

INTRODUCTION.

The yield per acre of barley in the United States in 1909 was 24^?^

bushels, which is 1| bushels less than the 10-year average from 1900

to 1909. A large i)art of the crop of 1909 was of poor equality and

li<;ht weight, weighing much less than 48 pounds per bushel, the

standard weight.

The six-rowed barleys are principally grown in this country. The

head in this type of barley is made up of spikelets arranged in groups

of three upon the rachis. These contain one median and two lateral

grains. The median grain, having sufficient space to develop, is

usually large and plump, resembling that of the two-rowed type. The

lateral grains overlap each other, so that they are usually smaller,

twisted, and under unfavorable conditions inclined to be chaffy.

Experiments show that the plants produced from these lighter grains

are inferior to those grown from the larger median ones and fre-

quently do not produce as good grain. For this reason the seed for

planting should be thoroughly sorted and cleaned before seeding.

The method described here is recommended as a satisfactory means

of accomplishing this purpose.

THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY METHOD OF SEED SEPARATION.

The specific gravity method of seed separation consists in the im-

mersion of the seed in liquids of varying density. These different

densities are obtained by the addition of various quantities of salts or

other agents by which the specific gravity of the liquid is increased

or decreased, as desired. When different kinds of seeds are immersed

in these solutions, those which are lower in specific gravity than the

liquid in which they are ])laced will float on the surface. The

stren<'-th of tlie solutions must be varied for the different kinds of

seeds to be treated. In the separation of barley, however, water can

be successfully used.

THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY METHOD AS APPLIED TO THE SEPARA-
TION OF SEED GRAIN.

A simple plan for separating seed barley by the specific gravity

method has been successfully used by the Office of Grain Investigations

during the past year. The a})paratus used consists of two tubs or

[Cir. OU] 3
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half barrels with a hole bored at the bottom of each and fitted with

a pine plug. On the inside of the tub fine wire netting is tacked

over the hole to prevent the loss of grain. Rope handles fitted in

holes bored near the top facilitate handling. One tub is set above

the other, as shown in figure 1.

The method of procedure used in separating the grain is as follows;

The upper tub is filled two-thirds full of water anil the seed barley

poured in, enough space being left to allow thorough stirring. The

plump barley grains will sink to the bottom, while the light and

shriveled barlev and manv of the oat and weed seeds w^ill float on

Fig. 1.—Tubs showing a convenient arrangement for removing undesirable iiarley grains and oat and weed

seeds from seed barley by the specific gravity methoil.

the surface wlieii the grain is stirred. After stirring thoroughly, the

grain that floats should be carefully skimmed off. When the skim-

ming is completed, the plug should be pulled out and the water

allowed to drain into the tub beneath. The grain should then be

emptied from the upper tub upon a clean floor or a piece of canvas

and spread out thinly to dry. The tubs can then be reversed and

the operation repeated with another lot of grain. In order to dry

the grain and prevent it from sprouting it should be stirred occa-

sionally with a clean garden rake or shovel.

This selected seed should be sown as soon as it is sulliciently dry

to run through the drill. As the seed will be somewhat swollen, the

[Cir. 012
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rate of seeding should be pro})ortionately increased. Seed treated

in this manner will be free from small and weak grains, and a better

stand and greater yield will be secm'ed from it than from ordinary

seed.

This method is not to take the place of the fanning mill, but is

to be used in connection with it. It will remove man^' of the small

grai;is and weed seeds not removed by that machine. Where tiie

fanning mill is not available the treatment here described will be

found of great value.

If it is desired to treat the seed for smu^ the sorting and treating

0})era(i()iis can be combined 1)v substituting "jr the water a formalin

solution at the rate of 1 })ound of formalin to 40 gallons of water,

as described in Farmers' Bulletin No. 250.

THE GENERAL USE OF THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY METHOD.

The separation and selection of seeds by the specific gravity test

has l)een practiced, according to Yokoi,'^ in China and Japan for"

more tluui two hundred and fifty years. Hellreigel, Rlimpler, Xobbe,

and numy other European investigators have carried on similar ex-

periments. Riimpler, '^ from the lesults secured in his experiments in

the separation of barley seed with solutions of sodium nitrate, advised

planting only the heaviest third of the seed.

The separation of seed by the specific gravit}' method is not new in

tiic United States. The simple plan of placing lettuce and other vege-

table seeds in a dish of water and skimming off the light seeds and
cliaff has been practiced among the Pennsylvania Dutch and their

descendants for many years. Lack of knowledge of the process

probably accounts for the fact that it has not come into general use.

Dr. T.L.Lyon, of the Agricultural Experiment Station of Nebraska, <^

made selections of wheat by the specific gravity method and secured

an increased yield from the heavier seed. Prof. H. Garman, of the

Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station,'' removed weed seeds

from hemp seed ])y this method. Probably the most important
work along this line, however, was done by Prof. Y. A. Clark, of the

New York Agricultural Experiment Station,^ who conducted numer-
ous experiments with a large number of vegetable seeds, grape seeds,

etc. Among his conclusions the following may be cited:

Specific gravity may be utilized as a means of separating foreign matter, or, occa-

sionally, foreign seeds. * *• * A quite definite correlation exists between the

« Yokol, T. Bulletin, Imperial University, College of Agriculture (Tokyo), vol. 3,

no. 5, pp. 421-439.

b Deutsche Landwirtschaftliche Presse, Berlin, 1896, p. 194.

c Bulletin 72, Agricultural Experiment Station of Nebraska.
^ Bulletin 105, Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station.

« Bulletin 256, New York Agricultural Experiment Station.
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specific gravity of a seed and its germination. Seeds of low specific gravity do not

germinate at all. Seeds of highest specific gravity, or in the case of oil-bearing seeds

those of intermediate specific gravity, show the highest percentage of germination.

* * * To some extent a correlation appears to exist between the specific gravitj'

of the seed and the vigor of the resulting plant.

SUMMARY.

The yield to the acre of barley in the United States in 1909 was

1| bushels less than the ten-year average from 1900 to 1909.

The quality of a considerable part of the crop was inferior and the

germinating power consequently low.

The six-rowed barleys predominate in the United States. Owing
to the arrangement of the spikelets upon the rachis in this type,

there are twice as many smaller, twisted grains as large, plump grains.

It is these small, chafly grains that cause decreased stands. Fanning

or screening will not always remove them; the specific gravity

method will.

The specific gravity method here proposed is the immersion of the

seed barley in a tub or barrel of water and thoroughly stirring it.

The greater portion of the undesirable seeds will float and can be

skimmed off.

The seed can be treated for smut in the same operation by adding

formalin at the rate of 1 pound to 40 gallons of water.

The specific gravity method is not new. It has been used in

China and Japan for two hundred and fifty years. Experiments eon-

tlucted in Europe and the United States in which salt solutions were

used in the specific gravity test demonstrate its value in seed

separation.

Approved

:

James Wilson,

Secretary of Agriculture.

Washington, D, C, ilpril 7, 1910.
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METHODS OF LEGUME INOCULATION.

INTRODUCTION.

The value of leo:umes ^ as green manures or soil renovatoTs is due

to certain bacteria which develop nodules upon the roots of these

plants and which have the power of rendering the free nitrogen of

the air available for plant growth. Without these bacteria, legumes,

like other crops, exhaust the soil of its combined nitrogen. In many

regions certain types of these important bacteria are abundant in the

soil; in other localities they must be imported, or, in other words,

the leguminous crop to be grown there must be inoculated.

The inoculation of a new field may be secured either by the soil-

transfer method or by the use of pure cultures of the proper bacteria.

THE FUTILITY OF INOCULATING NONLEGUMINOUS CROPS.

It is useless to attempt to benefit crops other than legumes by treat-

ment with legume cultures. The only way by which a nonlegumin-

ous crop, such as corn or cotton, can be benefited by the legume bac-

teria is either to grow an inoculated leguminous crop the previous

year and turn under the stubble or even the entire crop as a green

manure, or to grow an inoculated leguminous crop between the rows

of the crop whi(4i it is desired to benefit. No great increase in crop

can be expected from the latter method.

THE INOCULATION OF LEGUMINOUS CROPS.

Extensive experiments conducted by the Bureau of Plant Indus-

try, as well as experiments carried on by other investigators in this

country and in Europe, have demonstrated conclusivel}' that each

species of legume may be inoculated more successfully by using the

bacteria isolated fi-om that species than by using bacteria isolated

" Plants belonging to the pea family, such as clovers, alfalfa, cowpeas, soy beans,

peanuts, field peas," vetch, etc.

[Cir. 63] 3



4 METHODS OF LEGUME INOCULATION.

from some other species. In other words, the red clover bacteria,

which will produce a very successful inoculation when applied to a

crop of red clover, will give little, if any, beneficial action when applied

to cowpeas or soy beans, and vice versa.

THE SOIL-TRANSFER METHOD OF INOCULATION.

The soil-transfer method consists in scattering over the new ground,

at the rate of 200 or 300 pounds to the acre, soil either from a healthy

old field of the same crop or from a new field of the same crop that

shows abundance of nodules on the roots. To facilitate even scat-

tering the inoculated soil should be thoroughly mixed with several

times its weight of ordinary soil, and may be either drilled or broad-

casted. If the soil is broadcasted it should be harrowed in immedi-

ately, and if possible this should be done toward evening or on a

cloudy day, as bright sunshine is very harmful to the bacteria.

THE PURE-CULTURE METHOD OF INOCULATION.

The method of inoculation by pure cultures depends to a.certain

extent upon the type of pure culture which may be used. Generally

speaking, however, a bottle of pure culture of the proper kind of bac-

teria is opened shortly before the seed is to be planted and the culture

mixed with the proper quantity of water and applied to the seed in

such a way that all of the seed may be moistened, though not soaked.

The seed should be planted as soon as practicable after this treat-

ment; that is, as soon as it is sufficiently dry for convenient hand-

ling. Drying may be facilitated by adding dry, sifted earth, prefer-

ably from the field in which the leguminous crop is to be grown. It

is undesirable to store inoculated seed, as the nodule bacteria often

die out rapidly after the seed has been treated with the pure cultures

and dried. Inoculated seed should never be dried in the sun. It is

also possible to thoroughly mix the pure culture with a considerable

quantity of soil, preferably from the field where the legume is to be

sown. The treated soil can then be distributed in the same manner

as when inoculating by the use of soil from an old field.

The advantages of the artificial cultures lie in the greater ease of

their transportation and application as well as in the absence of the

danger of introducing harmful w^eeds or plant diseases, although this

method of inoculation, especially in the case of alfalfa, is less certain

than the soil-transfer method previously described.

Attempts to secure inoculation either by the use of pure cultures

or by the use of soil from old, well-inoculated fields will fail if the crop

which is being experimented with is not adapted to the locality or if

the climatic conditions during the growing season are unfavorable.

[Cir. 63]
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF CULTURES BY THE DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE.

The Bureau of Plant Industry is carrying on field experiments to

determine, if possible, what soil conditions are most favorable for the

successful inoculation of leguminous crops by the use of pure cultures,

and also to determine under what conditions it is useless to attempt

to inoculate certain of the legumes without some radical change in

the method of fertilizing or cultivating these fields. To extend this

experimental work as far as possible, the Department of Agriculture

is willing to supply cultures in any reasonable quantity, requiring

only the fdling in of blank reports which are occasionally forwarded

for this purpose.

Approved

:

James Wilson,
Secretary of Agriculture.

Washington, D. C, Ai^l 22, 1910.

[Cir. 63]
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B r. I.-582.

AGRICULTURAL CONDITIONS IN SOUTHERN
NEW YORK.

NONPRODUCTIVE AGRICULTURAL LAND IN NEW YORK.

The nonproductive afi;riciiltural land of New York State has aroused

much interest and considerabk; discussion during the past two or

three years. Not everyone who has entered into this (hscussion has

had a clear idea either of the meaning of the situation or of the extent

to which this condition prevails. The term "abandoned farm" fre-

FiG. 1.— An abandoned srt of farm buildings in southern New York.

quently heard in connection with these lands is purely a relative one,

and in but few cases should it be taken literally. There is no agri-

cultural land in New York State which is not claimed, and it seldom
even happens that land is sold for taxes. The term must obviously

be qualified. In certain sections of the State, buildings are partially

or wholly abandoned (see fig. 1 ) ; in others, the houses are abandoned
as homes. In some, the barns serve merely as storage for hay and a

few implements. Again, many fields and, in a few cases, entire farms
[Cir. 64]
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4 AGEICULTURAL CONDITIONS IN SOUTHERN NEW YORK.

have been abandoned for farming purposes. No crops are grown;

little or no stock is kept; weeds and waste have full possession.

Nevertheless, some one owns the land and buildings, pays the taxes,

and asks a price for transfer, although he is usually willing to sell.

Then, if these farms are described as agriculturally abandoned or as

nonproductive agricultural land, the situation will be better under-

stood.

LOCATION OF THE UNPRODUCTIVE LANDS.

Broadly speaking, the areas commonly referred to as al^andoned

land lie on the tops of the hills in the rather wide belt extending from

Chautauqua County in the southwest through parts of the counties

of Cattaraugus, Allegany, and Steuben, through the southern part of

Erie,Wyoming, Livingston, and Yates counties, and through Schuyler,

_.^- »»>'-

Fig. 2.—View showing the general topography of the land on the hilltops of southern New York.

Chemung, Tompkins, Tioga, Cortland, Broome, Chenango, Otsego,

and southern Madison to Schoharie and Albany counties. The parts

of this area which are in the condition described constitute but a small

proportion of its total acreage. Many of the best farms of the State

are located in these counties. Although their local topography varies

somewhat, in general it is the same. Feeble glaciation has left high,

rather steep hills, on the tops of which there are often considerable

areas of fairly level to rolling lands. The water flow of many years

has cut frequent and more or less deep valleys, usually running north

and south. Thus it will be seen that the whole area is very nmch

broken in its general outline.

The land on the top of the hills (lig. 2) was cleared of timber from

sixty to one hundred years ago, depending somewhat on the locality.

|Cir. (i4]



AGRICULTURAL CONDITIONS IN SOUTHERN NEW YORK. 5

(-l(>ariii«i; began in the eastern part of the area some time before it

(H(l in the western. The original timber on the land was very largely

phie and hemlock, with considerable oak, chestnut, and maple.

Timber has now largely disappeared from the level hilltops, but is

still found along the edges of the streams, the hard woods being most

prominent.

The soils on these higher lands are mostly what are known as the

Volusia loam and the Volusia silt loam and are composed largely of

native rock. They are rather light in color and fine in texture, espe-

cially the silt loam, and there are mixed with them considerable

quantities of broken shale rock. These soils are not infertile, but their

physical condition is usually poor. The valley soils are usually grav-

elly loams composed of the wash from the hills, and as a rule are quite

productive.

HISTORY OF THE UNPRODUCTIVE LANDS.

Wlieat was the first market crop grown by the earl}^ settlers in

southern New York, and the clearing of a piece of ground was usually

followed at once by the sowing of this grain, and the following spring

\)y the seeding of clover. A team of oxen or horses with a few head

of cattle consumed the hay. Oats and barley soon came to be grown

as well as wheat, and it was not long before corn and potatoes were

added to these cro])s. This system of farming, with a few modifica-

tions, was followed up to the close of the civil war. Soon after this

the competition with large areas of w^estern grain lands began to be

felt, and as the price of wheat fell the area devoted to it was reduced.

Barley was substituted in its place, and this crop formed an impor-

tant one up to about 1875 or 1S80. As a rule, clover was still grown

in connection with the barley, and the hay was fed to a few stock. In

some sections sheep were kept. The price of barley soon became

very low, and it was not long before the growing of any kind of grain

for sale was practically abandoned.

About this time there began to be a market for hay. Unfortu-

nately, the demand was principally for timothy, and clover was either

used in smaller quantities in the seeding or was dropped altogether.

Since timothy hay does not come to its best the first year, meadows

were cut longer, and the time of leaving the meadow down was

gradually lengthened until the timothy ran out and there was

practically nothing but weeds left to cut.

A decline in the price of wool about 1S90 made sheep raising

un])rofitable, and since there was then little market for mutton, a

dual-j)urpose breed of sheep was not introduced, nor has it since been,

except in a few instances. At that time cattle for beef could not be

raised successfully in competition with the western ranches, and as the

[Cir. t;i]



6 AGRICULTURAL CONDITIONS IN SOUTHERN NEW YORK.

market for dairy products was still limited and the price low, the

growing of live stock was in large part abandoned.

Although most of the soils in this part of New York are excellently

adapted to the growing of potatoes, but one or two sections have

taken up the industry to any extent. Steuben County should be

mentioned as one county in which potato growing has been greatly

developed. The industry has also been begun in Broome County to

some extent. It was thought, too, that corn could not be grown suc-

cessfully at this elevation, and each year a smaller acreage has been

planted. Buckwheat was early found to give good yields and has

since come to be a leading crop. It is the crop from this type of land

that gives New York first rank among the States in the value of the

buckwheat crop. No other plant seems to thrive so well on these

poorly managed farms.

Poor seed has been somewhat of a factor in the decline of the yields

of many crops on this area. In a great majority of cases the seed has

been poorly selected for years. Farmers have continued to use seed

raised at home, frequently saving the poorer seeds for the next year's

planting. Seed degeneration has continued, until at the present time

it is practically impossible to get a crop of potatoes from local seed.

The maintenance of soil fertility has been given little attention.

When clover was left out of the seeding no other fertility crop was

substituted and the land went back rapidly. The greater part of

the area has now come to be occupied by grass, and all the land

pjowed is that sown to buckwheat, except perhaps a few acres for corn

and potatoes. All semblance of rotation has disappeared. But few

stock are kept, because not enough roughage is grown to feed them

during the winter and there is little money with which to purchase

o-rain. In some cases commercial fertilizers have been resorted to, but

since these were not supplemented with humus in some form they

acted only as a temporary stimulus and left the land in a worse con-

dition than before.

Among the important causes of the decline of agriculture in this

region has been the lack of sufficient capital to make the necessary

improvements, purchase needed equipment, and hire sufficient and

competent labor. This is still a fundamental difficulty and is respon-

sible for the slow development of the area when compared with other

localities. It is at the root of the so-called labor difficulty. The

farmer who is raising good crops and hence is making a good income

is not confronted with a serious labor situation.

However fundamental these causes may have been in bringing

about a decline of eastern farming, it should be noted also that there

were other forces at work. The movement toward the West and the

great development of the large cities during the past twenty years have

[I'ir. (!4]



AGRICULTURAL CONDITIONS IN SOUTHERN NEW YORK. 7

fostered and encoiira<:^ed (•liaii<i;o and ne<2;le('t in the East. In fact,

many of these ohan<z;es may ho said to be the direct results of this

movement, whicli has now not only reached its limits but has turned

back eastward. Disor<i;ani/ation and abandonment have ceased;

reorganization and reconstruction have be(i;un.

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF IMPROVEMENT.

Enough evidence is at hand to support the belief that the agricul-

tural conditions existing in southern New York are not necessary

and that they are the results of ])Oor or indifferent management. As

pointed out in Bulletin GO of the Bureau of Soils,'^ the problem of

soil improvement is purely one of a system of management. In

almost any part of the region described, however bad, small areas of

exactly the same type of soil and under the same general conditions

may be found producing gootl crops. Moreover, fertility is not

exluiusted in these soils, as many suppose. The fact that 250 bushels

of potatoes have been grown on a field abandoned for several years

previously, without the use of any commercial fertilizer, is good evi-

dence of this.

It is a fact, however, that the systems of the past have been largely

those designed to get the most from the land during a given year

regardless of the future, so that the plant food elements imme-

diately available have been exhausted to a greater or less degree and

the physical condition of the soil very seriously injured. Ilumus is

the essential element, and whatever new systems of farming may be

planned they must have for their first object the restoration of tlie

physical condition of the soil by the addition of humus in some form.

GROWTH OF CLOVER.

One of the principal causes of the decreased supply of humus in the

soil of this section is the running out of clover. No other plant is so

important in any rotation for this region. This is because there is no

other plant which can take its place as a producer of feed for stock,

as green manure, or as a means of adding humus and improving

physical soil conditions generally. Being a legume, clover adds some

plant food to the soil. Botli its deep root and heavy top growth add

organic matter in considerable quantity. In addition, its deep root

system opens uj) the soil to better aeration and better drainage.

Investigation has shown that clover does not grow on most of the

area in southern New York at the present time, and moreover that

it will not grow under existing conditions. It has been found that

clover fails to grow for three principal reasons: (1) On account of

a A Preliminary Report on the Volusia Soils, Their Problems and Management.

Bulletin 60, Bureau of Soils, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture.
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8 AGRICULTURAL CONDITIONS IN SOUTHERN NEW YORK.

the poor ])hysical condition of the soil; (2) because of the hick of

humus; and (o) because of the soil acidity. Other reasons might

be mentioned, but they are more or less dependent on those specified.

There are a number of instances where clover has been successfully

grown on these lands after the conditions enumerated have been

corrected. The method of procedure advocated in the following

pages is based on that used in these successful cases.

PHYSICAL CONDITION OF THE SOIL.

A poor physical condition of the soil and its consequent loss of

plant food are largely the result of bad management. While the soils

in this region for the most part have a good surface drainage, the

particles of which they are composed are so fine and the bed rock is

often so close to the surface that it is difficult to get the water out of

them. The constant removal of crops without the addition of manure

has exhausted the organic matter of the soil. Then, too, very little

or, at the most, very insufficient cultivation has been practiced.

Consequently, the soils are compacted so closely that it is practically

impossible either for air to get into the soil or for water to get out.

This means that there is no more important factor in the improve-

ment of these soils, especially at the first, than deep plowing and

thorough cultivation. Tillage is a most efficient as well as cheap

method of increasing the productivity of this land.

LACK OF HUMUS.

The absence of humus or decayed organic matter is, of course, the

primary reason for the poor physical condition of the soil. There is

nothing which will correct this condition more rapidly or more com-

pletely than the addition of barnyard manure, but here we find a

serious problem. Witliout good forage crops, such as clover or corn,

the farmer is unable to produce feed for a large number of stock.

Consequently, the amount of manure available is very small.

Clover is the most desirable green manure, but it is difficult to grow

this crop without the addition of manure. Therefore, it is usually

necessary to resort to other crops at first. Since buckwheat grows

readily on most of these soils and winter rye usually makes a good

growth, these two crops seem to be the most available ones with

which to get the first supply of organic matter.

NEED OF LIME.

It has been found tliat practically all of the soils of the type referred

to in this paper respond readily to the use of lime. The poor drainage

and compactness of the soil seem to have given rise to an acid condi-

[Cir. ('.4
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AGRICULTURAL CONDITIONS IN SOUTHERN NEW YORK. 9

tioii, which iuust ho corrected before clover can be readily fjrown.

Forty years aj^o the use of land plaster was quite common upon most

of these lands. At that time clover grew very well. As the use of

land plaster was continued year after year so much lime was accumu-

lated in the soil that the addition of more had no effect, and therefore

its use was discontinued and has never been resumed. The result is

that the available supply in the soil has become so low that the addi-

tion of lime is aj:;ain necessary. This is best supplied now in the form

of burned or crushed stone lime, which should usually be used at the

rate of about 1,000 to 1,500 pounds per acre for the hrst application.

(See %. .3.)

Fig. 3.—Land in a poor physical condition, showing the effect of lime on a stand of clover. No lime

was used on the left and practically no clover developed; l.MO pounds per acre were used ou the right,

where a good stand is seen.

SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS.

In plannino; definite cropping systems and outlining a practical

system of farm management, the foregoing general principles must be

kept thoroughly in mind. Successful farming is largely an adapta-

tion to the conditions under which one is working. Unsuccessful

farminjr is often due to a failure to make this adaptation, and this is

one important reason for failures in this area.

48075°—Cir. 04—10 2



10 AGKICULTURAL CONDITIONS IN SOUTHERN NEW YORK.

Close observation and study of successful and unsuccessful crops and

farm management on these lands point to two or three principal lines

of development. These are the live-stock industries, the growing of

fruit, and the conservation of the farm wood lot." Before either of

the first two can be successfully practiced there must be developed

an adaptable and self-sustaining crop rotation.

A CROPPING SYSTEM.

In planning a rotation of crops for these agriculturalh' neglected

areas, the condition in which the land is at present and the means

at hand with which to work must receive first consitleration. Clover

can not be grown at once. Stock can not be kept profitabh' until

the feed with which to support them can l^e ])roduced. Neither

expensive teams nor im])lements can be purchased. There may
not even be money enough on hand to buy new seed. Tem])orary

repairs to buildings must answer the purpose. Little extra labor

can be emplo^^ed.

The first thing, then, will be to make the best use of the means

at hand. Deeper plowing and thorough cultivation will be the first

important step. Since buckwheat and rye grow well, the yields

of these crops can undoubtedly be increased by a better preparation

of the land. The grain will furnish feed for the team and a few

head of stock. The straw should be conserved and, together with

the small amount of manure produced, used on the corn or potato

land for the following year. Possibly a ])art of the rye or buckwheat,

if it does not promise well, may be i)lowed under as green manure.

A cash crop will be of primary importance, for money must be

obtained with which to j)urchase new seed corn, seed potatoes,

grain and clover seed, and also lime to prepare the land for clover.

Potatoes will in most cases be the best and most desirable cash cro]).

Only a small area can be planted the first year; therefore, much

de])endence must be placed on good, vigorous seed and the most

thorough cultivation of land that has rested for a few years.

As soon as the potatoes are harvested, about 1,500 ])ounds of lime

to the acre should be a])plied and worked into the soil thorougldy.

Then the field should be seeded to rye and the following spring sown

with about 8 pounds of medium-red and 4 pounds of alsike clover,

together with 4 pounds of timothy and 4 pounds of redtop to the

acre. After a good stand of clover is once obtained improvement

will be much more rapid. Gradually a three-year rotation of rye,

clover, and corn or potatoes may be built up. To this may be added

oats following the corn, wheat (in the place of rye) following the

"See Bailey, L. H., The State and the Farmer, pp. 51-54.
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oats, and j)otatoes where desirable, making a four-yeai- rotation.

Stock may be added as tlie feed for their support is produced, or an

orchard nia}' be started.

LIVE-STOCK FARMING.

No one who has observed eastern conchtions closely can have

failed to note the laro;e acreajj^e in grass. Many of the ])asture and

hay grasses are veiy much at home in southern New York and make

excellent growths. Lai-ge areas are well adapted to ])ermanent

glazing lands and to forage cro])s, affording an excellent basis for

cro])])ing systems for the maintenance of animals. But the animal

industries, with the possible exceptions of dairying and i)oultry rais-

ing, are poorly developed. Attention should be given to the breed-

ing and raising of shee)) and horses, both of which will prove profitable

industries in this section. In some cases beef cattle and swine may
also be found pi-ofitable.

Despite the great develoi)ment of these industries throughout the

State as a whole, less stock tiian formerly is ke])t upon the hill lands

of southern New York. As already pointed out, the raising of sheep

for wool was once ([uite an industry in many parts of the State.

Instead of abandoning shee]) when the price of wool fell, a dual-

])ur])ose breed should have been introduced, as was done in man}'

other parts of the country. Now that sheep have become more

profitable New York farmers should take up the industry again.

Large areas are better adapted to sheep pasturage than to an3^thing

else, and the opportunities for the development of this industry are

great.

Another line which was formerly very profitable but which has

been almost abandoned is the breeding (3f draft horses. The

present liigh i)rice of horses and the nearness to market of many
chea]) eastern lands open up a great field for ]irofitable horse breeding.

A few enterprising business men have already demonstrated this

beyond a doubt.

It is an open question whether, under existing conditions, cattle

for beef and hogs for pork can not be as chea])l3^ produced in the East

as in the West. In the first place. New York lands are not nearly

so high priced as western lands, so that the investment on which

interest must be earned is nuich less. Furthermore, the physical

condition and fertility of the soil would l)e im^iroved, thus raising

the value of the land.

The whole dair}" industry needs to be develo])etl and extended on

these cheap lands. The market for clean and wdiolesome dairy

products is constantly growing, transportation facilities are improv-

ing, and the tendency in the price of milk is ui)ward. Good up-to-

[Cir. 64]



12 AGRICULTURAL CONDITIONS IN SOUTHERN NEW YORK,

date dairies show excellent incomes. The greatest drawback the

dairyman has is the feed bill, which absorbs so much of his income.

The Bureau of Plant Industry has very emphatically called atten-

tion to this condition, and in a recent Farmers' Bulletin" has shown

how a large number of New England dairymen have succeeded in

irrowing their own feed and so saved the feed bill.

In order to be successful in any of these lines there must be devel-

oped a cropping system designed not only to j^roduce all the roughage

necessary, but a large part of the grain ration as well, for the profits

in the future will be largely measured by the ability of the farm to

produce the feed required for the maintenance of the stock kept

upon it. It has been demonstrated again and again by practical,

successful farmers that it is perfectly possible to grow on New York

farms not only the roughage but a large part of the grain ration

required for a reasonable number of stock.

The whole matter then reduces itself to the need of a better system

of management. The stock farm must be so planned that it will be

self-sustaining. The problem is not a difficult one because we have

a good deal of successful experience to draw upon. A short rotation

with clover as a basis and with grain and forage crops, according to

their adaptation, can be devised from successful experience. Instead

of selling off stock when the crops get short and abandoning the

farms when they grow less productive, conditions must be studied

and difficulties remedied.

THE GROWING OF FRUIT.

There is good evidence for the belief that a strong line of devel-

opment for the so-called abandoned farm land of the East is the

growing of fruit, especially apples. The fact that the earhest settlers

in central, southern, and western New York found the apple suc-

cessfully grown by the Indian shows its natural adaptation. (See

fig. 4.) The culture of the apple has become general in only a few

sections, where the conditions are supposedly more favorable. The

evidence at hand is that the higher class of fruit produced in these

sections is largely due to the better cultural methods employed

and not, as commonly thought, to better natural adaptation.

There are many examples of the successful growing of apples and

pears in the area under consideration. Some of these orchards are

as good and as productive as those in the highly developed fruit

sections. In many cases old Indian apple trees and trees planted

fifty or more years ago are still to be seen bearing fine fruit. The

soil conditions are very similar and in some cases better than those

a Farmers' Bulletin 337, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, eutitled "Cropping Systems

for New England Dairy Farms," 1908.

[Cir. 64]
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in tlic fruit sections of the State. The eUniate is lully ns favorable

in the higher elevations.

WTiat is true of other lines of farming is true also of fruit growing,

name!}', that it is possible to find even in the poorest locality a man
who is successful in his business, and exam])les of success with fruit

in these areas are not rare. The planting of fruit is successful on
some of the hill lands of Pennsylvania and Ohio. In fact, wherever
one finds good cultural methods and intelligent })ractice in fruit

production he usually fmds the industry profitable. (See fig. 5.)

i^^^^^J^iiM

Fig. 4.—a wild apple thicket, showing the natural adaptation of this fruit to the soil.

It is true that fruit growing is more or less a specialty and that

where one man succeeds several may fail. But when men learn the

reasons for success and failure in the business and practice more
intelligent methods success will be more common. Tlie first thing

that a beginner must learn is that trees are as much a crop as corn or

potatoes and must receive just as much care. In fact, he must
learn that trees require much more care tluui field crops, but in

return they may yield five to ten times the profits. It is probable

that the same cultural methods which are practiced on the lower

and more level lands will not be applicable on the hill lands and that

[Cir. 04]



14 AGRICULTURAL CONDITIONS IN SOUTHERN NEW YORK,

it will bo necessary to develop a new system of culture which will be

especially adapted to conditions. The steeper hillsides are not

susceptible to intensive cultivation. Spraying will be more difficult

and the marketing of the crops will raise new questions. But these

are matters which with study and application will be readily worked

out as the business is developed.

But this line of development on the hill lands involves other

problems than those of culture. It costs time and money to grow an

orchard, and during this period the orchard is unproductive. Some

strong side line must be carried on which will not only support the

owner, who will probably be a man of small means, but meet the

Fig. 5.—View in a good 20-acre apple orchard on Volusia soil at 1,350 feet elevation.

extra expense of the orchard as well. This will undoubtedly be the

growing of small fruits, potatoes, or some form of animal industry,

according to their adaptation to soils, topography, availability of

markets, and many other conditions. These are problems which the

individual must work out for himself. Humus, either in the form of

manure or clover, or both, will be a necessary factor both for the

orchard and for the remainder of the farm.

The near future should see the old slipshod methods of many sec-

tions disappear and the despised old orchards rejuvenated and new

ones planted. Great problems are worked out more rapidly and more

successfully under the pressure of necessity, and the necessity of new

[Cir. (-.41
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and bettor adaptations to the conditions of our hill lands needs no

emphasis. Methods must be sim|)le and more economical, but the

op})()rtuuities are great.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE FARM WOOD LOT.

The traveler in New York wState can not fail to be impressed with

the abundance and character of the tree growth, indicating a great

natural adaptation of the land to this class of vegetation. Again,

he can not but see the utter impracticability of the cultivation of

many of the rough and steep hillsides of the State. Economical crop

Ftg. 6.—a hillside loo steep to till, showing natural reforestation. This land ought never to have

been cleared.

production is impossible on many of the hills because of their inac-

cessi])ility and their distance from market and from the source of

supplies. Many lands are so located that the cost of hauling supplies

and marketing ordinary farm products would largely influence profits.

It is clear that large tracts of New York lands should be covered with

tree growth. (See fig. 6.)

The national and some of the state governments have already

adopted the policy of conserving the forest lands. They favor also

the development of the farm wood lots, the small areas owned by

individual farmers, which are the important factor from our point of

view. These are not as a rule yielding much income at i)resent, but

[Cir. G4]



16 AGRICULTURAL CONDITIONS IN SOUTHERN NEW YORK.

are an imi)ortant ])art of the fann. Like other i)arts of the farm

unit they should be made to yield an ineome.

Tree growth'would ])revent erosion on many of the lighter soils.

It would protect the watersheds, prevent floods, and make the water

supply more equable throughout the year. Moreover, the growth of

trees as a crop can be made to produce a profitable income on many

lands at a good valuation. From twenty to thirty-five yeare will

suffice to grow a cro]) of trees which will pay a good interest on the

investment in the land for the whole period. Throughout this area

the hard woods, such as oak, chestnut, hickory, and ash, are found

to thrive, and added to these is the more rapid growing but valuable

white pine. The lands already timbered should be conserved, and

additional lands should not only be allowed to reforest themselves,

but should be helped along by the planting of such trees as are

adaptive and desirable. Conservation of existing woodlands may be

easily efi'ected by such means as protection against fires, proper

thinning out of worthless trees and undergrowth, care against injury

by overpasturage, etc.*^

A METHOD OF WORK.

The usual agricultural agencies, whether state or national, have

been unable to reach the southern section of New York as effectively

as some other parts of the State. Personal visitation by practical

men thoroughly acquainted with the situation seems to be one of the

methods of meeting the problem.

During the past two summers Mr. George Monroe, of the Office of

Farm Management, has attempted a detailed study of two areas in

Tompkins County, with the object not only of finding out conditions

and reasons for the decline of agriculture there but also of searching

for and applying remedial measures. The results of a single 3'ear's

work in these areas have indicated man}'- important lines of

improvement.

In a region where it was thought that corn would not grow well

a few good crops have been grown during the past year as the result

of seed selection and better cultivation. Where little or no winter

grain was sown several fields have been seeded to winter wheat.

Where the yields of potatoes have not been more than from 40 to 60

bushels ])er acre, from 200 to 250 bushels were grown during the sea-

sons of 1908 and 1909. The ultimate aim, of course, is to get clover in

rotation as nearly self-sustaining as possible, wliich will mean not

only better money crops, but eventually the keeping of live stock.

a Full information along this line may be ol)tained l)y writing to the State Forest,

Fish, and Game Commission, Albany, N. Y., and to the Forest Service, U. S. Dept.

of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

[(Mr. G41
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These evidences of wluit can be done with the so-called "jibandoned

land" have had their effect—and a very noticeable one to a stranger

going into the section—both on the land and on its farmers. Land

that was for sale at almost any j)rice two years ago is now (1910) not

onlv ludd at considerably higher i)rices but much less inclination to

sell is manifested.

At the same tune that this local work was being done a general

survey of the whole area involved was made, to determine just what

l)arts of the State were in the same condition and what the facts in

the case really are. In the second place, a careful study of condi-

tions and tiie causes of these conditions has been made, in order to

w^rk out the best future system or systems of management for these

farms. A clear idea of the real condition of affairs and the extent

of this condition has been obtained and the causes which have led

up to it determined.

Many observations of successful and unsuccessful farming in these

areas indicate the best method of procedure in building up the most

successful systems of management, namely, those which will ])roduce

the largest income and leave the land in the best condition for future

production.

The United States Department of Agriculture is not the only

agency which has been working on this i)roblem. The New York

State College of Agriculture, through field experiments and corre-

si)ondence, and the State Department of Agriculture, through its

farmers' institutes and its bulletins, have also given the problem con-

siderable attention.

It is now proposed to take up in more localities detailed work of

the character which Mr. Monroe has done. This type of personal

work seems to be the best solution of the immediate problem, and not

only the best but the easiest way of correcting fundamental errors in

the i)rovaihng practices of this section. This work is to be done in

connection with the State College of Agriculture antl the State Depart-

ment of Agriculture. A cooperative agreement has been formed

whereby the funds for the work are to be supplied jointly by the

State and by the National Government. The energies of these three

agencies will be directed by a supervising agent, with headquarters at

Ithaca. All efforts to introduce better methods of farming in the

State will be made under the immediate supervision of this joint rep-

resentative and as a part of a general and systematic i)lan of work.

It is exi)ected that this plan will enable all three institutions to do

more v/ork along this line antl to do it more effectively.

The opportunity to establish a ])ractical and successful system of

management on lands which can be purchased at remarka])ly low

prices is great. Many farms can be purchased for less money than the

[Cir. 64]



18 AGRICULTUEAL CONDITIONS IN SOUTHERN NEW YORK.

buildings are worth. A small amount of capital will go a long way.

These lands are not infertile and respond very quickly to good man-
agement. They are bound to increase in value because of their pres-

ent too low valuation, because of their nearness to great markets

whose demand is constantly increasing, and because of the occupation

of practically all of the available agricultuial areas. Excellent oppor-

tunities are presented in connection with these cheap hill lands in New
York. But the men who undertake the solution of this problem must
be men of practical experience who have a thorough and intimate

understanding of it. Not every man who attempts farming in this

region will be successful. Moreover, those who would be successful

on these lands must be prepared to make the best of many difficulties

and to put up with many inconveniences. Among these are the long

distance from railroad facilities, accompanied usually with long and

steep grades over which to haul products and supplies, more or less

isolation and inaccessibility, the scattered neighborhood of a sparsely

settled region with its consequent lack of good schools and churches,

a rigorous winter climate with deep snows, and the necessity for

hard, persistent work, with the possible rewartl of failure. Only

those who are ])re])ared to face and overcome these difficulties should

attempt farming here. But to those who do succeed the rewaitl will

be great.'^

CONCLUSIONS.

(1) The run-down condition of the land in southern New York is

due primarily to the misuse of the soil, not to its natural infertility.

(2) Successful experience in growing crops on this land indicates

that the following means are to be depended upon to buikl it up:

(a) Thorough tillage and liming of the land are the first steps in

securing a clover crop, which forms tlie basis of practically all the suc-

cessful systems of farming employed in this region.

(b) The addition of humus to the soil is the next important step.

Buckwheat and winter rye are the two most promising crops with

which to add the first supply of humus. One crop of each can be

grown and plowed under inside of twelve months, or a single crop of

either previous to planting some desired crop.

(c) When a stand of clover is once obtained a short rotation should

be adopted, including clover, some grain crop for feeding work stock,

and a cash crop, usually potatoes, to provide money for improvements.

« See Bailey, L. H., The Agricultural Situation in New York State, in Bulletin 12,

N. Y. State Dept. of Agriculture, and Tarr, R. S., Decline of PVming in Southern

Central New York, in Bulletin of the American Geographical Society, vol. 41, no. 5,

1909, pp. 270-278.
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(d) A potato crop is often the first necessity, in ortlcr to provide

ready money for other farm operations. In tliat case a small field

which has lain idle for two or three years and so accumulated some

humus should be planted with good new seed and thoroughly tilled.

(3) After the soil has been improved any one of several systems of

farming, such as dairying, sheep raising, fruit growing, etc., whichever

is suited to the given locality, can be built up on this foundation.

Approved

:

James Wilson,

Secretary of Agriculture.

Washington, D. C, May 2, 1910.
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GRAPE-SPRAYING EXPERIMENTS IN

MICHIGAN IN ll>09.

INTRODUCTION.

Black-rot of the iiiajje, which is caused l)y the fungus Gtdgnardia

hidwellii (Ell.) V. & 11., is Avithout doubt the most destructive

fungous disease of grapes in the eastern United States. Its first

appearance in the spring is usually in the form of brown spots on

the leaves, ui)on which a number of small black pustules niay soon

be seen. These contain one kind of spores by means of Avhich the

fungus is i-eproduccd, sometimes called summer sjoores. These minute

rounded bodies are scattered chiefly by wind and rain. When under

favorable conditions one alights on the leaves, 5^oung shoots, stems

of bunches of grai^cs, or the berries themselves, it sends out a tube

which may penetrate and destroy the tissue. The result of the

infection of the berries is usually first evident as a whitish spot on
the surface. This is soon surrounded by a light-brown area, which
gets darker as the disease ^jrogresses. The grape meanwhile shrivels

up and finally becomes dark and mummied and covered with the

black pustules containing the spores.

There is also a form of spores called winter spores, which grow
in black pustules similar to those described above. These are very

common on the ohl mummied grapes in the spring and summer, and
are a very efficient means of reproducing and distributing the fun-

gus. In favorabk' weather the disease spreads rapidly and does an
immense amount of damage. In a hot season with frequent rains

it is not uncommon to see the entire crop of a heavily laden vine-

yard totally destroyed or so badly damaged that the grapes would
not i)ay for the labor involved in harvesting.

During the early years of the industry in the principal grape-

growing region of Michigan, located around Lawton and Pa^v Paw,
very little was known of black-rot. The grape districts of New
Jersey. Pennsylvania. New York, and Ohio all suffered severely at

times during this period from this destructive parasite, but the Mich-

igan vineyards w^ere comparatively free from it. As the farmers

learned that this locality was better adapted to the raising of grapes

than to general farming more vineyards were set until grape growing
became the principal industry. The acreage of grapes increased and

[Clr. 65]
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4 GRAPE-SPRAYING EXPERIMENTS IN MICHIGAN IN 1909.

vineyards extended in almost solid blocks for miles. At the same

time the fungi parasitic upon this fruit became more Avidely dis-

tributed and firmly established. This was the condition about 1905,

which was the beginning of a series of wet seasons very favorable for

the development of most fungous diseases and especially black-rot.

In the season of IDOG considerable damage was done in certain

parts of the grape district and some of the growers became rather

discouraged over the outlook. Some vineyards did not suffer from

the disease, while in others the crop was not worth harvesting. A
few of the growers endeavored to control the disease by spraying,

and in some cases their ett'orts met with partial success. Very little

was done, however, toward fighting the disease, as many of the vine-

3^ardists were of the opinion that the trouble was only temporary

and did not wish to go to the expense of buying machinery and

f)reparing to spray for one season. They hoped that the next few

seasons would be less favorable for rot and the injury from the

disease would cease to be important. Such, however, was not the

case.

The next year, 1907, demonstration work on the control of the

disease and spraying experiments to determine the comparative value

of various spray mixtures Avere begun by the Bureau of Plant Indus-

try of the United States Department of Agriculture. This work

was taken up in accordance with an understanding with the State

Agricultural Experiment Station at Lansing. It was carried on

through the seasons of 1907 and 1908, as reported in a ])revious

publication of this Bureau," and continued in 1909 under the innne-

diate direction of Dr. C L. Shear, as described in the following

pages.

THE DISEASE IN 1909 AND EXPERIMENTS TO CONTROL IT.

The weather during the season of 1909 was very favorable for

black-rot. Frequent rains with intervals of warm, humid weather

furnished excellent conditions for the development and distribution

of the spores. The first evidences of the disease on the young growth

were noted on June 11, when leaves with the characteristic brown spots

bearing the fruiting bodies of the fungus were found. By June 24

considerable damage had been done in unsprayed and poorly sprayed

vineyards by the rot on the stems of the blossom clusters, peduncles

of the flower buds, and calyxes of the unopened fiowers. Whole

bunches were destroyed in this way, the fungus causing the buds

to shrivel and dry up. (See PI. I, fig. 1, .4.) Thus in some cases a

considerable portion of the crop was destroyed before the flowers

ojjened, while the properly sprayed fruit was unharmed. (See PI.

a See " The Coutrol of Black-Rot of the Grape," Bulletin 155, Bureau of Plaut

Iiulustry, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, ii|>. 24-35.

ICir. Gfi]
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Fig. 1.— -1, Two Bunches of Grape Blossoms from an Unsprayed Check Plat

IN Mr. Tuttle'S Vineyard, near Paw Paw, Mich., Almost Entirely Destroyed

BY Rot Before Blossoming. Ji, A Bunch of Sprayed Grapes from the Same

Vineyard Showing no Damage from Rot.

[Natural .size.]

Fig. 2.— .1, An Average Bunch of Grapes, Showing the Proportion of Rotten

Berries' <90. 7 Per Cent) in the Unsprayed Check Plat in the Tuttle

Vineyard. 7i, An Average Bunch of Grapes, Showing the Proportion of

Rotten Berries (4.3 Per Cent) in Plat 14 in the Same Vineyard.

[Three-fourths natunil sizu.]
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I, fio-. 2, B.) Ivot ap[)eared on the yoiinj;- lu'iries on July 5, and from

that date until the grapes were harvested there were only a few brief

periods that one could not find black-rot in all stages of development

on the fruit. The latest that it was seen developing cm the leaves was

September 29, when fresh spots were found rather abundantly on

the younger leaves.

EXPERIMENTS.

The spraying experiments for the control of black-rot were carried

on in 1909 in the same general way as in previous years. A number

of different mixtures were used on separate plats in the vineyards in

which work Avas done, in order to determine their comparative value

as fungicides, as follows

:

(1) Bordeaux mixture, prepared with commercial copper sulphate,

fresh stone linic, and water, in the order given, was used according

to the following formulas : « 4-4-50 ; 4-3-50 ; 4-2-50 ; 3-2-50.

(2) Xeutral copper acetate, prepared by dissolving 1 pound of

neutral copper acetate in 50 gallons of Avater.

(3) Ammoniacal copper carbonate, prepared by dissolving G ounces

of copper carbonate in 3 pints of strong ammonia and adding it to 50

gallons of Avater.

(4) Self-boiled lime-sulphur, prepared by putting 10 pounds of

fresh stone lime in a barrel and adding a little cold Avater; then 10

pounds of sulphur, and enough Avater to slake the lime into a paste.

After the lime had slaked, the mixture was diluted to 50 gallons.

(5) Connnercial lime-sulphur, prepared by mixing 1 gallon of

commercial lime-sulphur Avash Avith 75 gallons of Avater.

The tAvo ^"ineyards in which the work Avas done Avere the David
Engel \ incynrd. nef.r PaAv PaAv. I'ecently leased by Mr. Roy L. Tuttle,

in cooperation Avith whom the work Avas carried on, and the C. C.

Giddings vineyard, near LaAvton. Avhich Avas one of the vineyards

used in the experiments conducted in 1908.

TIIK KXPERIMENTS IN MR. CIDDINGS's VINEYARD, NEAR LAAVTON, MICH.

The vineyard of Mr. Giddings contains Concord vines trained after

the Kniff'en system. The plats Avere about one-third of an acre in

area. The check of the previous year '' Avas used, Avhich furnishes .some

data upon the effect of spraying the same vines for Iavo successive

years as compared Avith alloAving the grapes to go unsprayed for that

length of time. The mixtures Avere applied with the same geared

" In writing formulas for Bordeaux mixture, the quantity of copper sulphate

is given first, lime second, and AA-ater last; for cxaniiile, 8-2-50 Bordeaux
mi.xture means 3 pounds of copi)er suli)hate. '2. ]miuiu1s of liiiic. and enough water

to mak(^ ."jU gallotis of the mixture.

''See "Till' Cmiti'ol of IMaiU-Kot of tlie (inipe," Bulletin 155, Bureau of Plant

Industry. T. S. Dcpi. of .\irriculture.

[Cir. »;.".)
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traction sprayer as before, with fixed nozzles for the first three spray-
ings and trailers manipulated by hand for the last two. Plat 5 was
the check and was not sprayed. The mixtures used and the treatment
given the plats were as follows:

Table I.

—

Dates of spyuiiiiuj and fuiu/ichJcs ii.scfl on nine experinicnfal plats of
Concord {/rapes in }Jr. <liil<lin(js'f<: rineynril, near Latcton, Mieli., I'JO'.).

Date of
spray-
ing.

Fungicide used. Stage of growth.

May 28
June 8

30
July 10

21

May 2S
June 8

30
July 10

21

May 28

June 8

30
Julv 10

21

May 28
June 8

30
July 10

21

May 29
June 8

30
Julv 10

21

May 29
June 8

30
July 10

21

May 29
June 8

30
July 10

21

May 29
June 8

30
July 10

21

May 29
June 8

30
July 10

21

Plat 1.

4-4-50 Bordeaux mixture
do
do
do
do

I'l.AT 2.

4-3-50 Bordeaux mixture.
do
do

....do

....do

Plat 3.

4-3-50 Bordeaux mixture, with 2 jiounds of iron sul-
phate.
do
do
do

....do

Plat 4.

4-2-50 Bordeaux inixlurt
....do
....do
....do
....do

Plat li.

3-2-50 BordeauX in iX I ure

.

....do
.do.
.do.
-do.

Plat T.

Ammoniacal solution of copper carbonate.
do

....do

....do

....do

Plat S.

Neutral copper acetate

.

....do

....do

....do

....do

Plat 9.

Self-boiled lime-sulDhur.
....do :

....do

....do
Neutral copper acetate.

.

Plat 10.

Commercial lime-sulphur.
do
do
.do.

Neutral copper acetate.

Shoots (i to 12 inches long.
Nearly ready to blossom.
Grapes about J inch in diameter.
Grapes about '. inch in diameter.

Do.

Shoots fi to 12 inches long.
Nearly ready to lilossom.
Grapes aliout % incli in diameter.
Grapes about i inch in diameter.

Do.

Shoots (i to 12 inches long.

Nearly ready to iilossom.
Grapes about I inch in diameter.
Grapes about \ inch in diameter.

Do.

Shoots to 12 inches long.
Nearly ready to blossom.
Grapes about % inch in diameU^r.
Grapes about \ inch in diameter.

Do.

Shoots fi to 12 inches lon'j.

Nearly ready to blossom.
Grapes about ^ inch in diameter,
Granes about '. inch m diameter.

Do.

Shoots G to 12 inches long.
Nearly ready to blossom.
Grapes about % inch in diameter.
Grapes about '. inch in diameter.

Do.

Shoots t) to 12 inches long.
Nearly ready to blossom.
Grapes about § inch in diameter.
Grapes about ', incli in diameter.

Do.

Shoots to 12 inches long.
Nearly ready to blo.ssom.
Grapes about g inch in diameter.
Grajjes about '. inch in diameter.

Do.

Shoots to 12 inches long.
Nearly ready to blossom.
Grapes about 3 inch in diameter,
(irapes aljout '. inc'.i in diaineier.

Do.

[Cir. 65]
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Counts Avere made (tf tlie total number of berries on 1,000 average

bunches in the vineyard and of the rotten berries on 1,000 average

bunches in each phit. The percentage of rot was computed from these

data. It has been noticed that in grapes trained on the Kniffen system

the fruit on the lower wire seems more susceptible to rot than that

above. In order to get more accurate data on this subject counts

were made in the check on the two wires separately. The following

table shows the percentage of rot on the dili'erent plats:

Table II.

—

Results of si>ruying experiments on nine plats of Concortl grapes in

Mr. (liddiniis's rAneyard, near f.airlon. Mich., 1909.
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negligible and there was no injury to the foliage. This was, how-

ever, not the case with some of the other mixtures.

Neutral copper acetate used on plat 8 throughout the season burned

the leaves to some extent, while the foliage in plat 10, sprayed with

commercial lime-sulphur, Avas not in good condition. The ammoniacal

solution of copper carbonate and the self-boiled lime-sulphur did not

seem to brown the leaves, but the injury from rot was greater than

in the other sprayed plats. However, the amount of rot on all the

sprayed plats was so small that it is hardly possible to get more than

an indication of the comparative value of the different mixtures.

THE EXPERIMENTS IN MR. TUTTLe's VINEYARD. NEAR PAW PAW, MICH.

The experiments near Paw Paw, Mich., as has been said, were car-

ried on in a vineyard recently leased by Mr. Tuttle. It comprises

about 11 acres of Concord vines of good bearing age, together with

some mixed varieties. It had never been thoroughly sprayed and

had not received proper cultivation for several years. This was

not remarkable, for since 1906 the crop had been almost destroyed

each season by black-rot, and hardly enough fruit had been produced

to pay for the harvesting. The receipts from the crops for the

three years previous to 1909 were as follows:

Year.
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tions and trailers manipulated by liaiul for llie additional ones. Plat
6 was the check and was not sprayed, though cultivated the same as
the rest. The treatment given the different plats was as follows:

Table III.

—

Dates of tiinayiny and funyicldcs used on thirteen experimental
plats in Mr. Tuttle's vineyard, near Paw Pate, Mich., 1909.

Date of
spray-
ing".

June

Jiilv

Aug.

1

11

28
5

14

24
<'>

Juim 1

11

28
July 5

14
24

Aug. 6

June

July

Aug.

June

July

Aug.

June 2
II

28
July 5

14

24
Aug. 6

June 2
11

28
July 5

14

20
Aug. 6

June

July

Aug.

Fungicirte used.

I'l-.VT 1.

4-4-50 Bordeaux mixture.
do
do
do
do
do

Neutral copper acetate

I'LAT 2.

Stage of growth.

4-3-50 Bordeaux mixture.
do
do
do
do

....do
Neutral copper acetate . .

.

Shoots 8 to If; inches long.
Nearly ready to blossom.
Just out of hlossom.
Orapes about J inch in diameter.
Grapes about f. inch in diameter.

Do.
Grapes about | inch in diameter.

Shoots 8 to 16 inches long.
Nearly ready to blossom.
Just out of blossom.
Grapes about J inch in diameter.
Grapes about .'. inch in diameter.

Do.
Grapes about f inch in diameter.

I'LVT :i.

4-3-50 Bordeaux mixture, with 2 i)ounds of iron sul-
phate.
do J

do
.. -do
- ..do

.do ''.'.....

Neutral copper acetate

Shoots 8 to Ifi inches long.

Nearly ready to blossom.
Just out of t)lossom.
Grapes about J inch in diameter.
Grapes about >', inch in diameter.

Do.
Grapes about | inch in diameter.

I'r.AT 4.

4-3-50 Bordeaux mixture, with 2 pounds of .soap
, ShootsS to Ui inches long.

do
, , Nearly ready to blossom.

'J"
t Just out of blossom.

"^^ - Grapes about g inch in diameter.
-.-''" Grapes about .\ inch in diameter.
Without soap , Do.
Neutral copper acetate '.'.'.'..'. G rapes about f inch in diameter.

Plat

4-2-50 Bordeaux mixture.
do
.do.
.do.
.do.
.do.

Neutral copper acetate.

I'LAT

3-2-50 Bordeaux mixture.
do
.do.
.do.
-do.
.do.

Neutral copper acetate.

Plat 8.

Ammoniacal solution of copper carbonate.
do

...do

...do

. ...do

....do

....do

Shoots 8 to Hi inches long.
Nearly ready to blossom.
Just out of blossom.
Grapes about g inch in diameter.
Grapes about h inch in diameter.

Do.
Grapes about | inch in diameter.

Shoots 8 to 16 inches long.
Nearly ready to blossom.
Just out of blos.som.
Grapes about a inch in diameter.
Grapes about i inch in diameter.

Do.
Grapes about | inch in diameter.

Shoots S to IG inches long.
Nearly ready to blossom.
Just out of blossom.
Grapes about } inch in diameter.
Grapes about '. inch In diameter.

Do.
Grapes about | inch in diam.eter.

ICir. G5]
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Table III.

—

Dates of spraying and fungicides used on thirteen expcrimentnl
plats in Mr. Tutile's vineyard, near Paw Paw, Mich., 1909—Continued.

Date of
spray- Fungicifle iiswl. Stage of growth.

June 2

U
28

July 5
14

2()

Aug. 6

June '.i

11

29
July

14

2(i

Aug. G

June 3

11

28
July (>

14

26
Aug. 6

June 3
11

30
July 6

15

20
Aug. ()

June 3

11

30
July 6

1.-,

June 3

U
30

July (i

15

I'l.AT 9.

Neutral copper acetate

.

do
.do.
.do.
.do.
.do.
.do.

Plat 10.

Self-boiled lime-sulphur.
do
do
do
do

Neutral copper acetate.

.

do

Plat 11.

Commercial lime-sulphur.
do
do
do
do

Neutral copper acetate

—

do

Plat 12.

4-3-50 Bordeaux jnixture

.

do
do
do
do
do

Neutral copper acetate . .

.

Plat 13.

4-3-50 Bordeaux mixture.
do
do
do
do

Plat 14.

4-3-50 Bordeau.x mixture
.....do

do
do

4-3-50 Bordeaux mixture, with 2 pounds of soap

Shoots 8 to IC inches long.
Nearly ready to blossom.
Just out of blossom.
Grapes about ^ inch in diameter.
Graijes about f, inch in diameter.

Do.
Grapes about ^ inch in diameter.

Shoots 8 to 10 inches long.
Nearly ready to blossom.
Just out of blo.ssom.
Grapes about J inch in diameter.
Grapes about .', inch in diameter.

Do.
Grapes about g inch in diameter.

Shoots 8 to 16 inches long.
Nearly ready to blossom.
Just out of blossom.
Grapes about g inch in diameter.
Grapes about ', inch in diameter.

Do.
Grapes about | inch in diameter.

Shoots 8 to 10 inches long.

Nearly ready to blossom.
Just out of blo.ssom.

Grapes about J inch in diameter.
Grapes about h inch in diameter.

Do.
Grapes about g inch in diameter.

Shoots 8 to 16 inches long.

Nearly ready to blossom.
Just out of blossom.
Grapes about g inch in diameter.
Grapes about I inch in diameter.

Shoots S to 16 inches long.

Nearly ready to blo.ssom.

Just out of blos.som.

(irapes about jj inch in diameter.
Grapes about \ inch in diameter.

Counts Avere iiuide of the berries on 1^,000 siverage bunches in this

vineyard; also of the good berries on 1,000 average bunches in each

sprayed plat and 2,000 bunches in the check plat. The amount of

rot was computed from these data. In the check plat the percentage

of rot on a row next to a sprayed plat was found and also on a row

in the middle of the plat, in order to determine whether in spraying

one row the mixture would be carried over to the next enough to

inllucnce the amount of rot on it. The percentage of rot, howevei'.

was found to be greater on the outside row next the sprayed plat than

on the one in the middle. This would indicate that the error in this

ICir. G5]



Cir. 65, Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. Plate II.

Fig. 1.—Portion of a Vine: in Plat 14 in Mr. Tuttle'S Vineyard, near Paw Paw,

Mich., Sprayed with 4-3-50 Bordeaux Mixture. Some Leaves have been

Removed.

Fig. 2.— Portion of a Vine in the Unsprayed Check Plat in the Vineyard Shown
IN Figure 1. Some Leaves have been Removed.
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system of plats caused by the blowing or carrying over of a fungicide

from one plat to another is negligible. However, the counts to get

the percentage of rot on each plat were made on the inner rows, while

in irettino; the average number of berries on a bunch counts were

made on all the rows.

The percentage of rot on the difl'erent plats was as follows:

Table IV.

—

Results of spraying experiments on thirteen plats in Mr. Tattle's

vineyard, near Paw I'aio, Mieli., 1900.

No.
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vineyard from the other plats sprayed with this fungicide and can

hardly be compared with them, as the disease seemed to be more
easily controlled here. They were not far from the check, however,

and there is no ajjparent reason to doubt that but for the spraying the

grapes would have been as badly damaged as on plat G. In the three

plats, No. 14, sprayed five times with 4-3-50 Bordeaux mixture, 2

pounds of resin-fishoil soap being added the last time, was in the best

condition. Xo. 12, sprayed seven times, and No. 13, sprayed five

times with the same mixture without the soap, suffered somewhat
more damage from the rot.

These results would indicate that it may not be necessary to spray

more than five times when soap is added at the last spraying to make
the mixture spread out and adhere more closely to the berries. More
work is necessary to determine this point, however. With the other

spray mixtures the results were not equal to those with the Bordeaux
mixture, as may be seen in Plates I and III.

Of the two nonstaining compounds used throughout the season for

comparison, the neutral copper acetate seemed to be the most effective

fungicide. It, however, injured the vines considerably, in some

cases almost entirely defoliating them; consequently the fruit was
small and stunted, as shown in Plate III. figure 2, and did not ripen

well. It was sold as a poor grade of wine grape. Used as a non-

staining compound in the last spraying, the neutral copper acetate

seemed to have no ill effects. In the plat sprayed with ammoniacal

copper carbonate there was no injury to the foliage, but the damage
from rot was very great, as shown in Plate III, figure 1. Only a few

20-pouncl baskets of wine grapes could be picked from this plat.

The lime-sulphur mixtures can hardly be considered good fungicides

for use on grapes. In the case of the self-boiled lime-sulphur there

was little injury to the foliage but a high percentage of rot, as may be

seen in Plate III, figure 3, and what few grapes survived were sold in

bulk. In the case of the commercial lime-sulphur the rot was not

controlled as w^ell as by the Bordeaux mixture and the vines were

badlj^ damaged. The growth of foliage was much less than in the

other plats, the leaves were small and browned, the shoots were short,

and the bunches of fruit were much undersized, ragged, and poorly

ripened. (See PI. Ill, fig. 4.) Twenty 8-pound baskets were all the

marketable grapes harvested from the Y>\at, the rest being sold in

bulk. The crop was not only badly injured for that season, but the

canes for the next season's crop were small and in poor condition.

Grape foliage seems to be extremely susceptible to injury from this

fungicide.

A comparison of the grapes of the check with those of plat 14, as

shown in Plate I, figure 2, and Plate II, figures 1 and 2, gives us

a sharp contrast. In the check we have a loss of 90.7 per cent, as

[Cir. 05]



Cir 65, Bureau of Plant Industiy, U. 5. Dept. of Agriculture, Plate III.

Average Bunches of Grapes, Showing the Proportion of Good and Rotten Berries

IN Four Plats in Mr. Tuttle'S Vineyard, near Paw Pav^, Mich.

l-'ir,. ].— Kuiicli lri)Mi j>l:it s siirayi'fi sovcn times witli amiiKiniacal copper ciirlmnate. Fig. 2.—Bunch
iruin Jilat '.) sprayed seven limes with neutral copper acetate. Fig. ;^.—Bunch from plat 10 sprayed
live times willi self-l)oiled lime-sulpliurand twice witli neutral copper acetate. Fli;. ).—Bunch from
]>lat 11 sprave<l five times w illi commeri'ial lime-sulphur and twice with neutral copper acetate.

[Reduced to three-fourths natural size.]
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shown in Plate I, figure 2, .1, while in the other plat there Avere 4.3 per

cent of the grapes destroyed by rot (see PI. I, fig. 2, B), giving a

difference of 8().4 per cent as the value of spraying. Practically the

difi'erence was 95.7 per cent, as none of (he grapes on the check were

harvested. Tlie cost of spraying per acre in 1000 was found to be as

follows:

Table V.

—

Coxi of Nprai/iiui I (icic irilh .'i-:i-50 lionleauc mixture. 123 gaUons

Jiciiif/ (ipiilicd.

Copper sulphate, 10 pounds, at TiJ cvuts $0.55

Liuip. ~}j pounds, at two-thirds cent .05

Miin and team, one hour, at 'Jn cents . :>5

Total cost of one aiipli<"iti<)n with ti.xcd nozzles !_ __' :L .$0.95

When trailers are used:

Two men to carry trailers, at l.~) cents . liO

Total cost of one ;ii)plication when trailers ;ivr used 1.25

Cost of five applications

:

Three applications with fi.xed nozzles, at 05 cents ^__ 2. S5

Two api)Iications with trailers, at .$1.25 2.50

Total cost of five applications to 1 aci-e, three with fixed

nozzles and two with trailers 5.35

GENERAL CONCLUSION.

In comparing the results with the dift'erent formulas for Bordeaux

mixture used there seems to be very little to choose. There was prac-

tically no difference in their fungicidal value in Mr. Giddings's

vineyard, Avhile in Mr. Tuttle's the percentage of difference, though

con.siderably greater, was not particularly striking.

The plats sprayed with 4—3-50 Bordeaux mixture with soap added

gave the lowest percentage of rot, and this mixture is probably the

best for general use. The results with the 3-2-50 formula, however,

were very good, and it is possible that it is as good a fungicide as

any of the other mixtures. The addition of soap in the last spraying

onW considerably reduces the expense and seems as efficient as where

it is used all through the season. Soap should not be added later

than July 15 where the season is like that of Michigan. The use of

soap at later dates is liable to injure the sale of the fruit, as the

mixture is very adhesive, and if the latter part of the season is dry

it will still be on the grapes when they are picked.

In view of the results of the work of the season of 1909 and of the

previous two years, the recommendations for spraying in INIichigan

are as follows:

First application, when the shoots are from 8 to IG inches long,

using 4-3-50 Bordeaux mixture to cover the young growth before

it becomes infected.

[Clr. 65]
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Second application, jtist before blossoming or as near blossoming
time as possible, using the same fungicide. This is to cover the

leaves which have recently come out, as Avell as the clusters of young
blossom buds.
Third application, just as the blossoms fall, when the fruit is

setting. This, when properly done, covers the young fruit and pro-

tects it from the disease.

The fourth application should be from one to two weeks after the

third, depending on the weather. If it is hot, with frequent rains,

the spraying should not be delayed more than one week, while if there

is very little rain the interval might be lengthened to ten days or two
Aveeks.

The fifth application should be about ten days after the fourth,

using 4—3-50 Bordeaux mixture, as in all previous sprayings, with

the addition of 2 pounds of resin-fishoil soap. The soap should,

however, not be used after July 15.

Fixed nozzles may be used in the first three sprayings, but it is

much better to use trailers or long hose with nozzles directed by hand
in the last two. The foliage is heavy by the time for the fourth appli-

cation and it is impossible to cover the young grapes properly with

fixed nozzles. In the case of a vinevard which has been thoroughlv

sprayed for some seasons and where there js but a small amount of

rot present, it would probably be unnecessary to spray more than

three times in a dry season. These applications should correspond

to the first three given in the foregoing outline. When it is deemed
necessary to spray after July 15, a nonstaining compound should be

used. For this purpose neutral copper acetate, 1 pound to 50 gallons,

is the best mixture tested in these experiments.

In making Bordeaux mixture, good stone lime should be used

whenever possible and the mixture should be prepared as described

in Farmers' Bulletin 284. Thoroughness in application can hardly

be too strongly emphasized. The mixture should be applied at the

rate of 125 gallons to the acre and under a pressure of 100 to 125

pounds. Some good nozzle that will make a fine mist-like spray

should be used. All portions of the vine should be covered. After

the fruit sets it should receive sjjecial attention, and an effort should

be made to cover the berries as thoroughly as possible. Much of the

indifferent success in spraying is due to carelessness in the mixing
and lack of thoroughness in the application.

SUMMARY.

The work in lUOlJ has shown that black-rot can be controlled by
proper methods of spraying and cultivation even in a season particu-

larly favorable for the development of the disease and in a vineyard
[Cir. 65]
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in wliirh the fungus has become thoroughly established and very de-

structive, there being a diti'erence of 86.4 i^er cent between the amount

of rot on the nnsprayed checU and the best sprayed plat.

In Mr. Giddings's vineyard, which had been thoroughly sprayed

the previous year, there was practically no loss from black-rot on

the portions sprayed with P.onlcaux mixture, v/hile the loss on the

check was 39.8 per cent.

The best fungicide used was Bordeaux mixture, and of the differ-

ent formulas for this the 4-?>-50 has always given good results. The

3_2-50 mixture gives promise of being a good fungicide, as about

the same results were obtained with it as with the 4-3-50 formula.

Tt may prove as efficient as the 4-3-r)0 formula, l)ut should be tested

more thoroughly.

Of the two nonstaining compounds used, neutral copper acetate

and ammoniacal copjoer carbonate, the former was found to be the

better fungicide. For (om])arison, see Plate III, figures 1 and 2. It,

however, injured the foliage badly when used throughout the season,

but seemed to have no ill effect as a final application.

The lime-sulphur compounds are not suitable fungicides for grapes,

the self-boiled because it does not control the rot, and the commer-

cial lime-sulphur because it does not control the rot as Avell as the

Bordeafix mixture and is very injurious to the vines.

Of the adhesive compounds used, the results with resin-fishoil soap

were better than those Avith the iron sulphate. The addition of 2

pounds of soap to 50 gallons of the mixture used in the last appli-

cation seems to do as much good as where it is added in all sprayings.

The disease can be controlled with five applications of 4—3-50 Bor-

deaux mixture thoroughly applied, soap being used in the last appli-

cation. " Thoroughly applied " means that every portion of the vine,

and especially the foliage and fruit, receives a coating of spray

mixtun

Approved

:

James Wh.son,

Secretary of Ar/rleulture.

Wasiiixoton, I). C'., June 10, 1910.

o
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B. P. I.-588.

COTTON SELECTION ON THE FARM BY THE CHAR-

ACTERS OF THE STALKS, LEAVES, AND 1»LLS.

INTRODUCTION.

The plan of growing in a separate field tlie cotton that is to be used

for seed has several advantages, but one of the most important is

often overlooked. It is the education of the farmer himself, so that

he can know his variety by its external characters even in the earlier

stages of growth. The result of many experiments in the acclimatiza-

tion and breeding of cotton shows that the work of selection can be

made much easier and more effective by giving attention to the

external characters of the plants in the field instead of waiting till

the crop is ripe and depending on the seed and lint characters alone.

The advantages that have been urged for the separate seed plat are

the keeping of the select stock from crossing with the general field

planting, the giving of better conditions and care, the better oppor-

tunity of individual selection by having the best plants together

instead of scattered in the general field, and the easier avoidance of

admixture of seed in the fall by the separate picking and ginning of

the cotton from the seed plat. Each of these considerations is of

distinct practical importance, but the seed plat has one more possi-

bility that may bring us still nearer to the desired result of better

and more uniform cro])s of cotton. Every farmer who is intelligent

and careful enough to maintain a separate seed plat should be able to

see the importance of going one step farther and making full use of

the opportunity for improvement with which he is already provided.

It is possible to apply to the cotton crop the same methods of

roguing that are used to maintain the uniformity of high-grade varie-

ties of garden plants. A cabbage or a beet that shows itself inferior

or that departs from the characters of its variety is not kept to grow

seed, or even allowed to open its blossoms in the same field with the

plants that remain "true to type." The fact that the lint of the

cotton seed is the part used, instead of the leaves or the roots, easily

explains why so much attention has been given to the characters of

the seed and so little to those of other parts of the plant. In reality

the habits of growth and other external characters not only have
[Cir. 66] 3
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direct agricultural importance in themselves, but they have also an

indirect value in making it possible to recognize and rogue out luide-

sirable variations. The work of selection need not be deferred till

the seed is ripe, but can begin even before the flowers have opened

and allowed the good plants to be crossed with the pollen of degenerate

variations.

THE IMPORTANCE OF UNIFORMITY.

It is not sufficient to make a seed plat and to plant in it only the

seed of good plants. The plants that grow in the seed plat must all

be alike if the largest and most uniform crop is to be secured. Uni-

formity has a direct commercial value in cotton. To grow fiber of

good quality but mixed with short, weak fiber is of little or no advan-

tage to the farmer. If the manufacturer can buy the long fiber at

the same price as the short, he can afford to spin it and let the machin-

ery sort the short fiber out, but if he is to pay higher prices for long

fiber he naturally objects to having it mixed with short. No farmer

who hopes to command a premium for raising superior cotton can

afford to neglect uniformity. If the staple were uniform the manu-

facturers would be willing to pay premiums for the cotton of many
districts that now obtain only the general market prices of the ordinary

short-staple grades.

The fact that the uniformity and other characters of the lint receive

so little consideration in the marketing of Upland cotton has allowed

people to overlook the damage that is being done to the industry by

the failure to select and by the mixing of varieties in the field and at

the gin. Some are inclined to lay all the responsibility on the gin,

on the ground that farmers are kept from selecting their own seed in

the field because of the probability that their seed would only be

mixed up again at the gin.

This amounts to a very serious charge, for if the gin system is really

responsible for the general failure to apply selection in the whole

Upland cotton industry, it causes an annual loss of many millions of

dollars. Experiments indicate that the failure to select the seed

commonly diminishes the crop from 10 to 20 per cent below the ^neld

that might otherwise be obtained from the same land and with the

same cultivation. The deficiency of quality involved in the produc-

tion of short, weak, and irregular staple probably involves an even

greater loss than the diminished yield. A hundred million dollars

per annum would not cover the total loss, which may be more than

twice that amount. The boll weevil is not the only difficult problem

of cotton culture. The losses threatened by the weevil can be made
good to a very large extent by better attention to other factors that

influence the crop.

ICir. OG]
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It would be ven^ difRcult to imagine a condition more likely to dis-

courage any effort toward the improvement of the crop than the sys-

tem of large public gins that require a continuous charge of cotton

for the machinery to work. Under ordinary conditions of ginning

every farmer is likely to get his seed well mixed with the seed of some

other farmer, and may have a sprinkling from the whole neighbor-

hood. On account of the mechanical advantages of the large modern

ginning establishments and the large amounts of capital invested in

the i)resent equii)nients, any complete or sudden change seems entirely

out of the question.

It is possible to avoid much of the difficulty in a way that is not

very expensive and would save every year many times what it would

cost. Small separate gins are being installed in some localities for

ginning the cotton that is to furnish seed for planting. The same

power can be used and the lint can be baled with that from the large

gins, but the seed can be kept entirely separate. As soon as farmers

realize the importance of keeping their seed separate, ginners will find

it to their advantage to install the separate small gins in order to

attract the custom of the more intelligent farmers who select their

own seed. It is also to be expected that many public-spirited owners

of ginning establishments will provide separate gins to encourage

the farmers along the line of seed selection. Doubtless the time will

come when all public gins will be equipped to handle separate stocks

of seed without mixing, as a result of a general recognition of the value

of such precautions to the whole cotton-growing community.

RESULTS OF MIXING VARIETIES.

Apart from the question of higher prices for longer or more uniform

staples, there is a relation between uniformit}^ and yield. The farmer

might naturally suppose that the selection of seed from the most fer-

tile plants would insure the largest possible yields, even if the plants

are not all of exactly the same type or strain. Yet there are scientific

facts which show that the mixing of varieties can eventually affect

the yield of fiber, as well as the quality. The plants of a mixed stock

are quite as likety to differ in carliness and productiveness as in the

length and strength of the fiber. The same factors that render a

mixture of varieties deficient in uniformity of fiber also tend to

decrease the yield.

The bad effects of mixing varieties are not generally appreciated

because the results are not likely to appear at first. If two equalty

productive varieties were really pure and uniform to begin with, the

yield would not diminish in the first 3'ear simply ])ccause they were

grown in a mixed field instead of being planted in separate fields. In

the next year the yield might still be unaffected, or might even be

[Cir. 66]
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somewhat increased, if the greater vigor of the first generation of

hybrid phmts rendered them more productive. But it often happens

that the more vigorous plants are not more productive, because they

begin by putting out too many vegetative hmbs instead of fruiting

branches. The crop is not set so early and is more likely to be

destroyed by the boll weevils. The admixture of the varieties by

cross-pollmation might show no bad results until the second j^ear

after the seed is mixed and plants of different kinds are cross-fertilized.

If the effects of the crossing of varieties w^ere limited to the produc-

tion of vigorous intermediate hybrids, like those of the first generation,

the yield might never be seriously affected. In the second and later

generations of hybrids another factor comes into play, the factor of

increased diversity that results from the crossing of different types

of cotton. Even when the first generation of hybrids is closely similar

to one of the parents or merely intermediate between the parents, the

second and later generations are usually much more diverse. In addi-

tion to many different degrees and combinations between the charac-

ters of the original parents that were crossed, many other characters

quite outside of those of the selected parent varieties are likely to

appear.

To permit indiscriminate crossing among the second and later gen-

erations of hybrid plants is the way to undo the work of selection and

return toward the original condition of indiscriminate diversity found

in unselected stocks. The result of indiscriminate crossing seems to

be that the characters of inferior ancestors are brought back into

expression and may completely submerge the characters of the spe-

cially selected superior ancestors. In a series of experiments that

has been made with hybrids between the Egyptian and Upland

types of cotton the first generation hybrids had longer and better lint

than either of the parent types. The later generations not only failed

to maintain the promise of the first generation, but gradually receded.

The fourth and fifth generations failed to show any plants with lint

equal to the Egyptian parent, and very few were equal to the Upland.

No matter how superior the varieties may be at the beginning, indis-

criminate mixing can only be expected to lead back to inferior mon-

grels, or "scrubs," the same kinds of inferior plants that can be found

in every field of ordinar}^ unselected cotton.

DIVERSITY IN UNSELECTED FIELDS OF COTTON.

In a neglected stock of cotton that has not been receiving any selec-

tion at all the plants are not all equally inferior, but each individual

plant is likely to be difl'erent from any of its neighbors. The differ-

ences between the individual plants of an unselected field correspond

to the differences between selected varieties. Each plant of an unse-
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lected field might be said to represent a different variety, for it is

generally possible by selection to establish a variety on the basis of

the peculiarities of any individual plant. Selection is to be thought

of as a process of narrowing the lines of descent, and thus securing a

greater resemblance among the progeny. A seed produced by self-

fertilization may be said to have only one parent, much as with plants

propagated from cuttings.

Even the first generation of the progeny of a selected cotton plant

may show a notable resemblance to the parent, for a large proportion

of the seeds of the cotton plant usually represent the results of self-

fertilization by the pollen of the same plant. Some of the plants must

have descended from several generations of self-fertilized ancestors,

and are thus in the same condition of breeding as though they had

received the most careful selection. If the progeny are not uniform

at first, they are likely to become so in a few generations of careful

breeding. The growing of the offspring of single plants by themselves

also keeps them from being cross-fertilized by pollen from other cotton.

If selection proves successful the result is to establish the expression

of the characters of the original selected plant in all of its progeny, so

that all the individuals of the stock shall show only the one set of

characters instead of the characters of the whole miscellaneous group

from which the original plant was selected.

DETERIORATION OF VARIETIES WITHOUT CROSSING.

The general result that is secured through selection is to keep the

characters of the inferior ancestors from coming into expression, but

selection does not seem to have any power to completely destroy the

characters of the inferior ancestors so as to prevent their continued

transmission for any number of generations and their subsequent

reappearance in individual variations. The work of the breeder is

never completely finished or absolutely successful. Though very

high degrees of uniformity are attained by careful breeders, such uni-

formity is not a permanent condition. It has always to be preserved

by further selection.

Even in the most carefully selected varieties of our domesticated

plants and animals, where no crossing with other lines of descent has
been allowed for many generations, individual variations away from
the type continue to appear. With cotton grown under orchnary
field conditions it is generally impossible to determine whether any
particular variation has resulted from a crossing of varieties or from
a spontaneous mutative variation without any recent crossing.

Cotton pollen is carried by bees, and bees have been known to forage

for honey at least two miles from their nests. But for practical pur-
poses it makes little or no difference whether an inferior variation
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8 COTTON SELECTION ON THE FARM.

has been due to previous crossing or to some other cause. Experi-

ments with cotton have shown that a change to new conditions, or

even an unfavorable season, may call forth an unusual amount of

individual variation in a previously uniform variety of cotton. New
variations aroused in this way are very likely to come true to seed,

so that the seed of the same stock appears pure in one place and

impure in another."

Each new variation constitutes, in effect, a new variety. The sub-

sequent crossing of the different variations with each other and with

the parent type produces hybrids just as if the variety had never

been pure or as if it had been mixed with seed of other varieties by

intention or by accident.

The farmer must understand, therefore, that even if he should suc-

ceed in keeping a new stock of cotton completely isolated from all

other kinds it would still be Hable to deteriorate as the result of

spontaneous changes of characters or changes aroused by differences

of external conditions. If selection be neglected long enough, even

the most superior variety can deteriorate into an inferior mixture of

varieties, like an unselected stock. This return to diversity is what is

usually meant by the "running out" of a variety of cotton.

WHY SELECTION MUST BE MAINTAINED.

There is no known method or alternative by which the farmer can

avoid the necessity of selecting his own cotton unless it be that of

buying from neighbors who may be more wilHng to take the necessary

trouble.

All that breeders and seed growers have said of the importance of

obtaining pure strains of our varieties of cultivated plants may be

admitted, but it also appears that even the purest strains can not be

expected to stay pure unless selection is maintained. Now and then

an individual plant will depart from the characters of the variety

and show a tendency to small bolls or some other undesirable feature.

It is important that all such plants be recognized as early in the

season as possible and removed from the field.

Even if the farmer is skillful enough to detect all inferior plants at

the end of the season and rejects their seed, he can have no assurance

that the degenerate tendency has been removed. It is to be expected

that insects have already infected other plants with the pollen of the

degenerate individuals, and the undesirable characteristics may
therefore be expected to reappear, even in the progeny of the best

plants.

a Local Adjustment of Cotton Varieties, Bulletin 159, Bureau of Plant Industry,

U. S. Dept. of Agricultiu-e, 1909.
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The next generation may not show the undesirable character, but

this does not prove that it has been completely eliminated. Our

present knowledge of the behavior of characters in hybrids indicates

that the grandchildren and later descendants of a degenerate indi-

vidual are more likely to show the degenerate characters than the

immediate offspring. Thus, in spite of all the care that may be

taken to reject the seed of every plant that brings undesirable char-

acters into expression, degenerate characters may continue to be

inherited for any number of generations.

Selection as applied to an improved variety of cotton is simply a

means of keeping undesirable characters out of expression. One of

the principal objects to be gained by detailed study of heredity in

cotton is to learn the method of selection that keeps the undesirable

characters most thoroughly suppressed.

VALUE OF EXTERNAL CHARACTERS IN SELECTING COTTON.

By using external characters in selection it is possible to secure a

large measure of protection against the inheritance and subsequent

expression of the characters of degenerate individuals. Studies of

degenerate variations of several different types of cotton have shown

changes in the external or vegetative characters as well as in those of

the fruit and seed. It seldom, if ever, happens that a cotton plant

makes a definite change in a single character and continues to resem-

ble the parent variety in all other respects. Plants that are going to

produce bolls, or seeds, or lint different from those of the parent

variety usually give notice well in advance by changes in the exter-

nal vegetative characters. Some of the most injurious variations are

the easiest to throw out early in the season, if attention be given to

the external characters. Peculiarities of individual plants that may
appear to have no importance in themselves become very significant

for purposes of selection.

Farmers who know their varieties well enough can detect and weed

out degenerate variations in the seed plat even before the plants

reach the flowering stage, and hence before they can contaminate the

other plants with inferior pollen. It is much easier to recognize and

reject degenerate ])lants on the basis of their external differences

early in the season than after the crop has matured. The general

characteristics of the young growing plants are much easier to see

than the differences that have to be detected by examining the seed

and combing out the lint.

Plants that are too degenerate to blossom or produce any seed are

not dangerous to the remainder of the variety, but most of the bad

plants produce flowers, even if they do not ripen seed. One of the

worst forms of degeneracy in cotton, and one that seems to be very

49350°—Cir. 66—10 2



10 COTTON SELECTION ON THE FARM.

common in the eastern part of the cotton beh, is a more or less com-

plete loss of lint. There are many degrees and stages of the bald-

seeded condition down to completely naked seeds with not a vestige

of fiber, either of fuzz or of lint. Naked seeds usually fall out on the

ground and germinate as soon as the bolls open, but the tendency to

produce the ''slick" seeds can continue to be transmitted through the

pollen, unless farmers learn to pull such plants out before they have

flowered. Naked-seeded plants represent not only a present loss

but a reduction of all future crops raised from the seed of fields in

which they have been allowed to remain.

Completely naked seeds are rare, but seeds with no fuzz and very

sparse lint are very common and are usually accompanied by distinct

external differences in the plants that bear them. Many farmers who
would not allow weeds to grow in their fields harbor thousands of

degenerate cotton plants, each of which is likely to do much more

harm than a weed could possibly do. Every seed that is formed

as a result of crossing by the pollen of a degenerate plant repre-

sents one of the offspring of the degenerate plant quite as truly as

do its own seeds.

HOW TO BECOME ACQUAINTED WITH A VARIETY.

Many farmers who have become quite skillful in detecting differ-

ences in the lint and seed characters of cotton pay very little attention

to the plants themselves. They are in the condition of the general

pubhc that recognizes differences between fruits of different varieties

of apples, but lacks the skill of the apple grower who sees even more

differences between the various kinds of trees than between the ap-

ples they produce. Doubtless there are many people who can not

learn to appreciate such differences, but most of those who are willing

to use a Httle time in training their eyes are surprised to find that they

can readily distinguish differences that they have previously over-

looked entirely. The different kinds of cotton plants will cease to

look all alike and stand out as distinctly as different breeds of poultry

or other domestic animals. The differences of color that often help

to distinguish breeds of chickens are lacking, of course, in the cotton,

but it would not require a very skillful fancier to tell a white cochin

from a white leghorn or a white plymouth rock.

The technical terms and elaborate measurements that are often

used in the scientific study of variations are calculated to give the idea

that it is a difficult matter to recognize the variations of plants in the

field. In reahty it is not so difficult as to recognize differences

between individuals of the same variety of sheep or poultry, and this

most farmers do. The making of scientific descriptions and meas-

urements of variations is an entirely different problem from that of

recognizing them in the field.

IC'ir. 06]



COTTON SELECTION ON THE FARM. 11

It is customary for breeders and seed growers to publish descrip-

tions and pictures of their varieties, but the farmer should not expect
to gain an adequate acquaintance with a variety from such sources.

It is hardly possible to describe the differences between closely

related varieties of such a plant as cotton so that they can be seen

at once without skill and practice in observation. Indeed, many
skillful breeders do not themselves know wliat the differences are

that they use in selection, and are inclined to imagine themselves

possessed of some special sense instead of a refinement of ordinary

eyesight.

Even a photograph of a plant is of relatively little value as a guide

or standard in tlie selection of cotton, for the plants of the same vari-

ety differ greatly in different places and different seasons. The famil-

iarity that is needed for purposes of making selections has to be gained

in the field where the selection is to be carried on. Selection is a

matter of skill as well as of knowledge. The farmer must be willing

to give himself a little training in the field and not expect to become
fully qualified by anything he can read in a book.

The more familiar with a variety one becomes the more evident it

wall be that every field is likely to be different and may require to be
judged by a different standard. The training of the eye so that it

can carry the necessary standard is the secret of the art of selection.

It is this that determines the farmer's ability to select his own cotton

to the best advantage.

If the farmer doubts his own ability to acquire the necessary skill

or is unwilHng to take time to train himself, he may find that the

wife or the children can give him valuable assistance. Women are

often more expert than men in the matching of colors and quahties

of fabrics, and children often have more acute powers of perception.

European growers of seeds of high-grade varieties of flowers and vege-

tables claim that women and children are more skillful than men in

cases that require extremely fine discrimination. If the necessary

talents of good eyesight and keen discrimination should prove to be
rare, there would be the greater reason for calling attention to the

need of having them utilized by their fortunate possessors.

ESTABLISHING A STANDARD OF SELECTION.

One of the best methods of establishing or readjusting standards of

selection for a variety of cotton is to begin by a study of the behavior
of the best plants that can be found in the field. If there is doubt
about the kind of plant that ought to be considered as representing

the variety, it is well to look about for uniform groups of good plants.

To see several good plants standing together in a row gives a more
definite and useful im))rossion of a standard that can be used in that

particular field than can be secured l)y the study of scattered indi-
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12 COTTON SELECTION ON THE FAKM.

viduals. The work of selection is largely a matter of comparing a

plant with its neighbors in the same field instead of with any arbi-

trary standard brought in from the outside.

With a plant as variable as the cotton and grown under such a

vast range of differing conditions of climate and soil, it is worse than

useless to rely upon any particular feature as an absolutely fixed re-

quirement in selection. The Triumph cotton, for example, often

has a characteristic shortening or semicluster condition of a few of the

fruiting branches at the base of the plant. As the variety is bred by

Mr. Alexander Mebane, at Lockhart, Tex., shortened lower branches

are shown with remarkable uniformity over many acres. In other

locahties, and especially under conditions of more luxuriant growth,

the pecuhar habit of growth of the Triumph cotton may disappear

more or less completely, so that whole fields may be found with no

plants that would correspond to a standard carried over from Lock-

hart.

Any peculiar character, like that of the method of brandling of the

Triumph cotton, though it may have no direct economic importance

in itself, may be very useful as a mark for distinguishing genuine

examples of a variety. Yet it is doubtful whether any such character

can always be trusted to appear under all conditions. Even a com-

pletely clustered variety Hke the McCall cotton produced no cluster

plants in an experiment made in Guatemala a few years ago.

The need of selection does not appear to be the same every year,

for the number of degenerate variations differs in different seasons as

well as in different localities. Fields of a carefully selected variety

grown under continuously favorable conditions that enable the plants

to develop without being checked are sometimes extremely uniform.

Each plant appears to be an exact counterpart of its neighbor. Yet

in the most uniform fields an occasional individual may show pro-

nounced differences. It is worth while, therefore, to go over the

whole seed plat every year, even though a general inspection may
give an idea that the plants are uniform. In another place or in a

less favorable season the same stock may show many pronounced

variations and may then degenerate very rapidly unless the diverse

forms are removed.

SELECTION BY CHARACTERS OF STALKS AND LEAVES.

Young plants of a well-selected, unifotm variety growing under

the same conditions follow very closely the same course of develop-

ment. They have the same kind of leaves; the joints of the stalks

are of the same length and the branches develop at about the same

rate and at the same height above the ground. A definite difference

in any of these features is warrant for suspecting a plant and giving

it closer examination. Another useful mark of distinction may be
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found in the hairs of the leaves or those of the leaf stems and the

branches. A difference in the habit of growth or in the length of the

joints is very likely to be accompanied by a difference in the amount

of hairiness.

A study of the characters of small-boiled and other inferior plants

that are very common in unselected cotton fields will aid the farmer

in training himself to recognize some degenerate plants in their

younger stages. When the necessary skill has been acquired it is

almost as easy to see and pull out the inferior plants as it would be

to give this treatment to the same number of weeds that might have

sprung up in the row. In the great majority of cases it is not nec-

essary to get close to the plant or give it any very detailed examina-

tion. Indeed, it is often better to stand at a little distance, so as to

gain a general impression of a plant in comparison with its neighbors,

than to begin with a closer and more detailed inspection. The gen-

eral view of a plant as a whole often gives a more vivid impression

of the fact that it is different from its neighbors than can be gained

by more detailed comparisons of the different parts. The general

view sums up, as it were, the more detailed differences of leaves,

stems, and branches and the effects that such differences have in

altering the apjiearance of the plant.

The habits of branching have a very direct relation to the earliness

of the crop. Earhness becomes an especially important factor under

boll-weevil conditions and should always be taken into account in

selection. The main stalk of the cotton plant puts out two different

kinds of branches. From the base of the stalk come the vegetative

branches, or "wood-limbs," and above these the true fruiting branches

that bear the bolls. The vegetative branches do not bear any bolls

of their own, but put forth fruiting branches Uke those of the main

stem, though shorter and of later development. Plants that grow

too rank and produce too many of the vegetative branches can not

begin to put on their crop as soon as smaller plants that produce

fruiting branches closer to the ground. Small plants often ripen

more bolls than their larger neighbors, especially under boll-weevil

conditions. Even for cultural reasons it would be good policy to pull

out any unusually tall, rank-growing plants that do not begin to bear

early in the season, if only to give better conditions for neigh-

boring plants that have begun to set their crop.

SELECTION BY BOLL CHARACTERS.

If the farmer is engaged in the selection of a big-boll variety of

upland cotton, such as the Triumph, most of the degenerate plants

are ver}^ easy to recognize, because the}' have small bolls. This fact

becomes most apparent in unselected fields about the iiiiddle of the

season, soon after the earlier bolls have reached full size, but before
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14 COTTON SELECTION ON THE FARM.

they begin to open. A little search will show that some of the plants

are producing only small bolls. Some small bolls can be found, of

course, on normal large-boiled plants, just as small or defective

apples can be found on a large-fruited tree. Plants that appear in

a big-boll variety but produce only small bolls no longer represent the

variety, but are to be looked upon as definite variations away from

the variety. They are like the inferior seedlings that may grow from

the seeds of any large-fruited variety of apples or pears. The cotton

plant differs from the apple tree in that the superior varieties usually

come true to seed. The plants that depart from the characters of

the parent variety are mostly very inferior, but even if they are not

inferior they ought to be taken out of the variety to avoid a further

increase of diversity through the formation of hybrids.

The differences in the size of the bolls and the importance of this

character in selection are greater in the big-boll varieties than in

those that normally have small bolls. Present indications all point

to a rapid extension of the Texas big-boll types to other parts of the

cotton belt. Big-boll varieties have a distinct advantage in dimin-

ishing the labor of picking, and their earhness and stormproof quali-

ties are also important. It was at first supposed that the early, small-

boiled cottons like King would have an advantage in weevil-infested

regions, but the big-boll types are more popular than ever in Texas

and are being extended rapidly northward and eastward.

The shapes, colors, and surfaces of the bolls also afford differences,

of very little importance in themselves but very useful as indicators

in selection to maintain uniformity. Indeed, it is possible in a

great majority of cases to judge the quality of the lint correctly in

advance by looking at the bolls of a plant, after one is sufficiently

familiar with the variety. Plants with shorter bolls are likely to

have shorter lint, while narrower bolls indicate less abundant lint.

Any pronounced difference in the shape of the bolls can be taken

to indicate that the plant is a variation or a hybrid that ought to be

removed, and the same is true of differences in the color or in the

character of the surface of the bolls. Some varieties have the bolls

very pale, dull green, others deep green and shining. Some have the

oil glands numerous and close together, while others have them few

and scattering or confined to particular areas. Some have the oil

glands distinctly marked as black dots on the surface of the bolls

or set in distinct pits, while others have the oil glands deeply buried

in the tissues, so that the surface of the boll is even and smooth.

After the boll characters of a variety have been well learned, variations

in any of these respects are readily appreciated.

Selection by boll characters is not as effective as selection by leaf

and stem characters, because the inferior plants have already flowered

and there has been an opportunity for their pollen to be spread about
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the field . Nevovtheless, if the boll selection be made early enough much
of the s])reading of pollen in the latter part of the season can be

avoided. The bees and other insects that carry the pollen usually

become more numerous late in the season, and much more crossing

probably takes place. Another advantage of boll selection is the

opportunity that it gives to become better acquainted with the leaf

and stem characters of degenerate plants and better abihty to detect

such plants early in the season in following years. If selection is

deferred till the crop is ripe the external differences of the plants will

have become much less apparent.

SELECTION BY SEED AND LINT CHARACTERS.

More time is required for the last selection, in which attention is

given to the fertihty of the plants and to the characters of the hnt

and seed. The labor will have been greatly lessened by the previous

roguing out of all the plants that gave external evidence of tendencies

to depart from the uniform type of the variety either in the habits of

growth, in the characters of the leaves, or in the size and shape of

the bolls. Plants that show themselves deficient in fertility or in

earhness in comparison with their neighbors can also be omitted from

the last selection. The examination of the hnt is thus narrowed

down to the plants that have appeared satisfactory in all other

respects.

Preliminary study and comparison are necessary to enable one to

judge the plants readily wuth respect to the length, strength, and

abundance of hnt, just as in the case of the external vegetative char-

acters. Many planters have made a practice of noticing differences

in lint and are already well qualified to perform this kind of selection.

The length and abundance of the hnt are compared in the field

by the famihar process of straightening it out from the sides of the

seed, either by ])ulling between the thumb and fuiger or by using a

small comb. One or more samples of the ct)mbed-out lint from

different plants can be held between the fingers of the left hand and

thus carried along for ready comparison. The strength of the lint

is judged in the field by breaking the combed-out strands while held

between the thumbs and first fingers of the two hands. Any plant

is rejected that shows itself distinctly inferior to its neighbors in

length, strength, or abundance.

SELECTION BY FLOWER CHARACTERS IN EGYPTIAN COTTON.

Egyptian cotton has one advantage over Upland cotton in the

matter of selection, since the characters of the flower can also be

made to assist in detecting the undesirable plants. Instead of being

creamy white, as in Upland cotton, the Egyptian flowers are yellow
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and the petals have large purple spots inside, at the base of the petals.

The petal spots are lacldng on nearly all varieties of Upland cotton,

but occur occasionally in some of the eastern small-boiled types, such

as King. Egyptian plants with pale yellow petals or pale purple

spots are very likely to have small bolls and short lint, and should be

rogued out as soon as they can be recognized.

A careful grower of Egyptian cotton, willing to take all possible

precautions to guard the purity and uniformity of his stock, could

make four selections corresponding to the four different kinds of

characters that enable him to detect inferior variations. Young
plants, before the age of flowering, can be selected by the characters

of their leaves, stalks, and habits of growth. When flowering begins

the field can be gone over to throw out the pale-flowered individuals.

After the bolls begin to reach full size, small-boiled plants may be

rejected. When the crop is mature a judgment can be made of

the fertihty of the plants and of the characters of the hnt and seed.

With Upland cotton the absence of color differences in the flowers

leaves only three selections to be made, though it is not impossible

that degenerate plants may also be distinguishable by floral differ-

ences. Plants of Egyptian cotton that have small bolls are likely

to have small flowers, and it may be that this will prove to be the

case in Upland cotton also. If other varieties have been allowed to

cross with the King cotton, the hybrids are Ukely to show the purple

spots on the bases of the petals.

PICKING OF SELECTED SEED.

The picking of the seed of select plants can be managed in a variety

of ways. The plants can be marked with tags or by tying on little

strips of cloth near the top of the main stalk. Stripping the leaves

off the stalk near the top is another way to mark select plants.

Marks on the ground made by drawing the foot out from the base of

each select plant may suffice if pickers of the select seed are to follow

closely after the man who does the selecting, but should not be

trusted if there is to be any delay. A few exceptional plants desired

for individual selections can be specially marked with different tags

or with cloth of a different color, or they can be picked by the selector

himself into separate bags, thus avoiding all possible danger of mis-

take by other pickers.

Sometimes it is desirable to separate a field that is being picked

for seed purposes into three groups or grades. Plants of the first

grade can be marked as above to be picked first. The second group

of plants that do not depart from the type but are not of especial

excellence or fertihty can be left unmarked, wliile undesirable plants
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that are not to be used for seed can have the top of the stalk broken

down, to indicate that they are not to be picked until after the others.

The final selection and picking of the seed ought not to be deferred

too long. If the work be put off till all the plants have ripened their

crop, it becomes impossible to toll which are the early individuals

that ought to be specially favored in selection. The last picking of

seed, even from good plants, is often inferior, for many of the later

bolls are likely to open prematurely as a result of drought or of frost.

It is well, therefore, to have the seed plat large enough to supply the

desired quantity of seed without waiting for the last joicking, and

to allow this to be thrown in with the general crop.

RAISING SELECTED SEED FOR SALE.

Farmers who acquire the necessary skill in selection and are conse-

quently able to raise a uniform crop will often secure an additional

advantage by selling seed to their neighbors. Many intelligent

farmers who wish to obtain an improved variety of cotton will prefer

to buy seed enough to plant a large field or to stock the whole farm

at once and thus save themselves the extra trouble and loss of time

required in beginning with a peck or a bushel. The same pains, or

even greater, have to be taken to keep a small quantity of cotton

from becoming mixed, either in the fields or at the gin, than for a

large quantity. To bring a large quantity of a new and untried

variety from a distance might be quite unwise and is a very different

matter from adopting a variety that is behaving in a uniform manner

in the same locality.

Local communities will profit in several ways by the presence of

careful growers of selected seed. The seed that has been raised and

selected in the same community is likely to give better results than

any stock of the same variety that could be brought in from distant

localities. Farmers who expect to sell their seed in their own com-

munity are likely to be much more careful to maintain the uniformity

of the stock than those who expect to ship their seed to nonresident

seed dealers.

A variety that can be obtained in quantity from a local grower is

also more likely to be adopted by a whole community, which is another

distinct advantage. The product of the community as a whole be-

comes more uniform and secures a better standing in the market.

With one variety grown and carefully selected by a whole community,

the difficulties of protecting the cotton from admixture at the gin or

from cross-fertilization 'by bees in the field are greatly diminished.

The farmer who has learned how to maintain uniformity in his

seed plat effectively has only to extend his method over his whole

farm if he wishes to produce high-grade seed. No matter how
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uniform the variety may have been in the seed plat or in the fields

in the preceding 3^ear, attention should still be given to the removal

of any degenerate plants that appear. A new or unfavorable

piece of ground or a bad season may bring out an unusually large

number of degenerate individuals, and if these are allowed to remain

in the field and cross-fertilize with the good plants the whole stock

may be seriously injured. A single season's neglect may destroy

the benefits of many years of careful work.

USE OF PROGENY ROWS IN SELECTION.

Selection of a high-grade variety of cotton can be somewhat sim-

plified and also rendered more effective, if the farmer is willing to

take the additional precaution of saving the seed of each select plant

separately in order to plant a part of it in a separate row the follow-

ing season. It is very easy to buy a few cheap paper bags from the

grocer, and the seed may be kept in these till the time of planting

comes.

A slight amount of extra labor is also required to plant the progeny

rows by hand. The number of seeds obtained from an average plant

of upland cotton is not large, and it is desirable to hold as many of

them in reserve as possible. The rows have also to be numbered

or otherwise marked to identify them with the parent plants and the

seed that is held in reserve.

If there are no facilities for the separate ginning of the small quan-

tities of seed that come from individual plants, the seed can be

planted without ginning. Mr. E. B. Boykin, who has carried on a

large series of such experiments in South Carolina, reports that seed

planted with the lint germinates as readily as with the lint removed,

but this method is not advised for dry regions, where even the fuzz

of the seed may interfere with germination. Smooth-seeded varie-

ties have been found to germinate better than those with fuzzy seeds

when planted in dry ground in Texas. In Texas and other dry

regions there would undoubtedly be a demand for very small gins

that would clean individual lots of seed without mixing. Machines

of this kind could be of very simple construction and need not cost

more than a few dollars. Such an invention would be of much
benefit to the cotton industry even if it did not yield very large profits

to the manufacturer. Rows of cotton raised in this way from the

seed of individual plants of the same stock may show very distinct

differences in vigor, productiveness, and uniformity. The com-

parison of whole rows instead of uidividual plants is an easier and

more effective method of selection. If one row compares unfavor-

ably with the next, the whole of the inferior row may be rejected

without going over the individual plants in detail. The selection is
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more effective because all the individuals of a bad progeny can be

rejected, whereas some of them that happened to be favorably sit-

uated might be saved iu a mixed planting.

The use of the progeny rows enables an additional precaution to

be taken to guard the ])urity of a good stock by holding over a part

of the seed from which each of the progeny rows has been planted.

If any of the rows should prove to be of exceptional merit it is possi-

ble to go back to the reserved seed of the parent of the best row and
sow it in a separate isolated plat in the next season as the founda-

tion of a special strain descended from a single superior plant.

Planters of Sea Island cotton are accustomed to the plan of nar-

rowing their selection down to a single superior ])lant. They multi-

ply the seed from this plant for two or three years in separate seed

])lats to secure enough for field planting. The very high quality and
unusual uniformity of the Sea Island cotton are to be ascribed

largely to the method of selection that has been followed.

The location of plantations on islands where no Upland varieties

are grown and where consequently the bees could not cross-fertilize

the Sea Island cotton with Upland pollen has undoubtedly assisted

in maintaining uniformity. Planters of Upland cotton might secure

the same advantage if whole communities would organize and agree

to plant onl}' one kind of cotton. This is especially necessary in

districts where long-staple varieties are grown and the uniformity of

the lint directly determines its market value.

The use of progeny rows in no wa}^ avoids the necessity of thorough
familiarity with the variety that is being selected. Unless the

breeder is skillful enough to limit his selection to one type of plant,

mixture can occur in progen}^ rows as well as in general plantings.

Only one type of plant should be grown in the same seed plat, whether
planted in progeny rows or not. It is just as important to rogue
out degenerate plants from progeny rows as from any other plats

or fields where selection is being maintained. However skillful the

selection that may be given at the end of the season, its value is

alreadv diminished if the select plants have been cross-fertilized

by the pollen of degenerate neighbors. It is plain from the results

that have been obtained that a farmer who knows his t3'pe well

enough can maintain a more uniform stock by general field selection

without progeny rows than a careless breeder with progeny rows.

Planting difi'erent varieties side by side is a good method of learning

their differences or testing their yields, but seed shoukl not be saved
from such mixed plantings with any idea of further breeding unless

the object is to experiment with hybrids. The danger of cross-

fertilization forbids anv close combination of the work of breeding

with that of testing varieties. A seed plat consisting of progeny
[Cir. 66]
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rows of the same type of cotton may be looked upon as a test of the

vigor and fertility of the different lines of descent inside the variety,

but this is not the same as testing different varieties. And even in

dealing with progeny rows of one t3^pe the best results are to be

expected by going back to the seed that remains from the parent

of the best row and planting it under conditions of as complete isola-

tion as possible. This sj^stem requires an increase plat for multiply-

ing the seed of the best selection in addition to the breeding plat

where select progenies are grown side by side for comparison.

The need of reserving a part of the seed of each of the parent plants

until a progeny row has been grown is rendered especially necessary

if the conditions do not provide complete isolation from other varie-

ties. If crosses with other strains or varieties are taking place,

much of the work with the progeny rows may be wasted.

The greater vigor and fertility of plants that result from cross-

polHnation may give such plants an apparent superiority and induce

the breeder to select them as parents of progenies. The next genera-

tion is likely to show diversity and allow the hybrid nature of the

parent to be detected, but perhaps not in time to protect the rest of

the breeding plat from crossing with the pollen of the hybrids. The
value of seed raised in progeny rows depends largely upon the degree

of isolation that can be maintained, but some of the danger can

undoubtedly be avoided if a part of the seed of the parent plants is

held in reserve until the progeny rows have been compared.

The chief object to be gained by selection, whether applied to

progeny rows or to individual plants, is to maintain the uniformity

and productiveness of the variety. It is a serious mistake from the

agricultural standpoint to suppose that selection is of no value

because the variety does not contmue to improve and become more

and more excellent as a result of persistent selection. The old idea

of selection as an active agency that could compel plants to change

their characters in any desired direction is being given up. It is not

to be assumed that varieties selected for many years are necessarily

better than those of recent origin. New variations are often as uniform

as the parent stock from the time of their first appearance. The
present tendency is to believe that the value of selection as an agency

of improvement lies chiefly, if not wholly, in the fact that it separates

and preserves the good strains or lines of descent and throws out

lines that tend to produce inferior individuals.

This kind of improvement may be considered as finished when a

variety has become pure and uniform, so that it contains only one

type of plant. Selection might stop if the purity and uniformity

would continue without it, but the testing of different lines of descent,

even in the best and purest varieties, alwaj^s shows that there are
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(liflereiices among them. Even though they do not show any defi-

nite departure from the characters of the variety they are found to

di(fer in vigor and fertihty, so that the need of selection remains.

The tendency of recent investigations of such questions is.to show

more clearly that the chief effect of selection is to maintain varieties

rather than to change them. Some investigators hold that no further

imj)rovement is to be expected after a pure, uniform type has been

obtained, but it is no less important to preserve such a type than to

select it in the first place.

BREEDING NEW VARIETIES OF COTTON.

The preceding discussion of selection relates to the work of main-

taining the uniformity of desirable varieties rather than to the

origination of new varieties. It is true, of course, that every special

selection of cotton may be considered as somewhat different from

every other selection, and seed dealers have a custom of giving many

new names to slightly difTerent strains of old varieties or even to

strains that do not show any appreciable differences.

Any farmer who learns how to select the variety of cotton that he

is already growing will find it extremely easy to breed new varieties

if he wishes to take the trouble. Any plant that varies distinctly

from the characters of its parent stock is likely to give rise to a new

variety. Most of the degenerate plants that have to be pulled out

and thrown away might be made into a new variety. The difficulty

is not to get new varieties ; the trouble is that most of the variations

are degenerate, in the sense that they are inferior to the parent

stock for agricvdtural purposes.

For those who can learn to distinguish the types and carry on the

selection, the chief practical difficulty in the work of breeding new

varieties is that of isolation; that is, of keeping the difTerent varieties

from crossing with each other and with the parent stock. The

danger is that the farmer who desires to originate new varieties will

turn his seed plat or his progeny rows into a collection of different

sorts instead of maintaining a pure culture of one kind of cotton.

The mixing of different types of cotton in progeny rows may be

expected to have the same undesirable effects as mixing in the field.

If the farmer undertakes the breeding of new varieties there is the

same reason for keeping them away from the regular seed plat as

for keeping the seed plat away from other fields of cotton. Only

one type or variety of cotton ought to be planted in any plat or field

that is being grown for seed or for breeding purposes. The selection

of peculiar plants for the purpose of obtaining new varieties is an

entirely different line of work from the selection that has to be carried
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on in each variety to maintain the uniformity and productiveness

of the t3^e.

Unless the farmer is wilhng to become a regular breeding specialist

and take the trouble of artificial hand pollination in order to secure

pure seed of his new type, he had better confine his attention to his

general farm variety or limit himself to a few special plants whose
progeny can be grown in separate places, such as the flower or vege-

table garden, or on other parts of the farm distant as far as possible

from other kinds of cotton.

CONCLUSIONS.

The full possibilities of improving the cotton crop can not be real-

ized until the work of selection is carried out on every farm and
becomes established as a regular part of the care of the crop. The
only adequate alternative is the purchase of selected seed from a

careful neighbor who maintains his selection and produces a uniform

crop.

One of the most important advantages of the plan of raising cotton

for seed in a separate field or plat is that the farmer is likely to give

the plants more attention and thus become more familiar with the

characteristics of the variety that the plants represent. Such
familiarity is necessary in order to qualify the farmer or the breeder

to establish and maintain the uniformity of the variety by selection.

Though much of the undesirable diversity of the crop can be

ascribed to the mixture of varieties, it is not possible to keep any
variety uniform without continued selection. Spontaneous changes

to inferior characters occur even in the most uniform varieties, and

if such variations are not removed the uniformitv of the stock is

gradually destroyed.

A farmer who knows his variety well enough can make use of the

external characters for the removal of inferior plants early in the

season, when this work can be done more easil}^ and efficiently than

by waiting for the lint and seed characters at the end of the season.

Attention to the external characters makes it possible to detect

degenerate plants, those that will j)roduce small bolls and inferior

lint, even before they have begun to flower. The roguing out of such

plants early in the season guards the uniformity of the crop by pre-

venting the cross-fertilization of good plants with pollen of inferior

individuals.

The farmer should not hope to equip himself for the work of selec-

tion merely by reading a description or looking at a picture of a

variety. He should begin with a reliable stock of seed of a desirable

variety and should familiarize himself with the plants as they grow
in the field.
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The best method of estabUshing a standard of selection to be ap-

pHed to any particular field, seed plat, or progeny row of cotton is to

fix upon groups of the most uniform and otherwise desirable plants as

representing the variety in that particular place.

The cotton plant is extremely susceptible to influences of soil and

climate. Each variety shows a wide range of differences under

different conditions, and the ])roportion of degenerate plants, those

that make definite changes away from the characters of the variety,

is also influenced by the conditions under which the plants grow.

In addition to larger and better crops, farmers who learn the art of

selecting cotton can usually gain an advantage from the sale of seed

in their own localities. Seed grown in a uniform field in the same

locality is always to be preferred to seed from a distance. Even a

uniform stock is likely to show numerous variations when grown for

the first time under new conditions.

The breeding of new varieties of cotton is possible for any farmer

who learns how to carry on the necessary work of selection, but should

be recognized as an entirely different undertaking from the continued

selection needed to maintain the uniformity of any existing variety.

Only one variety should be admitted into the same field or seed plat.

It is not desirable to increase the number of varieties in any

locality unless new types showing definite superiority can be obtained.

Distinct agricultural and commercial advantages would be gained

if each cotton -growing community would limit itself to a single

variety.

The popular idea that persistent selection will bring about a con-

tinued improvement in a pure-bred variety is now questioned in the

scientific world, but this does not affect the agricultural importance

of selection as a means of preserving the uniformity and productive-

ness of varieties.

Approved : '

James Wilson,
Secretary of Agriculture.

Washington, D. C, June 10, 1910.
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B. P. I.—5or..

SEED STE.RlllZATlON AND ITS EFFECT

UPON SEED INOCULATION.

INTRODUCTION.

As a preliminary to carrying on experiments in legume inoculation

under control conditions, it is generally deemed advisable to disin-

fect the seed in order to prevent inoculation of the seedling roots

through wind-borne or dust-borne organisms which might be present

upon the seed. The subsequent effect of the sterilizing agents used

does not seem to have been generally considered, despite indications

thai ne'i-ative results secured in such tests have frequently been due

to traces of the chemicals adhering to the seed coat.

STERILIZATION OF SEEDS.

To secure some definite knowledge of the effects produced by steri-

lization, some experiments were started in which a number of dis-

infectants were used and both leguminous and nonleguminous seeds

were employed. Fifty seeds of each of seven different kinds were

treated for varying periods in test tubes, rinsed several times with

sterile water, and germinated in petri dishes. Equable moisture con-

ditions were maintained by covering the seed with sterile filter paper

of petri-dish size. Germination could then be noted without opening

the petri dishes. To determine the germicidal effect of the treat-

ments, platings were made on beef agar after sufficient time for ger-

mination had elapsed, a few seeds being shaken in with sterile water

or the excess water in the petri dishes being used for plating. The

(Termination and plating data are shown in the following tables:

T.\i:i,i-; I. Ocniiiiinlion of .seeds (ift<r fnatniciit irHIi various disinfectants.
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Table I.

—

Gcnnination of .^ccds (tfter trcafiiictit vUh vdrioits <]isinfcTta)it.'i—
CoutiiuK'd.

Seed.
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So innocuous is the hydrogen peroxid tliat it iiia_y be used without

appreciable injur}' on germinated seeds. For transplanting seed-

lings from one culture medium to another without transferring asso-

ciated bacteria it has a special vahie as a sterilizing agent. It should

be added that while hydrogen peroxid is an excellent bactericide it

seems to have no more eti'ect upon certain fungi, notably the Penicil-

liums, than it has upon the higher plants.

The leguminous seeds having hard coats withstood the toxic effect

of formaldehyde and mercuric chlorid much better than the nonlegu-

minous seeds, most of which were killed by the solution used. The
failure to sterilize completely some seeds, e. g., pea and bean, by the

same treatment with which other seeds were rendered sterile indi-

cates either chance infections more resistant than those on the other

seeds or the possibility that sometimes the infection exists under the

seed coats. It has been authentically established in the case of bean

anthracnose and loose smut of wheat that the seed itself is entered by

the fungus. In many of our attempts to sterilize seed the conclusion

seems inevitable that molds and fungi occur under the seed coats

rather frequently in some lots of seed. "N^liether this is due to infec-

tion in the field or to improper storage has not been determined.

RESIDUAL EFFECTS OF SEED STERILIZATION.

To test the residual toxic action of disinfectants used on seed, some

experiments were made by inoculating the wash water from treated

seed. A preliminary experiment with pea, wheat, and radish seed

treated with mercuric chlorid (0.5 per cent) for thirty minutes

showed that the fourth wash water from the treated seed was de-

cidedly toxic. After three times rinsing the seed in test tubes with

sterile water, the next rinsing water was poured into a sterile tube

and inoculated from a vigorous culture of Bacillus suhtijis, tubes of

sterile tap water being inoculated at the same time. Platings on beef

agar were made two days later, and the plates after incubating for

three days failed to show any growth from the wash water. The
checks gave abundant colonies. It was evident that the mercury
washed from the seed after three rinsings was still sufficient to be

fatal to B. suhtilis inoculated into the fourth wash water.

Similar tests were made in which wheat seed was treated with mer-

curic chlorid, formaldehyde, and hydrogen peroxid. The same meth-

ods were used, except that the pcroxid-treated seeds were rinsed only

once, the formaldehyde series twice, and the mercuric-chlorid series

three times. Thus, the second, third, and fourth wash waters, re-

spectively, were used in these tests. The results, showing the number
of colonies of Bacillus suhtilis surviving in the wash water, appear
in Table III.

[Cir.GI.1
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Table III.

—

Gruicth. of BuviUu^ suhtilis In rinse ivater after disinfection of seed.

Wheat seed treated with

—
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From Table IV it appears that the sterilizing agents which are

least able to pass through the seed coat into the seed were more

nearly removed by the scant washing than those which could pene-

trate to the interior of the seed.

Hutchinson and Miller" have shown in an ingenious way that the

persistence with which air bubbles remain on or inside the seed is

responsible in many cases for incomplete sterilization. The use of a

vacuum pump in connection with seed disinfection gave satisfactory,

though not perfect, results.

As a means of sterilizing legume seed, this method seemed promis-

ing, but presented the possibility that there might be increased diffi-

culty in freeing the seed from traces of the disinfectant. Accord-

ingly, a test of the method was made, barley being used in addition

to tile seeds of several legumes in order to test further the semi-

permeable character claimed for the barley seed coat. It Avould

naturally follow that poisons which penetrate the seed coats would be

less completely removed by rinsing than those which are excluded by

selective action.

Fifty seeds each of peas, beans, vetch, and barley selected for uni-

formity were treated by the vacuum method, and a like series by the

usual method, shaking the seed up with the disinfectant in flasks.

Each lot was rinsed four times, the last wash water (after standing

fifteen minutes on the seed) being saved. This final wash water was

then inoculated with Bacillus suhtUis and allowed to stand two days,

and platings Avere then made on beef agar. Counts made on these

plates two days later indicated the toxic effect of the disinfectant left

on the seed after rinsing. The seeds were germinated in sterile petri

dishes by pouring into the dishes sterilized melted agar. An ex-

amination of the petri dishes one week later showed whether the seed

had remained sterile or not.

No comparisons were made as to germination, except that a note

was made when it appeared that the treatments had killed or injured

the seed. Hydrogen peroxid (3 per cent), sulphuric acid (25 per

cent), and mercuric chlorid (0.5 -per cent) were selected for the dis-

infectants to be used, each lot of seed being treated for five minutes.

In the vacuum series each solution was warmed to 40 to 50 degrees

Centigrade, so that when a vacuum was applied the solution would

boil. Air was admitted after a very brief boiling, and the solution

allowed to act for five minutes. By connecting four bottles in series

it was possible to draw off the disinfectant and to introduce the

sterile wash water without opening the bottles. The results are given

in TabU' V.

".Journal of Agricultural Science, vol. 3, pt. 2, October, 19()9, p. 170.
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Table V.

—

Residual effect of disinfectants on bean, pea, rcicli, and harlcij seed.

'J'reatment.

Seed infected or sterile.

Pea.

r. ,C(HI/,l . ._/ .

sterile water
Hydrogen peroxid.
Sulphuric acid
Mercuric chlorid. .

.

Flask seriet:

Sterile water
Hydrogen peroxid.
Sulphuric acid
Mercuric chlorid. .

.

++
+
+
_6

+ +
+

+

Bean.

+
+
+

++
+
+
+

Vetch. Barley.

++

++
+
+

+
+

++

Colonies of Bacillus snbtilis de-
veloping after inoculation
into wash water.

Pea. Bean. Vetch. Barley

500
250
50

700
350
300
25

1,000
100
50
20

1,000
800
700
35

600
300
100
75

800
400
250

200
200
100

600
125
50

Seed killed. "* (Jermination delayed, seed injured.

While there is no striking difference between the results obtained

by the two methods, there is an evidently greater jsenetration of the

disinfectant under the vacuum method of treatment. The bean;

treated Avith mercuric chlorid remained sterile with the application

of a vacuum and at the same time were two days later in germinating.

Throughout the two series there was less surviving contamination in

the vacuum series than in the flask series."

There was further evidence that the disinfectant was less com-
pletely removed with the vacuum treatment. In the peroxid treat-

ments the average reduction of the number of Bacillus suhtilis col-

onies was G3 per cent in the vacuum treatment and 46 j^er cent in the

flask treatment ; in the sulphuric-acid treatments the average reduc-

tion was 87 per cent for the vacuum series and 58 per cent for the

flask series. Where mercuric chlorid was used the killing out of the

inoculated organisms was so nearl}^ complete that scarcely am' dif-

ference exists between the two series.

The failure of barley to germinate after treatment with sulphuric

acid was surprising in view of the results obtained by Brown (see

p. C), but this suggests that the impermeable character of the barley-

seed coA'Cring may be abnormally developed in the case of the

particular variety used by Brown. The effect on BacAUus suhtilis

of the wash water from barley again showed that sulphuric acid is

more readily remoA'ed by rinsing than mercuric chlorid.

The experiments show that the removal of air bubbles by a vacuum
does not entirel}^ solve the difficulty in seed sterilization and does

complicate the problem as regards the complete removal of the

disinfecting solution. This latter factor is of prime importance in

carrying on legume-inoculation experiments. The nodule organism

"By selecting seeds after jiermination on agar it is comparatively easy to

secure sterile spronts for traiisplautiiig to other culture media.
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certainly could not withstand such quantities of toxic substances in

solution as have proved fatal in these experiments to the more

resistant Bacillus suhfJUfi.

ACTION OF HYDROGEN PEROXID.

Small lots of peas, beans, and alfalfa seed in flasks or test tubes

were treated for thirty minutes with full-strength commercial hydro-

gen peroxid (3 per cent), rinsed three times with sterile distilled

water, and then inoculated with tested specific cultures of Pseudo-

monas radicicola. A duplicate series was Avashed with sterile water

several times before inoculation; platings made from such washed

seeds showed them to be nearly sterile, no bacteria and only a few

molds developing. One lot of each kind of seed was dried by rolling

in sterilized soil, the soil then being dusted from the seed ; one lot

was dried by contact with sterile filter paper; and one lot was placed

in a desiccator, all seed being kept in sterile petri dishes. Platings

were made by shaking ten seeds thoroughly with 10 cubic centimeters

of sterile water, and plates were then poured with the nitrogen-poor

synthetic agar (cane sugar, 10 grams; potassium phosphate, 1 gram;
magnesium sulphate, 0.2 gram ; agar, 15 grams ; and tap water, 1,000

cubic centimeters) ordinarily used for growing Pseiidomonas radici-

cola. The results were as shown in Tables VI and VTI

:

Table VI.

—

Bacteria alive mi culture-treated {sterilized) .^ecd.
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The rapid mortality of bacteria on the sterilized seeds shown in

this series indicates that some influence Avas acting to weaken their

normal vitality and that this varied with the vigor of the culture."

It further appears that the absorption of the liquid culture by the

soil and by the filter paj^er used for drying removed the bacteria

largelj^ from the seed coats, especially in the case of peas and alfalfa.

Seed dried in open petri dishes gave nearl}^ as good returns as seed

dried in the desiccator. These tests were repeated with practically

the same results. A greater viability of legume bacteria on washed
but unsterilized seed is reported in some similar tests by Edwards
and Barlow.''

To test the possible removal of external contaminations b}' wash-

ing without disinfectants, several lots of leguminous seed (fourteen

in all, of different kinds) were allowed to soak in steril;e water for

two hours, then rinsed twice, and the third water allow^ed to stand

on the seed for one hour. Platings were made from the first and
third waters, inoculating one loop into agar. Six of the fourteen

lots gave sterile plates from the first water, doubtless due to the

very small quantit}^ of material used for inoculation. From the

third water sterile plates resulted in every case but one, which had
a single mold colony.

The seeds were allowed to soak two days in the third wash water

to start any remaining organisms into growth. They were then

placed in sterile petri dishes and germinated by pouring over them

sterile melted agar. As was expected, nearly all of these tests gave

plates somewhat contaminated—much less, however, than seed germi-

nated similarly but without previous rinsing.

A third series of tests was then made, in which the vacuum method

of washing was used, each lot of seed being rinsed five times. These

seeds when germinated in agar showed less contamination than those

in any of the preceding series, but a few organisms persisted in nearly

every case.

As some of the plates showed colonies somewhat resembling the

legume organism (Pseudomonas radicicola) , a further test was made
in which seed previously treated with pure cultures was used to

make certain that Pseudomonas radieicoJa was originally present.

One half of the treated seed was washed by the vacuum method,

receiving, however, five rinsings instead of four. The other half

was simply moistened and germinated, both lots of seed being germi-

nated by pouring over them in sterile petri dishes melted nitrogen-

" Similar results showing increased resistance to killing out when legume

bacteria were dried in a desiccator were reported by Kellerman and Beckwith
(Science, n. s., vol. 215, 1900. pp. 471-472).

& Bulletin 169, Ontario Agricultural College, 1909, p. 15.
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poor agar (see page D), this medium giving the characteristic

growth of Pseudomonas radicicola. A third lot of untreated seed

was washed similarly to the treated seed and germinated under the

same conditions.

The seed of six legumes (alfalfa, red clover, crimson clover, hairy

vetch, wax bean, and Canadian field pea)—one hundred seeds in each

of the three lots—was included in this test. Examination after four

days shoAved Pseudomo/ui.'^ radicicola present on the culture-treated

seed, both washed and unwjushed. Comparisons showed that washing
had been effective in removing about 75 per cent of the organisms

jilaced on the seed, but those remaining were capable of vigorous

growth. The untreated seeds, which were washed by the vacuum
process, were rendered no more free from contamination than those

rinsed by shaking in flasks or test tubes in the previous experiments.

The number of colonies was much less than in either of the treated-

seed series, but among these few (mostl}^ of the Bacillus subtUis

type) there again occurred occasional colonies closely resembling

the typical form of Pseudomonas radicicola.

CONCLUSIONS.

As a preliminary to legume-inoculation experiments, seed disin-

fection should bo practiced with special precaution.

Some method of treatment to eliminate chance contamination with
the nodule organism is advisable in experiments where extremely

accurate checks are necessary.

The usual methods of disinfection, employing metallic poisons such

as mercuric chlorid, are objectionable, it having been shoAvn that

these poisons cling to seeds even after they have been rinsed in

amounts sufficient to be harmful and often fatal to organisms placed

on the seeds for inoculation.

Hydrogen peroxid has been found to be effective in eliminating

bacterial contamination, and its residual effect is much less harmful
than that of the other disinfectants tested.

Approved

:

W. M. Hays,

Acting Secretary of Agrictdture.

Washington, D. C, July 22, 1910.
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B. P. I.—599.

HANDLING WHEAT FROM FIELD TO MILL.

INTRODUCTION.

In the campaigns being waged for good farming much is heard

concerning the maintenance of soil fertility, the conservation of

moisture, proper crop rotation, good seed, and good seed bed, pure

varieties, and many other vital topics. These are all important mat-

ters, but full benefit is not derived from the practice of these good

methods if the crop of wheat is not properly cared for after maturity

until it reaches the mill.

Increasing the average yield per acre one or two bushels means

a great deal when it is considered that for the last ten years an aver-

age of •16,678,000 acres of wheat has been grown in the United States.

It would also mean a great deal if by better methods of caring for

the crop after maturity wheat could be placed upon the market that

would average one grade better than the present product. The

average yearly production of wheat for the last ten years has been

659,509,000 bushels. If the grade of this quantity were raised one

point, or one grade, it would mean an increase in price of from 1^ to

2 cents a bushel, which would give an increased value amounting to

from 10 to 13 million dollars.

METHODS OF HARVESTING WHEAT.

There are various methods of harvesting and caring for the wheat

crop, depending upon the section of the country in Avhich it is grown.

In the Eastern States the wheat is cut with a self-binder, and most

of it is either stacked or stored in the mows of large barns. West of

the Mississippi Iliver, in the Great Plains area, both self-binders and

headers are used, and only a comparatively small portion of the

wheat cut with the binder is stacked, the larger portion being

thrashed direct from the shock.

The header is used most in the western portions of the Dakotas,

Nebraska, and Kansas, but the relative quantity cut in this way de-

pends much upon the season. It is usual to start with the binder, and

if the season is such that the grain ripens rather slowly, the header
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4 HANDLING WHEAT FROM FIELD TO MILL.

is used but little. On the other hand, if the ripening process goes on

rapidly and the weather remains dry, headers are used, because more

acres can be harvested in the same length of time. In the latter case

the irrain is stacked as soon as it is cut.

On the Pacific coast and in the extreme Northwest the combnied

harvester and thrasher is used quite generally. By this method the

grain is cut, thrashed, and sacked in one operation. Dry weather

nearly always prevails throughout this section during the harvest sea-

son, and little injury results from exposure to weather.

Each of these methods has its advantages and its disadvantages,

but many of the disadvantages grow out of the abuse of the method,

EFFECT OF METHODS OF HARVESTING ON QUALITY AND MARKET
VALUE.

Owing to the fact that such a large proportion of the wheat of the

United States is produced in the area lying between the Mississippi

River and the Rocky Mountains, commonly referred to as the Great

Plains area, a very large percentage of the total crop is, by reason of

the methods of handling, exposed for a considerable time to weather

conditions which cause it to deteriorate.

Statistics for the years 1908 and 1909 show that more than 44.3

per cent of the total yearly acreage of winter wheat, producing a

yearly average of more than 192 million bushels, has been grown

within this section. During the same period 94.7 per cent of the

total yearly acreage of spring wheat, with a yearly average of 228

million bushels, has also been produced within this Great Plains

area.

These figures show also that a yearly average of more than 29

million acres of wheat is grown in a region where a very large pro-

portion of it is allowed to stand in the shock from three to six weeks,

or even longer, and often there is a heavy rainfall on it during this

time. The man who will take proper precautions with soil and seed

is also more likely to take proper care of his crop after maturity. It

can not be denied that many a farmer's crop of wheat is allowed to

be practically ruined for flour-making purposes after a very good

quality of grain has matured in the field. Sometimes this is un-

avoidable, but more often it is the result of carelessness. Many times

it happens because the farmer does not realize that these unfavorable

weather conditions materially injure the quality of his wheat. Much

of the wheat in Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska, Minnesota, and

the Dakotas is not even carefully shocked, the shocks being set up

carelessly and not protected at all by cap bundles. This is especially

true of the larger fields in the western portions of these States.

This exposure to the effect of alternating rain and hot sun causes

the kernels to swell and the branny coats to loosen, destroying the nat-
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ural color or " bloom " and giving them what is termed a " bleached "

appearance. Even when well shocked and protected by a cap bundle,

continued exposure brings on a change in the outer bundles, which are

only poorly i:)rotected at best, and after a shock has stood a month, or

even less, it is found that as a result of this weather damage samples

of wheat taken from the outer portions of the shock are at least a

grade poorer than those taken from the inner part of the same shock.

In thrashing, this poor wheat is mixed with the good and the grade

of the whole is lowered. Such exposure and the resulting change in

appearance have a direct and immediate effect upon the market value

of the grain. The grade that is given to wheat upon the terminal

markets depends to-day almost wholly upon its appearance, condi-

tion, and test Aveight per measured bushel. AMien the natural color

or " bloom " of the kernel has been destroyed by rain and sun while

standing in the shock and the increase in moisture content has caused

a corresponding decrease in the test weight per bushel, the grade

given is lower than it would be if this same wheat were marketed

in good condition without deterioration resulting from exposure to

the weather. It is common knowledge among farmers that wheat

standing in the shock may readily lose a pound per bushel in test

weight on being exposed to a heavy shower. This is especially true

where the wheat has been carelessly shocked and is not protected by

cap bundles.

RELATION OF MOISTURE CONTENT TO TEST WEIGHT.

Preliminary tests of the relation between moisture content and

test weight per bushel in wheat have been made in several of the

Grain Standardization laboratories of the Bureau of Plant Industry,

and the results of these tests indicate that while the rate of increase

in moisture content is not accompanied by a constant rate of decrease

in test weight per bushel, nevertheless a close relation exists between

the two factors. Furthermore, the data secured in these preliminary

tests support the belief that Avhen once the moisture content has been

materially increased and the test weight per bushel correspondingly

lowered through that cause there is not a corresponding reverse

action ; or, in other words, although wheat that has absorbed a high

percentage of moisture may be again dried out to approximately its

former moisture content, it regains comparatively little of the test

weight lost. This applies especially to wheat when thrashed from the

shock.

EFFECT ON SOUNDNESS OF EXPOSURE TO WEATHER.

In addition to causing the bleached appearance and lowering the

test weight, the exposure of wheat to rain and sun while standing in

the shock causes many of the kernels to sprout, and sprouted wheat
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6 HANDLING WHEAT FROM FIELD TO MILL.

will not produce good, sound flour. Furthermore, the indications

are that this excess moisture acquired by exposure in the field after

harvest continues to be a source of injury to the quality until the

wheat is dried either artificially or by natural means.

"SWEAT" IN WHEAT.

Millers, as well as operators of country and terminal elevators,

prefer wheat that has gone through the " sweat." The millers invari-

ably hold that sweating in the stack improves weathered grain and is

much to be desired. Comparatively little is known as to what the

process commonly referred to as " sweat of wheat" consists of. Very

little information concerning it can be gleaned from scientific litera-

ture. The following has been advanced as a possible explanation of the

change that takes place during the process. It is known that even

after wheat is cut the straw contains sufficient plant food to keep the

kernels in a growing condition for some time, and a chemical or

enzymic action within the plant by means of which this nutriment is

transferred to the grain and stored as starch may continue for a

considerable period. When wheat has been thrashed before going

through the sweat, it is probable that a rearrangement of the chemical

constituents of the kernels still takes place, and this will account for

the sweating of shock-thrashed grain in the bin.

As chemical action is generally accompanied by the evolution of

heat, this may account for the heat usually generated during the

sweating process. The amount of heat generated appears to be in-

fluenced by the percentage of moisture present. Grain that has been

sufficiently ripened and is also very dry will give little evidence

through change in temperature that it is going through the sweating

process. On the other hand, wheat cut in the hard-dough stage, or

containing considerable moisture, goes into the sweat much more

quickly when stacked ; the straw becomes very tough and a great deal

of heat is evolved. Care should be exercised not to stack wheat of this

character before it is allowed to cure out in the shock for a few days

;

otherwise sufficient heat may be evolved, even in the stack, to injure

the grain, in which case " stack-burnt " wheat will result.

Cutting the grain seems to act as a sort of check upon this biological

action, and it appears to remain in a dormant state until the assem-

bling of the grain in large bulk brings on a condition favorable to

activity. When the grain is stacked the straw permits to a limited

extent- the circulation of air through the stack, and this circulation

affords a means of conducting away considerable of the heat gen-

erated in stacked grain.

HEAT-DAMAGED OR " BIN-BURNT " WHEAT.

If wheat with a rather high moisture content is placed, before going

through the sweat, in a large bulk in a bin there is very little chance
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for circulation of air, and any heat generated by biological action is

retained in the grain until finally the temperature becomes so high as

to cause other chemical changes within the kernels; the result is what

is commonly known to the grain trade as heat-damaged or "bin-

burnt" wheat. This injm-y may extend simply into the branny

coats and produce slightly heat-damaged or " bran-burnt " wheat, or

it may extend throughout the endosperm and produce badly heat-

damao-ed or "bin-burnt*' kernels. AVheat in this last condition is

practically unfit for flour-making purposes.

There is little evidence as to whether or not this change or sweat

Avhich takes place in the bin is identical with that which takes place

in the stack. It at least appears to have much the same effect on the

milling and baking qualities, provided the wheat is not allowed to

heat enough to become injured or "bin-burnt."

EFFECT OF SWEATING IN STACK ON APPEARANCE AND TEST

WEIGHT.

In order to make a preliminary test regarding the validity of the

practically unanimous opinion among farmers and millers that wheat

which had been bleached in the shock was improved in color and

test weight per bushel upon being stacked and allowed to go through

the sweat in the stack, and also to discover what effect this sweating

process in the stack would have upon the market grade and the

milling and baking value of the wheat, arrangements were made

during the harvest of 1909 to secure from a 12-acre field of Fife wheat

near Fargo, X. Dak., a load of bundles taken from the shock after

they had been exposed to at least two heavy rains. This load was

thrashed and the wheat stored in a small elevator bin. The remain-

der of the field was stacked and after standing in the stack six weeks

was thrashed. Fifty bushels of the stacked wheat, taken from the

same portion of the field as the before-mentioned load of shocked

bundles, was placed in another small bin in the same elevator for

comparison with the shock-thrashed wheat.

The shock-thrashed sample as it came direct from the thrashing

machine contained 14.8 per cent of moisture, and the test weight

per bushel was 55.5 pounds. The grain felt damp and tough and

would scarcely have been considered in safe condition for shipment

to market.

MILLING TESTS OF SHOCK-THRASHED AND STACK-THRASHED
WHEATS.

Table I shows in detail the results of the experimental milling tests

with the shock-thrashed and stack-thrashed wheats. Four days after

thrashing, on August 31, a sample of about 2 bushels of the shock-

thrashed wheat (lot No. 398) was milled in the experimental mill at
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the agricultural college, Fargo, N, Dak. The loss in milling on this

sample so far exceeded the average loss of 2.12 per cent on like

samples of hard spring wheat milled at Fargo that some explanation

is necessary. This excessive loss was probably due to the high mois-

ture content of the wheat and also to the fact that the mill had not

been used for some days, and although some wheat was ground in

order to '' fill the mill " and products were received from all the

spouts before sample No. 398 was started, still the milling loss was

far in excess of the average for hard spring wheat.

A second sample of the shock-thrashed wheat (No. 398 A) was

milled on September 17, after the wheat had remained in the bin

eighteen days. The wheat milled tough, and it Avas very difficult to

clean off the bran. The wheat appeared to be going through a sort

of sweat, and it felt more tough and clammy than when first placed

in the bin.

After the lot of shock-thrashed wheat (No. 398) had been stored in

the elevator bin for sixty days, 50 bushels of the stack-thrashed lot

(No. 460) were received at the mill. The stack-thrashed wheat con-

tained 13.2 per cent of moisture and tested 59 pounds per measured

bushel, as against 14.8 per cent of moisture and 55.5 pounds per bushel

in the shock-thrashed wheat at the time of thrashing.

On October 26 a third sample of the shock-thrashed wheat (No.

398 B) Avas milled, and a sample of the stack-thrashed wheat (lot

No. 460) was likewise milled on the same day. By comparing the

data in Table I it will be noted that in the milling of the stack-

thrashed wheat (sample No. 460) there was less loss in cleaning the

wheat and less loss in milling (except sample No. 398 B) and that

there was less bran, more " low grade " and shorts, and more straight

flour produced than was the case with the other three samples milled.

No change in the temperature of the shock-thrashed wheat had

taken place during storage except the slight variation apparently due

to changes in the outside air temperature.

Table I.

—

Results of experimental milling tests with sJtock-tlirasJied wheat
compared with the results tvith stack-thrashed loheat, 1909.

Sample No.
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BAKING TESTS OF FLOURS MILLED FROM SHOCK-THRASHED AND
STACK-THRASHED WHEATS.

Table II shows in detail the results of the experimental baking

tests with shoclv-thrashed and stack-thrashed wheats. As shown in

Table I, three ditl'erent samples of the shock-thrashed wheat and one

sample of the stack-thrashed Avheat were milled on various dates.

Sample No. 398 of the shock-thrashed wheat was milled on August

31 and two bakings were made of the resulting flour, one baking on

September 8 and the other on November 4.

A comparison of the baking tests of this sample shows a slightly

better water absorption, an increase of 200 c. c. in loaf volume,

and a slightly lower grade for color and texture in the second

baking. Sample No. 398 A, or the second sample of the shock-

thrashed wheat, was milled on September 17 and two bakings were

also made from this flour, the first on September 23 and the second on

November 4. It will be noted that the results of the first baking test

on this sample of flour (No. 398 A) compare very closely with the

results of the first baking from sample No. 398, while the results of

the second bakings from both samples also compare very closely.

On October 2G a third sample of the shock-thrashed wheat (No.

398 B) w^as milled and a sample of the stack-thrashed wheat (No.

4G0) was also milled on the same day. On November 4 one sample

of each of the flours obtained therefrom was baked.

Comparing the results of the baking test of sample No. 398 B with

the first test of sample No. 398, it is found that there was evidently

considerable improvement as the wheat " aged," the absorption and

loaf volume having both improved considerably. However, it should

be noted from the second baking of sample No. 398 that this flour

was not as good even after " aging " two months as the freshly

milled flour of sample No. 398 B, made from the same wheat after the

wheat had " aged ''
in the bin for the same length of time. Further-

more, none of the three samples milled from the shock-thrashed whe9t

(samples Nos. 398, 398 A, and 398 B) equaled the sample from the

stack-thrashed wheat (sample No. 4G0).

AVork with these samples was continued and a sample from each

lot was milled and baked every month. Six different samples were

milled and baked from lot No. 398 (shock thrashed) and four sam-

ples from lot No. 460 (stack thrashed). The average loaf volume

secured from lot No. 398 was 2,610 c. c, while lot No. 460 gave an

average loaf volume of 2,700 c. c. The flour made from samples of

lot No. 398 had a slight advantage in the color of the bread, but that

made from lot No. 460 gave a somewhat higher Avater absorption.
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Table II.

—

Results of baking tests of flours made from shoek-thrashed ivheat
compared loith the results of tests of flours from stack-thrashed tchcat,
1909.'^

Sample No.
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it is therefore reasonable to assume that stacking could also have been

done more cheaply here and that this would lessen the difference in

cost of the two methods. At any rate, if by properly stacking the

wheat the product could be raised one grade, about 2 cents more per

bushel could be secured for it, and allowing an average yield of

only 12 bushels per acre this would amount to 24 cents, which fully

counterbalances the added cost of stacking in tliis case.

ADDED ADVANTAGES DERIVED FROM STACKING WHEAT.

The farmer who properly stacks his wheat secures it against

further loss from exposure to weather, while the one who allows his

grain to stand in the shock from three to six weeks, waiting for the

thrasher, runs the risk of having it deteriorate in quality from No. 1

or No. 2 to No. 4 or even " no grade."

Another gain Avhich may result from properly stacking the wheat

is that it will come out of the stack dry and thrash out clean from

chaff, thus jDreventing the loss sustained when thrashing bundles that

are damp and tough from rain or dew. With the bundles in this

damp condition, considerable wheat remains in the heads or is blown

over as '' whitecaps " and goes to the straw pile. This is usually a

total loss, as much of the straw in the Great Plains area is burned.

Improvement in the quality and condition of the wheat is not the

only benefit derived from stacking the crop. In addition to making
the crop safe should several heavy rains come after harvest, which

would prevent thrashing and cause rapid deterioration, the stack-

thrashed grain can be placed in tight bins and kept, or it can be

shipped direct to market without imminent danger of heating and
spoiling in transit. Also, the shocks are removed from the field, so

that plowing may be begun at once, and all good farmers readily

agree that such early plowing is productive of good results in the

next year's crop.

SUMMARY.

(1) The average yearly area of wheat in the United States for the

last ten years has been 46,578^000 acres. The average yearly produc-

tion during the same time has been 659,509,000 bushels.

(2) Of the winter-wheat acreage 44.3 per cent and of the spring-

wheat acreage 94.7 p»er cent, or a total of 29,876,000 acres, were grown
each year in the Great Plains area, where much of the wheat stood

in the shock exposed to unfavorable weather for a considerable time

while awaiting the thrasher.

(3) The results of this exposure in the shock to the effects of rain

and sun are a bleaching in color, an increase in moisture content, and
a decrease in test weight jier measured bushel. Continued exposure

brings about sprouting and molding in the shock.
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12 HANDLING WHEAT FROM FIELD TO MILL.

(4) Increasing the moisture content causes a decrease in the test

weight per bushel, whicli is not entirely regained when the sample

again dries out.

(5) Appearance, condition, and test weight have a direct and im-

mediate effect on the market grade, and therefore on the market

A'alue.

(G) "Sweat'- in wheat is probably due to biological action which

still takes place when the wheat is assembled in bulk after it is cut.

AVhen this " sweating" takes place properly in the stack, improvement

in color, condition, and test weight results. The milling and baking

qualities are also improved by this " sweating '' process.

(7) The added cost, if there be any, as a result of stacking may be

full}' offset by improvement in the quality of the wheat and the higher

price resulting therefrom.

(8) Gains other than those resulting from the improvement of the

grain itself are also to be secured by stacking the wheat.

Approved

:

James Wilson,

Secretary of Agriculture.

Washington, D. C, July 28, 1910.
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B. P. I.-623.

THE ORNAMENTAL VALUE OF THE SALT-

BUSHES.

INTRODUCTION.

Ill many soctioiis of both the irrigated and the iionirrigated West

there arc locahties which are, or soon become, more or less alkahne

from the accumulation of an excess of soluble salts in the surface

soil. The cultivation of tender ornamental plants in such localities

becomes a diUicult matter. This is especially true of gardens and

lawns where the application of water is frequent and seldom suffi-

cient to carry any appreciable quantity of salt out of the surface

soil, but, on the contrary, has a tendency to condense it there.

A decision as to the best shrubs to plant for borders and in other

permanent locations is often difficult to reach. Of course, certain

conventional trees hke the cottonwood are almost certain to thrive

and serve a useful purpose. The list of ornamental shrubs which

will withstand alkali and drought, the excessive heat of summer,

and 15 or more degrees of frost in winter is a comparatively small

one. An extension of the list of ornamentals which will grow under

these varying conditions is highly desirable for both farmhouse sur-

roundings and the town lot, for the latter is often subject to the

same conditions as the surrounding farms and suffers from the solu-

ble-salt accumulations as well as from frequent shortages of the

water supply.

Certain species of saltbushes are well adapted to use in these situa-

tions as ornamental plants. They are especially adapted to hedge

and border use. The fact that one or two species are now success-

fully employed for ornamental purposes on the Pacific coast suggests

that this group of plants has a much greater application in ornamental

i)lantings than might at first be supposed.

PRESENT USE OF THE SALTBUSHES AS ORNAMENTALS.

Much has been written about the economic uses of the saltbushes,

but their ornamental uses seem to have been lost sight of or neglected

except along the Pacific coast. The city of Santa Barbara, Cal.,
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4 OENAMENTAL VALUE OF SALTBUSHES.

probably makes greater use of them as ornamentals than any other

locality in this country. Here the utilization of these shrubs is

general. One species is used very effectively as a hedge plant.

(See PI. I, fig. 2.)

It was thought that Doctor Franceschi, who has done so much for

the horticulture of southern California, was responsible for the prac-

tice, but upon inquiry he modestly disclaims any credit for the inno-

vation and informs us that the people of Santa Barbara adopted the

use of the saltbush without the aid of any horticulturist. Who first

used it is not known, but certain it is that the plant is well adapted

for the purpose to which it is put, and in many places in the city

makes an effective hedge which sets off to good advantage the other

more highly colored ornamentals and the more tender plants which

grow here to perfection. If such ornamentals are effective in a

locality which can grow such a wealth of tropical and subtropical

plants, how much more should related native species having equal

ornamental qualities be of value in other regions where the growing

of tender ornamentals is difficult.

CHARACTER OF A HEDGE OF SALTBUSHES.

At Santa Barbara the local native, Atriplex hreweri, is the species

employed. In this locality the plant is an evergreen. Its develop-

ment is very rapid under favorable conditions, a hedge well cared

for often becoming 18 inches or 2 feet high in a single season from

cuttings set in the spring.

The color of the plant is a dull, ashen, gray-green, very different

from privet, boxwood, pomegranate, and other common shrubby

hedge plants. In many settings this is not a disadvantage, for the

ever-present dust is less noticeable upon such foliage than upon the

rich, glossy surface of the privet, for example, and a pleasing varia-

tion is afforded by the use of the gray, dull-colored plant. The

growth may be made as thick and impenetrable as desired by frequent

clipping when young. The writer has never seen a heavier, thicker

growth than is found in some of the well-trained hedges of Santa

Barbara. A hedge may be brought to any shape or size up to 6 or 8

feet high, and apparently lasts indefinitely when properly cared for.

A neglected hedge, or one which for any reason is not satisfactory,

can be cut down and will easily make a perfect hedge 3 feet high in

one season from the old stumps.

The main disadvantage of the plant when used as a hedge is that

the wood is brittle and it can be broken down more easily than some

other hedge plants. It may be for this reason that the saltbush

hedges grown in California are invariably wider than is usual for

this kind of planting. However, the compactness of the growth
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Fig. I.-Atriplex lentiformis, a Native Species of Saltbush Well Adapted

TO Hedge and Other Ornamental Uses.

Fig. 2.—a Well-Kept Hedge of Atriplex Breweri, Santa Barbara, Cal.
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wlien properly pruned compensates in a large measure for the brit-

tleness of the wood by giving it a solidity of appearance. Its gray

color might at times be undesirable, but in many surroundings it

is a decided advantage.

PROPAGATION.

Atriplex hreweri at Santa Barbara is invariably grown from cut-

tings, hardened wood of not too great age being employed for the

purpose. If cuttings are planted in midsummer the early wood
of the current season's growth is preferred. If planted in the spring,

well-matured growth of the previous season is used. The most
common practice is to use rather large cuttings, a foot or more in

length. These are preferably rooted in sand in the nursery, but not
necessarily so. They are often set permanently in the hedge row.

If planted early in the season in this climate they require the mini-

mum of attention. If set in midsummer, how^ever, although rooting

readily they do better if shaded a little, and they must, of course, be
irrigated.

Although the species could doubtless be grown from seed, that is

a much slower method and one apparently never resorted to in

California, the growth from cuttings being quick and certain. A
good-sized hedge can be grown the first season from cuttings if they
are set in the early spring.

SPECIES OF SALTBUSHES.

The botanical genus Atriplex, to which the saltbushes belong, is a
large one, but only a few of the species are suitable for the purpose
discussed here. One, Atriplex hreweri, and possibly one or two Old-
World species are now being used. They are suited to coastal condi-

tions and probably have a much widesr range of adaptability than is

now being made use of.

The most common native species of saltbush in this country is the

shad scale (Atriplex canescens), wdiich grows throughout the Great
Plains, the Rocky Mountain, and the Interior Basin regions from the

British to the Mexican borders. Its habit and rapidity of growth
suggest its possible use for hedges, like A. hreweri.

Atriplex torreyi of Nevada and A. lentiformis of southern Arizona
and southeastern California are rank and rapid growers wdiich shape
and prune well. They have habits similar to A. hreweri. Atriplex

lentiformis is known to grow readily from cuttings, and it is probable
that most of the shrubby species of the genus can be projiagated in

the same way that A. hreweri is propagated at Santa Barbara at the
present time.

[Cir. 69]
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It appears that Atriplex lentiformis (PI. I, fig. 1) is especially prom-

ising. It is a very rapid grower, is well adapted to pruning, and

thrives on very strongly alkaline soil. Upon partially subdued lands

in the Salt River and Gila River valleys it is not uncommon for this

species to make a growth of 5 to 6 feet during late summer and autumn

after the removal of the grain crop in early summer. Occasional

plantings of it prove beyond a doubt that it has a wide application

as an ornamental in the general region in which it is found native.

The same is true of A. torreyi.

ADVANTAGES OF THE SALTBUSHES AS ORNAMENTALS.

Some species of the saltbushes are evergreen in the warmer

situations.

They will thrive on either alkaline or nonalkaline soil.

Some species grow in cold climates; others in hot climates.

The gray color of the foliage is often a decided advantage.

Many species are rapid growers.

They shape up well and make a thick, impenetrable growth.

Certain species are adapted to the variety of conditions prevailing

from the seacoast to the arid interior.

They thrive on a minimum of moisture, but respond. readily to a

more favorable supply.

A fair hedge can be made of some of the species in one year from

cuttings, and one of usual dimensions will grow in a single season,

when properly cared for, from the roots of an old hedge which has

been cut down.

The main disadvantage of saltbushes is the brittleness of the wood.

Approved

:

James Wilson,
Secretary of Agriculture.

Washington, D. C, September 27, 1910.
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ADDITIONAL NOTES ON THE NUMBER AND DIS-

TRIBUTION OF NATIVE LEGUMES IN NEBRASKA
AND KANSAS.

INTRODUCTION.

This paper presents a continuation of the observations made in

Circular 31 of the Bureau of Plant Industry. It might not be out

of place to say here that the counts of plants made in 1909 and also

those made in previous years do not include any of the current year's

seedlings of perennial species except where they attained such size

that they were not readily distinguishable from the old plants. The

object has always been to determine the number of established

plants.

In 1909 frequent examinations were made to determine whether

all the native legumes were nitrogen gathering. Practically all the

prairie species of the region have been examined, and nodules ha;Ve

been found in abundance on every one, although they seem to be

much more abundant on some species than on others. In some
cases no nodules were found on some individuals, but this was

probably due to the difficulty in removing the roots from the soil

rather than to lack of nodules.

In general, there seem to be many more nodules on annuals in pro-

portion to the size of the root than on perennials. As to the relative

quantities of nitrogen gathered by annuals and perennials, no data

have yet been obtained. Some cooperative work on this line has

been begun, but it has not gone far enough for a report. Some
cooperative work was also attempted in reference to cross-inocula-

tion to determine whether the native legumes are capable of inocu-

lating the soil for clover and alfalfa. This work failed because of

bad conditions in the greenhouse. There is no doubt in the writer's

mind that several of the native legumes are capable of inoculating

our cultivated ones.

ROOT NODULES ON THE BUFFALO BERRY.

The writer has examined many nonleguminous plants which on
account of their habitats it was suspected might be nitrogen gather-

ing, but has failed to find nodules on any except the buffalo berry

(Lepargyraea argentea). This shrub has great masses of nodules of all

(Cir. 70] •
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«

sizes and ages on its roots. These masses on old roots are sometimes

2 inches in diameter and an inch deep. Under date of September 18,

1909, Mr. Karl F. Kellerman, Soil Bacteriologist in the Bureau of

Plant Industry, wrote as follows concerning the specimens sent in

from North Platte

:

Referring to the roots and nodules of Lcparyyraea aryentea, the results of analyses

recently reported to us from the Bureau of Chemistry are as follows: Nitrogen, per-

centage of root, 0.43; nitrogen, percentage of nodules, 2.31.

That the largely increased nitrogen content of the nodules is caused by the bacteria

is evidenced by the fact that we have succeeded in obtaining from your specimens

good cultures of nitrogen-fixing organisms.

METHOD OF OBTAINING AVERAGES.

In order to make the averages given in this circular comparable with

those in Circular 31 of the Bureau of Plant Industry, the total number
of plants has been divided by the total number of square yards

counted. This, however, does not give what is really wanted. Each
plat counted is assumed to be fairly representative of the tract from

which it was chosen, and some care was taken that it shoidd be. In

some cases it was necessary to count much larger plats than in otliere

in order to get counts w^hich seemed representative; therefore, each

plat and not each square yard should be given the same value. To
get this the mean of the column headed ''Average per square yard"
should have been taken. The correct average number of legumes to

the square yard on the tracts where observations were made in 1909

is 17.93, and for 1908, 21.58 (instead of 17.03 as given in the circular

mentioned). The average for both years is 19.34. These figures

seem surprisingly close together for observations made over so wide

an area. It will be noticed also that most of the counts made in 1908

were in the rolling countiy of eastern Nebraska and Kansas, while a

large part of those made in 1909 were on the level lands of south-

central Nebraska.

PROPORTION IN WHICH DIFFERENT GENERA ARE FOUND.

In 1 909 counts were made on 22 plats, and 4,539 legumes were found.

These were distributed among the different genera as follows:

2,975 Psoralea, found on 20 out of the 22 plats.

519 Amorpha, found on 14 out of the 22 plats.

181 Kuhnistera, found on 8 out of the 22 plats.

139 Astragalus, found on 13 out of the 22 plats.

560 Vicia, found on 6 out of the 22 plats.

56 Lotus, found on 3 out of the 22 plats.

18 Aragallus, found on 6 out of the 22 plats.

5 Baptisia, found on 3 out of the 22 plats.

74 Lespedeza, found on 3 out of the 22 plats.

10 Morognia, found on 1 out of the 22 plats.

2 Meibomia, found on 2 out of the 22 plats.

ICir. 70]
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6 NATIVE LEGUMES IN NEBRASKA AND KANSAS.

Tlio corresponding data for 1908 are as follows:

33:^ Psoralea, found on 9 out of the 14 plats.

185 Amorpha, found on 8 out of the 14 plats.

340 Kuhnistera, found on 8 out of the 14 plats.

12 Astragalus, found on 4 out of the 14 plats.

77 Vicia, found on 3 out of the 14 plats.

57 Lotus, found on 4 out of the 14 plats.

3 Aragallus, found on 1 out of the 14 plats.

1 Baptisia, found on 1 out of the 14 plats.

4 Lespedeza, found on 1 out of the 14 plats.

The vai'iation in the relative numbers of representatives of different

genera found in the two seasons is due largely to the fact that the ma-
jority of counts made in 1908 w^ere on the rolling lands of southeastern

Nebraska and in 1909 on the level prairies of the south-central part

of the State. On the hills, Kuhnistera is much more abundant than

on the level land and Psoralea is represented mostly by Psoralea

JJorihunda, which is a very large plant, and hence the individuals are

not very numerous when compared with the smaller, more gregarious

P. argoyliyUa, which is almost the sole representative of the genus

on the more level prairies of south-central Nebraska. This plant

often forms dense patches (not, however, excluding the grasses),

which cover a very large proportion of the prairie, giving the whole

a silvery cast.

Combining the figures for the two years we have the following

totals:

3,308 Psoralea, found on 29 out of the 3G plats.

704 Amorpha, found on 22 out of the 36 plats.

521 Kuhnistera, found on 17 out of the 36 plats.

151 Astragalus, found on 17 out of the 36 plats.

637 Vicia, found on 9 out of the 36 plats.

123 Lotus, found on 7 out of the 36 plats.

' 21 Aragallus, found on 4 out of the 3() plats.

6 Baptisia, found on 4 out of the 36 plats.

78 Lespedeza, found on 4 out of the 36 plats.

10 Morognia, found on 1 out of the 36 plats.

2 Meihomia, found on 2 out of the 36 plats.

RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF THE DIFFERENT GENERA.

The nujnbcr of plants of the first four genera, at least, and the

number of plats on which they were found probably give a fair idea

of the relative importance of the representatives of these genera as

nitrogen gatlierers, especially when considered in connection with the

sizes of the plants. It is certain that they are not nil equally efficient

in this work, but on this point no information is available. The
large numbers of Psoraleas and their wide and comparatively uniform

distribution, as shown by these figures, make them stand out strik-

ingly as the most important of tlio group. The other genera are

much less important than the first four.
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8 NATIVE LEGUMES IN NEBRASKA AND KANSAS.

All but two of the Lespedezas were counted in 1909 on a single plat

at Fort Scott, Kans., where four species were found. This genus
is abundant in the vicinity. Morognia appeared on a single plat at

Reece, Kans. This plant occurs throughout the region, but is not
generally distributed over the prairies. Yicia is quite generally dis-

tributed, but occurs almost entirely in dense patches which occa-

sionally cover many acres; hence the large number of indivitluals

found on the small number of plats. It is much more common in the

short-grass countr}' than where bluestem grows. Vicia linearis is

the only species found in the central and western part of the territory,

while V. americana is more common in the east, where it occurs on
river bottoms and in brush patches. Baptisia is confined to the

eastern part of the territory and seldom assumes much importance

because the number of ])lants is aljnost always small. Meibomia
is also restricted to the eastern ])art of the territory. Aragallus,

Lotus, and Yicia are most abundant in the short-grass country and

for about 100 miles farther east. Aragallus is most common on the

tops of hills and the banks of draws where the soil is poor.

Tables I and II show the number and variety of native legumes on

some of the plats in Nebraska and Kansas.

The counts in the ditch by the railroad are in niarked contrast to

those on the adjoining prairie. These shallow ditches were lines of

white for miles, all filled wath silver-leafed Psoralea. Whether the

dominance of Psoralea in the ditches is due to additional jnoisture

or to the destruction of the grasses it is impossible to say. There is

some evidence, however, that the abundance of these legumes in the

ditches is due to the destruction of the grass and the removal of the

soil^ exposing the subsoil, which contains less nitrogen, and so is

less favorable to the growth of nonleguminous plants. In many
places on the level land where the grass has been killetl by stock,

stacks, or breaking Psoralea has come in thickly. ' In nearly all the

short-grass country except where Vicia linearis is encountered the

number of legumes is much less than in the long-grass country, but

on the slopes where the soil is poor and buffalo grass and grama grass

do not thrive legumes are plentiful. This suggests that it may be

more the struggle with the grasses than with drought that keeps

down the legumes.

Approved

:

James Wilson,
Secretary of Agriculture.

Washington, D. C, Augvst 3, 1910.
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LEGUME INOCULATION AND THE LITMUS

REACTION OF SOILS.

INTRODUCTION.

A better understandin<j; of the conditions which affect the ability

of certain nitrogen-fixing bacteria to produce nodules upon the roots

of leguminous plants is recognized as of great importance, and is

especially desired in connection with the practical inoculation and

cultivation of leguminous crops. Following the indications previ-

ously secured concerning soil conditions affecting legume inoculation"

a more extended investigation along these lines has been in progress.

The attempt has been made to examine man}" different soils both in

the field and by samples, with a view to correlating, if possible, cer-

tain of their characteristics with their behavior toward the growth

of legumes and the nodule bacteria of legumes. Though no broadly

comprehensive results liave as yet been obtained, and perhaps are

not to be expected, some interesting data have been secured. The
more fundamental problems having to do with the associative action

of the nodule-forming organism with the different soil bacterial

floras must be reserved for further study.

THE LITMUS REACTION FOR SOILS.

Some planters believe that for growing legumes the best soils are

those which either turn litmus blue or have no action upon it.

There has been some criticism, however, of the old-style plan of

testing soils by firmly squeezing strips of litmus paper against samples

of the soils, and there are undoubtedly many sources of error in this

crude technique entirely aside from the question of the proper inter-

pretation of the color of the litmus. In this office a method has been

developed that is free from some of the objections to the old method,

and it secures a fair degree of consistency in technique.

Samples of soil are taken from representative areas of the fields

under consideration, and their reaction is tested in the following man-
ner: Strips of neutral litmus paper are placed in the bottom of a

number of petri dishes; over these are laid four thicknesses of filter

paper and on the filter paper are placed the soil samples to be tested.

aKellerman, Karl F., and Robinson, T. R. Conditions Affecting Legume Inocu-

lation. lUillctiii 100, pi. 8, Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, 1907.

60524°—Cir. 71-10 3



4 LEGUME INOCULATION AND THE LITMUS REACTION OF SOILS.

Just enough water (tested and found neutral) is added to saturate

the soil on the filter paper. Covers are placed on the petri dishes,

and they are allowed to stand for one hour. A check petri dish con-

taining only litmus paper and filter paper moistened with the same
water is allowed to stand under the same conditions.*^ The filter

paper, which separates the soil from the testing paper, gives a uni-

formity of hackground and evenness of contact, and it also allows

the litmus paper and the filter paper to be checked against each other

alone, and this procedure enables one to distinguish very delicate

reactions. Clean white blotting paper substituted for filter paper

gives similar results, but a longer time is required for the soil to act

upon the litmus paper.

RELATION OF LITMUS REACTION AND LEGUME INOCULATION.

The following typical example will show the relation between the

soil reaction to neutral litmus paper and the growth of certain

varieties of the nodule bacteria of legumes:

On two tobacco fields near Upper Marlboro, Md., vetch was sown
in the fall of 1906, seed having been inoculated with bacteria in

liquid cultures prepared by the Bureau of Plant Industry. One of

these fields was bottom land, the other upland. In the spring it

was found that the vetch on the bottom land had made a very poor

growth and was sickly in appearance. An examination of the roots

showed an entire absence of nodules. The vetch on the upland

field made a fair growth and was plentifully supplied with root

nodules. Samples tested by the petri-dish method showed at once

that the soil from the bottom land reddened the litmus, while the

upland soil blued the litmus; the check, of course, remained un-

changed.

Soil extracts from each field were prepared by leaching 100 grams

of soil with 200 cubic centimeters of distilled water, the soils being

a A modified form of this litmus test (using materials commonly available) gives

results which agree satisfactorily with the petri-dish and filter-paper combination.

Litmus paper can be obtained at any drug store; 5 cents' worth will be sufficient

for making several tests. Neutral paper in strips is to be preferred; blue strips may
be used. The paper should be kept in a tightly stoppered bottle and should not be

touched by the hands. Use forceps or a pin to place the litmus strip in position.

Cut out disks of clean white blotting paper of the right size to fit tightly in the bottom

of an ordinary drinking glass, or tumbler. Place the litmus strip in the bottom of the

glass, the blotting paper over this, and then add the soil to be tested. Add suffi-

cient water to saturate the soil, and cover the glass with a saucer. At the same time

prepare another glass in the same way, without adding the soil. This "check" will

show whether the water or the blotting paper used has affected the litmus paper.

The test glasses should be allowed to stand at least two hours; the color of the litmus

paper against a clean white background can then be observed through the bottom of

the glass mthout disturbing the soil.

[Cir, 71]
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held on filter paper. The resulting? filtrate was nearly clear. Tlie

extracts were then tubed and sterilized. In the case of the soil

which reddened litmus, additional extracts were similarly prepared

after adding to the soil before leaching a small quantity of (1) air-

slaked lime and (2) shell marl. The tubes of sterilized soil extracts

were then inoculated with a vigorous culture of the vetch organism

and ])latings were made from these tubes two days later. The

results are presented in Table I.

Table I.

—

Growth of vetch (Pseudomonas radicicola) culture inoculated into soil extracts

without treatment and also after the addition of lime and marl.

Eflfect of use of extract.
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and such sharply contrasted growths of plants may, however, be due

to inequalities in the distribution of basic soil elements which react

on the microflora.

During the season of 1908 soil samples were submitted from plats

or fields where inoculation experiments were in progress, and over

600 of these samples from all parts of the United States have been

tested by the litmus-paper petri-dish method. From many co-

operators we have as yet received no report upon the results of

inoculating with pure cultures. Samples from garden patches in

cities were discarded. Rather extensive data have been secured upon

the inoculation of three crops, alfalfa, vetch, and crimson clover,

growing in soils reacting differently to litmus. While scattering

reports are on file regarding red clover, Canada field peas, and soy

beans, they are too few to w^arrant conclusions at the present time.

An arbitrary standard for recording the results of these litmus

tests has been determined upon as follows: Red = rose-pink;"^ faint

pink= between rose-pink and heliotrope-purple;" unchanged = helio-

trope-purple ;
** blue = flax-flower blue.'^

According to this standard, as is shown in Table II, soils of various

types and from various regions, but all giving the red reaction and

not limed or manured, have in no case allowed the successful inocula-

tion of alfalfa. Almost the same is true of the soils giving the faint

pink reaction. It should be noted that the successful case at Timber

Valley is perhaps fundamentally different from the others because of

the difference in planting. At best, the success is but 25 per cent.

Those soils which leave the color of the litmus strips unchanged

have allowed successful inoculation of alfalfa in twenty out of twenty-

five cases. The success here is 80 per cent.

Still better results are show^n in soils which distinctly blued the

litmus; all of the ten cases of such alfalfa inoculation are successes.

The table also indicates that soils which redden litmus may still

allow successful inoculation of alfalfa if treated with lime or manure.

Diflerent fields are reported in the table, and there is therefore a pos-

sibility that conditions aside from the application of lime or manure

determined the success or failure of inoculation. From a careful

study of the table in question, however, the inference seems unavoid-

able that liming or manuring those soils which redden htmus is usualh'

desirable '' from the standpoint of alfalfa inoculation. Unfortunately,

at the present time there is no laboratory method of determining how

a Ridgway, Robert. A Nomenclature of Colors. 1886.

b ^Miether it is always desirable to apply lime or manure is not certain, for at least

in some cases liming or manuring did not prevent soil samples from reddening litmus,

yet the inoculation of the field was successful. Further investigations upon this

point, as well as upon the biological changes in the soil brought about by applications

of lime or manure, must be left for future work.
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much lime or how much manure should be applied to a given .field.

Empirical determinations, such as must be made in each region for

new fertilizers, are the onh' rehable guides.

Table 1 1 .—Relation between the litmus reaction of soil and the inoculation of alfalfa with

pure cultures of nodule bacteria.

LITMUS REACTION RED.

Locality.

Union Star, Mo
Boaz, Ala
Laurel Hill, La
Calhoun, Tenn
Jones, Tenn
Ferryman, Md
Toccoa, r.a

Okeinah, Okla
Bowling Green, Mo.
Edgerton, Kans

Kinil of soil.

Marshall

.

do...
Loess

.

Cumberland plateau or pure limestone.

Miami
Piedmont

Marshall
Residual or loess.

LITMUS REACTION FAINT PINK.

Susquehanna, Pa
Angola, Ind
Odenville, Ala
Timber Valley, Wash.o

LITMUS UNCHANGED.

Convent, La ,

Mansfield, Mo
Mt. I^aurel, Va
Philadelphia, Pa.,
Kendall ville, Ind.
Forest Hill, Md...
Baxter, Ark
Monroeville, Ind

.

Bel Air, .Md
Vienna, Va
Fredonia, N. Y.

.

Colfax, La.
Leesburg, Va
New Cambria, Mo
Rome, Ga
New Uaven. Ind
Holly Bluff. Miss
Derwood, Md
Union City, Pa
Bristow, Va
Union Star, .Mo
Sulphur Springs, Ark

.

Kendallvillo, Ind
Decatur, Ind
Okemah, Okla

Mississippi flood plain.

Siliceous limestone
Piedmont
Dekalb
Miami
Piedmont
Alluvial
Marshall
Piedmont

do.
Dunkirk or Volusia.

Central clay.

Marshall
Hagerstown.
Miami

Piedmont.
Volusia. ..

Piedmont.

Siliceous limestone

.

Marshall .,

LITMUS REACTION BLUE.

Putnev, Vt
Elkridge, Md
Morris Plains, N. J.

Brevard, N. C
Goodloe, Va
Rienz.i, Miss
Pamplin City, Va..
Hollidaysbui-g, Pa.
Bryantown, Md
Sterling, Ark ,

New England.

Thin glacial

Piedmont ( Porters)
Piedmont
Calcareous prairie (Houston).
Piedmont
Hagerstown
Coastal
Mississippi bottom

l;r nil of

iuocular
tion.

Volusia, thin glacial.

Miami or Marshall .

.

Dekalb or limestone
Prairie—27 inches. .

.

+

+
+
-f

+
+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

a \lfalfa had been planted five vears before and the stand was very poor. .\t the time the sample was

taken the field was inoculated bymi.xing the culture with soil, and in a part of the field it was harrowed in.
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Table II.

—

Relation between the litmus reaction of soil ayid the inoculation ofalfalfa with
pure cultures of nodule bacteria—Continued.

LITMUS REACTION RED; LIMED.

Locality.
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Table III. -Relation between the litmus reaction of soil and the inoculation of vetch

with pure cultures of nodule bacteria—Continued.

LITMUS RE.VCTION F.MNT PINK.

Locality.
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Table IV.—Relation between the litmus reaction of soil and the inoculation of crimson

clover with jpure cultures of nodule bacteria—Continued.

LITMUS UNCHANGED.

Locality.

Jamesville, N. C.
Ashboro, N. C. .

.

Kichfield, N. C.
Convent, La
Avden, N. C
Ore Bank, Va....
Jefferson, Va
Perkasie, Pa
Bussellville, Ala.

Kind of soil.

Mississippi flood plain

.

Piedmont...
Central clay.
Dekalb...;.
Hagerstown.

Result of
inocula-
tion.

+
+

+
+
+

LITMUS REACTION BLUE.

Hover, Wash.
Siloam, Ga. ..

Seniiarid.

.

Piedmont.

DISTRIBUTION OF SOILS SUBMITTED TO THE LITMUS TEST.

While the Utmiis test is suggested merely as an empirical one in

connection with legume culture, especially in the selection or treat-

ment of fields for the successful growing of alfalfa and clovers, it is of

interest to note the relation between the reactions obtained by this

method and the range of annual precipitation represented by the soils

tested. As shown in Table V, the soils w ere grouped as from (1 ) semi-

arid regions or regions of deficient rainfall; (2) regions of moderate

rainfall; and (3) humid regions. The figures represent the number

of samples in each group reacting as red or blue to htmus, or wliich

produce no change.

Table Y.—Reaction of soils to litmus, the soils being grouped according to regions

receiving different quantities of rainfall.

Semiarid regions. Defi-

cient rainfall.
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Exceptional conditions in a number of cases accounted for a reac-

tion the opposite of that generally produced by the soil type. Garden
soils, greatly improved by manure, lime, and fertilizers, have usually

shown no effect upon neutral litmus paper, even in regions where
field soils commonly cause reddening of the paper. On the otlier

hand, samples from run-down fields testing red to litmus on a soil

type normally reacting blue indicate that this behavior toward litmus

may develop from systems of management. Many inoculation tests

are made on soils where recent experience has shown that '' something
is the matter," inoculation being resorted to as a means of over-

coming the difficulty. Where the difficulty, or a part of it, can be
located by the reaction of the soil to litmus paper the first step has
been taken toward bringing the soil into such a condition that inocu-

lation may prove effective for alfalfa at least, and perhaps for vetch.

CONCLUSIONS.

(1) Tlie modified petri-dish method, using neutral litmus paper,

gives valuable comparative data for studying legume inoculation.

(2) Alfalfa inoculation is most inhibited by soils which redden
litmus, and is most successful in soils which blue litmus or in those

which leave the litmus paper unchanged. Crimson clover inoculation

is limited little, if at all, by soils of varying litmus reaction. A'etch

inoculation seems midway between that of alfalfa and that of crimson
clover. A sharp distinction must be drawn between successful inocu-

lation and successful crop production. For alfalfa tlie conditions favor-

ing successful inoculation seem identical with tliose favoring the alfalfa

crop. While the limitations for either inoculation or crop production
with'vetch are less sharph' (h-awn, their relationship or interdepend-
ence is perhaps as marked as with alfalfa. Crimson clover, on the

other hand, may be inoculated even on soils which redden litmus,

yet under these conditions liming or manuring is often of great benefit

in croj) production.

Approved

:

James Wilson,
Secretary of Agriculture.

Washington, D. C, August 26, 1910.

[Cir. 71j
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B. P. I.—C15.

A MOISTURE TESTER FOR GRAIX AND OTHER

SUBSTANCES AND HOW TO USE YL'

INTRODUCTION.

The apparatus described in this circular, which is known com-

mercially as the Brown-Duvel moisture tester, was originalh' des-

cribed in 1907 in Bulletin 99 of the Bureau of Plant Industry,

entitled ''A Quick Method for the Determination of Moisture in

Grain," and was developed primarily to meet the demands of grain

dealers for a rapid and exact method of determining the moisture

content of commercial corn. Since that time some slight modifica-

tions have been made in both the apparatus and the method, and

specific instructions have been worked out for making moisture tests

of the more important cereal grains and some of the more important

seeds. It has been demonstrated that the method is entirely practi-

cable for making moisture determinations of practically all sub-

stances which admit of a free circulation of the oil during the heating.

Both the construction and the process have been made as simple

as possible, so that reliable tests can be made by any careful worker,

even though he has not had the benefit of special training in a chemi-

cal la])oratory. It is, liowever, of the utmost importance that the

operator be a careful and honest worker who can be depended upon

to follow simple instructions and to report results correctly. It

must be })orne in mind that the instructions given in this circular

are applicable only when used in connection with the moisture tester

herein described and illustrated and do not apply to modified forms

of testers.

a This circular has been prepared in order to provide specific instructions for making

moisture determinations of different substances and to bring about more uniformity

in the use of the apparatus. The use of this moisture tester with corn has resulted

in more attention being paid to the proportion of dry matter contained therein, and

already considerable quantities of corn are being sold on a percentage statement of

moisture or on grades in which the percentage of moisture is limited, and it is believed

that the time is not far distant when this will be the universal practice. The apparatus

described was developed by Mr. Edgar Brown and Dr. J. W. T. Duvel, of this Bureau,

and has been patented by them in order to secure its free use by the people of the

United States.

—

Wm. A. Taylor, Acting Chief of Bureau.

61825°—Cir. 72—10 3



A MOISTUEE TESTER FOR GRAIN.

DESCRIPTION OF THE APPARATUS.

The apparatus consists of a heating chamber divided into com-
partments so that a number of samples can be tested at the same
time, a tank for cold water, through which the condenser tubes pass,

and a suitable stand for supporting the heating chamber and cold-

water tank, together with numerous accessories, such as ther-

mometers, distillation flasks, graduated measuring cylinders, etc., all

of which are illustrated and described somewhat in detail in the fol-

lowing pages, so that no one should have difficulty in setting up the

apparatus and in making the tests properly.

Figure 1 shows an external view of a standard six-compartment
moisture tester set up ready for use. Each compartment of the heat-

FiG. 1.—Six-compartment tester, with wooden rack in foreground.

ing chamber is numbered and provided with a small mica window,
through v/hich the operator can observe the action within the flask

while the test is in progress. Figure 2 is a cross section through one

of the compartments of the tester, showing the position of the flask

and the flask support within the compartment, the adjustment of

the thermometer, and the proper connections of the various parts.

Figures 1 and 2 show testers equipped with burners for using gas

as fuel. The form of construction, however, is such that alcoliol or

gasoline burners can be used with equally good results, provided the

burners give a pointed rather than a spreading flame and the apparatus

is modified in no other way.
[Cir. 72]



A MOISTURE TESTER FOR GRAIN.

THERMOMETERS.

It is of the utmost importance that the thermometers be of extra

quaUty and not the ordinary grade of chemical thermometers

which are so

commonly fur-

nished with ap-

paratus of this

general charac-

ter. The suc-

cess of this

method of mak-
ing moisture
determinations

depends largely

upon the accu-

racy with which

the temperature

readings are

made, and any

thermometer
showing an er-

ror of more than

one-half of a de-

gree should not

be used unless

such errors are

known and pro-

vided for in the

readings.

It is also nec-

essary that the

mercury bulbs
of the thermom-

eters be of ap-

proximately the

same length, so

that some uni-

formity can be

had as to the

<lepth to which the thermometers are immersed in the oil, the correct

positions of which are shown in figure 9, on page 10.

[Clr. 72]

Fig. 2.—Sectional view, showing the various parts properly connected for use.

A, Distillation flask in position, three-eighths of an inch above the wire

gauze; B, distillation Qiisk in wooden rack, used only during filling.
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR THERMOMETERS.

In order to secure a high-class thermometer at a minimum cost it

has been found advisable to adopt a thermometer which can be used

for general laboratory work. The thermometer should be graduated

m whole degrees from 0° to 200° C, with the graduations etched on a

stem having a white background. The diameter of the stem of the

thermometer should be nine thirty-seconds of an inch, so that it Mall

fit properly in the No. 5, one-hole, rubber stopper. The length of

the mercury bulb should be approximately three-fourths of an inch

—

not greater than thirteen-sixteenths nor less than eleven-sixteenths

of an inch. The total length of the thermometer should not exceed

13 inches.

The manufacturers should be required to furnish certificates of

correction with all thermometers showing errors in calibration and

graduation exceeding one-half of a degree at 175° and 190° C.

GRADUATED MEASURING CYLINDERS.

The small graduated cylinders for measuring the moisture should

have a capacity of at least 25 cubic centimeters. They should be

^ ,-..---^- carefully graduated in fifths, so that the readings
" ' " can readily be made in tenths. When 100 grams

are used for the test, the number of cubic centi-

meters of water in the graduate corre-

sponds to the percentage of moisture

originally contained in the sample. If

only 50 grams are used, as is necessary

with some substances, the number of

cubic centimeters of water in the grad-

uate is equivalent to one-half of the

moisture percentage.

In making moisture determinations a

small quantity of oil—usually less than

one-half of a cubic centimeter—is carried

over into the measuring cylinder and

collects on the surface of the water, so

that the readings should be made at the

bottom of the meniscus between the oil

and the water, as shown in figure 3.

Should the oil and the water not separate

readily, the graduated cylinder should be

whirled by rolling quickly between the

two hands.

^

^

*

i

\

\

\

I

3.i...

Fig. 3.—Graduated meas-

uring cylinder, showing

20 per cent of moisture.

Fig. 4.—Swab
or test-tube

After each test the cylinders must be cleaner.

cleaned and dried, which can best be done with a swab or test-tube

cleaner having a small sponge attached to one end, as sho^oi in figure 4.

[Cir. 72]



A MOISTURE TESTER FOR GRAIN, 7

Satisfactory cleaners can also be made as needed by twisting cotton

waste, strips of cheese cloth, or some other similar substance about

one end of a piece of fairly heavy ware.

DISTILLATION FLASKS.

The special distillation flasks, with a capacity of approximately

1,000 cubic centimeters, should be made of the best grade of resistant

glass and should be well annealed in order to withstand sudden

changes in temperature without breaking. The necks of the flasks

should be sufficiently heavy to stand tight corking. Figure 5 shows

one of these flasks in which the dimensions of the different parts are

given in both centimeters and inches.

Fig. 5.—Distillation flask.

In some instances dealers have supplied flasks showing such wide

variations in the dimensions that they were entirely useless. It is

therefore recommended that in ordering flasks it be definitely stated

that they must be in accordance with the specifications given in this

circular. In case the dimensions of the flasks, as well as other parts

of the apparatus, are not approximately as herein specified, they

should be returned.

FLASK SUPPORTS.

The pipestem triangles originally used for supporting the flasks

above the ware gauze resulted in the breakage of an undue number of

flasks, and for that reason these triangles have been replaced with

[Cir. 71']



8 A MOISTURE TESTER FOR GRAIN.

removable supports, as shown in figures 2 and G. This form of sup-

port provides a good asbestos ring on which the flask rests, exposes

the bottom of the flask more

uniformly to the action of the

heat, and at the same time is so

made that a sufficient quantity

of heat comes in contact with

the upper part of the flask.

In adjusting these supports

the asbestos ring in the top of

the support should be cut so

that tlie bottom of the flask will

be not less than three-eighths of
Fig. 6.—Flask support. •

i i i x
an mch above the asbestos cen-

ter of the wire gauze, as shown in figure 2. The support should be

1| inches high.

WIRE GAUZE.

The wire gauze in the bottom of each compartment between the
*?2'"'^,

/

flask and the flame should

^' be kept in good condition,

-'^- so that the flame does not

play directly on the bottom

of the flask. This gauze

should be made of iron ^vire,

from sixteen to twenty

thousandths of an inch in

diameter, w^ith 20 wires to

the inch and with a 2-inch

asbestos center, as shown
in figure 7.

The asbestos center in-

sures a more uniform dis-

FiG. 7.

—

Wire gauze with asbestos center.

tribution of heat and adds greatly to the life of the wire.

It can readily be put in by mixing asbestos cement with

water and rubbing it into the mesh of the gauze.

CONDENSER TUBES.

The o-lass condenser tubes, with dimensions as shown

in figure 8, should be so adjusted in the No. 5 rubber

stoppers that when the latter are firmly pressed into

the holes in the bottom of the cold-water tank the tops

of the tubes will be approximately one-fourth of an inch above

the top of the tank.

[Cir. 72]
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Fig. 8.—Con-
denser tube.
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RUBBER STOPPERS.

The No. 5, one-hole, rubber stoj)pers which carry the thermometers

and the No. 3, one-hole, rubber stoppers used on the side tubes of the

flasks should be of such quality as will withstand comparatively

high temperatures and resist the action of the oil. Stoppers con-

taining a large percentage of pure gum are not desirable. They soon

swell and become uniit for use. Before attempting to put any of the

glass parts through the holes in the rubber stoppers they should be

moistened \vith oil or water, thereby lessoning the chances of breaking

the tubes and cutting the hantls.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD.

The method consists in heating whole grains, seeds, spices, or other

sunilar substances in a mineral oil having a flashing point much

above the boihng point of water, in condensing the water which

distills off, and in collecting and measuring it in a suitable graduate.

The method, as already stated, is so simple that the tests can be

made by any careful worker who is able to follow simple instructions.

A single moisture determination can be made in twenty-live or

thirty minutes, and \vdth a 6-compartment tester, as shown in figure

1, six tests can be made in approximately the same time. In com-

mercial work, where a large number of tests are to be made, one man

and a helper, with the use of three 6-compartment machines, can

readily make 200 or more tests in a day of eight hours, an average

of less than two and one-half minutes for each test. In addition to

the rapidity with which moisture determinations can be made by

this method, it is especially valuable in testing substances which

have a large percentage of water, are diflicult to grind, or contain

such large quantities of volatile oils that determinations based upon

differences in weight during drying are unreliable. This method

also obviates the grinding of samples, thus eliminating the loss of

water which accompanies the grintling of material of relatively high

moisture content. Moreover, ground material has a tendency to

"cake" in the flask; consequently, this method is not entirely satis-

factory for making moisture determinations of flour, meal, powders,

or other similar substances, without some further modification.

HOW TO MAKE A TEST.

After properly mixing the bulk sample, carefully weigh the desired

quantity for the moisture test and empty immediately into the

distillation flask, to which add the oil and shake, with a slight whirl-

ing motion, until the two become well mixed. Grasp the neck of the

flask in one hand and hold it in such a manner that when the No. 5

[Cir. 72]



10 A MOISTURE TESTER FOR GRAIN,

rubber stopper carrying the thermometer is inserted it can be readily

determined whether the mercury bulb of the thermometer is properly

adjusted in the oil, as showii in figure 9. Place the flask in the

proper compartment of the tester and proceed in a similar manner

with the remaining samples.

The correct adjustment of the thermometer is a factor which must
not be ignored. If the mercury bulb of the thermometer is too near

the bottom of the flask the percentage of moisture will be too low.

For the same reason it is im-

portant that there be some
uniformity in the length of the

mercury bulbs of the ther-

mometers, which should be ap-

proximately three-fourths of

an inch.

As the thermometer is being;

inserted, glance along the sida

tube of the flask to make cer-

tain that it has not become

stopped by the lodgment of

some particle while emptying

or fining the flask. If the sid*

tube is not open to permit the

free escape of the rapidly form-

ing steam the pressure during

the heating will become suffi-

cient to blow out the stopper

and thermometer, or possibly

to burst the flask.

When the flasks have been

filled and placed in the com-

partments of the tester, con-

nect the side tubes of the

flasks by means of the No. 3

rubber stoppers with the thimbles of the glass condenser tubes which

extend down through the cold-water tank, so that the moisture which

is liberated from the grain or other substance will be condensed and

collected in the graduated cyhnders beneath the tank. Figure 2

shows the correct manner of adjusting the various parts of the appa-

ratus.

Place the cover over the flask, then ignite the gas, adjusting the

flame so that it will require about twenty minutes to reach the tem-

perature prescribed for the substance being tested. When the desired

[Cir. 72]

Fig. 9. -Distillation flask, showing the correct adjust-

ment of the thermometer.
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temperature is reached extinguish the flame quickly, after which the

thermometer will show a slight gratlual im-rease in temperature. If

the sample contains a large percentage of moisture there is danger of

boiling over, but this can usually bo prevented by lowering the flame

whenever the action in the flask becomes too vigorous, as can be

readily determined through the mica window in the front of the com-

partment. As soon as the water stops dropping from the condenser

tube, which usually requires from four to six minutes after the flame

has been extinguished, the test is complete. However, before read-

ing the amount of moisture remove the covers and then disconnect

the flasks from the condenser tubes in order to allow the small quan-

tity of moisture which sometimes collects at the base of the No. 3

rubber stoppers to drop into the graduated measuring cylinders.

The percentage of moisture is read beneath the layer of oil on top of

the water, as shown in figure 3. In order to guard against possible

error it is desirable to make duplicate tests of all samples and take the

average of the two readings as the correct percentage of moisture.

Wliile the contents of the flasks are still hot, take the flask by the

side tube and after giving a slight whirling motion invert quickly,

emptying the contents into a suitable strainer, so that the oil can be

recovered for further use.

When the flasks are not in use, keep them in place in the compart-

ments and make all connections the same as for a test. In using a

new flask for the first time "run" a preliminary sample previous to

making a regular test, so that all the flasks will be in uniform con-

dition.

HOW TO TEST DIFFERENT SUBSTANCES.a

Detailed instructions have been worked out for making moisture

determinations of a limited number of substances, as follows:

Barley.—Use 100 grams of grain and 150 cubic centimeters of oil,

and extinguish the flame when the thermometer registers 190° C.

Corn (maize).—Use 100 grams of grain and 150 cubic centimeters of

oil, and extinguish the flame when the thermometer registers 190° C.

This method, however, can not be used with the pop corns.

a Different substances are likely to require slightly different treatment, which can

be determined only by careful experiments covering a wide range of conditions,

checking the results wi th the tests made by drying a definite quantity to constant weight

and calculating the loss in weight as the percentage of moisture. The data here shown

were secured by checking the results with moisture determinations made by drying

to constant weight in the common type of double-walled oven filled with water main-

tained at the boiling point, except that the proper treatment for flaxseed was deter-

mined by checking with samples dried to constant weight in a 28-inch vacuum at a

temperature of 99° to 100° C. Moisture determinations made in vacuum at tempera-

tures of 105° or 108° C. will show higher percentages than will result from the method

herein described.

[Cir. 72]



12 A MOISTURE TESTER FOR GRAIN.

Corncobs.—Use 50 grams of cob cut in pieces that can be easih''

removed from tlie flask and 250 cubic centimeters of oil, and extinguish

the flame when the thermometer registers 190° C.

Cottonseed.—Use 50 grams of seed and 150 cubic centimeters of oil,

and extinguish the flame when the thermometer registers 190° C.

Flaxseed.—Use 100 grams of seed and 150 cubic centimeters of oil,

and extinguish the flame when the thermometer registers 175° C.

Kafir.—Use 100 grams of grain and 150 cubic centimeters of oil, and

extinguish the flame when the thermometer registers 190° C.

Oats.—Use 50 grams of grain and 150 cubic centimeters of oil, and

extinguish the flame when the thermometer registers 195° C. In

oats that are light and chafty special care should ])e taken to insure the

thorough mixing of the oil and grain and to heat with a slower flame

in order to reduce the foaming to a minimum. In extreme cases it

may be necessary to add an extra 50 cubic centimeters of oil.

Rice (unhulled).—Use 100 grams of grain and 150 cubic centimeters

of oil, and extinguish the flame when the thermometer registers 190° C.

Rye.—Use 100 grams of grain and 150 cubic centimeters of oil, and

extinguish the flame when the thermometer registers 175° C.

Soy hean.—Use 100 grams of beans and 150 cubic centimeters of

oil, and extinguish the flame when the thermometer registers 170° C.

Wheat.—Use 100 grams of grain and 150 cubic centimeters of oil, and
extinguish the flame when the thermometer registers 180° C.

OIL FOR THE MOISTURE TESTS.

In making tests a good grade of mineral engine oil should be used.

The oil must be free from water, should have a

flashing point in open cup of approximately 200°

to 205° C. (392° to 401° F.), and preferably a

viscosity between 10 and 15 (Engler) at 20° C.

(68° F.). The higher the viscosity the greater

the danger of boiling over, and for this reason

cylinder oils should not be used; as a rule, they

are too heavy for good results.

After the tests are completed and while the oil

is still hot, empty the contents of the flasks into

a strainer to recover the oil, which can be used

repeatedly. A funnel strainer fitted to the

mouth of a 3 or 4 gallon milk can, as shown in

figure 10, is serviceable and inexpensive.

MEASURING THE OIL.

Fig. 10.—Strainer fcr recover-

insr the oil. A conical glass graduate, as shown in figure 11,

having a capacity of 150 cubic centimeters, is ordinarily used for

measuring the oil for the test. A more complete device consists of a

[Cir. 72]



A MOISTURE TESTER FOR GRAIN. 13

graduated glass gauge and a stopcock fitted to a cylindrical brass cup

of a size to hold sufficient oil for at least a dozen tests, as shown in

figure 12.

DRAWING AND HANDLING SAMPLES.

..—Oil measure.

It is admitted that to secure a representative sample is often very

dilhcult, but the necessity of sparing no trouble in this respect is

most strongly urged.

In securing samples of grain from cars, etc., it

must be remembered that, as a rule, grain from the

surface will show less moisture than that in the body

of the shipment. In corn in cars it

is not uncommon to find differences

of several per cent between the

moisture content of the layer of

corn immediately at the surface and

that of the body of the grain di-

rectly beneath. In an experimental ^'°- "--^^

shipment of three lots of corn contained in a single

car in which special care was taken to see that each

lot was uniform througliout, moisture tests at des-

tination, fifteen days after shipment, showed 14.1

per cent, 14.3 per cent, and 14.1 per cent for corn

from the surface of each o( the three lots, as com-

pared with 17.3 per cent, 16.9 per cent, and 19.2

per cent, respectively, for the samples taken with

a grain trier from 2 to 3*^ feet below the surface,

the latter percentages being practically the same

as at the time of shipment.

Likewise, the same care must be observed in

handling the samples after they are drawn from

the bulk or weighed for the test. If exposed to the

air they will lose moisture in accordance with the

Fig. i2.-improved oil condition of the atmosphere and the percentage of

ZZlJZ^Z water in the sample. A preliminary test with 100

represents 150 cubic grams of wlicat containing 14.5 per cent of moisture
centimeters of oil.

^^^^^^.^^ ^ loss of 0.20, 0.35, 1.10, and 1.90 per cent

when exposed to the air of the laboratory for periods of one-half, one,

four, and twenty-six hours, respectively. A second lot of wheat con-

taining 16.1 per cent of moisture lost 0.50, 0.75, 1.75, and 3.20 per

cent, respectively, during the same periods under identical treatment.

BALANCE FOR WEIGHING SAMPLES.

While not a part of the apparatus, a balance is necessary for weigh-

ing the samples. One of simple construction, having a sensitiveness

of one-twentieth or even one-tenth of a gram has been found quite

tCir. 72]



14 A MOISTURE TESTER FOR GRAIN.

satisfactory. Balances similar to the two types shown in figure 13,

which have a special scoop for emptying the weighed samples into the
distillation flasks, will meet all requirements. Such balances are

likewise much less expensive, less likely to get out of order, and more
easily operated than the delicate analytical balances commonly used
in chemical laboratories.

Fig. 13.—Balances with a set of polished brass weights, 400 grams to 5 grams. Left, torsion balance; right,

trip scale with agate bearings.

Wliatever the type of balance used, it should rest on a firm support,

preferably a heavy shelf securely fastened to a solid wall of the build-

ing, which will greatly facilitate the keeping of the scale in balance,

which is absolutely essential for reliable work.

SPECIAL POINTS FOR CONSIDERATION.

(1) The moisture tester should be installed in a place where it will

not be exposed to strong air currents.

(2) The tester can be equipped for burning alcohol or gasoline, but

gas is to be preferred whenever available.

(3) The wire gauze with asbestos center should be kept in good con-

dition so that the flame will not plav directly upon the bottom of the

flask.

(4) The bottom of the flask should be not less than three-eighths

of an inch above the wire gauze.

(5) See that the column of mercury in the thermometer is contin-

uous; if broken it should be shaken down.

(6) Adjust the thermometers in the rubber stoppers so that the

bulbs of the thermometers will be approximately four-fifths im-

mersed in the oil.

(7) Keep a good supply of cold water running through the con-

denser tank.

(8) Adjust the flame so that about twenty minutes are required to

reach the prescribed temperature.

[Cir. 72]
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(9) If the moisture content of the sample is liigli, so that there is a

tenck-ncy to boil over, lower the flame until a considerable portion of

the water is distilled over.

(10) When the thermometer registers the prescribed temperature,

extinguish the flame promptly.

(11) After the flame is extinguished a slight gradual increase in

temperature is to be expected. A sudden increase or a sudden de-

crease in temperature of several degrees indicates that the flame was

too intense during the latter part of the heating and the test should

be repeated.

(12) See that there is no water in the graduated cylinder before

starting the test.

(13) Read the percentage of moisture in the graduated cylinder

beneath the layer of oil on top of the water.

(14) If the water which distils over is discolored, the substance has

evidently been burned and the test should be repeated.

(15) When not in use keep the flasks in position in the compart-

ments, with all connections made as for making a test.

(16) Before making a test in a new flask, "run" a preliminary sam-

ple, so that all the flasks will be in uniform condition.

(17) Draw all samples carefully and keep them in air-tight con-

tainers until ready to make the test. They lose moisture rapidly

when exposed to the air.

(18) Place the scales on a firm support and see that they are in bal-

ance before making a weighing.

(19) The specific instructions for making tests given in this circular

do not ajJi^ly to modified forms of testers.

Approved

:

James Wilsox,
Secretary of Agriculture.

Washington, D. C, September 16, 1910.

[Cir. 72.]
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